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The subject-wise distribtion of legislative competence
among the three legislative jurisdictions, union, state and
concurrent, gives rise to a problem of legislative conflicts
in India. There does not seem to have been any study exclu
sively devoted to this aspect of Indian federalism. This study
is an attempt in that direction.
The study has been broadly divided into three parts
after an historical introduction in chapter I. Chapters II to
VIII deal with conflicts between the exclusive fields, chapters
IX and X with conflicts in the concurrent field, and chapter
XI with conflicts between the exclusive and concurrent fields.

In the last chapter, i.e, chapter XII, has been collected
together some conclusions which in most cases have also been

noted in the course of the study.
Only the problem of conflicts on account of the verti
cal division of powers, as the subject-wise distribution of
powers is sometimes called, has been the subject of this study.
I! has therefore excluded territorial conflicts and certain
measures designed to prevent conflicts such as presidential

assent to state bills and the role of inter-state council. The
decisions of the Federal Court, the Privy Council and the \

Supreme Court have been mainly used for the purpose. High Court‘

decisions have also been referred to occasionally. While all
the subjects mentioned in the Seventh Schedule have not been

covered, the selection of topics has been so made, it is felt,
as to cover all questions of significance and the subjects
left out, if included, would have merely added to the bulk of
the study without shedding any light on the principles
involved.

The writer wishes to acknowledge his deep-felt gratitude
to Dr.A.T.‘Harkose, l.A.,LL.D., Professor, Head of the Depart
ment and Dean of the Faculty of Law of the University of Cochin,
and Deputy Judge, International Administrative Tribunal,Geneva,
for the kind guidance and encouragement in the preparation of

this thesis.
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CHAPTER I
HISTOR ICAL
INTRODUCTION
;' lei.
txf; j";,;;1.uIl_1ii

1.1 The Constitution of India has brought into existence
a federal State. The legislative power is divided between the
;federation called in the Constitution as the Union and the
units called the States. The Constitution of India has adopted
the scheme of division of powers contained in the Government

of India Act 1935, nhich.for the first time introduced a
federal pattern of government for India. Though constitution
alised federalism dates only frm the 1935 Act, because of the
large devolution of powers, the rudiments of federal government

were in existence even earlier. It is proposed to trace
briefly the evolution of Indian federation with special
emphasis on the division of powers and the proble of conflict
of legislative powers.
EAST INDIA CGMPANY AND CENTRALISED GOVERNMENT

1.2 It is sufficient for the present purpose to state
that the East India Company, which had established trading
centres at Iadras, Bombay and Calcutta, obtained in 1765 the
right of diwani over Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. The mal
adminietration that followed made it necessary for the British

Parliament to legislatively intervene in the affairs of the
Company. The Regulating Act, 177%, "altered the constitution
of the Company at home, changed the structure of the Government
iy 7 ‘*2 'Lf‘_‘T'ff " ‘" ;":**:t~t_:::.f1f."t..?;ii: i :*?"'%"*:;.. ;1 :_'i' 31,; 37:‘; ;J:_ :.:‘;";:1::, __--"1 '_;' _;1 Jy"'i .'?;:::fi:i':' : ' pi

1. The centrally administered territories pose no problem for
the present discussion.
2. 13 Geo. III, 0.64.
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in India, ubjected in some degree the whole of the territories
to one supreme control in India, and provided in a very in
efficient manner for the supervision of the Company by the
3
ministry". As the Company obtained more and more territories
in India the diversities in the laws of the country became
very prominent. This was due to the fact that the legislative
power of the Government was partly derived directly from the
Crown, which introduced certain aspects of the English Common

Law, and partly from the supplanted sovereigities in Indian
territory, which had followed the Hindu and Mohammedan Law.

In order to clear the contusion and conflicts and to bring
in some measure of ﬂniformity, greater centralisation of the
legislative power was necessary. Hence the Charter Act of
1833 superseded the then existing legislative powers of the
Governments of ladras and Bombay, and enlarged, subject to

certain restrictions, the powers of the Governor-General in
Council. Provision was also made for the establishment of a
Law Commission which was to take up codification of the laws

in India.
INDIAN COUNCILS ACTS AND DECENTRALISATION

1.3 when the Crown assumed direct responsibility for
the Government of India after the proclamation of 1857 and the
passing of the Government of India Act 1858, there was a
highly centralised governmental system in operation. However,
iT_'_'_T,T I 'fl7'T' lT__ “E :—Iii'.l .l_o_‘_ _ i'1f_‘ in L '_"§ .iI_1.'l.]"_ Q‘_I_'f_, IL If 7*

3. Keith, Constitutional History of India, 2nd Edn., Reprinted
(1961), pp.70-71.
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the size of the territory and the diversities present therein
made centralised control in everything, without devolution of
authority, impossible. The process of decentralisation was
legislatively inaugurated by the Indian Councils Act of 186%.
"the Act restored to the Governments of Madras and Bombay the

powers of legislation which the Act of 1833 had withdrawn, ut
with one important distinction. Formerly the laws enacted by
the local legislatures had been complete in themselves and
cane into operation of their own.force. Thenoeforth the
previous sanction of the Governor-General was made requisite

for legislation by the local councils in certain cases, and
all Acts of the local councils required the subsequent assent
of the Governor-General in addition to tht of the Governor.
To this extent the Governor-General was given direct and

personal control over the exercise of all legislative authority
5

innlndie".

1.4 From 1861 onwards till the reforms of 1919 there was
centralised government with no attempt to rigidly demarcate the
spheres of the government of India and of the provincial
governments. the dominant conception, that the entire govern
mental system was one indivisible ehgle and amenable to the
sovereignty of the British Parliament, made the position of
the Provincial governments one of complete subordination. The
‘TITVI .i'A,"§_‘ ' Q _ L. _ f LI ‘f‘*_l_"l‘i“‘_,"‘i"_ l_, :7 T_'_ QT L; ZW5 __ ii ll * _i '

4. 24 8: 25 V1012. 0.67.

5. Para 63 of the Hontagu Ghelmsford Report (1918).

6. Para 50, ibid.
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Gentral Legislature used to legislate on a wide field. The
great Indian Codes were passed during this perioz. The
practice of the local governments of first consulting the
Government of India in.metters of legislation-and the require
ment of Governor-General's assent for the validity of every
provincial legislation ensured that there was no conflict
between the central and the provincial legislation.

1.5 ihe reforms of 1919 envisaged progressive self
government for India. Indians were to be associated in a
limited way with the governance of the country. This called
for a greater dearcation between the functions of the Governe
ment of India and of the provincial governments as only a
part of the provincial function was proposed to be transferred
to Indian hands. "The increasing association of Indians in
every branch of the administration and the gradual development
of self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive
realisation of responsible government in India as an ‘integral
part of the British Empirg',however did not need from the
British point of view the formation of a federal pattern for
the government of India. Stating clearly that the teak of
the reformers was not ﬂhe formation of a federal goverment,
the Hontagu Ghehnsford Report said:
_j' L* ,i _: 11' ‘j’;"i L‘ ;if ii :;‘; :'1;'_iTji':b\@Il ,1’ '1’; Iii ;_ 1; _ f' :;;.i': :1 1'_'I_‘_L:__

7. For a brief account of the legislative activity see Keith,
op. cit. p.210 et seq.
8. Montagu's announcement in the House of Commons on August 20,
1917 regarding British policy on Indian Constitutional
refonms.
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"Granted the announcement of August 20, we cannot

at the present time envisage its complete fulfilment
in.any form.other than that of a oongeries of self
governing Indian provinces associated for certain
purposes under a responsible government of India;
with possibly what are now the Native States of India
finally embodied in the same whole, in some relation
which we will not now attempt to define. For such an
organisation the English language has no word but

'federal'. But we are bound to point out that what
ever may be the case with the Native States of the
future into the relation of provincial and central
governments, the truly federal element does not, and

cannot, enter. There is no element of pact. The

government of the country is at present one; and from
this point of view the local governments are literally
the "agents" of the Government of India. Great
powers have been delegated to them because no single
administration could support the Atlantoan load. But
the process before us now is not one of federalizing.
Setting aside the obstacles presented by the supremacy
of Parliament, the last choice of making a federation
of British India was in 1774; when.Bobay and Madras
and rights to surrender. The provinces have now no
innate powers of their own, and therefore have nothing

to surrender in a foedus. Our task is not like that

of the Fathers of the Union in the'United States and
Canada. we have to demolish the existing structure,
at least in part, before we can build the new. Our
business is one of devolution, of drawing lines of
demarcation, of cutting long~standing ties. the
Government of India ust give, and the provinces mst
receive; for only so can the growing organism of self
government draw air into its lungs and live. It
requires no great effort of the imagination to draw
a future map of India which shall present the external
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semblanoe of a great new confederation within the
Empire. But we met sedulously beware the ready
application of federal arguments or federal examples

to a task which is the very reverse of that which 9

confronted Alexander Hamilton and Sir John.Hacdonald".

1.6 Therefore, while recommending the devolution of
greater financial and legislative powers in favour of the
provinces, the lontagu Chelmsford report recognised that the
Government of India should have the power to intervene in
Provincial matters for the protection and enforcement of

the interests within its responsibility, to secure uniformity
of legislation considered desirable for the whole or any part
of India and to pass legislation which.might be adopted by
the Provinces with or without modification. But the demarcation
of functions should.not lead to challenges in the courts of
legislative enactments on the ground of excess of powers as
it would subject "every Government in the country to an almost

intolerable harassent". In view of the large responsibility
of the central Government for defence and law and order it
was inexpedient to put statutory limitations on its powers.
Adoption of constitutional conventions, which had already
gained some force in India, according to which the Government
of India would not without strong reasons legislate in the
internal affairs of the Provinces was suggested to achieve
harmony in the relations between the central and the provincial
governments?

*1 A. T _-'I'T"‘jIl'4_>fT;_lL "I1 IT‘f_"IiIl n I If l_ Q’ :' I
9. Hontagu Chelmsford Report (1918), para 120.

10. Ibid, para 212.

.7.
THE SCHEME OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1919

1.7 To give effect to the recomendations of the
lontagu Chelmsford Report, the Government of India Act 1919,

provided for the making of rules for the classification of
subjects, in relation to the functions of government, as
central and provincial subjects, for the purpose of diﬂtiﬂr
guishing the functions of local governments and local
legislatures from the functions of the Governor-General in
Council and the Indiwn legislature: The Act also provided that
rules be made for the devolution of authority in respect of
provincial subjects to local governments and for the allocation
of revenues or other moneys to those governments and for the
settlement of doubts arising as to whether any matter did or

did not relate to a provincial subject? The Devolution Rules
13

issued in 1920, in prsuance or the above provisions classified
the functions of government into central subjects and provincial
subjects. The list of central subjects contained 47 items and
the list of provincial subjects contained 51 items’ Defence
of India, external relations, all India communications,
11. Section 45A of the Government of India Act, 1915, as
inserted by the Government of India Act, 1919.
12. Sub-section 1(b) and 2(v) of Section 45A, ibid.
13. Ho.308-8., dated the 16th December, 1920, see the
Government of India Act with Rules and Notifications
thereunder, Government of India Central Publication Branch,
Calcutta, 1924, pp.1B5-216.
14. Schedule I to the Devolution Rules, 1920.
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shipping, posts and telegraphs and crhminal law eere included
as central subjects. Local Government, medical administration,

public health, education with certain exceptions, agrigulture,
police and prison were included in the provincial list. All
matters expressly excepted from.inclusion among provincial
subjects and all other matters not included among provincial
subjects were to be treated as included among central subjects?

Item 51 in the provincial list provided that any matter,
though falling within a central subject, declared by the
Governor-General in Council to be of a merely local or private
nature within a province should be considered as a provincial
subject. It was also provided that any matter included in
the list of provincial subjects should, to the extent of such
inclusion, be excluded from any central subject of which, but
for such inclusion, it would fonn part?

1.8 The Devclution.Rules also provided for the settling
of doubts with regard to provincial subjects. If any doubt
arose as to whether a particular matter did or did not relate
to a provincial subject the Governcr—General in Council was

to decide the matter finally? Since residuary powers were
included in the list of central subjects as per item 47
referred to above, the question to be determined in deciding
whether a topic of legislation beloned to the central sphere
L 1L _'__.:_a_’ YT; __'i_*’Q Q I .1 LIIl'.Iaf‘.1f_‘_l__T iﬂ _ T T" 1 '__ '_ 'f' 7

15. The full lists are given in Annexure A.
16. Items 46 and 47 of Part I, Schedule I, ibid.

170
Rule
180 R1113 4,
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or provincial sphere was really solved when a decision was
reached on the question whether it belonged to the provincial
sphere or not. It may be noted that in giving enumerated
powers to the provinces and the residuary powers to the centre,

the pattern of the distribution of legislative power in the
19

Canadian Constitution was followed.

1.9 The classification of subjects of legislation into
central and pr0V1n0ial made by the Devolution Rules however

did not introduce the federal principle. Its main purpose was
to introduce in the provincial sphere the so-called ‘dyarchy‘
to satisfy partially the Indian demand for self-government,
by identifying provincial subjects same of which could be
treated as ‘transferred subjects‘ to be administered by
Governors acting with responsible ministers? The Central
Legislature could legislate on any subject even though it was
classified as a provincial subject and the provincial legi
slature could legislate on any subject for its own territory
even though it was classified as a central subject. Even the
Acts of provincial legislatures could become law only on the
assent of the Governor—Genera§3 The validity of any Act of

the Indian.Legislature or of any local legislature could not
be questioned in any legal proceedings on the ground that the
Act affected a provincial subject or a central subject as the
22

case might be.

19. Sections 91 and 92 of the British.Rorth.American Act, 1867.
20. Part II of Schedule I to the Devolution.Rules, 1920, gave

a list of ‘transferred subjects‘.
22. Section
Section81:3;
84 2ofibid.
21.
the Government of India Act, 1916.
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Itzgill thus be seen that it was the Government of
India Act, 19.35, which for the first time introduced the federal
principle in the governance of India.
TOWARDS '1‘!-IE ACT OF 1935

1.10 The appointment in 1924 of the Reforms Enquiry
Comittee presided over by Sir Alexander lluddiman, followed
in 1927 by a Royal Commission with Sir John Simon as Chairman,

having failed to satisfy Indian aspirations, a Round Table
Conference with the representatives of British India and the
Indian States was convened by the British Government. During
the period from 1930 to 1932 the Conference held three sessionzsf

On January 19, 1931, at the conclusion of the first session
of the Round Table Conference, Ramsay Iecﬂonald, the then

British Prime Minister, stated the policy of the British
government as the setting up of an all Indie federation
comprising of British India and the Indian States. This was
followed in December 1931 by a further statement to the second
session of the Conference. The statement was presented to
25
the Houses of the British Parliament in a White Paper. The

proposals of the white Paper which envisaged a federal set-up
"Ii“il.‘§fIT;j‘ 'fYT'_."_‘T‘Ll"I_'_.;__ ‘_§ -, _ _I[1';' l, T_'l' iff7T_L'f“Z‘j:'§fii_I~

23. 0.42 (25 and 26 Geo v.).
24. The Indian National Congress boycotted the first session,
but after the Gandhi-Irwin Agreement of March 5, 1931,
was concluded, Gandhiii attended the second session in 1931
as the Chief spokeman of the Congress.
25. Command Paper 4268, printed as First Appendix to the Report
of the Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reform,
Vol.Ié
(Part
pp.23 -33
. I), lanager of Publications, New Delhi (1934);
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were further scrutinised by a Joint Select Comittee of the
Parliament to which Indian delegates were also invited. The
Government of India Act, 1935 was based on the Report of the
Joint Select Committee.
THE WHITE PAPER PROPOSALS

1.11 The White Paper noted that the conception of
federation would necessitate a departure from the then existing
system of concurrent jurisdiction. The Federation and the
Provinces were to have exclusive legislative jurisdictions.
The legislative fields for this purpose were to be defined in
terms of subjects mentioned in.a schedule to the Constitution
Act. It was also proposed that with regard to some subjects,
while some measure of miformity of law might he necessary,
variation of detail to meet local conditions was no less
necessary. Hence the necessity for including in the schedule
a list of subjects over which the Federation and the Provinces
would have concurrent legislative jurisdiction was also
26

recognised.

1.12 In accordance with the above proposals, the white
Paper gave in Appendix VI? three Legislative Lists. Lists I
and II set out matters with respect to which the Federation and
each of the Provinces were to have exclusive power to make lane
for the peace and good government respectively of the federation
niif I_lZ"Il'_’_t_’l._i;l‘ff T1 7;’; :1’ 1:: ;_TI.Q vllf _ "fl ,IiT_Ii_c_‘_'_ I'li';I _":;1ITfiI_“";_ L L’. ,1 _;-]L 'f_‘llI:§_i_ ': :' _f_7Z L y

26. Paras 52 and 53 of the Introduction to the White Paper.
27. Appendix VI is reproduced as Annexure B.
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cr any part thereof and a province or any part thereoi.
List III set out matters with respect to which the Federation
and the Provincial Legislatures were to have concurrent juris
diction. Though the Lists were intended to be exhaustive, it
was not possible to enumerate every subject of a local and
private character with regard to which the legislative power
could appropriately vest with the provinces only. Hence a
general power was included in the Provincial List which would
enable a Province to legislate "on any matter of a merely local
and private nature in the Province not specifically Mncluded

tn that List and not falling within List I or List III". But
a subject, in its inception of a merely local or private
character, which subsequently became of all India interest,
was to be subject to Federal legislation with the sanction of
28
the Governor-General in his discretion.

1.13 With regard to a residual subject, if any, not
falling within the scope of any of the three lists, the
Federal or Provincial Legislatures cold legislate with the
previos sanction of the Governor-General given in his
discretiogg

1.14 It was proposed to empower the Federal Legislature
to legislate on a provincial subject at the request of two or
28. Thus item 76 in List II read "Generally, any matter of a
merely local or private nature in the Province not speci
fically included in this List and not falling within List I
or List III, subject to the right of the Governor-General
in.histdiscretion
to sanction general legislation on that
subjec ."
29. Para 115 of the White Paper Proposals.
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more provinces. A time limit was to be prescribed for
challenging the validity of legislation and any question about
the validity of legislation arising in a subordinate court was
to be referred to the High Court for decisiogg The consent of
the Governor—General given in his discretion was required for
the introduction in the Federal or Provincial Legislature of
certain types of legislatioﬁf The Federal and Provincial
Legislatures were not to have the power to pass certain types
of discriminatory legislation?

1.15 In order to resolve conflicts between federal
legislation and provincial legislation it was provided:
"In the event of e conflict between a Federal
law and a Provincial law in the concurrent field,
the Federal law will prevail unless the Provincial
law was reserved for, and has received, the assent
of the Governor-General. The Federal Legislature will
have no power to repeal or amend a Provincial law to
which the Governor-General has thus assented, save
with the prior sanction of the Governor-General".33
ﬁj ff__' _ _'“'f_, f_f_'j _ 171? ,,_:f I__'. .'_i_1‘_'T_"T:_:l' I 711 _, ,__@IT1l‘T:l1fT l"_IT‘:i fif ‘Til Ti" _'I__'T_ 1 ':__'T. '? if" ‘T I' ‘W-‘T“Tf'?_ ' ' LI’ 'T i 7_'1:'__' T 7*

300‘
Para
31. These were: legislation which repeals or amends or is

repugnant to any Act of Parliament extending to British
India, or any Governor-General's or Governor's Act or
Ordinance or which affects any Department reserved for
the control of the Governor-General, or the coinage and
currency of the Federation, or the powers and duties of
the Federal Reserve Bank in relation to the management of
currency and exchange, or religion or religious rites and
usages, or the procedure regulating criminal proceedings
against European British subjects, paras 119 and 120 ibid.
32. Para 122 to para 124 ibid.
33. Para 114 of the White Paper Proposals.
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1.16 The Indian States were expected to accede to the
Federation by a formal Instrument of Accession. The powers and

jurisdiction in respect of such matters as a ruler of a State
was willing to recognise in federal matters were to be
transferred to the Federatiogf Such federal jurisdiction.in
the States was not exclusive as in the Provinces. The States_
also could exercise existing powers of legislation in relation
to subjects treated as federal by the Instrument of Accession.
Paragraph 117 of the white Paper made the following provision

for settling conflicts between Federal legislation and
legislation by an acceding State.

"If any provision of a law of a State is in
conflict with an Act of the Federal Legislature
regulating any subject which the Ruler of that
State has by his Instrument of Accession accepted
as a Federal subject, the Act of the Federal Legi
slature, nhether passed before or after the making
of the law of the State will prevail".
THE JOINT COIIMITTEE REPORT

1.17 The Joint Committee of the British Parliament which
considered the White Paper proposals reported in 193%? The
proposal to have an exclusively Federal List and an exclusively
Provincial List waﬁ approved. with regard to the Concurrent

List, while it was necessary for the Provinces to have
legislative power, the need for the legislative jurisdiction
FTC; _L_ ‘_'_' ‘Q _*i'_:'i'*.l§‘,'_‘_ .1’ :LI_.l_1 __ :1" YII _ _l_ 'Q1 _'. T,‘ L L_, T" ‘T f_'T‘_iI; '_~_ '1 iiﬂlj ’ m

34. Para 2 of the White Paper Proposals.
35. Op. oit., note 25 supra. Paragraphs S0 to 56 and 229 to
242 dealt with the distribution of legislative powers and

the resolution of conflicts.
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oi’ the Central Legislature "to enable it in some cases to
secure uniformity in the main principles of law throughout the
country, in others to guide and encourage provincial effort,
and in others again to provide remedies for minchiefs arising
in the provincial sphere but extending or liable to extend
beyond the boundaries of a single provincgé, was also recognised
However, "as some mitigation of the uncertainty arising from
the inevitable risks of overlapping between the entries in

the Lists", it was necessary to provide that the Jurisdiction
of the Federal Legislature should, notwithstanding anything in
the Provincial and Concurrent Lists, extend to matters
enumerated in the Federal List, and that the federal juris
diction under the Concurrent List should, notwithstanding
anything in the Provincial List, extend to matters enumerated
in the Concurrent List. Such a provision would ensure that

in oases of conflicts between entries in the List the federal
37
jurisdiction always prevailed.
1,18 The adhoc allocation by the Governor-General of the
residuary oi’ legislative power as and when the need for
legislation arose was thought to be the best compromise between
the Hindu opinion for vesting it in the Centre and the Muslim
Y : :f;.a;ni;:* ii T1‘ " ':"i: ‘,L_l.I"la1*"T_'ll_ A " 1' ** : ;; _.:T i 1 'i"'_ _i .*;’1i;,:;i;;';; i1_‘:L.'?_.;;i‘f"T1iJ;T., W T kl?’ l_ ; , Z

36. Instances of the First were provided by the subject-matter
of the g-eat Indian Codes (for example, the Indian Penal
Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure), of the second,
by such matters as labour legislation, and, of the third,
by legislation for the prevention and control of epidemic
disease, para 51 of the Report.
37. Para 232 of the Report.
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cpinion for vesting it in the Provinces. If it had been
possible to allocate the residuary power to the Centre or to
the Provinces it would have been possible to manage with two
Lists, the Concurrent List and oe enumerated Provincial or
Federal List.

as

1.19 The Joint Committee also made some changes in the
Lists included in the White Paper Propcsalg? These proposals
were accepted. The provisions governing the distribution of
legislative power and the resolution of conflicts in the
Government of India Act 1935 were based on the Joint Committee
Report.
THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1935

1.20 The Government of India Act envisaged the establish
ment of an All India Federaticn.oomprised of the British
Indian Provinces and the Indian States. The federation was to
come into effect on the issue of a Proclamation by Hie lejesty
on presentation to him.o£ an Address by each of the Houses of

Parliament in that behalf. In addition, the condition for
the issue of the Proclaation establishing the federation was
that the rulers of states representing.not less than half the
population of the States and entitled to choose not less than
52 members of the Council of State (Upper House of the

Federal Legislature) had acceeded to the federatiogg The
federation thus had two types of units. The previous British
LAT; L L. . .;,_ :1-::';‘f 11 ;:' f 7?_;‘":; ;;If"j :f_'"_;i.'If;'_ Iii; _; V; _ _ :‘ :;i; 71"? :5; 1 it :J f, T .31‘ :T;' I, ;% L'_'3;?L_;;_:;" f..‘;_;_:|

38. Paras 54 to 56 of the Report.
39. For the revised Lists see para 242 ct the Report.
40. Section 5 of the Government of India Act, 1935.
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Indian.Provinces and the Indian States which.might later on
join the federation. With regard to the fonmer the distribution
of the legislative power between the federation and the units
was based on the list system recommended by the Joint

Committetf with regard to the States, the federal Jurisdiotio
would extend only to such subjects as were included in thzz
Instrument of Accession accepted by the British Government.

1.21 A Federal Court was also established with original
jurisdiction to settle disputes between the federation and the
units regarding the interpretation of the Government of India
Act 1935 or of the Orders in Council made thereunder or abot
the authority vested in the federation by virtue of an instru
ment of accession accepted by a state. The Federal Court was
also given appellate jurisdiction.to entertain appeals from
the decisions of the High.Courts regarding the interpretation
of the Government of Indie Act or any Order in Council.mede
4
thereunder? The provincial part of the Government of India

Act came into operation from 1st April 1937. And elections
were held according to the scheme of the Act and popular
ministries entered office. However, the Central Government
continued under the 1919 Act. There was opposition from the

principal political parties for the establishment of the
federation as provided in the Act. The Hnslim,Leegue cone
sidered the All India Federal Scheme "most reactionary,
SW1 l'*_f_Tf , L‘l 1T_J_1_L __.iLi*_,f '1' '_ Q if I'll’ T1 ItTT‘l-+;:; .7,’ __ L jillrl 1.1.‘ _l .; ,ff Ii L1 1,. 1TllWf'!'-T_"'-l'li:7 -4 :/:- la § I
U

41. Sections 99-107 and the three lists in Schedule 7 of the
Government of India Act 1935. See Annexure C.
42. Section 6 of the Government of India Act, 1935.
43. Sections 200-218 dealt with the Federal Court.
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retrograde, injurious and fatal to the vital interests of
British India vie-a-vie the Indian States". However, the
League had no objection to try the provincial scheme for what
it was worth in spite of the most objectionable features
contained therein? The Indian National Congress objected to
the federation because of the presence of Indian States which

could continue to retain their feudal set up. In his presiden
tial address to the Indian National Congress 50th Session,
Pandit Jawuharlal Nehru held that "the present federation that
is being thrust upon us is a federation in bondage and under
the control, politically and socially of the most backward
elements in the countrg. While the dispute between the
League and the Congress continued, the Second world war broke
out in 1939 and the Governor-General announced the postponement

indefinitely of the establishment of the federation.
EVENTS DURING THE WAR

1.22 As a protest against the Governor-Gene:-al's unilateral
declaration of India's involvement in the war, the Congress
Ministries which had been formed in seven Provinces resigned
and the Governor-General took over control of the Governments.
While the Governor-General continued his efforts to pacify the

Indian leaders and to secure support for the war measures, the
Congress reiterated its demand for freedom, and the luslim
I¥_Il'l"LfI_'li. __ ,I_%_ Ii.‘_,_f'f__ ':"j1 Q T __~" 'I_ Li’ “'11 Qfuf 7 T"I. f_'§:l: SVLHIQT '7 TL ml ; I’ 1 _I_" Q

44. Resolution of the All India lluslim League, 11-12 April,

‘I936, Gwyer and Appadorai, Speeches and Documents on the

Inglggn
Po
e Constitution, (1921-194'!) Vol.1, (ems-<1) (1957).

45. Ibid, p. 387.
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League came out with its demand for a separate Muslim majority

state of Pakistan. with the initial success of Japan in the
war a settlement to Indian problem.became a matter of urgent
necessity; Hence the British Government sent Sir Stafford
Cripps, Lord Prvy Seal of the War Cabinet, with proposalgsfor
negotiations with Indian leaders. These proposals envisaged
the creation of an Indian Union which would be a Dominion within
the British.Empire like other dominions. A Constitution making
body would be brought into existence at the end of the war with

provision for the participation by the Indian States. Provinces
and States which did not wish to participate could keep out.
The British Government wold be willing to sign a treaty with
the Constitution making body regarding the details of the
transfer. The British Government's special responsibilities
for protecting the minorities and for the prosecution of the
war would be continued. The Congress rejected the proposals

as it thought it would encourage the separatist tendencies at
the very inception? Iuslim League rejected the proposals
because it did not adequately concede the demand for a separati
state? Since the Cripp's proposals broke down the Congress
revived its civil disobedience and non-cooperation movements
and in.August 1942 passed the famous "Quit India" Resolution.
But the British suppressed the movement and maintained its
authority during the war period.
Qf Q II. .I' L 1 _ Q. IJTC, f;['_1; 'i~I'L§§1\'_"f_1 II__':"L—'f_V_' f"j_ ‘l_ l__a I.” T1 INT iif'l“‘1I' , ' Li‘ :‘__' W: _+E"' ' _7 _‘T' 

46. For the details of the Cripp's mission proposals, see,

Gwyer and Appadorai, op. cit., Vol.11, pp.520-24.
47. Resolution of the Working Committee of the Indian.Netional
Congress, 2nd April 1942, ibid, pp.524-525.
48. Resolution of the working Committee of the Muslim League,
2nd April 1942, ibid, pp.52O-628.
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1.23 In June 1945 certain proposals were mooted on behalf
of the British Government which came to be styled as the Wavell
Plan.named after the Viceroy Viscount wavell. These proposals
aimed at the Viceroy's Council being composed entirely of
Indians except for defence and the Governor-General. These
proposals failed because of the disagreement regarding the

composition of the executive ccncil.

1.24 In.1945, when the war came to an end and the Labour
Government headed by Atlee assumed power in England, fresh
attempts were made to solve the Indian problem.

1.25 In February 1946, the Secretary of State announced
49
the sending ct to India of a mission of Cabinet linisters to
explore in India in consultation with the Viceroy and the
political leaders the avenues of settlement of the question of
India's freedom. As no agreement could be finally reached
between.the Indian.National Congress, the Cabinet mission put
forward finally its own proposalgoon 16th.May 1946. It
recomended the establishment of a Constitution on the
following lineg:
(1) There should be a Union of India, embracing
both British India and the States which should deal with
the following subjects: Foreign Affairs, Defence, and

1

Communications; and should have the powers necessary to

raise the finances required for the above subjects.
TI ‘l_ l".i_§.lll'_ 7, ‘f_h_‘;_ 11 I'“:f 1 ff; ff TQ if T*:_ ; dill’ ’_'i'If. I' 1

49. consisting of Lord Pethick Lawrence, Secretary of State for
India, Sir Stafford Cripps, President of the Board of Trade
and Ir. A.V. Alexander, First Lord of Admiralty.
50. See, Gwyer and Appadorai, op. cit., pp.577-584.
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(2) The Union should have an Executive and a Legislature

constituted from British Indian and States‘ representatives.
Any question raising a major ccmunal issue in the Legi
slature should require for its decision a majority of the
representatives present and voting of each of the two major
communities as well es e majority of all the members
present and voting.
(3) All subjects other than the Union subjects and all
residuary powers should vest in the Provinces.
(4) The States will retain all subjects and powers
other than those ceded to the Union.
(5) Provinces should be free to form group with
Executives and Legislatures, and each group could determine
the Provincial subjects to be taken in common.
(6) The Constitutions of the Union and of the groups
should contain a provision whereby any Province could by e

majority vote of its Legislative Assembly call for a
reconsideration of the terns of the Constitution after an
initial period of ten years and at ten-yearly intervals
thereafter.
THE CGVSTITUENT ASSMBLY

1.26 A constitution making machinery and s Constituent
Assembly composed of representatives of the Provinces and

Indian States was to be brought into existence, in accordance
with the Cabinet Iiesion Proposals. Elections to the
Constituent Assembly took place and the Muslim League joined

the elections. However, a difference with the Congress crept
up regarding the interpretation of the grouping sections in
the Cabinet Iission Proposals. The luslin League had hoped
that the grouping provisions contained the germ oi’ a separate
state of Pakistan. when the Congress‘ stand on the grouping
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would in effect thwart this hope, the League proclaimed its
intention of boycotting the Constituent Assembly. A clari
fication issued by the British Government favourable to the
League's stand did not improve matters. This statement of
December 6, 194%? also said that the constitution.fremed by the
Assembly would.not be enforced on the people who were not

represented therein. This was taken as indicative of the
British Government's willingness to constitute two Constituent
Assemblies. So when the Constituent §esembly'met o 9th
December 1946 the luslim nembers boycotted it and the League
demanded its dissolution.

1.27 On 20th February 1947 the British Government declared
that their rule in India wold be ended by June 1948 and if
there was.no agreement in Indie about the transfer of power

53 1

they would decide to whom the power in Indie should be
transferred. Meanwhile, Iountbetton replaced Wavell as
4
Governor-General and Viceroy. Accordin to Hountbatten's plea

partition of India was agreed upon. On 26th.July 1947 the
Governor~General announced the setting up of a separate
Constituent Assembly for Pakistan. The British Parliament
passed the Indian Independence Act which was to some into force
from 15th August 1947. This Act set up two separate Dominions,
*7 Th Q _ '1 '7 Q T__':Q'L_';,':‘_ ‘7 T.l'_li I if J L7. ;1.; I 'Il' 7' i7‘ lI._ Q" I ;I_;l Q ‘I.'f_TI' '1' 'l'._A§__‘7T1‘_'_" '_':l_ Q N47 if ‘_’a1i“"‘_", _ '_' '1'“

52. Gwyer and Appadorai, op. cit., Vol.11, pp.66O-61.
53. Statement by Atlee, Prime‘Hinister on February 20, 1947.
Gwyer and Appadorai, op. cit., Vol.II, pp.667-69.
54. Broadcast message by Mountbatten on June 3, 1947. Gwyer and
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India and Pakistan, provided for the abolition of British
sovereignty over the territories of the Dominions, declared
that dominion legislatures would be sovereign and provided that
the Constituent Assemblies already set up would function also
as the legislatures for the respective dominions.

1.28 The Constituent Assembly for India which had its first
meeting on 9th December 1946 became e sovereign body only on

the passing of the Indian Independence Act. The Objectives
Resolution introduced into the Constituent Assembly on 13th
December 1946 by Pandit Jowaharlel.Nehru, stated in e nutshell

its aims and prposes. It said among other things that
"This Constituent Assembly declares its firm and
solemn resolve to proclaim India as an Independent
Sovereign Republic and to draw up for her future
governance a Constitution;
(2) WHEREIN the territories that new eoprise British

India, the territories that non form the Indian States,
and such other parts of India as are outside British
India and the States as well as such other territories
as are willing to be constituted into the Independent
Sovereign Indie shall be a Union of them.all; and
...territories (of the Indian Union) whether with
their present boundaries or with such others as may be
determined by the Constituent Assembly and thereafter
according to the law of the constitution, shall possess
and retain the status of autonomous units, together with
residuary powers, and exercise all powers and functions
of Government and administration, save and except such
powers and functions as are vested in or assigned to the
Union, or as are inherent or implied in the Union or
resulting there£rom;"55
55. C.A.D. Vol.1, p.59.
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1.29 _ The Constituent Assembly appointed e number of
committees. They were the Union Powers Committee, the Union

Constitutional Comittee, the Provincial Constitution Committee,
the Advisory Committee on Minorities and Fundamental Rights,
the Committee on Chief Commissioners Provinces, the Committee
on Financial Relations Between Union and States, and the

Advisory Committee on Tribal Areas. Based on the reports of
these Committees the scheme for the drafting of the new
Constitution was accepted. The Drafting Committee was appointed
on August 29, 1947. The draft prepared by the Drafting
Committee was discussed in the Constituent Assembly and finally
passed on 24th.November 1949. It is proposed to note soc
developents regarding the drafting and acceptance of the
provisions governing the distribution of powers.
PROVISIONS GOVERNING THE DISTRIBUTION OF POWERS

1.30 Since the Cabinet Iission proposals which formed the
basis for the working of the Constituent Assembly envisaged
a federal set up with defence, comunication and foreign ’

affairs allocated to the federation, initial attempts were to
spell out the full implications of these powers. The Objectives
Resolution spoke of the inherent, implied, and resulting powers
of the Union which betrayed the anxiety to make the Union as
powerful as possible within the frame-work of the Cabinet
Mission Plan. Thus the Union.Powers Committee set up on
January 25, 1947, received a number of‘memoranda from its
members like K.l. Hunshi and Alladi Krishnaswamy Ayyar regarding

the scope of the Union powers. In its report to the Assembly
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on April 28, 1947, it pointed out the possibility of the
revision of the Union powers in the light of the ultimate
decision that might be taken in regard to partition. The Union
Constitution Comittee sot up on April 30, 1947, initially
accepted the proposal of Gopalaswamy Ayyangar and Alladi

‘Krishnaswnmy Ayyar to have three lists as in the case of the
Government of India Act 1935. After the announcement on June 3,
1947, regarding the partition, a joint meeting of the Union
Constitution Committee and Provincial Constitution Comittee
on June 5, 1947, noted that the limitations of the Cabinet
Mission's proposal regarding the power of the Centre no longer
survived. At its meeting on June 6, the Union Powers Comittee

decided that there shold be a federation with a strong centre,
there should be three lists of legislative powers with the
residue to the centre, and that the Indian States should be on
a par with the Provinces regarding the federal legislative

lists.
1.31 The position regarding Indian States was still
uncertain as the process of integration was not yet over. So
in the initial draft, Article 217, which dealt with the distri
bution of powers, was made applicable only to the Governor's
Provinces and the Chief Comissioner's Provinces (States

specified respectively in Parts I and II of Schedule I). The
distribution of powers between the Federal Centre and the Indian
States had to be settled on the basis of negotiations depending
‘upon the preparedness of the native States to surrender more
powers than those specified in the Cabinet Mission proposals.

56
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1.32 Article 217 of the Draft Constitution prepared by the
Drafting Committee provided for the distribtion of powers in
three lists as in the case of the Government of India Act 1935
and Article 22§7provided for the residuary powers of legislati
including taxation. Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar however thought
that since it had been decided to vest the residuary powers
Tl * ‘Y; fl

56. 217(1) Notwithstanding anything in the two next succeeding
clauses, Parliament has exclusive power to make laws with

respect to any of the matters enumerated in List I in the
Seventh Schedule (in this Constitution referred to as the
"Union List").
(2) Notwithstanding anything in the next succeeding

clause, Parliament and, subject to the preceding clause,
the Legislature of any State for the time being specified
in.Part I of the First Schedule also, have power to make
laws with respect to any of the matters enumerated in
List III in the Seventh Schedule (in this Constitution
referred to as the "Concurrent List").
(3) Subject to the two preceding clauses, the Legi
slature of any State for the time being specified in
Part I of the First Schedule has exclusive power to make
laws for Ich State or any part thereof with respect to
any of the matters enumerated in List II in the Seventh
List"
. (in this Constitution referred to as the "State
Schedule
(4) Parliament has power to make laws with respect to
any matter for any part of the territory of India not
included for the time being in Part I or Part III of the
First Schedule notwithstanding that such matter is a
matter enumerated in the State List.
B. Shiva Rao (Ed.), The Framing of India's Constitution
Select Documents, Vol. III, pp.598-99.
57. 223(1) Parliament has exclusive power to make any law with
respect to any matter not enumerated in the Concurrent
List or State List.
(2) Such power shall include the power of making any
law imposing a tax not mentioned in either of those Lists.

Bo RBO,‘p. Qito, 13.500.
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in the Centre, there was no longer the necessity to follow the
three-fold division as in the case of the Government of India
Act. It may be recalled that the Joint Select Committee which
reported on the proposals for the reforms introduced in the
1935 Act had observed that if it were possible to allocate the
residuary powers either to the federation or to the units it
would have been possible to manage with only one list of
subject? Alladi proposed a drafzgwhich began with the exclusive
powers of legislation of the States followed by the Concurrent
powers and then by the Union powers.
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58. Para 55. The Report of the Joint Committee on Indian
Constitutional Reform, Vol.1.

59. "I would, therefore suggest for the consideration of the
Constituent Assembly the following article as a substitute
for articles 217 and 223(1) in the draft.
"(1) The Legislature of the States in Part I, Schedule
I, shall have exclusive power to make laws for the State or
for any part thereof in relation to matters falling within
the classes of subjects specified in List I (Corresponding
to Provincial Legislative List).
"(2) The Legislature of any of the States in Part I,
Schedule I, shall in addition to the powers under clause (1)
.have power to make laws for the State or any part thereof
in relation to matters falling within the classes of
subjects specified in List II, provided, however, that the
Union Parliament shall also have power to make laws in
relation to the same matters within the entire area of
the Union or any part thereof, and an Act of the Legisla
ture of the State shall have effect in and for the State
as long as and as far only as it is not repugnant to any
Act of the Union.Parliament.

"(3) In addition to the powers conferred by the

previous sub-section, the Union Parliament may make laws
for the peace, order and good government of the Union or

any part thereof in relation to all matters not falling
within the classes of subjects enumerated in List I and in
particular and without prejudice to the generality of the
foregoing, the Union Parliament shall have exclusive power
to make laws in relation to all matters falling within the
classes of subjects enumerated in List III.
(contd...28).
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1 33 In support of his revised draft Alladi stated in.his
note as follows:—

'(i)nasch as it is agreed that the reeiduary power
is to vest in the Centre (Union Parliament), the various
enumerated items (i)n the Union List are merely illustra
tive of the general residuary power vested in the Centre.
T, 111 .l' 7' If ffjijﬁ

(f.n. 59 contd.)
"(4)(a) The'Union Parliament shall have power to make
laws for the peace, order and good government of the States

in Part II, Schedule I.
(b) Subject to the general powers of Parliament
under sub-section (1), the Legislature of the States in
Part II, Schedule I, shall have the power to make laws in
relation to matters coming within the following classes of

subjects:
Provided, however, that any law passed by that unit
shall have effect in and for that unit so long and as far
only as it is not repugnant to any law of the Union Parlia
ment.
(This provision is necessary if the recomendation:
of the adhoc Committee on Chief Commissioners‘ Provinces in
this regard are accepted).
"(5) The power to legislate either of the Union
Parliament or the Legislature of any State shall extend to

all matters essential to the effective exercise of the
legislative authority vested in the particular legislature.
"(6) Where a law of a State is inconsistent with a
law of the Union Parliament or to any existing law with
respect to any of the matters enumerated in List I or
(List II), the law of the Parliament or as the case may be
the existing law shall prevail and the law of the State

shall to the extent to repugnanoy be void".
(This follows the Australian and American provision:
Without embarking upon an examination of each section and
each clause, a court may easily come to the conclusion that
an Act taken as a whole is repugnant to another law).
If it is felt necessary, special provision may be
inserted in regard to laws in respect of matters in the
Concurrent List on the lines of article 231(2) though I
think such a provision may not be necessary in view of the
overriding power of the Central Legislature".
I. Shiva Rae, op. cit., pp.676-77.
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The proper plan, therefore, is to define the powers of

the States or Provincial units in the first instance,
then deal with the concurrent power and lastly deal with
the power of the Centre or the Union Parliament while at
the same time making out a comprehensive list of the
powers vested in the Centre by way of illustration to the
general power. The plan adopted in section 100 of the
Government of India Act was to some extent accounted for
by the fact that there was no agreement then among

political parties as regards the location of residuery
power and it was left for the Governor-General to decide
by which Legislature the residuary power was to be
exercised in any particular place in cases not covered
by any of the Lists. There is no such problem facing us
now. A canvassing of the meaning and import of individual
items in the Central List has become of much less
importance now than under the provisions of the Government
of India Act.
the repetition of "notwithstanding" in every clause
of section 100 has been the subject of prolonged and
unnecessary arguments in courts".6°
However, the majority of the members of the drafting
Committee thought that the question was merely one of form and
61

preferred not to disturb the wording suggested in the draft.
1.34 K. Santhanam, A. Anenthaeayanam Ayyangar,
!l'.'.!.'. Krishnamacheri and Smt. G. Durga Bai gave notice of an
amendment that Alladi's draft be adopted in preference to

the one in the draft Constitution. BJI. Rae, the Constitutional
Adviser, thought that Alladi's draft did not provide for the
60. Ibiﬁa PD-675-76.

61. Note to Draft Article 217, see ibid, pp.598-99.
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predominance of the Union power in case of a conflict between
an item in the Union field and an item in the State field.
"Under the draft Constitution the words "notwithstanding any»
thing in two succeeding clauses" clearly provided for such e
contingency and absence of these words in Alladi's draft would
lead to ambiguity and would mks provincial list the dominant
one. This amendment proposed by Santhenam and others was not
moved in the Assembly.

1.35 However, on 13th.June 1949, Professor Shibenlal
Saxons moved in the Constituent Assembly an amendment exactly

similar to the one earlier'suggested by Alladi and pointed out
how it would be more logical than the one already adopted by
the Assembly. He was, hoover, unsuccessful?

1.36 While discussing the passage of entry 9?3of the
draft Constitution, Hukemnsingh and Haziruddin Ahmad pointed

out the redundancy involved in enumerating items 1 to 90 in
List I when by the residuary entry 91 it was proposed to
confer on the'Union all the powers not mentioned in Lists II
64

and III.

1.37 Hukam Singh wanted the word 'other' in entry 91 to
be deleted. Naziruddin Ahmad wanted entries 1 to 90 to be

deleted and article 217 redrafted on logical lines. "All
complications could be avoided and matters simplified by
62. C.A.D. Vol. IX, pp.795-797.

63. Any other matter.not enumerated in List II or List III
including any tax not mentioned in either of those Lists.

64. C.A.D. Vol. IX, pp.854-855.
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drafting Article 217 to say that all matters enumerated in
List II must belong to States, and all matters enumerated
in List III are assigned to the centre and the States con
currently and that every other ggnceivable subject must come
within the purview of the centre".

1.38 The assembly upheld the view that it was too late
to raise the question of the deletion of the entries 1 to 90
as they had already been passed by the Assembly. Professor
Shibenlal Saxena thought that entry 91 would strengthen the
centre. Dr. Ambedkar defended the anwmeration of items 1 to
90 along with the mention of the residuary power in item 91
on the ground that such a step was necessary to give detailed
infonmation to the States which were anxious to know the
extent of the power of the centre and which would not be
satisfied by a "symbolic phrase" residuary powers. He said
that such enumeration was made in the Caggdian Constitution
as well as an the Government of India Act. The amendments
moved by"HukamwSingh and Nasiruddin.Ahsd;. were not adopted.
6

1.39 In Union of Indie vu H.S. Dhillon7diecussed later
‘under the chapter on.'Residuary Powers‘, the Supreme Court

pointed out that entries 1 to 96 in the'Union List are more

illustratios of the residuary entry 97 and that the
“ill I T ll. “_.' I__L_' 111" I

65. O.A.D. Vol.11, p.855.
66. Though the reference to the Government of India Act did
not bear an exact analogy as the residuary power was not

allotted either to the federation or to the provinces but
was to be allocated in the discretion of the Governor
General.

670 AQIQRQ $.C.
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enumerations may be of some assistance in interpreting the
extent of State's powers. The result of this ease would seem

to suggest that it would have been better if the drafting of
Article 217 had been modified as suggested by Alladi
Krishnaswami Ayyar and Shibanlal Saxena and of the entries
in the Union List as suggested by I-Iukam Singh and Naziruddin
Ahmad.

CHAPTER II

._._<><>r11*I-ma Bemsi as Bxcmsivﬂas FIELDS
CREATION, ARRANGEMENT AND RECONCILIATION OF THE FIELDS

Creation of exclusive fields

2.1 The Constitution creates an exclusive field of
legislation for the Union Parliament and an exclusive field
for the Legislature of each State. Fields are created by
enumeration of topics or heads of legislation. The Union
List (List I in the Seventh Schedule) contains 97 entries
belonging to the exclusive Union field. The exclusive field
of State Legislature is comprised of 66 entries mentioned in
List II in the Seventh Schedule. In addition, there are 47
entries in the Concurrent List in respect of which both the
Union Parliament and the State Legislatures are competent to

legislate. Article 245 of the Constitution confers terri

_‘ ,

torial competence cn the Legislatures. The Union Parliament
may make laws for the whole or any part of the territory of
India. The Legislature of a State may make laws for the
whole or any part of the State. The Union Parliament may
also make laws which are extra-territorial in operation.

Under article 246 the exclusive fields of legslation are
“LIL "L T'Ti 17;’; T"“1I.l‘_l I L 7":'_'l L YiI'§I_'.‘§'.1 T ‘.'I._'_‘_‘_"fff__",;____1‘_.[_,‘; f'__Tf"_Z .Q_;1' _._Q H T71 Q,’ _ _

1. 246 (1) Notwithstanding anything in clauses (2) and (3),
Parliament has exclusive power to make laws with respect
to any of the matters enumerated in List I in the Seventh
L
st" . (in this Constitution referred to as the "Union
Schedule
(2) Notwithstanding anything in clause (3), Parliament,
and, subject to clause (1), the Legislature of any State
also, have power to make laws with respect to any of the
matters enumerated in List III in the Seventh Schedule (in
this Constitution referred to as the "Concurrent List").
(O0n1id. e 0 e e
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given to the respective legislatures, that is, to the Unio
Parliament with regard to items in the Union List, and State
Legislatures with regard to the items in the State List.

2.2 In addition to article 246, there are provisions
which create exclusive fields in favour of the Union. Thus
article 253 of the Constitution empowers the Parliament to
legislate exclusively on the topics of legislation.mentioned
in the State List when so authorised by resolutions passed in
’__ *_*' ILT TI If _"' I ‘L Q ff 'iI.:T"+—'_"'~ 17".?

(f.n. 1 oontd.)
(3) Subject to clauses (1) and (2), the Legislature of
any State has exclusive power to make laws for such State
or any part thereof with respect to any of the matters
enumerated in List II in the Seventh Schedule (in this
Constitution referred to as the "State List").
(4) Parliament has power to make laws with respect to

any matter for any part of the territory of India not
included (in a State) notwithstanding that such matter is
a matter enumerated in the State List.
2. 252 (1) If 11: appears to the Legislature of two or more
States to be desirable that any of the matters with
respect to whioh.Par1iamont has no power to make laws
for the States except as provided in articles 249 and
250 should be regulated in such States by Parliament by
law, and if resolutions to that effect are passed by all
the Houses of the Legislatures of those States, it shall
be lawful for Parliament to pass an.Act for regulating
that matter accordingly and any Act so passed shall apply
to such States and to any other State by which it is
adopted afterwards by resolution passed in that behalf
by the House or, where there are two Houses, by each of
the Houses of the Legislature of that State.

(2) Any Act so passed by Parliament may be amended or

repealed by an Act of Parliament passed or adopted in
like manner but shall not, as respects any State to which
it applies, be amended or repealed by an Act of the

Legislature of that State.
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the House or-Houses of Legislature of the State concerned.
An.exclusive field in favour of the Union is also created by

article 253. According to this article for implementing any
treaty, agreement or convention with another country or for
the implementation of a decision made at an international
conference, association or other body, the Union.Parliament
has exclusive legislative competence even though it would

necessitate legislation with regard to matters in the exclusive
State field.
Overlapping of fields

2.3 Although an attempt has been.made in the Constitution
to demarcate the fields as exclusive, it has not been possible
in practice to allocate legislative competence in such a way
as to prevent overlapping. There are three main ways in which
the overlapping may occur.

ﬁf T L1; if Q._ ;_ Iiwlj ‘_ 'i_"‘iT' .4 ff — __
3. See the Prize Competition Act 1955 and sectioni 5(2) and
of the Estate Duty Act, 1953. For other instances see the

North Eastern.Hi1l'Univers1ty Act 1973 (24 of 1973) enacted
by the Union Parliament in pursuance of resolution under
article 252(1) passed by the Legislatures of the States of
leghalaya and Nagaland, and the Urban Land (Ceiling and
Regulation) Act, 1976 based on resolution passed by the
Legislatures of the States of Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat,
Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,‘Karnataka, Maharashtra, Orissa,
Punjab, Tripura, Utter Pradeeh and West Bengal.
4. 253. Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions
of this Chapter, Parliament has power to make any law for
the whole or any part of the territory of India for imple
menting any treaty, agreement or convention with any other
country or countries or any decision made at any inter
national conterence, association or other body.
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Firstly, a subject of legislation of wide scope may
be divided between the‘Union and the State fields; and it
would be impossible to prevent overlapping by a cleanvout
division. Thus the legislative power with regard to trade and
commerce is divided amongst three fields. Trade and comerce
with foreigi countries, import and export across custom
frontiers and definition of custom frontiers are given to the
Union Parliemenz. Inter-State trade and commerce is also
6
allocated to the exclusive Union field. Trade and commerce

within the State is given to to State Legislature and is
placed in the exclusive State field. However, trade and
commerce in the products of controlled industries, food-stuff:

and certain other articles is allotted to the concurrent field.
In view of such a division, the scope of trade and commerce
power given to each field has to be determined by the courts.

2.4 Secondly, in certain cases exclusive field given to
the States is described as comprised of matters not specified
in List I. Entry 13 of List II speaks of "...and other means
of commnication not specified in List I" whereas the Union
List specifies reilwayg, highways declared hy or under law made
10
by Parliament to be national highways, and shipping and
7
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5. Entry 41 of List I of Schedule 7.
6. Entry 42 of List I of Schedule 7.
7. Entry 26 of List II of Schedule 7.
8. Entry 33 of List III, Schedule 7.
9. Entry 22 of List I, Schedule 7.
10. Entry 23 of List I of Schedule 7.
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‘navigation on inland waterways declared by law to be national

highways! Entry 32 of List II refers to incorporation, regula
tion and winding up of corporations other than.those specified
in List I whereas entries 43 and 44 of List I refer respectively
to the incorporation, regulation and winding up of trading
corporations including banking, insrence and financial
corporations but not including cc-operative societies, and the
incorporation, regulation and winding up of corporation, whether
trading or not with objects not confined to one State but not

including universities. Entry 63 of Diet II refers to rates
of stamp duty in respect of documents other than.thcse speci

fied in the provisions of List I, and entry 91 of List I refers
to rates of stamp duty in respect of bills of exchange, cheques,
proieory notes, bills of lading, letters of credit, policies
of insurance, transfer of shares, debentures; proxies and
receipts.

2.5 Thirdly, in several cases, the exclusive field in
favour of the States is made subject to an exclusive field,
carved out of it and reserved in favour of the Union. Ln some
of these cases, the scope of the Union field is made to depend
on a declaration given by Parliament. Obviously this device is
adopted to promote uniform regulation under Parliamentary
enactment of matters which would in national interest demand

such treatment. This would give flexibility to the division
11. Entry 24 of List I of Schedule 7.
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though it savours of centralisation. Education including
universities, though given to the exclusive sphere of Stats
legislation, is made subject to the following entries of the
Union List:

63- The institutions known at the comencement
of this Constitution as the Benares Hindu University,
the Aligarh Muslim University and the Delhi University,
and any other institution declared by Parliament by

law to be an institution of national importance.

64- Institutions for scientific or technical
education financed by the Government of India wholly

or in part and declared by Parliament by law to be
institutions of national importance.
65- Union agencies and institutions for
(a) professional, vocational or technical

training, including the training of
police officers; or
(b) the promotion of special studies or
research; or
(c) scientific or technical assistance in
the investigation or detection of crime.
66- Co-ordination and determination of standards

in institutions for higher education or research and
technical institutions.
Education is also made subject to the following
entry in the Concurrent List:

'25. Vmcational and technical training of labour".

2.6 Regulation of‘mines and mineral development in.entry 23
of List II is made subject to entry 54 of the Union List.
According to entry 54 regulation of mines and mineral develop
ment to the extent to which such regulation and development
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under the cctrol of Union is declared by Parliament by law to
be expedient in the public interest is an exclusive Union field.
Similarly "industries" given to State field under entry 24 of
List II is made subject to entry 7- industries declared by
Parliament by lave to be necessary for the purpose of defence
or for the prosecution of war, and entry 52- industries the
control of which by the Union is declared by Parliament by law
12
be expedient in the public interest of List I.

2.7 In all these cases where an exclusive State field is
made subject to an exclusive Union field or part of the
exclusive State field may be transferred to exclusive Union
field by a declaration of Parliament by law or by the Government
under such a law, an overlapping of the fields is inevitable
and the process of distribution of powers has really to be
completed by the courts. The Supreme Court has held that in
such cases the State field is pro tanto reduced which would
take away the legislative competence of the State?
Hierarchical arrangement of jurisdiction

2.8 The three legislative fields are arranged hierarchically.
The exclusive Union field has precedence over the concurrent

and exclusive State fields. This is achieved in two ways. The
14
concurrent and State fields are made subject to Union field.
]:’L_‘_Q,IT_'_Q‘ l. T' ; ‘T. _'_~f_ 'lj Q lﬂwf ____ _ ' __1";'T'_ H _'_,"‘f __'_*

12. For further examples the following entries may be consulted.

Entries 17 of List I and 56 of List II, entries 22 of List
II and 34 of List I and entries 3'3 of List II and 60 of
List I and entry 54 of List II and entry 92A of List I.

13. H ir-Rem u_r_pCoal_”gCp. v. State of Orissa, A.I.R. 1961 S.C.
1&5 and §ta_j?€T>T'U'1'issa v. EA. 'F1'IIg_gK 102., A.I.R. 1964
SQCQ
H V7"? "ii if ‘ ‘T77 W

14. Sub-articles (2) and (3) of Article 246.
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It is provided that exclusive Union field is given.to the Union
Parliament "notwithstanding anything" in the concurrent and

State fields? The concurrent field in its turn will override
the State field but, as has been pointed out, it is subject to
‘Union field? And the exclusive State field is subject to both
the Union and the concurrent fields. The implication of this
type of arrangsent of the jurisdictions is that, in case of
a conflict, a Union law in the exclusive field will prevail
over a law in the concurrent or State fields, and a lam in the
concurrent field will prevail over a State law in the State
field?
Reconciliation of conflict

2.9 In order to resolve conflicts of legislation between
the exclusive fields, the first step is the proper ascertain
ment of the field and, the second one, the characterisation of
the legislation to know to what field the law relates.
Ascertainment of the field

2.10 It has been held that the entries in the Lists are only
legislative heads or fields of legislation. They demarcate the
area over which the appropriate legislature has competence. The
widest amplitude should be given to the language of the entrie:§

If, on an.interpretation of the true scope of the entry, the
15. Article 246 1 .
16. Article 246 2 .
17. Article 246 1 is comparable to the supremacy clauses in the
U.S.A. Constitution (Art. VI) and the Australian Constitu
tion (covering clause 5).
18. Qarahghgnqd v. §_!,;im0I1p_°pf; Iggdggg, A.I.R. 1970 5.0. 1453.
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contlict or ambiguity, could be removed the problem is simple.
1

Thus in Diamond Sugar Hills v. §__;ta_t_e?o;£[ Ug.P? the scope of

"local area" in entry 52 of List II ("52- Taxes on the entry
of goods into a local area for consumption, use or sale
therein") had to be determined. The U.P. Government had
imposed a tax on the entry of sugarcane into sugar factories.

Interpreting the term."local area", it was held that a factory
premise could not be treated as "local area" which.moant an
area administered by a local authority»
20

2-11 In $*@’=e of Wires v- 9Fnl..u°9_IP\!-19-.E°?}2L§_£2-;!ai@1*°9

the scope of "sale of goods" in entry 48 (”48- Taxes on.tha
sale of the goods and on advertisement") of List II of the
Seventh Schedule to the Government of India Act 1935, had to
be considered. The proposal in the Madras General Sales Tax
(Amendment) Act, 1947 to levy sales tax on the materials used
in the execution of a works contract, treating the use of
materials as a sale of goods by the contractor, was challenged

as ultra vires the power of the Provincial Legislature. It
was held that agreement to sell movables for a price and the
passing of property pursuant to that agreement were essential
ingredients of ‘sale of goods‘ in entry 48. In a works
contract, which was an entire and indivisible one, there was
no sale of goods as such. The result was that the Provincial
Legislature had no power to levy sales tax on the price of the
materials used in a works contract.

”'TI' T531 *' if F1- ii; i__ i' _fi:;:‘1t:i:;

19. A.I.R. 1961 S.C. 552

20. A.I.R. 1958 S.C. 55.
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Thus the proper delimitation of the fields by itself
may very often solve an apparent problem of conflict.

Reconciliation of overlapping entries

2.12 As has been noted above, in allocating subjects of
legislation, cleaneeut, water-tight divisions are not possible
and hence overlapping is bound to occur. In such cases a
reconciliation between the entries met be effected having
recourse to the other entries in the Lists and the context and
th;1scheme of the Act. For example, in_;g re Q.§,g§otg;_§piri§
_§gj the question was whether the C.P. and Berar Sales of Motor
Spirit and Lubricants Taxation Act, 1938, which levied from

every retail dealer a tax on the sale of‘motor spirits and
lubricants at the rate of 5% on the value of such sales, was
ultra viree the Provincial Legislature. Entry 48 of List II,
“Taxes on the sale of goods and on advertisement", seemed to

allow the Provincial Legislature to pass the law. At the same
time, the terms ‘duties of excise‘ in entry 45 of the Federal
List, "Duties of Excise on tobacco and other goods manufactured

or produced in India....", could include at least a tax on the
first sale of an article after its manufacture or production.
So if each legislative power was given its widest meaning,
there was a common territory shared between them.and an over

lapping of the jurisdictions was the inevitable result.
Gwyer C.J. quoted the following passage from gitiaenslnguraggg
22

Comgggl v. Parsons:

—i T 717; L ,_~ Iaivﬂ V ‘7 Y_1__'_; '____ l _'_’l;1.;h‘_'__'_ ii‘, ,l_ ll 7. _,_ 7 fl 4 f f ll 1_ Ii

21. A.I.R. 1939 F.0. 1.
22. (1882) 7 A.C. 96.

"It could not have been the intention that a
conflict should exist; and in order to prevent such
e result, the two sections must be read together and
the language of one interpreted, and, where necessary,
modified by that of the other» In this way it may,
in most cases, be found possible to arrive at e
reasonable and practical construction of the
language of the sections, so as to reconcile the
respective powers they contain, and to give effect

to all of the'.23

In.order to give effect to the Provincial power and establish
harmony between the entries it was held that "duties of excise"
should be read in a restricted sense. The Central Legislature
would have power to impose duties on exciseble articles before
they became pert of the general stock of the Province, i.e,
at the stage of'manufacture or production, and a Provincial
Legislature would have exclusive power to impose a tax on
2

sales thereafter: It was pointed out that in reaching this
result Parliament should be presumed to know the Indian legi

slative practice of levying excise duty only at the stage of
manufacture or production. Suleiman J. held that e tax on
retail sales to consumers would not in substance be an excise
duty. Jeykar J. in his concurring judgment observed:
"Item 45 (List I) may be said to contain a
special power to levy an excise duty at all stages.
As an exception to this, e portion of the power is
cut out and allocated to the Province under item 48

(List II). It operates as an exception to the general
power conferred by item 45".25

230 A.I.R. F.C. 1 at Pose
250 at P040-41¢

24. Ibid, at p.11
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Thus reading a general power in a restricted sense in favour
of a special power is a method of achieving harmony to avoid

conflict of entries. This is only an instance of the principle
of harmonious construction by the application of the maxim
"e.e_ae;‘e_1.1e: ieeceeielébees gees <!2rea.es3." 

26

2.13 In‘§gvprng;7Gengral in
lCouncil
p v. Province of Madras
the Governor—General in an original suit before the Federal
Court contended that Madras General Sales Tax Act, 1939 (Act

IX of 1939)» in so far as it imposed a sales tax on the first
sale of goods manufactured or produced in India, had contravened
the exclusive field "duties of excise" given by entry No.45.
The suggestion to read entry 48 of the Provincial L1st, "Taxes

on the sale of goods", subject to entry 45 of List I in view
of section 100 of the Government of India Act, 1935 did not
prevail in the Federal Court. On.appeal to the Privy Council,
speaking for the Board, Lord Simonds approved of the decision
ef the Feeerel Gee" in .13Lrev1esle.e§,!_a'1£a2 v- 2eeeeg?a1<.1eeeep§=.

_§ggg7end held that e duty of excise was primarily a duty levied
upon a manufacturer or producer in respect of the commodity
manufactured or produced. A sales tax was levied on the vendor
in respect of sales. Though they might seem to overlap, they
were distinct in law. By giving a less wide meaning to the

entry in the Federal List a reconciliation was possible. So
the contention of the Governor-General failed and the validity
of the Madras Act was upheld by the Privy Council.
1. f " '1. 1_ f Q. Q:

_"_‘_‘_ ' fjl 1 f ,f, ‘*'1]I 1'71 Tgifg, Q T‘ "' If 7' Q " I; f' Li‘ T‘ 'l'Y_'. 7 f —

26. A.I.R. 1945 P.C. 98.
27. A.I.R. 1942 F.C. 33.
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2.14 The principle of reconciliation of the entries by
reading the entries in a restricted sense in the light of other
entries may be further noticed with regard to the interpretation

of entry"Noé€4 "Industry" in the State List. In Tits Ramji v.

§tat§LpfLQ;§, Bhagawati J. speaking for the Supreme Court

observed that industry in the wide sense of the term would be
capable of comprising three different aspects: (1) raw materials
which were an integral part of the industrial process, (2) the
process of manufacture or production and (3) the distribtion
of the products of the industry. The raw materials would be
goods which would be comprised in entry 27, "Production, supply

and distribtion of goods subject to the provisions of entry 33
of List III“ of the State List. The process of‘menufactur0 or
production would be comprised in State List entry 24, "Industries

subject to the provisions of entries 7 and 52 of List I" except
where the industry was a controlled industry when it would

fall within the Union List entry 52 "Industries, the control of
which by the Union is declared by Parliament by law to be

expedient in the public interest". The products of the industry
would also be comprised in the State List entry 27 except
where they were the products of a controlled industry which
would fall within the Concurrent List entry 3%? Thus by

'>;_ _‘IETiT_f._'f:_’_;”“'f , ,_"_f‘_'_' _ l TL —I_ _§.' IL LL 7 i" _ 'Q_ QQYL7 ‘I Ifl ' 1*

28. A.I.R. 1956 S.C. 676
29. Entry 33: Trade and comerce in, and the production, supply
and distribution of
(a) the products of any industry where the control of such
industry by the Union is declared by Parliament by law
to be expedient in the public interest, and imported
goods of the some kind as sumh products;
foodstuffs, including edible oilseeds and oils;
cattle fodder,including oiloakes and other concentrates;
raw cotton,whether ginned or unginned,and cotton seed &
raw jute.
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confining the meaning of the term ‘industry’ to the process
of manufacture or production and leaving the raw materials and

the products of industry to other entries a reconciliation has
been effected.

2.15 The tern.'industry' widely interpreted would include
"gas and gas-works" specifically provided for in entry 25 of

List II. Hence in 0a1cutt§gasg§c, L?rgprietpr[) Ltd. v. State
_g§_Wsg;g§e9g§l Subba Rao J. held that gas and geemorke would

be excluded from the term industry in entry 24 of List II.
Since ‘industry’ had the same meaning in entries 24 of List II
and 52 of List I, the declaration in the Industries (Develop
ment and Regulation) Act, 1951 did not effect a transfer to
the'Union's sphere of the gas industry for regulation and
development under the Union.

Reconciliation of the fields when a part of the exclusive State
sphere is transferred to the Union

2.16 As has been noticed earlier, a part of the exclusive
State field may be transferred to the exclusive Union field as
e result of resolutions passed by the State Legislatures under
article 252, by the exercise of treaty making power under

article 253, the subjection of entries in the State List to
related entries in the UnionaList, or by declaration by
Parliament that it was expedient in public interest that the
matter is regulated by the Union law. It has been held that
in all such cases there is a deprivation of the exclusive
30- A.I.R. 1952 S.C. 1044.
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field of the State in favour of the Union, and any legislation
of the State in the field so transferred would thereafter
become invalid even if the Union did not exercise its powers
and pass any legislation to regulate the mattegf The statue
of ni18tate law in the transferred field has been described by
II. Rajagopala Ayyanger J. in State of Orissa v LA. Tulloch -I:
gi? to be one of virtual repeal by supersedure by the Parlia
mentary enactment? The effect of transfer of State field to
O

L '_ _ '7 _",'—~4_“_';_‘TT__*' "_ ];1'__l"___' ‘

the Union field in pursuance of resolution under artgzle 252
has been described as one of 'surrendering' the field. Once
the field is transferred, any existing State law would be
impliedly repealed as in the case of transfer of State field
by a declaration by Parliament.

2.17 There seems to be a confusion regarding the principle
that should be invoked to settle conflicts in the transferred
field. This has arisen because of the use by the courts of
language appropriate in the resolution of conflicts in the
concurrent field to cases of the type under discussion. These
are considered later on while discussing conflicts in the
concurrent fi elg?

31. =1 ~; r Ram r Coal Co. v. State of Oriesa, A.I.R. 1961 S.C

72'; QHQ'O-Q QL‘=0r0 Pvt. BEE. V. §E8E6 Of B0,‘, AeIeR
1962
S. .uaitare
‘pvegs
1 1 _Viw
v.
1963 S.C. 703,
W‘
fwr K$1
e eu0Erik,
e of_b§issa
v. SE5!
IA
c Co.A.I.R.
,A.I.R

1964 8.0.
Stacat
e oonsore,
.R.
S.0. 1284;
1823.‘Ior_‘§ra§e§
a recent v.
app
o hisA.principle

see Chanan Mal v. State of Barge, A.I.R. 1975 Punj 8:

Haryﬂna, ‘U20
320 AeIeRe 1964 5.C¢ 128‘e

330 Ibid’ at 012930 f R

8
34. R.M.D.C. M sore Pvt. Ltd. v. St te_o_1&1so3r_e;_,
.A.I. .
1952 5.5. 5&1, per Zapur I. at F399.
350 Infra’ Chmpter IX.
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IRCIDENTAL POWER

Entries to be interpreted to include ancillary powers

2.18 The entries in the Lists, being fields for the
operation of legislative powers for the governance of the
country, should be construed liberally. A grant of power
necessarily implies that it carries along with it the power to
do all that is necessary to realise that power. Though the
Government of India Act, 1935 and the Constitution of India,
1950 do not contain any reference to the incidental or
ancillary power, as in the case of'the American Constitution,
such power has been conceded to the legislatures by the inter
pretation of the courts. Gwyer C.J. of the Federal Court of
India observed: "none of the items in the list is to be reed
in a narrow or restricted sense, ... each general word should
be allowed to extend to all ancillary or subsidiary matters

eggch can fairly or reasonably be said to be ccprehended in

it".

Mortgage of land was held to be included as an

incidental and ancillary subject in the legislative head of
land in entry 21 of the Provincial Legislative List in the
37

Government of India Act, 1935. The corresponding entry in the
ii f_—'_ 'i 11 I _':.T1‘I

36. United Provinces v. Ati a Be 1 , A.I.R. 1941 F.C. 16 at
p.55. In this case Iegislative validation of illegal
executive orders remitting rent though not specifically
mentioned in any of the Lists was held to be subsidiary
or ancillary to the power of legisleting on the particular

subject (In this case, entry 21- Land etc. of List II) in

ssued. of which the executive orders might have been
respect
37- !!.9.£!1_.¥3.s.i "- .il.1§¥LBP!=¥i1§. A-I-1% 1947 P-¢- 72

8
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Constitution, entry 18 of List II in the Seventh Schedule, has
been held to comprehend legislation for agrarian refong and
town planning? In lgdu Bhnsan vt Rama Sundarioit was argued

that the words ‘regulation of house accomcdation! in canton
ment areas provided for in entry 3 of the Union List should be
confined to legislation for the allotment of house accommoda
tion. Rejecting this argument it was held that the power to
regulate was a power to direct and control and "will include
within it all aspects as to who is to make the constructions,
under what condition the construction can be altered, who is to
occupy the accommodation and for how long, on.what terms it is
to be occupied, when and under what circumstances the occupant

is to cease to occupy ix‘ and the manner in which the accommo

dation is to be utilised".

Specifically enumerated power cannot be treated as incidental
power

2.19 The detailed enumeration of subjects in the three
Lists may sometimes affect the treating of a particular subject
as incidental to another subject. Thus the taxing powers of
the'Union and the States having been specifically enumerated
in the Union and State Lists respectively, a taxing power
38. Sri
State
Bombay,and
A.I.R.
1959 S.C.459;
w Rem.Ram.§arain
ere e va y or eV5
om
ay ofonanoy
Agricultural
Lands (Amendment) Act, 1956 was upheld.
39. laneklalgghhotalal vz M.G. Hakwana, A.I.R. 1967 S.C. 1373,
iﬁbre the v§ITdI¥§ of the §3m5ay Town Planning Act, 1954 as
amended by Gujarat Act 52 of 1963 was upheld.

40. A.I.R. 1970 S-0. 228.

41. Ibid, at p.232.
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ccnnot be allowed as an incidental. power or another lcgiclativc
power thcu@ in the cbccncc cf n specific cmuncraticn, it cccld
have been cc ccnccdcﬁ when the State Legislatures llnrrcndcrcd
to the Union Parlalacnt under article 252 of the Constitution,
4
the pour ct lcgiclnttcg with respect to batting md gambling?
the pcwcr to tax cn butting and gambling given to the Staten
under entry 62 cf List II did not pass to the Union, thccgh in
thc abcancc ct e cpccific entry it wculd hcvc bun held to have
44
passed ac ancillary pcwcr.

2.20 If a matter cannot be fairly and rcaacnablq bc acid
to be ccnprchcndcd in the gym topic ct lcgialaticn it will
not be allcwod cc an incidental. can. Bhaywati J. held that
the rcquiaitica of imcvablc prcpcrty could act be allcwcd ac
an incidental pcwcr tc ccmpulacrily acquire land (in entry 9
ct mat II) cor to rig-be in cr cvcr land included in entry 21

cf List II ncr to transfer of property xgthin entry 8 ct List
III in the Government of India Act, 1935.

46

2.21 In Stgtc cf QM 5 v. :;__::_'>_g@ the Attorney
Geno:-c'1 had railscd a ccntenttlcn that the Bihar Land Rctcmc

Act, 1950 was a legislation with rccpcct to land under cntry 18

‘:0. I.-"P.V¢'
& Q90 Ya Stata
00
0
I
f L1 ‘UaII.
43.Elltry34c

Q l9\aIcR0

44. RgB.D.C. {more} Pvt. QE. v. Stage ct @010, ;~.I.R.

t1
1 1 1:1
:1 ed
one"%!!5Ii'd
one arcqc cnsepcc
callyacncn
vide catty 42 cf Lict III in the Scvcnth Schcdulct

45. T “'7 §. 00. etc r at A.I.R. 1946 nm.21s. In the

“I AOIOI{O SIC!
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of the State List, and a legislation under that entry should
include all ancillary matters including acquisition of land.
This contention was repelled by the court. Des J. observed:
Q

"There is no doubt that 'land' in Entry 18 in
List II, has been construed in a very wide way but if
'land' or land tenure‘ in that entry is held to cover
acquisition of land also, then Entry 36 of List II
will have to be held as wholly redundant, so far as
acquisition of land is concerned...to give a meaning
and content to each of the two legislative heads under
Entry 18 and Entry 36 in List II, the former should be
read as a legislative category or head comprising land
and land tenure and all matters connected therewith
other than.acquisition of land which should be read as
covered by Entry 36 in List II".47
Limits of incidental power

2.22 The rule that an entry conferring legislative power
should be interpreted broadly to include all ancillary and
incidental matters cannot be stretched to any extent. In
R.O. Oooger v. Union of §gdi:6(The Bankzﬂationalisation Case)

it was argued that the Banking Companies (Acquisition and

transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1969 affected also the non
banking business (miscellaneous services, strictly not within
banking, ht customarily performed by banks to attract
business) of the acquired banks. Qhe non-banking business
' T; ifif _1__'___hIT_'_:I_: ILL] _; I7 I LTTIQ _ Q, ‘

47. Ibid, at p.283. See also observations to the same effect
by Venkatarama Ayyar J in Amar S i v. State of
Rsjasthan, A.I.R. 1955's.c. p. , aB'<'1"W‘§Ean .1.
. . ooger v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1970 S.C. 564
at pa 10

480 AOIORO 3-(L
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was outside the scope of entry 45 Banking in the Union List,
and of matters incidental thereto, and hence beyond the
legislative competence of the Parliament. Accepting this
argument Shah J. in.his majority judgmentgobserved as follows:

"To include within the connotation of the expression
"Banking" in Entry 45 of List I, power to legislate in
respect of all commercial activities which a banker by
the custo of bankers or authority of law engages in,
would result in rewriting the Constitution. Investment
of power to legislate on a designated topic covers all

matters incidental to the topic. A legislative entry
being expressed in e broad designation indicating the
contour of plenary power must receive a meaning con
ducive to the widest amplitude, subject however to
limitations inherent in the federal scheme which
distribtes legislative power between the Union and
the constituent units. But the field of banking OED?
not be extended to include trading activities which
not being incidental to banking encroach upon the 5°
substance of the entry "trade and commerce" in List II".

2.23 The limits of the doctrine of incidental power is
illustrated also by certain Sales Tax oases. Section 11(2) of
the Hyderabad General Sales Tax Act, 1950, (14 of 1950), had

provided that, despite judicial verdicts, every person who had
‘ii’ I-I-L'i.fI"4.|l .__ _ :Y;I‘ll7 _ :_l._ff .IL_I i ';- L I._Ti lfffm; _ '_f'," §_ _ f” 1l_;;_l§_ I ,' ‘T’ .i_'__~_' '___T"i ,__' _ _ Q

49. Others joining him in the majority judgment were S.m.Sikri,
J.I. Shelat, V. Bhargava, G.K. Hitter, C.A. Vaidialingam,
K080 Hﬂgdﬁ, AJL GTOVGI‘, Po JHgBmB0h8n End 1-D. Dita,

JJ. A.H. Ray J. (as he then was) held in his dissenting
iudgment that the non~banking business also would come
within the scope of entry 45 Banking.

50. Ibid, at p.590. This interpretation of "Banking" did not
contribute to the invalidating of the Act as it was held
that there was no evidence to show that the banks in
question were carrying on non-banking business before the
date of acquisition.
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collected tax otherwise than in accordance with the Act should
pay it over to Government and that, in case of default, the
recovery should be effected as though it were arrears of land
revenue. Declining to allow this as part of the incidental
and ancillary power to levy sales tax, Wanchoo J. pointed out
that the incidental and ancillary powers had to be exercised
in aid of the main topic of legislation which.in the case on
hand was leaying of sales tax. All powers necessary for levy
and collection of the tax concerned, and for the prevention
of evasion of tax were ooprised in the legislative entry as
ancillary or incidental powers. But it could not be stretched
to the extent of claiming an amount not exigible as tax under
the law as though it were a tag:

2.24 Section 42(3) of the Madras General Sales Tax Act,
1959 had authorised the Check Post Officer to seize and con

fiscate goods under transport not covered by a bill of sale

or delivery note. Refusing to treat this as part of the
ancillary power, J.C. Shah J. pointed out that such power could
not be said to be fairly and reasonably comprehended as
ancillary to the power to levy a sales tax. Even an innocent
person carrying his own goods as personal baggage from one

51. R.
1E;1§;¢er a4Co.
v. Sales
Tax Officer.
Hyderabad,&
AeIeRe
S.C¢
815
S99 H180

Bros. v. H.C. Patel, A.I.R. 1968 s.o. 1 A o the
Bombay
Taxdealers
Kct 1946
which
amounts ea
ille§ally
collectedSaIes
by the
onunder
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BeI'&"tl1a‘t*oa provision in the Bihar Sales Tax Act, 1959,

claiming erroneously collected amount as incidental to the
power to levy sales tax, was invalid.
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State to another could come under the confiscation rule for
5
failure to produce a bill of sale or delivery note?

2.25 The important scope of the doctrine of ancillary
powers in connection with the doctrines of pith and substance,
of incidental encroachment, and of unoccupied field, is
considered later.
CHARACTERISATION OF LEGISLATION

Doctrine of pith and substance

2.26 The first step in the resolution of conflicts in the
exclusive spheres of legislation is, as stated above, the
determination of the scope of the fields created by the entries
and, in cases of overlapping, the reconciliation of the fields
by harmonious interpretation. It is possible that, even after
the scope of the fields has thus been fixed, there could still
arise conflicts because in actual legislation it will be
impossible to confine the legislative provisions to any one
exclusive field. Very often, in order to bring ct e workable
legislative scheme in a federal polity, many provisions which
would appear to relate to matters in the exclusive fields given
to another legislature may be necessary. In such instances,
if the supremacy of the Federal jurisdiction granted by

article 246 of the Oonstitution is literally adopted it would
result in a large-scale curtailment of the Stats fields. Such

O O O O Asbdellaeirafhera.
52-A O"-O §.2..?.'=,
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an approach would be contrary to the federal spirit of the
Constitution. The power to legislate has been given as the
power to legislate "with respect to" the topic concerned. So
in.the case of a legislation appearing to touch also the
forbidden field it would be necessary to find out "with respect
to" what field the legislation in question has been made. In
a sense the legislation is "with respect to" a matter enumerated

inns List if in its essential character it is in regard to a
matter enumerated in tat List. It is immaterial it its
incidental or ancillary provisions touch the exclusive field

allotted to the other legislature. This is called the doctrine
of pith and substance and the doctrine of incidental
5

encroachment?

2.27 In Subraggglan vs !uttuswam24the Federal Court had to
consider, on appeal from.ladras, the validity of the Iadras
Agriculturists Relie£.Act, 1938, (Act 4 of 1938), which had
scaled down the debts payable by agriculturiets. A creditor
who had advanced money to an agriculturist on a promissory note

contended that the Act was invalid to the extent it affected
debts on promissory notes as legislation with respect to
promssory notes belonged under entry 28 of List I to the
exclusive competence of the Federal Legislature. Gwyer C.J.
though he decided the case on the basis that there was no
53. In Canada these are called the aspect doctrine and the
doctrine of trenching. See Bore Laskin, Canadian Consti
tutional Law, 3rd Edn., (1969), Ch.III, pp.85-144.
54. A.I.R. 1941 F.C. 47.
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encroeohment into the federal sphere as the debts evidenced by
the promﬂnnzynnotes in question had passed to amounts due on
decrees which could be dealt with by the Provincial Legislature
under its exclusive or concurrent powers made the following
observations:

"It met inevitably happe from time to tﬂne that
legislation, though prporting to deal with a subject
in one list, touches also on e subject in another list,
and the different provisions of the enactment may be so

closely intertwined that blind adherence to u strictly
verbal interpretation would result in a large.number of
statutes being declared invalid because the Legislature
enacting them may appear to have legislated in a
forbidden sphere. Hence the rule which has been evolved
by the Judicial Committee whereby the impugned statute
is examined to ascertain its "pith and substance", or

its "true nature and character" for the purpose of
determining whether it is legislation with respect to

matters in this list or in that".55

The accidental circumstance of having used negotia
ble instruments or promissory notes in most cases for evidencing
the debts in question could not make the Act in question one
with respect to negotiable instruments or promissory notes.
56

2.28 In.Pra£ullakumsr v. gggg of Gomerce, Khulna57
Lord Porter, delivering the opinion of the Privy Council,
approved of the above dictwm as correctly laying down the

55. Ibid, at p.51.

560 AQIQRQ Paco 600
57. Other members on the Board being Lords wright and'Uthnatt,
Sir Madhavan.Nair and Sir John Beaumont.

grounds on which the rule of pith and substance was founded. It

was also held that the rule was applicable in the interpretation
of the Government of India Act as it applied to the Canadian
Constitution. This principle has been adopted and followed in
e large number of subsequent case38.

Pith and substance and the non-obstante clauses

2.29 The rule of pith and substance with its implication
that incidental encroachment was permissible had acme diffi

culty of being accepted initially. In view of the subjection
of the Provincial field to the federal and concurrent fields
and the use of the.non—obstante clause in.establishing the
iedaral supremacy, it was thought that the doctrine of pith
and substance and the allied principles of interpretation
followed in Oangda were not applicable in India. In Sadanand
Jha v. Aman.Khan? a Full Bench of the Patna High Cour} geld

that section 11 or the Bihar Honey Lenders Act, 1938, (Act 3 of
1938), was void to the extent it affected though incidentally
58. Ralla Ram v. Province of East Pun ab A.I.R. 1949 F.0.81;
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60. Wort, Dhavle and Manohar Lall, JJ.
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the provisions of existing Indian law, namely, section 2 of
Usury Laws Repeal Act, 1855. Dhavle J. expressly stated that
the principle of pith and substance, applied by the Plrivy

Council in Gallgger v. would not apply to the Goverit
of India Acg?

2.30 In the same strain, in his dissenting judgment in
6

Sngranagyan; v. lluttuewemi? Suleiman J. of the Federal Court

held that the Iladras Debt Relief Act, 1938 though in pith and
substance related only to topics in the Provincial List could

not be saved in so tar as it conflicted with existing Indian
law, viz., Negotiable Instruments Act. He held that the
Canadian doctrines should be imported wholesale and not piece

meal. I1‘ the interpretation of "with respect to" led to the
Canadian doctrines of pith and substance and incidental
encroachment, there was no reason to stop at that and not to
come to the next doctrine of occupied field. Since the Nego
tiable Instruments Act was there as existing Indian law, the
Madras Act would not be held valid though only incidentally
trenching the field occupied by the existing Indian lam
__L";"_‘;__'-I$_' 1" :_".IiT_'_‘j "I "1 I _ '_‘l?i§“.l_ VPIHI fjfff ' ‘Mu’

61. (1937) A.c. 863.
62. Section 11 held invalid was re--enacted as section 7 of the
Bihar Money Lenders (Regulation of Transactions) Act, 1939,
(Act 7 of 1939). Passed in accordance with section 107 of
the Government of India Act, 1935, that is with the assent
of the Governor-General. The validity of the re-enacted
provision and the lower court judgnent based thereon were

upheld in Jagieh Jha v. , A.I.R. 1940 F.C. 3.

63. A.I.R. 1941 F.C. 47.
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2.31 If the doctrine of pith and substance was not applied
in interpreting the Government of India Act, 1935, it would
.have meant that the federal supremacy had to be literally
followed ignoring the spirit of provincial autonomy envisaged
in the federal set up. The States would have found it
practically impossible to embark upon legislation even on
matters constitutionally comitted to their charge without

attracting invalidity on account of incidental trespass into
the exclusive federal domain. So in order to give reasonable
scope to provincial autonomy it was only proper that a literal
and rigid stand was not accepted.

2.32 The acceptance of the doctrine of pith and substance
has therefore the effect of softening down the rigours of
the noneobstante clause, and of saving much State legislation
from attack for want of competence which a literal application
of the clause would have denied to the State Legislatures.
Scope of the doctrine

2.33 The doctrine of pith and substance is a doctrine
capable of application to determine the vires of a legislative
act when there are limitations on the legislative power. Such
limitations any arise from.division of powers or from other
limitations envisaged in the Constitution such as fundamental
rights or freedom of trade and comerce. In all such
situations a literal adherence to the limitation might
frustrate the grant of power by an undue insistence that the
legislation in all its details and aspects should be within

the prescribed limits. If the legislation is in its essential
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features within the scope of the power granted, and exceeds
the limit only in respect of unimportant and incidental matters,
the validity cf the legislation may be upheld. Thus the Bombay
Lotteries and Prizes Competition (Control and Tex) Act, 1948
was challenged as interfering with the freedom of trade and
commerce. It was held that in pith and substance, the Act
related to betting and gambling and not to trade and commerce
to attract justification on the yard—stick of reasonableness
and public interest laid down in articles 19(6) and 304 of the
Ccnstituti cg’

2.34 The main grond of challenge to the validity of the
Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act, which further abridged

the fundamental right to property, was that it curtailed the
powers of the High Court under article 226 which, under the
proviso to clause (b) of article 368, could have been passed
only with the concurrence of.not less than.half the number of

States assgpecifisd therein. Applying the doctrine, the Supreme

Court held that the pith and substance of Seventeenth Amendment
Act was to amend the fundamental right which could be done

without the concurrence of the States and the effect on the
jurisdiction o£‘the High Courts was only incidental and in
direct. In the present discussion we are concerned only with
the application of the doctrine tor the resolution of conflicts
between the entries in the lists.

6‘c Statﬂ Of V0 R.l.D. Chamarbagﬂula, AOIORO S.C.
65. Sajsan sag v. State of Rujasthan, A.I.R. 1965 s.c. 845.
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2.35 In view of the hierarchical arrangements of the legi
slative jurisdictions this doctrine is applicable to the
resolution of conflicts between entries in the exclusive Union
field and the concurrent field, the concurrent field and the
exclusive State field, and the exclusive'Union field and the

State field.
Hature and criteria of the connection

2.36 Since the power of legislation is conferred "with
respect to" the various subject.matters indicated, there arises
a question as to the extent of ooneotion that must be este
blished before a law may be held to be "with respect to" that
matter» While it is clear that e remote or fanciful connection
is.not enough, difficulties are bound to arise when the doctrine
is applied in practice. Laths:6O.J. observed in Bang of New
.‘~¥>“ih We}_@a "- 29¢ ¢wep°a*9al_*h*

“A power to make laws 'with respect to‘ a subject
matter is a power to make laws which in reality and
substance are laws upon the subject~matter. It is not
enough that e law should refer to the subject~matter
or apply to the subjectematters for example, income
tax laws apply to clergyman and to hotel-keepers as
members of the public; but no one would describe an
income-tax law es being, for that reason, a law with
respect to clergyman or hotelakeepers. Building
regulations apply to buildings erected for or by banks;
bt such regulations could not properly be described
as laws with respect to banks or banking".57

_lTW _._,—_ _ '___Y:_.T_*_:_T*—_‘L7‘_‘_ I ii’ 7 _ _a7___ _— I _;_ _ "_"

66. (1948) 76 C.L.R. 1 at p.135.
67. As quoted with approval by"l; Hidayatullah J. (as he than

G. Ghawla . . .

4 . in State of'Rejasthan v. , A I R. 1959 S.C
gag)
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While no single criterion may be forthcoming to
establish the connection required by the pith and substance
doctrine judicial dicta and practice afford some guidance.

Suleiman J. has said that looking at the legislation as e
whole it must substantially be with respect to matters in the
ling?
"View of the act as a whole" and "end and purpose
of the legislation" have been relied upon by the Supreme Court

I G Ohawla

69

in §J@1=¢l°f Baisetha \'- - 

2.37 Seeking the pith and substance of the legislation
gives scope for purposive interpretation of the statute in
question. This also means that the judges have sufficient
latitude to introduce their value preferences into the doctri
nal mould. This is well illustrated by the Northern Ireland

Case Gallagr v. The Parliament of Northern Ireland
had no power to make laws "in respect of trade with any place

out of that part of Ireland within their Jurisdiction, except
so far as trade may be affected by the exercise of powers of
taxation given to the said Parliament or by regulation made
for the sole purpose of preventing contaggous diseeses....".
The Hill: Products Act, 1934 made it an offence to sell milk for
human consumption in Northern Ireland without a licence. The
effect of this was to disable non-Northern Ireland producers
68. Subrgaglan v. Llgttuss-4%, A.I.R. 1941 F.C. 47 at 54.
69. A.I.R. 1959 S.C. 544 at 547.
7o. (1937) A.C. 863.
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from lawfully selling milk in Northern Ireland market and to

affect external trade. If the Act was construed as in respect
of external trade it was beyond the competence of the Northern
Ireland Parliament. The Privy Council held the Act valid since

in pith and substance it was a law relating to public health
and it affected external trade only incidentally. It has
however been claimed that the primary purpose of the Northern

Ireland Act was not the protection of public health but the
protection of domestic producers of'milZ3 It is also interest
ing to compare this decision of the Privy Council with an
2
American decision where on almost similar facts the court held
that the legislation was primarily concerned with the local
protection of trade and commerce and not with public health.
APPLICATION OF NON—0BSTANTE CLAUSE

2.38 After the legislation has been characterised and
allocated to the proper field what remains would only be the
problem of incidental encroachment. If the incidentally
encroaching legislation is not met with inconsistent legisla

tion in the encroaching field there will be no proble.
Sometimes, legislation in pith and substance in the State field
but encroaching incidentally into the Union field may coe
into conflict with legislation in pith and substance in the
Union field whether incidentally encroaching into States
n Q1 ff ' T I I__Q V Lt. .i‘i‘f__"I;I.l

71. Harry Calvert, Gallagher v. Lynn.Re-examined A Legislative
Fraud, (1972) Public Law, pp.11—29.
72. Dean.milk Co. v. Cit; cf'ladison, 340 U.S. 349; (1951) 95
‘DEED O
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sphere or not. In such situations, if the two provisions
cannot be given effect to, the conflict is resolved by invoking
the non-obstante clause according to which the Union field will

prevail over the State field.

2.39 Sometimes, it has been argued that an incidental
encroachment into the Union field is permissible only if the
field is unoccupied. On this basis Suleiman J. held that
sections 8 and 9 of the Madras Agriculturists Relief Act, 1938,
which incidentally encroached into the exclusive federal field
occupied by existing Indian law relating to promissory notes,

to be void. It is submitted that there is no need to drag in
the doctrine of occupied fielK4to resolve conflicts of this
type. The hierarchical arrangement of the jurisdictions and
the use of the nonwobstante clause are conclusive against the
application of the doctrine of occupied field to resolve
conflicts of the above mentioned type.

2.40
Sudhir
Nawn L- M__Qfgicer,
opp; ,__W
In Chandra
v.1ﬂ9alth,§§x
75

Calcutta, where the validity of the wealth Tax Act, 1957 was in
76
issue, a conflict was alleged to exist between entry 86 of List
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I and entry 49 of List II. Shah J. held that if there was such
*, ._7_ i‘.'_i""_Al;"i“'1'

" :_iII*."_ _'KIf,I;I;L1 A l,T,7_'i_" f'1Z iii ff, i *_1._ Q} _ 711.7. f _ ii

73. Subram. an vu Iuttuswami, A.I.R. 1941 F.C. 47 at pp.62—64.
74. This doc¥rIne of occupied field, considered more fully
while discussing conflicts in the concurrent field, is
properly applicable only to conflicts in the concurrent
field.
75. A.I.R. 1969 8.0. 59.
76. 86- Taxes on the capital value of the assets, exclusive of
agricultural land, of individuals and companies; taxes on
the capital of companies.
77. 49- Taxes on lands and buildings.
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a conflict which was not capable of reconciliation, the power
of Parliament to legislate in respect of a matter which was
exclusively entrusted to it must supersede pro tanto the
exercise of power of the State Legislaturz§
79

2.41 In Indubhushan v. Rams Sundari it was argued that the
power of regulating house accommodation (including tag control

of rents) in cantonmont areas, referred to in.entry 3 of List I,

should narrowly be construed as applicable to accommodation

required for military purposes only, as otherise, it would
attract the general power of legislating in respect of land
égrd-tggant relationship under entry 1g1of List II or entries
6 and 7 of List III. Rejecting this Bhargava J. made the
following observation which shows the effect of the primacy
given to the exclusive Union field by the non-obstante clause:

if ‘iv ffgl ii: '::': 1*: :: tztilani: _
78. A.I.R. 1959 S.C. 59 at p.52.
T9. A.I.R. 1970 S.C. 223.
80. 3- Delimitation of cantonment areas, local self-government
in such areas, the constitution and powers within such
areas of cantonnent authorities and the regulation of house
accommodation (including the control of rents) in such
areas.

81. 18- Land that is to say, rights in or over land, land
tenures including the relation of landlord and tenant, and
the collection of rents; transfer and alienation of agri
cultural land; land improvement and agricultural loans;
colonization.
82. 6- Transfer of property other than agricultural land;
registration of deeds and documents.
83. 7- Contracts, including partnership, agency, contracts of
carriage, and other special forms of contracts, ht not
including contracts relating to agricultural land.
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"Article 246 of the Constitution confers exclusive
power on Parliament to make laws with respect to any of
the matters enumerated in List I, notwithstanding the
concurrent power of Parliament and the State Legislature,
or the exclusive power of the State Legislature in

Lists III and II respectively. The general power of
legislating in respect of relationship between land
lord and tenant exercisable by a State Legislature
either under Entry 18 of List II or Entries 6 and 7
of List III is subject to the overriding power of
Parliament in respect of matters in List I, so that
the effect of Entry 3 of List I is that, on the subject
of relationship between landlord and tenant insofar as
it arises in respect of house accommodation situated
in cantonment areas, Parliament alone can legislate
and not the State Legisletures".84
2.42 The non-obstante clause should however not be invoked
in the beginning. As Gwyer C.J. said, effort should always
be made to reconcile the conflicting jurisdictions by having
recourse to the context and scheme of the Act and by reading
entries together and by interpreting, and where necessary,
modifying, the language of the one by that of the other. "If
indeed such'a reconciliation is proved impossible, then, and
only then, will the non-obetante clause operate and the federal
power prevail for the clause ought to be regarded as the last
resource, witness to the imperfections of human expression and
the fallibility of legal draftsmanshigg.
l”'lf_f_";; LL ‘ ' n :1 T1457 Ii: ; __ '7‘_T_' f§:' I 'T,'§]__ _ '

84. A.I.R. 1970 8.0. 228 at p.235. See also remarks to the same
effect by Alagiriswami
in K.S.E.
Boardatv.pp.10
égdian.
Aluminium
00., A.I.R. J.
1976
S.U. TU§1
85. For Ewyer U.J. in In re O.P. Motor Spirit Act, A.I.R.

F.C. 1 at Po 0

CHAPTER III
COLOURABLE' BEGISLATIGN

SCOPE or mm nocrnnre

3.1 Legislation passed by a legislature in excess of its
powers allowed by the Constitution could be struck down as

ultra-vireo. However, we have seen that if the legislation
is in pith and substance within the scope of its allotted
field, and the exceeding of the power is only in regard to
incidental matters, the legislation will not be held to be
invalid. In addition to questions of excess of power openly
exercised, there may arise questions of excess of power
covertly exercised. A legislature may ostensibly be functionv
ing within its limits. Nevertheless, it would be attempting
to achieve seething which it has no power to achieve. This
attempt to do indirectly what it cannot do directly because
of the limitations on legislative competence is described
as colorable legislation.

3.2 It wold be clear at once that the temptation for
colourable legislation can arise only if there are limitations
on the legislative power. In the case of a Parliament, like
I

“fl ;Yf_ ‘ __ T * i} TIT 17 '_I"IfII' J _ff_ ‘ -741" I 7' f ___ '_ ‘MI 'f"'i fjjli; If Q! l__ 7 ;'j'fL l;;. I L_ If _'i_fT Ti: "“tL;

1. Among the literature on the meaning and logical statue in
oonetitutioalien of the maxim "what cannot be done
directly cannot be done indirectly" see D.K. Singh in
(1966) 29 H. L.R. pp.273--278. The maxim is an instance of
the application of the principle of "good faith" and is
part of the body of logical principles whose existence is
presupposed by any system of law.
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the British Parliament, described as omnipotent with.no limit
ations whatsoever arising from an entrenched Constitution, there
can be colourful but never a case of oolourable legislation.
Limitations on the legislative powers arising from constitu
tional provisions are generally of four types.
1) The Constitution may have adopted the doctrine of
separation of powers which might mean that the legislature

should not etercise essential judicial or executive functions.
If, for example, under the guise of exercising a legislative
power, an.attempt is made to exercise judicial power, it would
be a covert attempt to overcome one of the limitations imposed
on the legislature by the Constitution.

2) Very often, a Constitution may include a Bill or
Charter of Fundamental Rights which would mean so many limit

ations on the legislative competence of the legislature. Covert
or concealed attempt to overcome the limit so imposed by e

Bill of Rights may attract the principle of colcurable
legislation.
3) In the case of federal constitutions, when
exclusive legislative competence is allocated between the
federal and the regional legislatures, attempts by one to
legislate in a covert fashion in the exclusive field allotted
to the other would be another instance of oolourable legislation.
4) In addition to the three types mentioned above,
there have been instances of colourable legislation where the
legislatures have attempted to overstep the limits under the
guise of exercising ancillary power.
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3.3 If the legislature has competence to achieve what
has been achieved by the legislation in issue, no question of
colourabls legislation will arisg.
LEGISLATIVE ATTEMPT T0 EXERCISE JUDICIAL POWER

3.4 Though the Constitution of India is not based on a
rigid doctrine of separation of powers as is found in the
United States of America, it is clear that the Constitution
envisages that the functions of the three great departments
of the State, namely, the executive, legislature and judiciary
should generally be exercised separately. Functional separa
tion is better provided for as between the legislature and the
judiciary than as between the legislature and the executive.
It is true that the judicial power.has not been vested in the
Supreme Court as in the U.S.A. or Australia. But the detailed
provisions of the Constitution regarding the higher iudiciary,
and particularly those governing its independence, amply bring
rout intentio of the Constitution that the judicial power
should be exercised subject to certain basic conditions.
Celourable legislation and the equal protection clause
3.5 There have been some instances where the Supreme
Court has struck down legislation applying to a particular
_; '__.1"'I_l 1' Y 'T,’_" 1 j‘ 7“: TI. 'T‘ ill 'f1,__ ,_'II‘§'T_'_Ii_1"f_'TT;'Q":_'i LI '7,‘ 11 __J__ y §_j7I_'l*_' _' 7

2. A.B. Abdul Kadir v. State of Karel , A.I.R. 1976 S.C. 182;
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person or case on the ground of discrimination under article 1 4
Though in the first of such oases namely, §h1;anjitLal v.
Qgignofflndig the legislation was upheld on the ground that
even a single instance depending upon peculiar circumstances

could offer the basis for a reasonable classification for the
4

purpose of article 14, in nmeerunnissaBggpm,vu Mahboob Be ,
the Supreme Court struck down as offending article 14, an Act
of the Hyderabad Legislature, the Waliuddowla Succession Act,
1950. which had deprived two ladies and their children of
their alleged rights to succession under the Muslim.law.
Speaking for the Supreme Court, B.K. Mukherjea 3. observed:

"the continuance of a dispute even for a long
period of time between two sets of rival claimants to
the property of a private person is not a circwmetmnoe
of such unusual nature as would invest a case with
special or exceptional features and make it a class

by itself justifying its differentiation from all
other cases of succession dieptes. As appears from
the Preamble to the Act, the only ground for depriving
the two ladies and their children of the benefits of
the ordinary law is the fact that there was an adverse
report against them.made by the State Legal Adviser.

3. A.I.R. 1951 S.C. 41. This decision cannot be considered
authoritative on this point. The dissenting judgment of
Patanjali Sastri J. is unanswerable. The majority decision
was rendered ineffective by the immediately subsequent
decision in Dwarakadas v. Sholapur Spinning and Weaving

§_2_o_, AeIoRo 5050

4. AOIORO Seen
5. Others on the Bench were Patanjali Sastri C.J.,
Ohandrasekhara Aiyar, Bose and Ghulam Hassan, JJ.
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This ground in itself is arbitrary and unreasonable.
The dispute regarding the Succession to the estate of
the Nawab was a legal dispute pure and simple and i
without the determination of the points in issue by
e properly constituted judicial tribunal a legislation
based on the report of a non-judicial authority and made
applicable to specific individuals who are deprived
thereby of valuable rights which are enjoyed by all
other persons occupying the same position as them
selves, does, in our opinion, plainly come within the

constitutional inhibition of Article 14.
The analogy of Private Acts of the British
Parliament...is not at all helpful. The British

Parliament enjoys legislative omnipotence and there

are no constitutional limitations on its authority
or power".5

3.6 The reference to nonwdetermination of the points in
issue by a properly constituted judicial tribunal and the
reference to British private Acts show that it was the covert
attempt on the part of the legislature to exercise judicial
power that prompted the court to hold the legislation to be
unreasonable and offending under article 14.

v. 7,State
theof validity
3.7 RamIn
Prasad
Bihar

of the

Bihar Sathi Lands Restoration (Act 1950) (34 of 1950) was in
question. This Act was passed on the basis of a recommendation
of the Congress Working Comittee. The Act cancelled the
settlements made in favour of a person of the lands involved
.__‘_T‘_'."_‘i';h. 1" T? 1' "_L1i—_T_'fIf ‘T l_"_ 1* 'ff_‘_l_'_’_ 11'? if —

60 81'; P0940
7» A¢I.R¢ 1953 3.9» 215.
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in that legislation and held by the State under the Administra
tion of the Court of Wards. Sarjoo Pershad J., one of the
judges of the Division Bench in the High Court, had expressed

considerable doubts as to whether a legislation of that type,
which was in "form and substance nothing but a decree of a
Courg", was within the competence of a legislature and
warranted by the Constitution. The Supreme Court struck donn

the Act as violating article 14 as in the Ameerunnissa Beg
Qggg and B;K. Mukherjea J. observed as follows:

"It cannot be disputed that the legislation in the
present case has singled out two individuals and one
solitary transaction entered into between them and
another party, namely the Bettiah.Wards Estate and has
declared the transaction to be a nullity on the ground

that it is contrary to the provisions of law, although
' there has been no adjudication on this point by any
judicial tribunal. It is not necessary for our present
purpose to embark upon a discussion as to how far the
doctrine of separation of powers has been recognised
in our Constitution and whether the legislature can

arrogate to itself the power of the judiciary and
proceed to decide disputes between private parties by
making a declaration of the rights of one against the

other" 0

Patanjali Sastri C.J. in his concurring judgment
observed:

B. Ram.Prasad v. State of Bihar, A.I.R. 1952 Pat. 194 at p.199
9. See ante n.4.

100 at 1302190
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"This is purely a dispute between private parties
and a matter for determination by duly constituted Courts
to which is entrusted in every free and civilised society,
the mmportant function of adjudicating on disputed legal
rights, after observing the well-established procedural
safeguards which include the right to be heard, the

right to produce witness and soforth. This is the
protection which the law guarantees equally to all
persons, and our Constitution prohibits by Art. 14
every State from denying such protection to any one. 11

The appellants before us have been denied this protection"

3.8 The above excerpts provide a basis for suggesting
that it was the colourable attempt on the part of the legisla
ture to exercise judicial power that inyited invalidation of
the legislation under article 14. This solution would avoid
the difficulty of reconciliation of the three cases on the
principle of equal protection. Inu§geg;unnissa_Begmm‘v.
Mahboob Beggéf the court held that the object of the Act es

stated in the Preamble "of ending protracted litigation" was
not sufficient to make the case a class by itself to be
differentiated from other cases of succession. In the _l_l;_a_g
1

Prasad Case3the court said that it had singled out two indi
viduals and one solitary transaction alleged to be contrary
to law for special treatment. However, this would seem to be
in accord with the Court's doctrine in Ohiranjit Lal v. Union
of India14, of "a case being a class". The real trouble with the
._2<;:_.=re,_l;._¢r.<;a;,n,r,,;e3,.;,._.:_a::a,,.,,¢;1___________________.

11. Ibld, at p.217.

12. A.I.R. 1953 S.C. 91.
13. Ram Prasad v. State of Bihar, A.I.R. 1953 $-@- 215

1‘e AeIeRe $.63 I1.
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oourt's doctrine of equality is that the test of reasonable
classification based on “intelligible differentia" and "nexus
to the object of the Act" do not afford any guarantee of equal
treatment if the object of the legislation is unequal. The
object of the legislation if accepted, on the basis of the
above test, the law, it is subitted, seems to be sustainable
in.all the above three cases.
\

Oeloureblo legislation and the validation and overriding of
judicial verdicts

3.9 When a legislature nullifies the decision of a court
by passing new legislation, the question has been raised
whether it does not mmount to an attempt to exercise judicial
power. It has been.held that when the legislature retrospect
ively validates what has been declared invalid by a court oi’
law, and the basis of the earlier judicial decision is changed,
and there is no restriction preventing the legislative power
from doing it, there is no interference with the exercise of
judicial power.
3-1° In Sm Pr;,~n.v.u=@rs.<aia-I13___11a v- .a1e___<=1==s_am

Innioipalitl Hidayatullah C.J. stated the position in the
following terms:

"Granted legislative competence, it is not suffi
cient to declare merely that the decision of the court
shall not bind for that is tantamount to reversing
the decision in exsoise of judicial power which the
legislature does not possess or exercise. A Court's
Q

w’ Q ll, _ 'T “T; I _ ; ___,"l'ff.T1 _*_;‘ .__Q_i'_‘_ i IQ Iii“. 7" _ Q ' Y I,_,,‘ aj_ _

15. A.I.R. 1970 S.C. 192.
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decision met always bind unless the condition on which

it is based are so fundamentally altered that the decision
could not have been given in.the altered circumstances".15

It is therefore well accepted that when the basis of
the decision is validly changed by the legislature there is no
case of an exercise of judicial power by the legislature?

3.11 If however, the legislative attempt at validation
merely says, without changing the basis of law, that the
judicial verdict shall not apply, that would be declared an
attempt to exercise the judicial power, and therefore, invalid.
Tim in the Fwiaiael Qvaraoratiaaa Q11 $91? 91:1 9! Ahmedabad "

.1l2r§a;f°sk §'i~ =v1ae9s1- Limétag the validity of l
section 152-A of the Bombay Provincial.lunioipal Corporation
(Gujarat Amendment and Validating Provisions) Ordinance 1969
was in question. This section authorised the Municipal Corpora

tion to withhold refund of the illegally collected taxes till
reassessment and determination of tax notwithstanding the

judgment of any court to the contrary. Criticieing this
provision, K.S. Hegde, J. observed:
.12“; ;__’;**:*f‘:bi:ii?'-:. ii i. i1i"J'_ ;_; '_ *3 ‘.7 * _" :* T"ll1Z'i _a _.:_ _ an _ :._ pi _ 1,f;_i1;iT';. L7 1; *: _;* i ;' __l“

160
at 1).
170 Ham R3 indra

V0 Statﬂ Of UOPO’ AoIoRe $.C.

; s. ra a a an Lal v. Eﬁe §aIes Ta; Qfficer,
Section I , A. . . .0. 1531; Ecvernmeht'oI A.P. v.

HIg§uetan,§@chinegTools Limited, A.I.§. 1§75 §.C. Z537.

Firsome of the earlier R155 Court cases see, Potti
Sarvaiah
v. v.
Warvara
257;
§uIa5
Fae
an.uraNarsingiﬁao,
, A. . . 1957A.I.R.
Hon.1955
266 Hyd.
(F.B.);
e. o lal Her oiiﬁdas v. §_tatecpflpH.P., A.I.R. 1962
§.;. glg. Paragraphs § to 13 oflthe judgment of this case
contains a useful review of the earlier cases.
18. A.I.R. 1970 3.0. 1292.
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"Prima fecie that provision appears to command the
Corporation to refuse to refund the amount illegally

collected despite the orders of this Court and the High
Court. The State of Gujarat was not well advised in
introducing this provision. That provision attempts to
make a direct inroad into the judicial powers of the
State. The legislatures under our Constitution have
within the prescribed limits, power to make laws
prospectively as well as retrospectively. By exercise
of those powers, the legislature can remove the basis of
a decision rendered by e competent court thereby
rendering that decision ineffective. But no legislature
in this country has power to ask the instrummntalities
of the State to disobey or disregard the decision
given by courts".19
3 -12 In iwlewiaﬂlﬂsvselfiskﬂsl I»és1J=@9. 11- isesseﬁszsebh,-;.
Chhindwargothe Supreme Court held that the levy of certain

cess on loal was invalid as it was imposed without the previous
sanction of the Govermment as required by law. The Hadhya
Pradesh Koyala Upkar (Ianyatakaran) Adhiniyam (H.P. Coal Cess

Validation Act 1964), (18 of 1964) was passed to validate the
levy declared illegal by the Court. But the provisions did not
indicate the nature of the mendment made in the Act nor did
they say that the.notification issued without the sanction of
the State Government mst be deeed to have been validly issued
in.terms of the amended law. When the question of validity was
taken to the Supreme Court in Janapadag§§ghaiQhhin§wera v.

211"" “"61 2?” 7
Central Provincee;§yndigate.Limijg§, J.C. Shah J. said that
~77 H Q.“ we If ' i.’IT_‘:l§'T“'T" '__'__._; 'I’_f"I_if 111' '“ Q, I_‘f T TII 1 j__l_’l___'_'f,L:, _"._A _f_I.ll Z_l __'i. 1 flflF'%:_’ §

19. Ibid, at p.1296.

20. A.I.R. 1964 S.C. 1013.
21. A.I.R. 1971 S.C. 57.
22. Other judges on the Bench were K.S. Hegde, A.N. Grover and
IeDe D118.
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it was.not for the court to supply the omission, and held that
whet the legislature did was simply to overrule the decision of
the court withot changing the basis of the decision. It was
pointed out that in the face of article 141 which made the
Supreme Court judgment binding on all the courts in the terri
tory of India, the legislature could not say that a declaratio
of law by the court was erroneous, invalid or ineffective
either as e precedent or between the partieg?

3.13 Another illustration of the courts striking down
legislation as an inroed into the judicial power is provided
by the decision in State of Qamil Nadu v. H. Rgzagpa Gondegf
In this case, the Madras Government attempted to reassess
certain theatre owners in respect of escaped entertainment tax.
The Madras High Court held that the ladras Entertainment Tax
Act 1939 did not authorise a reassessment. Thereupon the
Madras Entertainment Tex (Amendment) Act 1966 (20 of 1966) was

passed to validate the reassessment. rhis Act having been
struck down by the High Court the matter was taken in appeal
to the Supreme Court by the State of Tamiésﬂadu by special
leave. In the Supreme Court, K.S. Hegde J. referred to
section 7 of the Act which validated the assessment and
observed:

"The effect of'this provision is to overrule
the decision of the ledras High Court and.not to
change the law retrospectively. What the provision

230 at P0610

24. A.I.R. 1971 S.C. 231.
25. Others on the Bench were J.C. Shah and A.N. Grover, JJ.
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says is that notwithstanding any judgment oi’ the court,
the reassessment invalidly made must be deemed to be
valid. The legislature has no power to enact such e
provision" . 25

Colourable legislation by the exercise cf judicial power by
the constituent power

3.14 That the legislative power cannot in the guise oi’
passing legislation exercise judicial power may now be taken

as a settled doctrine. Hence in order to validate something
declared invalid by the judglent of a court of law, the legi
slature should change retrospectively the law that was the
basis of the judment and such a change is not now construed
as an encroachment on the judicial pews?! The constitutional
disability on the part of the legislatures to exercise judicial
power also extends to the constituent power. §pt1.p:I_pnd]ir’a
Nehru Gandhi v. Haj Naragz? the validity of sub-articles (4)
29

and (5) of Article 3291 was in question. Thee provisions
were as follow: "”
“{4} No law made by Parliament before the commence
ment of the Constitution (Thirty-ninth Amendment) Act,

1975. in so far as it relates to election petitions and
matters connected therewith shall apply or shall be
-1 ‘ 1 I 'll.lLTI_~1_'_I, 1' _'__j'___ili> n I_'fI,j,___.—__7_ Ll

260 at 19.233.

27. It might be remarked by the cynic that this view installs
form in the place of substance. But this is not so. To
reformulate an initial base acceptable to common-sense and
the common people there must exist a fairly presentable
factual situation.
29. Introduced by Section 4 of the Constitution Thirtyninth

280 A.I.R. 3.9.

Amendment Act 1975, with effect from ‘I0-8-‘I975.
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deemed ever to have applied to or in relation to the
election of any such person as is referred to in clause
(1) to either House of Parliament and such election
shall not be deemed to be void or ever to have become
void on any ground on which such election could be
declared to be void, or has, before such commencement,
been declared to be void under any such law and not
withstanding any order made by any court, before such
comnencement, declaring such election to be void, such

election shall continue to be valid in all respects and
any such order is based shall be and shall be deemed
always to have been void and of no effect.
(5) Any appeal or cross appeal against any such

order of any court as is referred to in clause (4)
pending immediately before the commencement of the
Constitution (Thirtyninth Amendment) Act, 1975, before

the Supreme Court shall be disposed of in conformity

with the provisions of clause (4)".

3 15 The effect of these provisions was to make the pre
existing Parliamentary law inapplicable to the election disputes
regarding the Prime Minister's election. The election was never
to be held void with reference to any ground existing in such
law and in spite of the pronouncement of any court to that
effect. Any order of the court holding the election to be void
was itself to be void and pending appeals had to be disposed of
on that basis.

3 16 It was clear that what was attempted was the
validation of election by use of constituent power, with

out any change in the law and in the face of judicial

-80
pronouneemeng? And it the legislative power had attempted such
validation without changing the law which formed the basis of
the judgment, it would have been held to be a colourable
legislation attempting to exercise judicial power. The
important question raised was whether the constituent power was
so prevented from exercising judicial power. The decision ct
the court shows that the constituent power cannot exercise
judicial power in an arbitrary way without oertahn functional

restrictions.

3.17 A.H. Ray C.J. held that at the level of the consti
tuent power, the powers could not be differentiated into
legislative, executive and judicial powers and that the
constituent power was sovereign. If the constituent power
was itself disposing of an election dispute it should do so
by applying the law or norms. Holding against the attempted
validation of the election by the constituent powerﬁﬂis
Lordship observed as £ollowe:—

"Clause 4 of Article 329—A in the present case

in validating the election has passed e declaratory
judgment and not a law. The legislative Judgment in
Clause 4 is an exercise of judicial power. The consti
tuent power can exercise judicial power but it has to
apply law.

30. The Allahabad High Court had held that the election to the
Lek Sabhe of Smt. Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister, from Rai
Baraeily Constituency in 1971 to be void on account of
certain corrupt practices under the Representation of
Peoples Act 1951. An.appeal and a cross appeal from this

judgment were pending in the Supreme Court when the Consti
tution (Thirtyninth.mmendment) Act, 1975 was passed.
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"Ehe validation of the election is not by applying

legal norms. Nor can it be said that the validation of
election in Clause 4 is by norms set up by the consti
tuent power.

"Clause 5 in Article 329-A states that en appeal
against any order of any court referred to in clause 4
pending, before the commencesnt of the Constitution
(Thirtyninth.Amendment) Act, 1975. before the Supreme

Court, shall be disposed of in conformity with the
provisions of Clause 4. The appeal cannot be disposed
of in conformity with the provisions of clause 4 iﬂr
asmch as the validation of the election cannot rest
on clause 4".31

The result was that the election of the Prime
Minister was upheld on the merits of the case and in the light
of the legislative changes in the law governing elections,
made with retrospective effect and protected by the Ninth
Schedule.

3.18 H.R. Khsnna J. referred to the Supreme Court oases
holding the exercise of judicial power by the legislature
32

invalid and quoted from American.Jurisprudence to show the

3‘e at
32. See Shri Prithvi Cotton Hills Ltd. v. Brosoh Boroggh
wars v. The C tral Provinces ca e ted,
A.T.§. 1§71 S.§. 57; iunici-aI Co -oragion of the CI?» of
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prevailing position in the United States of America?

3.19 The attempted validatio of the election making the
previous law inapplicable and without creating.new law to
govern the case, but emmply on the bsis of the declaration in

clause (4) violated "the principle of free and fair elections
which is an essential postulate to democracy and which in its

turn is e part of the basic structure of the Constitution"
which the Supreme Court was bound to protect in view of the
33. The passage quoted from.the American Jurisprudence, Vol.46,
pp.318-19 was the following:

"The general rule is that the legislature may not
destroy, annul, set abide, vacate, reverse, modify, or
impair the final judgment of a court of competent juris
diction, so as to take away private rights nhich.have
become vested by the judgment. A statute attempting to
do so has been held unconstitutional as an attempt on the
part of the legislature to exercise Judicial power, and
as a violation of the constitutional guarantee of due
process of law. The legislature is not only prohibited
frm reopening cases previously decided by the court,
but is also forbidden to affect the inherent attribtes
of a Judgment. That the statute is under the guise of
an act affecting remedies does not alter the rule. It
is worthy of notice, however, that there are cases in
which judgments requiring acts to be done in the future
may validly be affected by subsequent legislation making
illegal that which the judgment found to be legal or
making legal that which the judgment found to be illegal".
"10.— Judgment as to public right.

"With respect to legislative interference with e

judgment, a distinction has been.made between public and
private rights under which distinction a statute may be
valid even though it renders ineffective a judgment

concerning a public right. Even after a public right
has been established by the judgment of the court, it
mag3b$)annulled by subsequent legislation". (Ibid,

Po 0
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iudgnent in ggsavgnapdaj Bharaj:h_i__Q_g_§_2: Olause (4) was struck

down as a result?

3.20 K.K. Mathew J. stressed the Blackstonian distinctiog

6

between the law andsthe particular command which.wae accepted

by the Privy Council and several writers on jurisprudence. He
held:
"I cannot regard the resolution of an election
dispute by the amending body as law; it is either a
judicial sentence or legislative judgment like the
Bill of Attainder" .33

3.21 He also pointed out that the amending body did not
ascertain the facts of the case (which should have been
collected.not by employing legislative process bt by employ
ing judicial process) and also did not change the law which
formed the basis of the judgment given by the High Couri?

3.22 Ehe amending power (the pro-sovereign) could not act
arbitzm-jgp any picking and choosing particular cases for its
,';:*?pn1,W,,, jig _; 1; J f' ' ' 1' ;'___;_ '_, _"1T':_

34. A.I.R. 1973 S.C. 1461.

35. Ibid, at p.2355.

5?. Blackstone: Commentaries; g%l.I, p.44.59
g . ¥d,¥anage
v. The oen, 9 1 A.C. 2 .
38.
a ‘p.2§77.

39. "II clause (4) was an exercise in legislative validation
without
changing
law which.made
the eleotioniinvalid,
when there
ought the
to have
been an exercise
of Jud cial power
of ascertaining the adjudicative facts and applyin the
law, the clause would damage the democratic structure of

the Constitution, as the Constitution visualises the
resolution of an election dispute by a petition presented
to an authority exercising judicial power...." (at p.2376).
\
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disposal ignoring the legislative and judicial processes. If
the adjudicative facts regarding the election dispute had to
be gathered through the judicial process and a decision given
by applying the law, what the amending power could do to

settle a dispute was to authorise the judicial and legislative
processes to dispose of the election dispute. The amendment
in the present case without these formalities would "damage
or destroy an essential feature of democracy as established
by the Constitution namely, the resolution of election dispute
by an authority by the exercise of judicial power by ascertainw
ing the adjudicative facts and applying the relevant law for
determining the real representative of the peopltg.

3.23 IQH. Beg J. held that it was a basic constitutional
principle that in the purported exercise of law—meking power,

legislatures were precluded from exercising essential judicial
functions by withdrawing a particular case pending in the court
for legislative disposal? According to the majority view in
2

gpsavangnda Bharatgi Cast, the supreacy of the Constitution
and the separation of powers were part of the basic structure
of the Constitutiogé

3.24 The principle of separation of functions was not
new but was embedded in our own best traditions and dictated

by comonsenszf That the judicial and law making functions

-_'ff WA ' '7' ;_Qf'_ i7'A._1A. T iifil T‘__ if T"[i_'j

4'00 at

41. Ibid, at p.2395.
42. A.I.R. 1973 S.C. 1461.
43. Ibid, at p.242B.
44. Ibid, at p.2431.
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ware not meant to be interchangeable and had to be differenv
tiated in any constitutionally prescribed sphere of operation
of powers including that of the constituent power seemed to he
beyond any shadow of doubt? Because the Constitutional power

necessarily carried with it the power to constitute judicial
authorities it did not follow by implication that the Parlia
ment acting in its constituent capacity could exercise the

judicial power itself directly without vestin it in itself
first by an amendment of the Constitution. Though this
appeared to be a procedural matter, as a matter of interpret
ation of the Constitution and from the point of view of correct
46
theory and principle, it was highly important. To make a

declaration of the rights of the parties to a dispute without
first performing a judicial function was not included in the
"Constituent Power“ or any other law making powegz In the

result, His Lordship held that article 329-A(4) was invalid
and the case on hand had to be considered on merits under
the election law applicablg?

3.25 ‘!.V. Chandrachud J. striking down clauses (4) and
(5) observed as follows:

"In the instant case the Parliament has with
drawn the application of all laws whatsoever to the
disputed election and has taken upon itself to decide
that the election is valid. Clause (5) ccmands the
:.:' __ ;'_l'li’f’ ill ’:’_wlQ,_:_”f, '_ ,1 __', f*’;_ T I‘ 1', f" L‘, 7’ i’§ji:T7% Q ,4]: ‘,:”:'f ll, i ,: 1 !_’,‘:

450
at P0
46. Ibid, at p.2435.
470 at Po
48. Ibiﬁ, at p¢2458.
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Supreme Court to dispose of the appeal and the cross
appeal in conformity with the provisions of clause (4)
of Article 329—A, that is, in conformity with the
" judgnent" delivered by the Parliament. The " separation
of powers does not mean the equal balance of powers",
says Harold Laski, but the exercise by the legislature of
what is purely and indubitably a judicial function is
impossible to sustain in the context even of our co
operative federalism which contains no rigid distri
bution (sic) of powers but which provides a system of
salutary checks and balances.

I find it contrary to the basic tenets of our
Constitution to hold that the Amending Body is an
amalgam of all powers- legislative, executive and
judicial "Whatever pleases the emperor has the force

of law" is not an article of democratic faith. The
basis of our Constitution is a well-planned legal order,
the presuppositions of which are accepted by the people
as determining the methods by which the functions of
the government will be discharged and the power of
the State shall be uaaa".49

3.26 Colourable exercise of the judicial power by the
amending power therefore is not envisaged by our Constitution.
It may seem novel that the principle of separation of powers
has been made applicable to the constituent power. But in
accordance with the modern concept of sovereig power~—i£ the
amending power can be called that--not as despotic but as

broadly limited by "rule of law", such e notion is acceptable.

3.27 It is well-known that the rules identifying sovereigx
and prescribing its composition and the manner and form of

Q9. at
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law~making by the sovereign constitute limitationg?

3.28 In the light of the contribution made by the principle
of the separation of powers to the realisation of a well
developed notion of rule of law, our Supreme Court has added a
new dimension to the limitations on the sovereign power, namely,
the sovereign power cannot directly exercise the functions of

the constituted organs, the legislature, the Judiciary and
the executive. The constituent power should constitute these
organs and leave them to function at their respective levels.
This is a contribution to the developent of constitutionalism
in general of which.our Supreme Court and Indian legal theory
can.justly be proud.
ATTEHPTS TO OVERCOME THE LIMITS IMPOSED BY THE FUNDAMENTAL
RIGHTS

3.29 The legislative powers of the legislatures are subject
to the provisions of the Constitution. The restriction imposed
on the legislative power by the fundamental rights and other
provisiongiconstitute a second type of limitation on legislative
competence. A legislature may dety the limitations openly,
but in such an instance the law would be struck down as ultra—
vires the legislature. But attempts may be made to overcome

the limits in a concealed way. In that case, the doctrine
4

‘i;l__‘lIl;_' __' ' 7 L‘Y_';_1*T.'

50. See particularly the Judgnent oi’ LE. Mathew, J. at
51. For example, the provisions governing the freedom of trade
and commerce.
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of colorable legislation would be attracted.

2

Ooniiscatory
legislation 3
3-3° In éiatat <2; 9!-.192 v» K.@m§e2.era§1ae2» serials Pra
5

visions of the Bihar Land Reforms Act, 1950 (30 of 1950) had

to be scrutinised as they were attacked as instances of
colourable exercise of legislative power. This Act was passed
in exercise of the legislative power conferred by entry 42
of List III.which as then existed was as £o1lows:—
"42. Principles on which copensation for
property acquired or requieitioned for purposes of
the Union or of State or any other public purpose is
to be determined and the fornhand the manner in which
such compensation is to be givenF.

Section 4(b) of the Act provided for the acquisition by the

State, along with the estates, of all the arrears of rent due
to the owners of the estate, and, then, for the payment of
50$ of such arrears to the expropriated owners. Mahajan J.
referred to certain Australiag§decisions and held it as
~‘L'_.[ ,_' Ii’, l:._'Q‘_f‘__ ','§i . L ' ___'§ __ _;' I1_I_"l:'_i _:f _l L M’ T ' Q‘ 7“ ;___'_'_ I__'_;, JI, if '___._ TIif' __.1 Y; “L : i_]:7‘f_*I ___ 1 Ii

52. Thus
Bela
i v. State sof'§1sore,
A.I.R.68$
1963
649» in
theM.H.
i§sore
Uovernmen
or er reserving
ofS.C.
the
seats in educational institutions for the socially and
educationally backward classes of citizens under article
15(4) of the Constitution was struck down as a ‘fraud on
the Constitution‘. Any reservation in excess of 50% was
a comunal distribution, under the guise of making the
reservation, and is forbidden by the Constitution.
A.I R 1952 S C. 252.

53. . . .

54. South Australia v. Theﬂommqnﬁpalth, 65 CLR 373 and
Fife endv”.‘dRe1s.qa §;MT'Iortl§Fe'1'ardF§ilw 00., 1899) A.C.
355. M__Ecran
De '¥;Federal5omE1ss¥oner
0? Taxation
N.S.W.) v.
w.n.
'ro'pt1r1;eIt:arL;t___:d'.}'
.
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accepted law that a Parliament with limited powers could not

do indirectly what it could not do directly, and that in the
case of legislation by such a Parliament it was necessary for
the courts to examine the legislatione with some strictness
to detect disguised or colourable trespass of constitutional
provisions. Section 4(b) in the guise of laying down a
principle of compensation was a device to acquire property
without compensation.

3.31 Similarly section 23(f), which provided for deductions
varying from 4 to 12ﬁ$ from the compensation towards cost of

works beneficial to the ryote, was not really concerned with
any principle for the payment of compensation, but had the
effect of non-payment of compensation and was therefore
"unconstitutional legislation" made colourably valid under

exercise of legislative power under entry 42 of List II¥?

3.32 B;K. Hukherji J. agreed with Iahajan J. regarding
the invalidity of section 23(1). As regards section 4(b) he
thought that acquisition of money and other choses in action
under the power of ‘Eminent Domain‘ was not contemplated.

Though the court was not concerned with the justice or propriety
of the principles upon which the assessment of compensation
was to be made under a particular legislation, nor with the
justice or otherwise of the form or manner in which such
compensation was to be given, entry 42 did not envisage a

550 at P102770
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legielatiea whieh did not provide for any conpmeetien at ell.
"Taking up or whole and returning a half means nothing more

or lees than taking halt without any return Ind this ia naked
oehtieoation, no matar, whatever epeoioue torn it my In
clothed, or disguised". Section 4(b) therefore in reality did
not lay down any principle for determihing the oelipeheetioh

to be paid fer acquiring the an-earn oi’ rant, nor did it any
anything relating to the tom of payment, though apparently,
it purported to determine both, and was e fraud on the eehlti-
tutieh, and nede the legislation oelourable and hence void
and inoperative. thong: the court wee not eeneerned with the
behetidee or maletidee of the legislature it wee really
ouheemed with the question at eenpeteaee.

3.33 Ohendraeehhara Aiyur J. in hie ocneurring audit
held that etripped of their voila or vaahaenta, the pa-oviaiona
in the Act about ‘erasure of rent‘ and the ‘dost of works of
benefit‘ amounted to naked emtineatiogf
\

3.34 The legialetimmhich under the guise of legialetihg
ter acquisition wee etteuptihg to perpetrate eentieoatien in
et£eet,had exceeded the limits of iegielative power: end nu
theretere uhcmltitutiehaie

3.35 Patenjeli Seatri C.J. and 3.8. Baa J. heweve:-d, held
in their partly dissenting Jadpehte that the proviaionﬂ in

,O
at
A.I»R. \ Se e 90

,‘e Eit p.280.

5;. See also gaiades v. Sholag ............;;:. 2 d Wang!‘ 03.,
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question related to the payment of compensation under article

31(2), and that its validity could not be gone into by the
courts in view of the protection afforded in article 31(4§?

3.36 Section 73 of the Kerala Land Reforms Act, 1964
(as amended by Act 35 of 1969) which provided for the discharge

of substantial portions of the arrears of rent was invalidated
as the measure partook the character of forfeiture or 00!!
fiscation of the discharged arrearg9
vagaries of the doctrine
6
3.37 In.K.C. Gajapati Narayan Dec v. State of Qrissa1the
validity of the Orissa Agricultural Income Tax.Amendment Act,

1950 was assailed as a colourable piece of legislation. Under
i_"'l__ ': _'1'_lI,'_f_‘_TV ' _ ,_' 7" I l_l_; '_ i,:'—f,_' T1l—_“I Q; 'i Q ;'ITi§ 1 l__;'l' L; ‘ 1;’ ' '_ l_"i_I Q IHI

59. S.R. Des J. observed as follows:
“Again, take the case of the acquisition of non-income
yielding properties. Why, I ask, is it called a fraud on
the Constitution to take such property? Does the Consti
tution prohibit the acquisition of such property? Obviously
it does not. Where, then, is the fraud? The answer that
comes to my mind is that it is fraud because the Act
provides for compensation only on basis of income and,
therefore, properties which are at present non~incoe
yielding but which have very rich potentialities are
acquired without any compensation at all. Similar answer
becomes obvious in connection with the deduction of 4 to
12} per cant of the gross assets under the head "Works
of Benefit to the Rayats". On ultimate analysis, therefore,
the Act is really attacked on the ground that it fails to
do what is required by the Constitution to do, namely, to
provide for compensation for the acquisition of the
properties and is, therefore, ‘ultra vireo‘. This, to my
mind, is the same argument as to the absence of just
compensa on a eran orm an expresse a
picturesque and attractive language". (Ibid, at p.292).
600 V0 Stata Qf Kera]-8, A¢I.R. 3.C. 20970’
see the Iudgmsnt of I.D. 55a I. at p.2103.

ti in diff t f d d in

610 AeIeRe 3,0.
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ﬂhe Orissa Estate Abolition Act, 1952 compensation for estates

taken over had to be calculated on the basis of net incoe and
in computing the net income the agricultural income tax had to
be deducted. The impugned Act had greatly increased the rates
of agricultural income tag? It was challenged that this was a
device to reduce the net income and, therefore, the compenv
sation payable. The Act had therefore to be struck down on the

State of Bihar .

analogy of the decision in v. Kameswer Sgh 63
B.K. Iukherjea gf speaking for the Supreme Court examined the

scope of colourable legislation in the light of the principles
laid down in Canadiag? and Australiag6Conetitutionel law cases,

62. For the actual increase see n. 69 infra.
63. A.I.R. 1952 S.C. 252.
64. Others on the Bench were Patanjali Sastri, C.J. S.R. Des,

Uni C lli C . i B
Ghulamﬁﬂassan and Bhagawati, JJ.

65. on o or o poi Br cae
tish Columbia
Ltd.
den an
1 99
c on Totﬁ
eHrv.itish
oBrum
A.C. 535. in £Hle*“eaet1"Ze
C I ‘bi

Coal Hines Regulation Act 1890 prohibited the employment of
Chinese man in underground coal mines. It was held that
the Act was not really aimed at the regulation of coal mine
but was in truth a device to deprive the Chinese naturalise
or not (naturalisation of aliens being within the exclusive
authority of the Dominion Parliament) of ordinary rights of
inhabitants of the British Columbia and in effect to pro
hibit their continued residence in that Province.
(2) Re Insurance Act of Canada, 1932 A.C. 41, the
Privy Co tBa’t"e"eeti‘ona ‘H and 12 of the Canadian
Insurance Act which required foreign insurers to be license
invalid since under the guise of legislation as to aliens
and imigration (both within the exclusive dominion
authority) the Dominion Legislatur was seeking to inter
meddle with the conduct of insurance business which was a
subject exclusively within the provincial authority.

D Cv. mmi
i sf case
T0 xa
tie fon
N
S
thnw
1
66.Ioran
. o ss oner
or
aw
cu,
‘a
a ega on was a acg,

1§IU_A.C. . n . lth t

Commonwealth Financial Assistance Scheme contemplated in

the Commonwealth legislation was a colourable device to
overcome the prohibition against discriminatory taxation.
Though this was not accepted by the Privy Council it was
conceded that such instances might arise.
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and observed as followe:

"...the doctrine of colourable legislation does
not involve any question of 'bonatides' or 'malafides'
on the part of the legislature. The whole doctrine
resolves itself into the question of competence of a
particular legislature to enact a particular law....
If the Constitution of a State distributes the legislative
powers among the different bodies, which have to act
within their respective spheres marked out by specific

legislative entries, or if there are limitations on the
legislative authority in the shape of fundamental rights,
questions do arise as to whether the legislature in a
particular case has or has not, in respect to the
subject-matter of the statute, or in the method of

enacting it, transgressed the limits of its consti
tutional powers. Such transgression may be patent,
manifest or direct, but it may also be disguised,

covert and indirect and it is to this latter class of

cases that the expression "colourable legislation? has
been applied in certain Judicial pronouncements. The
idea conveyed by the expression is that although
apparently a legislature in passing a statute purported
to act within the limits of its powers, yet in substance
and in reality, it transgressed these powers, the
transgression being veiled by what appears, on proper
examination to be a more pretence or disguise".67

3.38 It was held that the Orissa Act was certainly a
legislative measure coming with1n.entry 46 of List II- Taxation
of agricultural income. Though the rates were increased, it

did not affect the competence of the legislature. The liability
for paying agricultural income tax was an existing liability

670 at 13.379»
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when the Orissa Estates Abolition Act came into force. The
impugned Act was therefore an agricultural income tax legisla
tion within the competence of the State Legislature and
deduction of agricultural income tax was certainly a relevant
item of deduction in the computation of.net income of estate
and was not as unrelated as in the case of section 23 of the
Bihar Act. Even assuming that the purpose of the State Act
was to accomplish an ulterior prpose namely, to inflate the
deductions for the prpose of reducing the compensation

payable to as small a figure as possible, it could not be
regarded as colourable legislation unless the ulterior prpose
which it was intended to serve was something which lay beyond

the powers of the legislature to legislate upon. "The whole
doctrine of colourable legislation is based upon the maxim
that you cannot do inirectly what you cannot do directly. If
a legislature is competenboto do anything directly, then the

mere fact that it attempted to do it in the indirect or
disguised manner, cannot make the Act invaligg.

3.39 If as s result of the deductions which were not
based on something which was unrelated to facts, the compen
cation would be reduced, it was within the legislative power

to achieve that objective and its motives could not be
questioned. The legislation was therefore held not to be a
colourable one.

3.40 It is submitted that the reasoning of the court is
somewhat weak. though it may be conceded that the State

68. Ibid, at p.381.
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legislature is competent to levy agricultural income-tax at an
exhorbitant ratg? whether by the eiercise of such a power, it
should be allowed to reach a result which cold not have been
achieved in the exercise of another power, deserves serious
consideration. It is agreed that the legislature had no power
to pass confiscatory legislation in the guise of paying oonpen~
sation. The agricultural income tax in question could have
been sustained only when considered in isolation as a taxing
measure. But when it is considered along with the Estate
Abolition Act the result achieved with respect to the latter
seems to have been clearly oolourable one. Instead of facing
this question squarely, the Court avoided it by saying that
when the legislature is competent to do a thing directly, there
is no objection to its doing it in an indirect or disguised
manner. But if the effect of such indirect doing is to achieve
in another field indirectly what it cannot do directly, due
consideration should be given to that consequence. lay b,
that in the conflict between the right of the expropriated
estate owners to receive compensation and the right of the state
to prcote reform legislation cheaply, the Judges preferred the
latter. A doctrine of "resultant colourable legislation"
whereby, if by the exercise of mne power within limits, what
could not have been openly achieved with regard to another

_I Q Y '; f '_"_' f'§ 7‘ "'11 .“'I“iTT
69. In.this case the rate of 4 annas in the rupee with the

highest slab at Rs.2D,O0O/Q originally proposed was later
on changed to 12 annas and 6 paise in the rupee for the
highest slab resulting in greatly enhanced tax for incomes
abOV6 R80 ‘O00/""0
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power is achieved, that could be held to come under the prohi
bition of colcurable legislation ought to have been accepted
by the Court. The case discussed below is a clear instance
where the court really adopted a stand similar to the one
advocated here.

3.41 Sometimes ccnfiscatory results have been achieved
by clever changes in law. Thus in,ggy3gg§giggQ1i v. State of
70

Gujarat the validity of the Bombay Land Tenure Abolition Laws
(Amendment) Act, 1958 was in question. Tenants under Taluqdars
whose estates were abolished could get occupancy rights by
paying six times the assessment in the case of permanent
tenants, and 20 to 200 times in the case of nonepermanent
tenants. By the amendment Act of 1958 the government converted

retrospectively the non-permanent tenants to the category of
permanent tenants. The burden of proving that a particular
tenant was not a permanent one was fixed on the ex~Taluqdar.
The procedure under which he could discharge this burden was

not a fair one. The effect of this legislation was to take
away substantially the right of the ex-Taluqdar to get any
price for his rights. Striking down the enactment S;K.Das J.
for the majorit;1held that Act did not fall within the entries
in List II or List III of the Seventh Schedule to the Consti
tution, and was a piece of colourable legislation.
TI. C; I YLL Q. 1 :' Q4 ; '_ if Q. ITI‘ W1‘ If ll’ I f,__ I_',f‘ ' IQ Iv ill

70. A.I.R. 1962 S.C. 821.
71. For himself and B.P. Sinhe C.J. N. Rajagcpala Iyengar J.
delivered a separate concurring judgment. lutholkar and
A.K; Sarkar JJ. held that the impugned Act governed the
relationship between Landlord and tenant and was within the
competence of the State Legislature under entry 18 of

List II, Land....
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3.42 This case also shows that a device to overcome a
Constitutional limitation (in this case of the right to.
compensation under the fundamental right of property) may also
be invalidated on the ground of lack of power in terms of the

entries in the Lists of the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution.
Compensation and colourable legislation

3.43 The attitude of the Supreme Court in holding legisla
tion colourable because of the failure to pay compensation has
not been.very consistent and was responsible for several
constitutional amendments. As noted above, some provisions of
the Bihar Land Reforms Act were struck down.as oolourable

legislation because under the guise of providing for compenv
sation the law provided rules which were really confiscatory
12
in ‘ma 1‘ a°t°1" I" lh°1£9P§nd£ap§§ V" §_t§1?°e 93; APFQE
a challenge to the Assam State Acquisition of Zamindaris Act
1951 (which was protected by article 31(4) as also by article
31-A) as colourable legislation on the ground of illusory or
no compensation was repelled by the Supreme Court. It was held
that there was legislative competence. The substance of the
charge was inadequacy of compensation which could not be raised
in view of the protection given by article 31-A.

3.44 To overcome the decision of the Court in State of
west Bengal v. Bella Banerjzsthat compensation meant a just
equivalent, the Constitution Fourth Amendment purported to
§Q_ f"Ti'T_"'f T :_:'l _ T" ‘I ':_'I’Ql';"T__ ff ll l_ _§ T Q’. "Ln.

72. A.I.R. 1955 S.C. 503.
73. A.I.R. 1954 S.C. 170.

.-9,3...

make the question of compensation non-Justiciable. Even after
this amendment, the court gave expression to its doctrine that
while the final quantum of compensation given might not be
judicially scrutinised, if the compensation was based o
irrelevant principles which led to illusory payment, or non
payment of compensation, that wold be treated as a fraud on
power and the offending provisions struck dong?

3.45 Even after the Twentyfifth Amendment which substituted
'amcunt' for 'compeneation' the Court does not seem to have
given up its doctrine of cclourable legislation with regard to
compensation. Thus in.Kesavananda Bharathi v. State ofjKeralZ?

though the court accepted the validity of the Twentyfourth
Amendment, a majority of the judges have shcwn.willingness to
review the question of compensation on the ground that it should

not be illusory or arbitrarzf
~ 7:7 I _.I_'_1" T '_'L';. 1'1}- " "1"I; T" ‘.":iQ;' 1' ‘T’ ll’ '_' _~_"'h:4_‘ L 11'“ I_;_ fiff; 1__7‘_hli'

74. State of Madras v. D, Nawgsig; e Hudal er, A.I.R. 1965 S.C.

v.
s9€Ha1Fe§§¥g
A.I.-R.
1965‘5.C.
s.c.
ll On
O I d. H V. Q H OI‘, Qra
Qn’ AeIeRe
637; R.5. 500 er v. Union 0? lniia lFaHE.Katicelisetion

Case), A.I.§. 1§7O 8.5. 531. was court had however, by its
decision
in theAOIORO
case of State of
Guiarat
v.85
Sgggiilal
N
31.6.88,
S.
0
’
Ca
t t ad
§§ven up its doctrine of illusory compensation but reverted
to it in the Bank Nationalisation Case.
750 AOIORO 3.3.
76. Thus Sikri C.J.: "...the person.whcse property.has been
acquired shall be given an amount in lieu thereof, which
...is not arbitrary, illusory or shocking to the judicial
conscience or the conscience of mankind", p.1554.
Shelat and Grover JJ:- "the amount...shculd have a
reasonable relationship with such property (and)...shou1d
neither be illusory nor fixed arbitrarily", p.1610.
Hegde and Hukherjea JJ:— "The question whether the

"amount" in question has been fixed arbitrarily or the same
is illusory or the principles laid down for the determina
tion of the same are relevant to the subject matter of
(contd...99).
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3.46 Applying this principle of illusory compensation as

one of the groundsChanan.Hal
in, v. State
L _:__ﬁ_iMT:g_
of Haryaggz the
Punjab and Haryana High Court struck down the Haryana Minerals
(Vesting of Rights) Act, 1973 (14 of 1973). A person who had

purchased a piece of land for mining salt petre £or'Rs.1,30,00Q/
got only about Rs.5,00Q/Q spread over a period of 10 years as
compensation. The court held that this amount was illusory
and hence violative of article 31(2).

3.47 The vitality of the doctrine of colourable legislation
with regard to compensation shows the difficulty of alloing
power to be used without a modicum of good faith, and seams

to be an ample justification for the doctrine of colourable

legislation itself. -?ifiﬁTi“
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acquisition or requisition at about the time when the
property
question p.164
is aoguired
or requisitioned are open
to judicialinreview",
.
P. Jaganmohan Roddy J:- "Once the Court is satisfied
that the challenge on the ground that the amount or the
manner of its payment is neither arbitrary or (sic)
illusory or where the principles upon which it is fixed
are found to bear reasonable relationship to the value
of the property acquired, the Court cannot go into the
question of the adequacy of the amount so fixed or deter
mined on the bsis of such principles", p.1776.
Ohandrachud J:— "...0ourts have power to question such

a law (providing for acquisition) if (i) the amount fixed
is illusory; or (ii) the principles, if any, are stated for
determining the amount are wholly irrelevant for fixation
of the amount....", p.2055.
77. A.I.R. 1975 Punj. 102.
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Cclourable use of taxing power

3.43 Taxing power, generally used for augmenting the
resources of the Government, may be used as a cloak for confine?

catory measures. In such instances, though they are rare, the
court may strike down the law invoking the doctrine of colour
able legislation. In LT. Qoopil Na! ar v. State of Keralz?
the validity of Travancore Cochin Land Tax Act, 1955 (15 of 1955]
as amended by the Travancore Cochin Land Tax Act Amendment

Act, 1957 (10 of 1957) which imposed a tax et the rate o£'Rs.2/F
per ecre for private forests was in question. The law was

attacked on the grounds that it was viclative of articles 14
and 19(1)(f) of the Constitution and was a device to confiscate
private property without compensation. The government contended

that being a taxing measure under article 265, articles 14, 19
and 31 had no application. The Supreme Court held the law
invalid by a majority. There were three grounds for the
holding, one of absence of classificatioz? another of presence
of unreasonable restrictiongoand third of confiscatory
character amounting to colourable device. Sinha C.J. in his
‘II ‘““‘

78. A.I.R. 1961 S.C. 552.
79. Because the Act obliged everyone to pay the tax without
reference to income actual or potential, and hence lacked
classification and violated equality clauses.
80. The Act also imposed unreasonable restrictions on the
right to property guaranteed by article 19(f) in as much
as the tax liability was imposed without notice, without
procedure for rectification of errors, with no procedure
for obtaining opinion of civil courts on questions of law
and with no duty on the assessing authority to act
3“-d1QiH]-lye
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majority judgont pointed out how the Act was confiscatory in
character. He stated that, for example, a person who owned
25000 acres of private forests and got an annual income of
Rs.3,100/- had to pay Rs.54,000/- as tax and that when on
assesses of this type was unable to pay tax his propertywould
be sold in auction which ultimately would have to be purchased
by the government. According to the majority view it was
therefore clear that the Act was confiscatory in character.
Sarkar J. in his dissenting Judgent held that the Act was
not expropriatory nor the tax imposed really excessive, and,
since the legislature had competence, no question of colourable

legislation arose.

3.49 It has to be remembered that the majority holding
on the point of colourable legislation in the LT. loogil Hagar
Case is only one of the three alternative grounds and that
if the majority had not found the Act to be violative of
articles 14 and 19 it is doubtful whether the Act would have
been struck down solely on the ground of the expropriatory
character of the tax since, as pointed out by the dissenting
judge, an argument about the excessive rate of the tax can
hardly be raised in the face of clear legislative competence.
This view is strengthened by the next case in which cclourable
use of taxigg power was alleged. In §agan.ne_t_h_§aJl_g_sh_§_i£gh v.
§_te.tIcgofL§;__§. , the U.P. Large Land Holding Tax Act 1957

(XXII of 1957) which imposed a tax, based on annual valuation,
_,iLl'.I"i_ I, I, )‘,.i“_‘f'_T;‘i: "'fll'l_j_‘“Ii~"‘T."~

81. A.I.R. 1962 S.C. 1563.
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on.landholdings in excess of 30 acres was challenged as a

cclcurable piece of legislation as well as violative of
articles 14 and 19(1)(f) of the Constitution. Speaking for the
Suprne Court, P.B. Gajendragadker 2? held that the Act did not
violate articles 14 and 19(1)(f). For was the tax imposed,
on the facts of the case, unreasonably high. Referring to
the decision in.K.T. locpil,Nayarq His Lordship observed as
follows:

"This decisio illustrates how a taxing statute
though ostensibly passed in exercise of legislative
power conferred on the legislature own be struck down

as being colourable exercise of the said power. In
other words, the conclusion that a taxing statute is
cclcurable wculd.nct and cannot normally be raised

merely on the finding that the tax imposed by it is
unreasonably.high or heavy because the reasonableness cf

the extent of the levy is always a matter within the
competence of the legislature. Such e conclusion can be
reached where in passing the Act, the Legislature has
merely adopted a device and a cloak to confiscate the
property of the citizen taxed. If, however, such e
conclusion is reached on the consideration of all
relevant facts, that is a separate and independent
ground for striking down the Act. There is no doubt
that the decision in L1‘. Mcopil Hair, A.I.R. 1961 S.C.
552 is not an authority for the proposition that in
testing the validity of a taxing statute, the Court
can embark upon an enquiry whether the tax imposed

by the statute is unreasonably high and whether it should
have been fixed at a lower level".83
—'” _ _-if fI_ ZZFTTLT‘ ‘T ‘ iii? "._ I TT'I!‘___; ‘__

82. Other judges on the Bench were A.K. Sarkar, K.C. Des Gupta,
N. Raiagopala Ayyangar and J.R. Mudhclkar.
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Therefore the chances of a court striking down a taxing
measure as colourable on the ground that the rates of tax are
unreasonably high and hence confiscatory are really remote.
But a statute may, under the guise of a taxingimeasure, violate
the equality provisions by unequal incidence, or have an
‘unreasonable operation by leaving the question of machinery and
procedure for the collection of tax to the unrestricted

discretion of government. Such e statute is liable to be
struck down as oolourable tax legislation.
ATTEMPT T0 OVERCOME THE LIMITATION ARISING FROM THE DIVISIO
OP POWERS

3.50 It has been noted earlier that the Constitution of
Indie divides the legislative oopetence between the‘Union and
the States and that any attempt by a legislature to overcome
in a concealed way the limitation imposed would b held as
colourable legislation. The taxing power has been divided
amongst the exclusive fields of the legislation between the
‘Union and the Stategé In addition, the Union is given power
to levy fees in respect of matters mentioned in the Union
Lisgsand the States are given power to levy tees in respect of
86
the matters of the State List. The Concurrent List also

envisages the imposition of fees in respect of matters in the
87
Concurrent List. Since taxing power is limited, the States
soetimes attempt to levy a tax by ostensibly imposing s fee.
*1 ;'_L_ .7’ _.'_ L _ Q. ‘“a_a _T:I_ f§I.__' Q _i-'7L__v_ II ‘I T L ':‘;Q; '_ fl; Li 7",’ ZLIT

84. Vida entries 82-92A and entry 97 of List I and entries
45-63 of State List.
85. Entry 96 of List I.
85. Entry 55 Of List II.
87. Entry 47 of List III.
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Such attempts to overcome the limitation arising from the
division of powers constitute the oolourable exercise of
legislative power.
Distinction between tax and fee

3.51 Article 366(28) defines taxation as follows:
"taxation.includes the imposition of any ta: or
impost, whether general or local or special, and ‘tax’
shall be construed accordingly".
This is a broad definition which would cover every type of
impost by the State including fees. Though there is no generic
difference between tax and a fee, in the context of certain

specific provisions of the Constitution, it must be held that
a difference has been made. Thus, the entries in the Lists,
as noted above, confer separate taxing power and the power to
levy fees. Articles 110 and 199 of the Constitution exclude
from the definition of money bills, bills imposing payment of

fees for licenses or fees for services rendered.
3.52 In Cogissioner, Hindu Religious Endowment v._§;§.
88

Swamiar, the first case before the Supreme Court regarding the

distinction between the tax and fee, the validity of section
76 of Iadrae Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowlent Act 1951

(19 of 1951) which levied a contribution “in respect of
services rendered by the government" at ii of the income of
lathe etc. was in question. On behalf of the appellant it was
argued that the contribution was a fee and not a tax. A
38. A.I.R. 1954 S.C. 232.
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distinction between these two was clearly envisaged by the

Constitution. The respondent contended that the levy, which
was.nct a payment for services voluntarily received, was e tax.
The Supreme Courggupheld the defendant's plea. Speaking for
a unanimous Bench B.K. Iukherjea J. adopted the following
definition of tax given by Latham,C.J. of the Australian.High

Court in.lathews
Chicory Marketingv.
Board:

90

"a tax is a compulsory exaction of money by public
authority for public purposes enforceable by law and
is not payment for services rendered".91

A fee.hae been held to be a reward for specific services. In
other words, there is a quid pro quo in fees which is absent

in the case of a tax. As a corollary, it follows that in the
case of a fee there should be a reasonable correlation between
the expenditure incurred by the State in providing the service
and the money collected by way of fees for such service.

3.53 In.the case on hand, since there was a total absence
of correlation between the payment demanded and the expenditure

incurred, it was held that the levy in question was a tax.
This principle has been followed in subsequent cases and
attempted levy of fees for want of correlation has been held

to be a tag?
89. Others on the Bench were Hahajan C.J., S.R. Das, Bose,
Ghulam Hassan, Bhagawati and Venketarama Ayyar JJ.
90. 60 C.L.R. 263.

910 812 p.276.

92. See
for example,
Corporation
v. Libertybgipegg,
A.I.R.1965
S.C.11
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Oompulsio

3.54 Both in the collection of tax and in the levy of
fees compulsion may be present and therefore the element of
compulsion cannot be made a distinguishing factor. B¢K.
Mukherjea J. observed in Conmissiongr_g§[H.R.E. v. L.T.Swamia?%

"we think that a careful examination would reveal
that the element of compulsion or coerciveness is

present in all kinds of imposition, though in different

degrees and that it is not totally absent in fees. This
therefore cannot be made the sole or even a material
criterion for distinguishing a tax from fees".94

In Sudhindra Thirthe Swamiar v. 0omissi9Q§;_§Q;;Hindu Religious
appQharitgblepEndopmeg§s,pMyporg5J.C. Shah J. also observed

that "a levy in the nature of a fee does not cease to be of
that character because thgge is an element of compulsion or
coersiveness present in it".

3.55 If the element of compulsion, which would at first
eight appear to be a more appropriate characteristic of the
taxing power, is denied in the case of fee, the operation of
schemes stipulating payment for certain services as fees, may
become difficult. Thus in the case of levies on.Maths etc. by
the Religious Endowment Commissioners which have been upheld

as £862? if the institutions were allowed the option not to
.,,_’_Iil"_§i;__‘l_ a_ ; ;_'; i; .;_; _; 1'; ;_l1:_:1:, ‘_. iT' i,l CT'1Ifl':_:"F‘T‘ fr 113 ** ;__,-7 tr T_TT ;:i:_-pt ‘ J;'§__,’__f_*

93. A.I.R. 1954 8.0. 282.

94. Ibid at pa 95.
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pay the levies and not come under the statutory schemes, the
uniform regulatory supervision by the State lay be frustrated.
But it is a moot point if the taxing power of the State should
not be used for this purpose if permissible, or the regulatory
schemes worked not on e payment basis but by defraying the
expenses from the consolidated fund as part of the general
expenditure incurred on governmental functions.

Credit to a separate fund

3.56 Since a quid pro quo is a sine qua non of a fee,
often, at least for easier proof to establish the correlation
between the expenditure incurred and the fee collected, the
amount collected is credited to a separate account. In any
case, it wold be desirable if the money collected by nay of
fee is kept separately and not merged in the consolidated fund
of the Stats. In.Comniss§oner for H.R.E. vz L T Swamiaga
Hukherjea J. holding the levy under the Madras Hindu Religious
and Charitable Endowment Act, 1951 to be a tax observed as
follows:

"But the material fact whioh.negatives the theory
of fees in the present case is that the money raised by
levy of the contribution is not earmarked or specified
for defraying the expenses government has to incur in
performing the services. All the collections go to the
consolidated fund....That in itself might not be con

clusive, but in this case there is a total absence of
any correlation between the expenses incurred by the
government and the amount raised by contribution under

980 Aeieﬁe S.C.
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the provisions of section 76 and in those circumstances
the theory of a return, or counter—payment or quid pro
quo cannot have any application to this case".99

3.57 Therefore in subsequent similar cases?othe levies
were credited to a separate fund earmarked for rendering the
services in question, and the courts definitely considered
this as one of the elements in establishing the correlation
between the expenses ang‘the tees. In.Higg§;—Ramggr Coal Go.

Orissaof a cess not exceeding Sﬁ
v. State
e theoflevy

of the value of the minerals at the pit's mouth under section 4
of the Orisse.Iining Areas Development Fund Act, 1952 was

constituted into a separate fund, and Gajendragadker J. took

this as one of the factors for characterising the levy as e
fee. Wanchoo J. in his dissenting Judgnent.held that the levy
in question was really an excise duty under entry 84 of List I.
It was not permissible to convert a tax into a fee by the
device of creating a special fund and then saying that the
tax was for certain services to be rendered by using the
amount in the fund. By fixing a very wide scope for the
service, what was really a tax could be levied as a fee withut

limit.

3.58 iﬂcwever, the fact that a levy is credited into the
consolidated und is no indication that the levy in question
'_:I_L_'_Ii ___ : _ T__1_ '_ Ii; ,_i’T"']_'_fl; _ ;.L'_'f'f_ Ilf".T‘,_.if_

99. Ibid at p.296.
100. Ratilal v. State of Bomb , A.I.R. 1954 s.c. 388. and
§E§I_T§§annatH
§tateo¥_Qrissa,
1°10
A0 e e ece v.'71
W?K‘ A.I.R. 1954 8.0. 400.
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is ole tax. Thus in State cf'Ra]asthan v. Sajjanlal
.2sn4anaj it was contended that levy of fee not exceeding Rs.5/Q

along with the application for registration of public trusts
under the Rajasthan.Registration of Qublic Trusts Act, 1959
(42 of 1959) and the Rules issued thereunder, should be held
to be e tax as the Rules had provided that the fee should be
credited to the Consolidated Fund. The High Court accepted

this contention and held that to treat the levy in question as
a fee there should have been a provision to te effect that
its proceeds shou1d.not be credited to the consolidated fund,
but sheuld be kept separately for the up—keep of the machinery

for registration. On appeal to the Supreme Court, Jaganmohan
Raddy J. held that the mere fact that the amount was paid
into the consolidated fund was not decisive of the character

of levy. In this case, since the expenditure of the department
in.charge of the public trusts, namely, Devastan Department,
was greatly in excess of the amount collected, as evidenced
by the uncontroverted everment of the Oommissioner of that
Department, the levy was held to be a fee.

3.59. It would however, appear from article 266 of the
Constitution, that only revenues received by the government,
loans and loan-repayments should be credited to the consoli

dated fund of the State. A fee for services rendered does not
seem to come within these categories and may have to be
1'lTi-_ 7 T 1' T 4.'__i ?.j_A__§_"‘ ll_ff_

102. A.I.R. 1975 3.0. 706.
103. Other judges on the Bench were S.N. Dwivedi and P.K.
GOBWIW.
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credited to the Public Account of the State under article
266(2) of the Constitution.
Graded levy not material

3.60 In some of the cases that came up before the court
the levy of the tees was on a graded basis which is generally
done in the case of a tax. In Sri Jg5annath§Rgmmnu1:pgg v.
State of Orissa104
, commenting on the graded levy prescribed in
the Orissa Hindu Endowment Act, 1939, B.K. Mukherjea J. said

"the fact that the amount of levy is graded according to the
capacity of the payers though it gives it the appearance of
an income tax, is not by any means a decisive taste? In
Orissaos
giggdrshagguridgalrdo.State
Ltd.ofv.
the levy of cess

not exceeding 5% of the value of the minerals at the pit's
mouth was upheld as fee.
3.61 In SUI‘. Swamiar v. Commissioner olfppl-I:.;R_.?§=; Q__,y§_,_,
107

‘Mysore J.C. Shah.J. held that a levy would not be regarded as
a tax.merely because of the absence of uniformity in its

incidence. It was also held in that case that there was no
restriction on the legislative powers to levy a fee
retrospectively.
Nature of the service
Provision for no service

1: "—T*_E_'_l; 7" ';_;._'7_'if* _ _'__',"'_'. Iii _' '-‘*“l:'T"‘_—i

3.62 Since a fee is a payment for soe special service
rendered it is clear that, if the statute does not provide
iif 4‘ Q1 ;T__—f__: TT*I’1iI

104. A.I.R. 1954 8.0. 40.

1°50 Qt Pe4o3e

1°60
AeIeRe S000
107. A.I.R. 1963 8.0. 966.
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a registered public trust, disputed its liability to pay this
centribtion on the ground of absence of quid pro quo. the
Supreme Court, speaking throgh.K@K@ Mathew géinoticed that

the Act provided for supervision and control by the Gharity
Commissioner of all public trusts and that such control was a

special service for the benefit of the public trust. At the
end of’Iaroh 1958 (certain contributions demanded from the
Salvation Army was in respect of a period prior to 1958) 62$

of the collections were spent on to the services and it could
be held that there was proper quid pro quo. But by the end
of larch 1970 after meeting all the expenses, including
capital expenses, there was surplus of 54 lakhs in the Trust
Administration Fund. So the levy at 2$ after 31st larch, 1970
undcbtedly assumed the character of a tax as that merely
augumented the income of the charity organisation. The contri
bution after larch 1970 therefore was a tax without the
authority of law.
3.76 When the Punjab Agricultural Marketing Board and
the Iarket Committees (created by the Punjab Agricultural
Produce Iarkets Act, 1961, Punjab Act 23 of 1961) had sub
stantial surplus incoes, the Punjab Agricultural Produce
(Amendment) Act 1974, (13 of 1974) enhanced the fees leviable
by these bodies trom.Rs.1.50 to Rs.2.25 for every hundred

rupees. This enhancement was to enable these bodies to recop
135. The other judges on the Bench were P.N. Bhagawati and
N.L. Untwalia.
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the contributions made by them, as per directions of the State
government, to Guru Govind Singh Medical College at Faridkot.
Striking down the Amending Act, Tuli J. observed: "This
enhancement is nothing but a colcurable exercise of power to

levy fee with a view to raise funds for extraneous purposes}?
Here it is clear that even if the increase was not for-meeting
unauthorised expenditure, it would not have passed the test
of 'fees' in view of the substantial surplus income of the
bodies in question.

Nature of court fees
3.77 In the Secrets Government cf’Madras Home De artmeni
v. Zenith Lanpe and Blectricals Ltd?7the validity of the tee
levied under rule 1 of the High Court Fees Rules 1956 and the
provisions of the Iadras Court Fees and Suit Valuation Act,
1955 (Madras Act XIV of 1955) was in issue. It was contended
that the fees levied exceeded the cost of administration of
civil justice and the levy of ad valcrem fee was in effect a
tax beyond the competence of the State legislature. The
ladras High Court allowed the petition. On appeal by the State
to the Supreme Court, Sikri C.g?aspeaking for the Suprem Court

----511----1------4----£L--

pointed out that the fees taken in the court, unless specifi
cally mentioned in entry 77 of List I and entry 3 of List II
would have fallen under the general entries relating to fees,
viz., entries 96 of List I and 66 of List II. The specific
—.-I’f_'i_' *—~IT_f ‘A7Li.;'Z,‘T;' _' ?"i1'I_1'_T'l'l* 7Q _l, IL- I*T‘_'_I_‘%Ef T_"ill11I71",_é_._:lV1f ._lWla; ;, 1 L ‘I""f '

Bria GT8, Ac 0 0 P 0 ' 200 if rt “L

136. age. Hamman Dgll 8: General Hills! Hissar v. The Stgte__o£

137. A.§.§. 1§7§ 5.5. 724.
138. Others on the Bench were A.R.Ray, D.G. Palekar, M.H. Beg
and S.N. Dwivedi JJ.
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exclusion of court fees from these latter entries showed that
they were of the same kind as other fees but related to the
particular topic of administration of justice and courts. The
history of court fees in India showed that it was levied some
times with the object of restricting litigations, and sometimes
with the object of increasing revenue. It was not permissible
to levy fees for increasing the general revenues of the State.
In the case on hand, there was not enough.material to judge
how the court fees collected compared with the expenses on
administration of justice. From the supplementary affidavit

submitted by the State it could not be said that the State
was making a profit in the administration of justice; but the
affidavit in question could not be accepted without giving an
opportunity to the respondent to file affidavits in reply. It
was for the State to establish that what was levied was curt
fees properly so called; and, if there was any enhancement,
the State met justify the enhancemenlég

3.78 The appeal was therefore allowed and the case
remanded to the High Court for disposal after giving an oppor

tunity to the petitioners to file affidavits in reply.
3.79 This case shows that the ultimate decision would
depend upon the proportion between the amounts realised by way

of court fees. The stand of the Government regarding these

matters through its affidavits, it will be very difficult for
u complaining party to disprove. In any case, the administra
tion of justice seems to be one of the principal functions of
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tho sovereign State which it should meet out of its taxation,
and the levy of court fee seem to be a survival from the bygone
days when the State used to tax litigation and cannot now be
properly considered as fees.

Licence fees for liquor trade

3.80 The nature of the payments collected by the State
for permitting liquor trade has been considered by the Supreme

Shinde
Brothers
. ne
Court in some cases.
In e v Deggtz
Comissio
‘#9
it was held that the shop rent collected by public auction for
securing the exclusive privilege of selling teddy or arrack
from certain shops could not be treated as an.sxcise duty for
the purpose of levying a health cess under the Mysore Health
Cass Act, 1962. A three—judgo Bench of the Supreme Court held
141

- p___,_f_t
. that the rental collected
in Nashiwar
v ‘§§a§e_p§'I;§,
held
from liquor vendors was neither a tax, nor an excise duty,
but consideration for the grant of a privilege by the
government.

3.81 Following the decision in the Nashiwar Case, in

Ha
,_r_p;__
a;;,_ the
r Sh r anka
v. Deggtz Excise
and Taxation Cpmmigsiongr
142

Suprsme Court rendered a decision which may have far—reaching

repercussions on the tax-fee distinction. Having bid at
liquor licence auctions for fabulous amounts under the Punjab
Excise Act, 1914 and the Rules issued thereunder, the appellants
1'3 ;1_:;‘.L ‘i ijfi" :fi_ ;_ ;_ ;: 1* T i i * ,I*t: ti

14Q¢ A~I.R. 1957 3.0- 1512

141. A.I.R. 1975 S.C. 360. The Judges on the Bench were
AONI coat’ KJL H&15h6W and NILO Untwdlia, JJO
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approached the Punjab and Haryana High Court and challenged the

levy of the licence fees. The High Court held that whet was
involved was contractual rights which could not be adjudicated
in,e writ petition. On appeal to the Supreme Court it was
held that though the petition could be disposed of on the
ground taken by thelﬂigh Court, namely, involvement of

contractual rights, having gone into the merits of the case,
the Court preferred to d1BpO86< of the case on merit.
Y.V. Chandrachud J. speaking for the Supreme Courttareviewed
the case-law governing the grant of liquor licence and held

that the liquor trade was of such e nature that it could
totally be prohibited in the case of citizens. And when so
prohibited lull the rights o£‘nanufacture, possession, sale
etc. in regard to liquor belonged to the State. It was open
to the State to part with those rights for a consideration.
The licence fees collected at auction were therefore neither
fees in the strict sense nor excise duty or other tax but
the price of the privilege of dealing in liquor. The State
could validly sell the privileges through auction and collect
the price.

3.82 This decision introduces a third category in the
State's levies which is neither tax.nor fee but whet has been
described as "sale price of the privileges". the privilege in
this instance is created in favour of the State because liquor
trade being obnoxious in character could be totally prohibited
143. Others on the Bench were A.N. Ray, C.J., K.K. Mathew,
K. Alagiriswemy and A.C. Gupta, JJ.
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in the case of citizens. It seems an irony that what is
inherently hsnmful to the citizen, when prohibited and sold in
the form of a State privilege for a price, becomes less harmful

to the citizens. the logic of this decision could be extended
to all licence—fees for regulatory activities because every
kind of regulation might involve sos kind of restriction on
the citizens. It can be stated to the extent of restriction
on citizen it becomes a state privilege which could in turn be
sold back to the citizen for a price. The States are bound
to welcome this decision as it provides them with.a new method

of collecting money neither by tax.ncr by fees, but by the sale
of privileges.
Texwtee distinction, a suggestion

3.83 The taz~tee distinction developed by the courts in
India is not free from difficulty. It has been.held that even
if the element of copulsion is there it could be classified
as s tax. It seams that the presence or absence of copulsion
should be the principal distinguishing factor between tax and
tee. Any compelled levy should be classified as a tax. Fee
should be taken to be the price of the service voluntarily
asked for and rendered, and if the quid pro quo element is
lacking it should be struck down as a colourable attempt to

levy s tax under the guise of a fee. the present trend under
which if a quid pro quc is proved even compelled levies cold
be classified as fees seams to be without any constitutional
basis and it needlessly increases the State's competence to
levy tax under the guise of fees. The decision in.Hsr Shankar
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v. Depgtl Excise and Taxation Commissionegfmay prove to be

a case that has importance for the future development of the
law governing the tax-fee distinction; it makes a third
category, namely, the sale price of privileges and, if the

idea of price is introduced, it is clear that a question of
compulsion in the sale of the service cannot arise. It is
therefore euitted that the courts should revise its chara
cterisation of fees and hold all compelled levies to he tax
to be dealt with on that basis.
ATTEMPT T0 OVERSTEP THE LIMIT UNDER THE GUISE OF ANCILLARY
POWERS

3.84 It is e settled doctrine that the power to legislate
on a specified topic includes the power to legislate in respect
o£'matters which may fairly and reasonably be said to be
comprehended thereinfs But the incidental and ancillary powers
are to be exercised in aid of the main power. Any attempt by
the legislature to achieve under the guise of ancillary powers
that which it cannot achieve in exercise of the main powers
would be categorised as colourable exercise of legislative
power.

3.85 In.R. Abdul Qgadsr & Co. v. Sales Tax Officer,
6
Hlnerebadf it may be recalled4Ihat certain provisions of
the Hyderabad General Sales Tax Act, 1950 (14 of 1950) were

144. A.I.R. 1975 3.0. 1121.
145. See para 2.18 ante.
146. A.I.R. 1964 S.C. 922.
147. See para 2.23 ante.
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struck down on the ground that the scope of the ancillary power
did not extend to the State retaining as sales tax what was not
levieble under the law as such tax. In his judgment for e
unanimous Bench§3anchco J. observed:

"I! e dealer has collected anything from a
purchaser which is not authorised by the taxing law,
that is a matter between him.and the purchaser, and
the purchaser may be entitled to recover the amount
from the dealer. But unless the mcney so collected
is due as tax, the State cannot by law make it
recoverable simply because it has been wrongly collected

by the dealer. This cannot be dens directly for it is
not a tax at all within the meaning of entry 54 of
List II nor can the State Legislature under the guise
of incidental or ancillary power do indirectly what
it cannot do directly. We are therefore of the opinion
-that section 11(2) is net within the competence of the
State Legislature under entry 54 of List II'.149

3.86 It may also be recalled that on similar grounds
section 42(3)(i) of the Iadras Sales Tex Act, 1959 which
authorised confiscation.ot the goods was struck down in

150

0heckpg§t_Q§£i9er,Coimbatore v. gls. K.P. Abdulla & Bros.

3.87 Sub-sectics (3), (4) and (5) of section 20—A of
the Bihar Sales Tax Act, 1959 (19 of 1959). as introduced by
Act O of 1962, compelled a dealer, who had deliberately or
it"*Jii* 7% i’i[T‘I§“““ :1I_IIL’ _ _._.;i::

148. Others on the Bench were P.B. Gajendragadker 0.J.,
K.O. Des Gupta, J.C. Shah, N. Rajagopala Ayyangar JJ.
149. Ibid at p.924-925.

Aeloﬁe S.C. Sae para 811%.
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erroneously recovered an amount from the purchaser on a repre

sentation that he was entitled to recover it to recoup himself
for the payment of a tax, to pay over that amount to the State,
though it could also be claimed as a refund by the purchaser
in certain circumstances subject to some limitations. when
the question of validity of this section, which had been upheld
in the High Court, came up before the Supreme Court, J .0.
Shah }?1held that though a dealer could pass on to a purchaser;

as incidental to sales tax legislation, the amount he had to
pay to the government as sales tax, the government could not
under the guise of such incidental power levy as tax that
which was really not a tax. Allowing the appeal His Lordship
observed:

"....in effect the provision is one for levying
an amount as tax which the State is incompetent to
levy. A more device cannot be permitted to defeat
the provisions of the Constitution by clothing the
claim in the form of a demand for depositing the
money with the State which the dealer has collected,
but which he was not entitled to colleot".152

3.88 Instances of the type considered above will not appear
to be instances of the legislature acting ultra-vires. What
brings them under the principle of oolourable legislation is
the attempt to diswise them as exercise of ancillary powers
when in fact they were beyond the scope of such ancillary
powers.

151. Asoka larket Limited v. State of Bihar, A.I.R. 1971
5.5. §I5 (5%%er 3113568 were Eﬁidayatillah C.J., K.S.
Hegde, AJ1. Grover, A.H. Ray and I.D. Dua JJ.).

152. Ibid at p.951.

cumrsa IV
lIi.P."§.2R;Y. £11522
TRANSFER OF FIELD AND PARLIAHENTARY DECLARATION

4.1 The legislative jurisdiction with regard to
industries and mining has been distributed between the Union

and the States as per entries 23 and 54 of the State end
Union Lists respectively. These entries are as followu
"23. Regulation of mines and mineral development

subject to the provisions of List I with respect to
regulation and development under the control of the
Union".

"54. Regulation of mines and mineral development
to the extent which such regulation and development

under the control oi’ the Union is declared by Parlia
ment by law to be expedient in the public interest".

The powers regarding industry are similarly distri
buted between the States and the Union by entries 24 of List II
and entries 7 and 52 of List I. These entries are as follower

24. Industries subject to the provisions of
(entries 7 and 52) of List I.
7. Industries declared by Parliament by law
to be necessary for the purpose of defence or for
the prosecution oi’ war.

52. Industries, the control of which by the
Union is declared by Parliament by law to be expedient
in the public interest.

4.2 Thus the Constitution does not finally distribute
the powers in regard to industry and mining but leaves it to
be decided by Parliament. The Industries (Development and
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Regulation) Act, 1951 (65 of 1951) and the Hines and Iinerals
(Development and Regulation) Act, 1957 (67 of 1957) have

declared that the development and control of certain industries
and mines should be under the control of the Union. In
addition, certain other central enactments have declared various
industries the control of which by the Union is expedient in

public interest. Such industries are usually referred to as
controlled industries.
Consequences of declaration by Parliament
2

4.3 As noticed earlier, the result of the Supreme Court's
sssisisss is ..1=!.=!_:1s1;:B§1sP!1r sss.1-._<as- v- §.’.°§!$L°1l2?iBB%.=n¢

stats 9f°r1s§s vw I-s=IT“1¥s¢h-*0:-. is that the deslsrstien
by Parlimment would transfer the legislative field in respect
of industries covered by the declaration to the Union field and
would effect for the future en.immlied repeal of any existing

State law in the field. So it is clear that in respect of a
controlled industry the State legislature has, after the
declaration.by Parliament, no legislative competence even if
the'Union Parliament has not enacted any legislation to occupy
the field previously occupied by the State legislation
‘ Q ll§§I"i L _ j_ il'_f__fL. LQ ;f_._ L‘ __ T17.‘ _i flnliuf 7 1’ :' Q1 ‘;_ i

1. The Coffee Act, 1942 (Central Act VII of 1942), the Rubber
Act, 1947 (Central Act xxxv of 1947). the Indian Pswsr
Alcohol Act, 1948 (Central Act XXII of 1948) the Cetral
Silk Board Act, 1948 (Central Act LXI of 1945), the Tea Act,
1953 (Central Act XXIX of 1953)»the Coir Industry Act, 1953
(Central
Act 45
1953).
the Rice-milling
Industry
Regulation)
Act,of1958
(Central
Act 21 of 1958),
and the
Cardamom Act, 1965 (Central Act 42 of 1965).
2. See para 2.16 ante.
3. A.I.R. 1961 8.0. 459.
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Pcwer to acquire a controlled industrial undertaking

4.4 A question has been raised whether a State legislature
would be competent to acquire an industrial undertaking in
respect of which industry the declaration has been made by the
Union.Parliament. Some writers have stated that the Union
Parliament alone, and not the State legislature, would be
competent to make laws with respect to the acquisition of an
industrial undertaking pertaining to a controlled industrg.
This argument is developed on the following lines.

4.5 The power of acquisition and requieitioning of
property is given in entry 42 of the Concurrent List and is
therefore available to both the Union and State legislatures
subject of course, to the rules governing the paramountcy of
Union legislation in the concurrent field. Article 298 of
the Cmnctitution lays down that the executive power of the
‘Union and of each State extends to the carrying on of any trade
or beinees and to the acquisition, holding, and disposal of
property and the making of contracts for the purpose subject
to the qualifications mentioned therein. However, article 298
cannot be interpreted to mean that the Parliament or a State
legislature can enact a law acquiring any property for any
purpose. The Union can acquire property only for Union purpose
LI',T ;;:5:_f_1; ::1__1“ “in ; " f_,,;f 'j: I.,1;.;"*__f: 5; 5*
5. For example, see R.S. Gas, Power to Acquire Property,
(1971) 13 J.I.L.I. 189. Similar views have been expressed
by the same author in a book published by him. See R.S.Gae,
The Bank Rationalisation Case and the Constitution, (1971),
p.53.
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and the States for the State's purpose and these “purposes are
determined with reference to the legislative entries in view
of the fact that the executive power follows the legislative
6
power. Acquisition of a controlled industry would therefore be
within the Union purpose reterrable to entry 52 of List I and
the State legislatures have no competence for passing a law
for the acquisition of e controlled industry.

4.6 Section 23 of the Industries (Development and
Regulation) Act 1951 also forbids any State government or local
authority from taking over the management or control (in effect
requisition) of any industry covered by the declaration that
the control should be vested in Parliament. Therefore the same
thing would seem to apply to acquisition too.

4.7 The above view has also found expression in some

judicial decisions. Chanan
In ' v.HalState of Harﬁng, the
Punjab and Haryena High Court struck down the Haryana Minerals

(Venting of Rights) Act 1973 (14 of 1973) as beyond legislative
competence of the State legislature. This Act was passed for
the purpose of conservation, proper development and uniform

i' l I_‘_JI"j,i,',,1'__Iih._'L iii‘ ff I
6. Article 73 and article 162 of the Gonetitution.
7. "20. General Prohibition of t e -1 over llanament or

c tro _o#;u~s r a uner =7 s. A er e comencement

0% this Act 1 no ‘» comps ent for any State Govern

ment or a local authority to take over the management or
control of any industrial undertaking under any law for the
time being in force which authorises any such Government or
local authority so to do".
8. A.I.R. 1975 P & H. 102.
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exploitation on scientific lines of the minerals in the State
of‘Haryena and.had vested in the State the rights to minerals
and.had provided for the payment of "amounts" to the previous
owners of such minerals. dlhe argument of the State government

in.support of the legislation was that the Act did not relate
to the regulation of mines and minerals development to which

entries 23 of the State List and 54 of the Union List related.
It was a measure relatable to entry 18 of the State List
namely, the legislation with respect to land. This view was
challenged on the ground that the declaration furnished by
Union government in the Mines and Minerals (Developent and

Regulation) Act, 1957 took the whole field of legislation with
regard to mines and minerals development from the State field

and transferred it to the Union field. As a result of such
transfer of the field it was no longer competent for the
State Government to acquire the mines. Balraj Tuli and
Bhopinder Singh Dhillon.JJ. constituting the Beneh relied on
the decision in State of West Bengal v. Union of India, in
support of the view that once the legislation was made by
Parliament with regard to the regulation of mines and mineral
development, it had the power to acquire land wherein such
mines and minerals existed and the State government had.no
power to acquire the same. they particularly relied on the
following passne in Chief Justice Sinhe's judgment in that
case.
9. A.I.R. 1963 3.0. 1241.
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"Power to legislate for regulation and development
of mines and minerals under control of the Union would
by necessary implication include the power to acquire
mines and minerals'.1°

4.8 They also held that the legislation in question did
not relate to land as contended by the Stats government ut
related to mines and minerals referred in entries 23 and 54
of the State and Union Lists respectively. the High.Court
judgment also held that, in the light of the Supreme Court

11 12

decision in §_in_;g_1:_-Ragpur g_oa_l_.__g_9_.l.A.
, and Tull
loc_h_ jr1_
&mCc. ,

and the provisions of the lines and Minerals (Development and

Regulation) Act, 1957, it was clear that the whole field
governing the whole of mines and minerals development was

transferred from the State to the Union legislative field.
1

Hence the State Act was struck down?

A criticism of the above view

4.9 The above view that acquisition of an industrial
undertaking belonging to a controlled industry by State
legislation is invalid does not seem to be correct. when the

entries in the legislative lists speak of regulation and
developent in the case of mines (entry 54) and control of
industries (entry 52) what is intended seems to be the police
I‘. 1*" j_‘li'_ if ‘

10. Ihid at pp.1265-66.
11. A.I.R. 1961 s.c. 459!
12. A.I.R. 1964 S.0. 1284.
13. The illusory nature of the amount paid on the acquisition
of the mines formed another independent ground for the
striking down of the Act.
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power regulations and not the acquisition under eminent domain.

It is one of the accepted principles of interpretation of the
entries that when a partimular subject is specifically mentioned
in.the list it should not be allowed as an incidental power
to any other entry, It is wellqknown that taxing powers which
are specifically mentioned are not allowed as ancillary power

of the general legislative entries. Thus a tax on land speci
fically mentioned in entry 49 of List II will not be read
as incidental to the power to legislate with respect to land
under entry 18 of List II. It has also been held that the
power of acquisition and requisition of land will not be
allowed as incidental to the power to legislate with respect
to the entry 13? Therefore, since acquisition and requisition
are specifically mentioned in entry 42 of the Concurrent List
it would not be permissible to read the power to acquire an
industry or a mine as incidental to the relevant entries in
the State and the Union Lists?

4.10 Support for the view canvassed here seems to be

0O

available also from the decision of the Supreme Court in
1
Paresh
of,*_;*
Assam?
ii
"T K "Chandra
”___I__" iiOhatterjee
_Lii' ail??? 1v', State
lit : #11
1* 1 Under the Assam
‘4e S99 paraB 20 B11150.
15. State of Bihar vz Kaneswar S @;~, A.I.R.1952 S.G.252 at 283.
16. §ee IE this conec on, ‘a :@~~¢dr- Electric 3&9‘. Ocr»ors
V. Th6 3‘\i8‘l7B 0 1"]* B, A0 mi’ S‘ ' ecu bl Q
wﬁere the Supreme our re ec e+ the argument that the
legislative power under an entry would include the inci
dental power of acquiring the property of any commercial or
case
.
industrial
undertaking (electricity undertaking in that
17. A.I.R. 1962 S.C. 167.
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Land Acquisition and Requisition Act, 1948 the Government of

Assam requisitioned certain lands pertaining to a tea estate.
It was argued that tea industry was within the exclusive legi
slative power of Parliment in view of the declaration in the
Tea Act, 1953 as per entry S2 of List I and hence the State Act
was ultra vires to the extent it provided for the acquisition
or requisition of tea estate or lands appertaining to it.~
Subba Rec who was generally soft towards the States in
Union;-State questions, did not accept this contention. He
pointed out that section 15(1)(b) of the Tea Act provided -for
the contingency of a part of the land on which tea was planted
being compulsorily acquired under the provisions of the Lend
Acquisition Act or of any other law for the time being in

force. In such an event, the owner of the tea estate was
authorised to apply to the Tea Board for permission to plant
tea to the same extent on fresh land. The Tee Act therefore
not only did not prohibit the acquisition of any land on which
tea was groan but in express terns provided for replacement
of the area acquired by other land for the purpose of tea
plantation. Hence the validity of the Assam Act was upheld.

Ii‘ the legislative power for the control of tea industry
carried with it to the Union field the power oi’ acquiring a
tea estate, obviously, the State Act in the above case should
have been declared ultra vires.
18. Other Judges on the Bench were P.B. Gajendragadker,
H. Hidayettullah, J .0. Shah and Reghuber Dayal, JJ.

4.11 In the same strain, the Supreme Court held in Kannen

V erala _

Paves H;}}§hB;2An=2__°°- v- itats 21’ K 19th“ the Keenan
Devan Hills (Resumption of Lands) Act, 1971 (5 of 1971) passed
by the Kerala legislature could not be declared invalid because

of conflict with the provisions of the Tea Act, 1953. The
Act in question had provided for the acquisition by the State
Government of the lands in possession of the plantation company
which had not been really utilised for plantation purposes.
As in Paresh Chandra Chatter]ee's Case it was argued that tea

industry being a controlled industry in view of the declaration
in the Tea Act, and the legislative power thereof having passed
to the Union field by virtue of entry 52 of List I, acquisition
of the said lands by the State was beyond its competence.
Speaking for the Supreme Court, Sikri C}? held that even
after the particular industry was transferred to the Union
sphere that "would not prevent the State from legislating
on subjects other than that particular industrga. In the
present case, the Kerela Act was referrable to entry 18 of
List II (land) and entry 42 of List III (acquisition and
requisition) and the exercise of power under these entries
could not be denied on the ground that it had some effect on
an industry controlled under entry 52 of List I. The effect
was not the same thing as subject—matter. If a State Act
otherwise valid had affected a matter in List I it did not
19. A.I.R. 1972 S.C. 2301.
20. Other Judges on the Bench were JJI. Shelat, A.N. Ray,
I.D. Dua and H.R. Khanna.
210
at pe
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cease to be a legislation with respect to an entry in List II
or List III? Ligislation by the State had not made the control
of the industry by Union impossible. There was no prohibition
in the-Tea Act against voluntary sale or compulsory acquisition
nor was it established that there was any repugnancy between
the provisions of the Tea Act and the Kerala Act in question.

4.12 As a result of the above two holdings of the Supreme
Court, it seems that the fact that an industry has become a
controlled industry would not prevent the State from exercising
their independent powers conferred by the legislative lists
even if the exercise of such power has an effect on the

controlled industry. It follow! therefore, that States are

. We

not precluded from etercising the powers under entry 42 oi’
the Concurrent List (acquisition and requisition) in respect

of the property of a controlled industry in the absence of
paramount Union legislation which would invalidate the State

legislation on the principle of repumancy.

4 13 It is also doubtful if the passage from the

Byal Casgsquoted earlier and relied on by the Punjab High
Court, really supports the view for which it was cited. It was
decided in that case that the Union Government had the power
to acquire a coal bearing area belonging to the State of West
Bengal. The majority based the decision on entry 42 of
List III and the absence of am! prohibition in the Constitution

22. Ibid.
23. See para 4.7 ante.
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excepting State property from the power under that entr;? The
minority judgment o£HK. Subba Rao J. held that entry 42 of
List III did not cover State property. He also said "under
the entry"Regulation of mines‘ a law cannot be made for the
acquisition of coal bearing lands themselves, particularly
when there is a specific entry for acquisitiogg. This decision
can at best support the proposition that if the Union Government
has legislated to acquire an industrial undertaking in respect
of e controlled industry a State legislature cannot acquire

it in the face of Union legislation. A question whether, in
a case where the Union has merely issued the declaration
regarding the control of the industry but has not proceeded
to exercise the independent power of acquisition of that
industry under entry 42 of the Concurrent List, a State is
precluded from exercising its power of acquisition of the
undertaking was not considered in the West Bengal case. It is
submitted therefore that as has been.held by the Supreme Court
26

,Case
in the Bank gatippalisatigp
~ , acquisition and requisition

of an industrial undertaking is a matter coming within the
concurrent field; and in the absence of ineonsistent‘Union

his f r"i_‘-leer" I ffjnc '1," I ; "nt *:;t e;,J-3;; e;.:, <1?’ Trini
24. A.I.R. 1963 S.C. 1241 at p.1259.
26. R.C. Coo er v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1970 S.C. 564.
§E§E J.‘s judgment Tor the majority obsered: "Power to
250 Ibid at P012760

legislate for acquisition of "property" in Entry 42,
List III therefore includes the power to legislate for
acquisition of an undertaking" (p.591). Ray J.'s dissent
ing Juggment
was also to the same effect on this point.
See
p. 29.
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legislation the States are not precluded from exercising their
powers. Therefore it seems that the mere prohibition in
section 20 of the Industrial Development and Regulation Act,
prohibiting the States from requisitioning controlled

industries is unconstitutional.
Undue restriction of State powers

4.14 The effect of a declaration transferring a pert of
the field from the State to the Union, sometimes would seem to
unduly restrict the competence of the States on purely
technical grounds. In §_e_i_;[;1_g_1;h_ v. Sta;tegof_Blihg_§7the validity

of the Bihar Government's measures in collecting increased
rents and royalties in respect of minor minerals was in
question. Section 10 of the Bihar Land Reforms Act, 1950 had

vested estates in the State. Thereafter the State became the
lessor of the mining leases. In 1957 the Hines and linerale
(Regulation and Development) Act, 1957 was passed. Section 2

of that Act contained e declaration that the developent and
regulation of all minerals under the Union auspices was
expedient in public interest. Section 15 of that Act however,
authorised the State government to make rules regarding the
prospecting mining etc. of minor minerals. In 1965 the Bihar
I-and Reforms Act was amended adding e proviso to section 10(2)

to the effect that the terns and conditions of existing leases
would stand modified to be in accordance with the Bihar Minor

_ 7f ”
27. A.I.R. 1970 5.0. 1435.
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minerals Concession Rules, 1964 framed under section 15 of the

Central Act. Sub-rule (2) was added to rule 20 of the above
rules, the effect of which was to make the Bihar Rules appli
cable to leases granted or renewed before the comencement of
the rules but subsisting when they came into effect. The Bihar
Government's attempt to collect rents and royalties under the
new rules and the amended Bihar Act was challenged. The Bihar
Big: Courﬁaupheld the validity of the Bihar Government's
measures. The Bihar Government was competent to introduce the

proviso in question in exercise of its power under entry 23
of List II before the field of minerals was transferred to
the Union Government. Even after such transfer the proviso
in question merely incorporated by reference the Bihar Rules
made under section ‘I5 of the Central Act in regard to minor
minerals and hence there was no objection to the State amend
ment. Even if this could not be done on the pith and substance
theory, the Bihar Legislature could support its measure on
entry 18 of List II dealing with land.

29 O

4.15 On appeal to the Supreme Court, Hidayatullah 0.3.
held that the declaration in the Central Act transferred the
whole field relating to minor minerals to the Jurisdiction of
Parliament and no scope was left for the enactments of the
second proviso to section 10 in the Lend Reforms Act. The pith
—Q ';_ __i_;I ""T' ‘ TQL _;f_fI, _f;

28. Baijgg th v. State of Bihar, A.I.R. 1968 Pat. 50.
29. Eijnath v. State of Bihar, A.I.R. 1970 S.C. 1436.
30. Others on the Bench were J .11. Shelat, V. Bhargava, LS.
Hegde and A.N. Grover JJ.
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and substance of the amendment to section 10 of the Lnd Reforms

Act fell within entry 23 of State List although it incidentally
touched entry 18, land, and not vice-verse as held by the High
Court. Hence the amendment was invalid and entry 18 of State
List was of no help. The State Government could not by virtue
of its rule—making power delegated by section 15 of the Central
Act, frame a rule to modify vested rights which could only be
taken away by competent legislature. As no eueh Parliamentary
law had been passed the second sub—rule to rule 20 of the
Bihar Rules which provided for retrospective increase in the

fees etc. was invalid.

4.16 Sinee minor minerals had been left to the States by
section 15 of the Central Act, it is difficult to accept the
Supreme Court's judgment. In view of this specific provision

it is quite possible to argue that the minor minerals to that
extent have not been transferred from entry 23 of the State
List. The State amendment in that case, though apparently
reterrable to entry 18 of List II, but which on the pith and
substance theory could not have been upheld on the basis of
that entry, was clearly sustainable, as noted by the Supreme

Court on entry 23. the mistake is in holding, in the face of
a clear provision in the Central Act leaving minor minerals
to the States regulation by rule-making, that the legislative
power regarding regulation and development of minor minerals

was also transferred to the Centre.

4.17 As a sequel to the decision of the Supreme Court in
this case, the Parliament passed the Bihar Land Reforms Lens
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(Regulatingllines and Minerals) Validation Act, 1969, which

retrospectively validated by referential legislation the
proviso to section 10(2) and sub-rule 20(2) earlier struck
down by the Court. And e challenge to the validity of the
‘validating Act of 1969 was repelled by the Supreme Court in

oz;-wig?
Krishna ChandravUnion)
up TM
4.18 If the Supreme Court had correctly interpreted that
the lines and Minerals (Regulation and Development) Act, 1957

did not transfer the ‘minor minerals‘ also to the Union sphere,
the validation Act by the Parliament and subsequent litigation
regarding it could have been avoided.
IRTERPRETATIG BY THE OORTS

Meaning of the term ‘industry‘

4.19 The meaning to be given to the term ‘induetry‘ in
entries 24 of List II and 52 of List I had come up for
decision in.scme cases. In Tiga Benji v.‘§t§tp‘g§QU;§? the
Iilidity of the U.P. Sugar Cane (Regulation of Supply and
Purchase) Act, 1953 (U.P. Act 24 of 1953) and certain rules
and orders issued thereunder was challenged before the Supreme
Court in Article 32 petitions. The Act was passed after the
regulation of sugar industry was transferred to the Union
fieid by the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 19513
““_'<,ll'_,L_§_h;-;h'lL If i:.;‘L QQ1 L117 ‘ell? “' I _L __ _f _
31. A.I.R. 1975 8.0. 1389.
32. A.I.H. 1956 S.C. 676.
33. Sugar being item 25 in the First Schedule to the Act.

CHAPTER V
EDUCATION

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER

5.1 The power to legislate with respect to education
.has been given to the States as per entry 11 of the State
List which reads as follows:
"Education including universities, subject to
the provisions of entries 63, 64, 65 and 66 of

List I and entry 25 of the List III".
By entry 25 of List III vocational and technical training of
labour has been given to the concurrent field. Entries 63
to 66 of List I have given to the exclusive Union field
certain institutions and aspects of education. These are:
"63. The institutions known at the commencement

of this Constitution as the Benaree Hindu University,
the Aligarh Muslim University and the Delhi University,
and any other institution declared by Parliament by
law to be an institution of national importance.

64- Institutions for scientific or technical
education financed by the Government of India wholly

or in.part and declared by Parliament by law to be
institutions of national importance.
65. Union agencies and institutions for
(a) professional, vocational or technical training,

including the training of police officers; or
(b) the promotion of special studies or research; or
(c) scientific or technical assistance in the
investigation or detection of crime.
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66. Cc-ordination and determination of standards in
institutions for higher education or research and

scientific and technical institutions".

Thus the subject of education is really spread over all the
three Lists.
GOFLICT REGARDING THE POWER TO PRESORIBE MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION

5.2 Some interesting questions of conflict between the
power of the State and the Union.have come up. In Gujarat
Universitz v. Shriﬁgishné, a question as to how to reconcile

entry-11 of List II with entry 66 of List I so far as the
medium of instruction was concerned was raised. In pursuance
of Gujarat University Act, 1949 as amended by Gujarat Act 4 of
1961 and the statutes issued thereunder, the University
restricted admission to English.medium courses in the colleges
to those who had had their high school course in the English

medium. The purpose of this restriction was to proote the
devclopent and study of Gujarati and Hindi and their use as
a media of instruction and for examinetiog; but the effect of
this restriction was that Gujarati and Hindi cane to be
prescribed as the exclusive media of instruction in the colleges
(of course with the limited exception noted above). The
question was whether the Gujarat University was statutorily
right in so prescribing the medium of instruction, and whether
* f_,_f;' 7_iI’T’: 7 __ '_ .111 "__f 1 f, Il_“f' i _f._'L _ "ﬁ;f'Q_ *i"*_l_.'_:- I

10 AIIORO 3.3. 7°30
2. Section 4(27) of the Gujarat University Act, 1949.
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such a step nould.not come into conflict with the power of the
Union.under entry 66 of List I for the co-ordination and deter
mination of standards in institutions for higher education etc.
3.0. Shah J. delivering the judgment of the majorit;'held that
on.a true interpretation of the provision of the Gujarat
University Act, it did not enable the University to prescribe
any exclusive medium.o£ instruction and therefore the statutes
prescribingiﬁindi and Gujarati as exclusive media were void.
Thogh this much of the decision was efficient to dispose
of the case on hand, the Judgment also considered the impact
of prescribing an exclusive msdium.o£ instruction for higher
education on the legislative competence of the State and the

Union Legislatures. Since this interpretation of the Lists
is important for our subject a little more detailed study of

it is called for.
Power to prescribe medium of instructionssnajority judgment

5.3 The power to prescribe the medium.of instrction was
not specifically mentioned in any of the entries in the Lists.
So, normally, it shold belong to the States as an incident of
the power of legislating on education under entry 11 of the
State List. So far as primary and secondary education were
concerned, the power of the States was not subject to any
exceptions. But as regards education covered by entries 63
to 65 of the Union List, the power must be deemed to vest an
6.1; 1 LIT; ~“Fi_ if ii, ;;‘i§*‘ _ ‘T *4" I _;, '_ ;i t, 1 5 ;:; 1," ;*-i_* ; i"1__' CT

3. Other judges with him were B.P. Sinha C.J., S.J. Imam,
K.N. Wanchoo and N. Rajagopala Ayyangar JJ. K. Subba Rao J.
delivered a dissenting judgment.
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the Union along with the main power to legislate for education
covered by those entries. The power to legislate in respect of
medium of instruction, in so far as it had a direct bearing end
impact on the legislative head of co-ordination and detenninati
of standards in institutions of higher education etc. covered
by entry 66 of List I, should be held to vest in the Union by
necessary intendment.

5.4 The conflict be to overlapping between entries 66
and 11 should be resolved by harmonious construction. When a

legislative entry in the State List was made subject to a
legislative entry in the Union List so much of the field as
was covered by the Union head should be deemed to have been

taken out of the State field. The fact that the Union had
not legislated in the exclusive field allotted to it would not
give any power to the State legislatures to legislate in that
field. Therefore, the validity of State legislation would
depend upon whether it prejudioially affected the co-ordination
and determination of standards, but not upon the existence of
some definite Union legislation directed to achieve that
purpose. Turning down a suggestion that co-ordination merely
meant evaluation, determination and fixation, it was held that
measures to remove disparities resulting from the adoption of
regional media, steps to prevent the falling of standards, and
for equalising standards of higher education were all compre
hended in that entry. The power to co-ordinate and determine
j '7. Ii. I;'L'_,_ I Lﬁﬁl _ Q __l_ _, ll; f

40 CO. V. §j_8f|5§_ .AeIeRe
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standards was a power to ensure maintenance or improvement of
standards and not merely a power to evaluate. It was a power

to harmonise or to secure relationship for concerted action.

5.5 The difficulty of laying down in the abstract what
would be detrimental to the co-ordination and determination
of standards, in so far as the medium of instruction was
concerned, was recognised. It was a question to be decided
in each case depending upon the impact of the State legislation
on the performance of the Union function.

“If legislation relating to imposition of an
exclusivesmedium of instruction in e regional language
or in Hindi, having regard to the absence of text-books
and journals, competent teachers and incapacity of the

students to understand the subjects, is likely to
result in the lowering of standards, that legislation
would, in our judgment, necessarily fall within item 66
of List I and would be deemed to be excluded to that
extent from the amplitude of the power conferred by
item 110.11 of List 11~.5
The minority judgment

5.6 Subba Rao J. in his dissenting judgment held that
in the case where an entry in a List is made subject to
another entry in another List, the doctrine of pith and
substance would be applicable to resolve any conflicts between
the two entries. There was no other principle according to
which the impact of the legislation under one entry cold be
independently considered for determining the question. If the

5. Ibid at p.717.
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impact of the State law on a Central subject was so heavy and
devastating as to wipe out or appreciably abridge the Central

field, then it might be a ground for holding that in pith and
substance the law fell under the Union entry and not under the
State entrg. Parliament was empowered under entry 66 of List I
to legislate for the purpose of co-ordinating the standards
fixed by the State. This did not involve the question of
medium of instruction. If a very broad meaning was given to
the term co-ordination, almost every aspect of education like
books, professors, equipment, building, finance, medium of
instruction etc. would come under the Union power and such an

interpretation would deprive the Stats entry of its contents.
The Constitution envisaged the replacement of English by
regional languages as the media of instruction in the Uni
versities and hence a law fixing standards for co-ordination

under entry 66 of List I could not be held to displace the
medium of instruction. Subba Rao J. therefore, found that the
pith and substance of a law fixing the medium of instruction
was in entry 11 of the State List and not in entry 66 of List I
Once, this was accepted, any incidental encroachment of such
a law on entry 66 of List I would be permissible on the

well--lcnown principles of interpretation. In the result,
Subba Rec J. held that the provisions in the Gujarat University
Act and the statutes prescribing Hindi and Gujarati as
exclusive media were valid.
_l_ in 7 UIT '4 _“T'*"1‘ 'I‘jI|1 T ' L ,Q 

60 at 1307210
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5.7 It is subitted that the minority judgment has not
adequately taken into account the difficulty of maintaining
high, uniform and all India standards in higher education, if
the States were to indulge in an untmmely switch over to
regional media. The majority judgment has not held that the
States have no power to legislate on the medium of instruction.
It has adopted a flexible standard and has said that only if
the State legislation would prejudicially affect the eo-ordina
tion of standards because of ill-prepared change over to
regional media, entry 66 would be attracted. partner,
Subba Rao J.'s holding that the pith and substance ot'medium
of instruction always comes under the State List is only a
begging of the question, and therefore doee.not seen.to be
acceptable.

Confusion in the majority judgment regarding principles for
resolving conflicts

5.8 The result of the majority decision is that the power
to coordinate and determine standards, how-so-ever difficult
‘ '_*"1“,ll_Aif_"T i% f_“_‘I.l'_‘~-.i_ if *_ ‘ I f I_f;I~,_Tv h_'_f'i_;: I. 2' Ii_'lIIZ__*
v‘

7. "This (the argument that if power is denied to the Parliament
to prevent detsrioration.of standards resulting from
switch over to regional media by States, the power of co
ordination given to Parliament would be practically wiped
out) is another way of saying that the pith and substance
of such legislation made by a State prohibiting the use of
English falls not under the subject of "education" but under
the entry "co-ordination". This argument, though appears to
be attractive, is without legal or factual basis. If the pith
and substance of the impugned law is covered by the entry
"education" the question of effacing the Union entry does

not arise at all. It is an argument of policy rather than a
legal construction.13ge
answer
is that the Cmedia?
nstituent
Assembly
didtonot
th fitsimple
o entrust
the subject
of instruction
Parliament
but relied
upon the0%
w sdon o
the Legislatures to rise to the occasion, and enact suitable
legislation". Ibid at p.723.
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it may be in practice to fix its limits, is an exclusive one
into which State legislation cannot enter. Regarding the
effect of the existence of Union and State legislation on the
subject of co-ordination and detenmination of standards, the
majority judgment observed:

"If there be Union legislation in respect of co
ordination and determination of standards, that would
have paramountcy over the state law by virtue of the

first part of article 254(1); even if that power be
not exercised by the Union Parliament the relevant

legislative entries being in the exclusive lists, e
State law trenching upon the Union field would still
be invalid" . 3

This passage shows a certain confusion regarding the principles
to be applied in settling a conflict between the exclusive
fields. Doctrine of paramountcy operates in the concurrent

field. It has no relevance in the exclusive field. once
it has been decided that the power to co-ordinate and determine
standards in entry 66 of List I is an exclusive power, and
the states cannot enter there on the plea of absence of Union
legislation, there is no question of applying the doctrine
of paramountcy, according to which'Union legislation would
have precedence over repugnant State legislation in the

concurrent field. If there is any State legislation in the
field it would be invalid due to lack of power. If the State
law only incidentally affects the Union field it will be valid.
!'_'_.“*T~'Q_ Ti ~_ eel l 7' 7 "iv *' l "' T A l‘ 7' ' ' _ l ' ‘ ‘“ _ T'If"_ W l‘_di%‘Y 4_l"A_"f '1' '1' ZT'f "*

80 at p.716
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If however an incidentally encroaching State law on medium of

instruction comes into conflict with Union law for the co
ordination and determination of standards, the supremacy of
the exclusive Union field provided for in the Constitution by
article 246 would be sufficient to settle any conflict and
the Union law would prevail. It is therefore submitted that
this part of the ;|ud@ent is clearly misleading and shows e
confusion between questions of power, and questions of conflict
9

of laws made under power.

A problem of no-man's lend

5.9 The overlapping between the State and Union fields,
however, creates an interesting problem. As per the decision
of the majority, which it is respectfully submitted to be
correct, there cannot be a State law on the co--ordination and
determination of standards of higher education. But then
there should be Union legislation on all aspects of co-ordinuﬂm

and determination of standards, otherwise there will be e (
no-man's land in this area. To prevent such a gap, it is
necessary that Parliament should pass legislation indicating

T 'I‘Tf7_'_ If j"IL 1 7 _ l_ _' WU :
9. A similar confusion is seen in Rajindra Kumer Nayak,
Education : The Centre-State Legislative Relationship,
in 14 J.I.I..I. (1972) 562 at p.567, where it is said:
"The principle of unoccupied field will apply where the

Centre has not legislated and the State legislation does
not directly obstruct and create difficulties for the
Centre to legislate under List I. Then it would be
within the scope of State power, otherwise not".
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positively the contents of the entry "co-ordination and
determination of standards", and possibly delegate to the
States, the power to frame rules to the extent diversity may
be penmitted.

To fulfil the "role of a giardian Bngiel allotted to
10

Parliament" in the field of determination and maintenance of
C

standards, the University Grants Oomission Act, 1956 (3 of
1956) has been passed. Thouh.this Commission has been
empowered to take all steps for the promotion and co-ordinatin
of University education and for the determination.and maint
11
enance of standards of teaching by framing suitable regulations,
it does not seem to have entered actively in the area to

cover all aspects of entry 66 of List I. By and large, it
seems to have been content with the role of a grant distributor.
If this body is made to play a more active role, a question of
a gap in the legislative field regarding the co-ordination
and determination of standards in higher education will not
arise.

5.10 Another way to prevent any gaps in the.matter of
co~ordination and determination of standards in institution
of higher education will be to treat by judicial interpretation
the power as concurrent though mentioned as exclusive in.ths
Constitution. The intimate connection.that may exist between
' i. _,;_ T1‘ L ff 'll.’_ L T, ' .'__;.'_Q iii * '..IQ_T

at Po

10. To borrow Ks Subba Rao J.'s phrase. See A.I.R. 1963 S.C.
11. See section 12 and section 26.
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Union and State legislation in this area, and the difficulty
of settling in advance, and hence somewhat abstractly, the
contents of co-ordination and determination of standards, may
suggest such a treatment. Then the Union can enter the field

to the extent necessary in the interests of all-India policy.
The flexibility in the working of the concurrent power will
ensure that unity prevails where necessary and diversity is
allowed where desirable. However, taking into account the
scheme of the Constitution it is better to treat the power to
co-ordinate and determine standards as an exclusive one and to
encourage the Union instrumentalities set up by Parliament,
like the University Grants Commission, and others that may be
set up in the future, to follow an active policy of laying
down the all-India aspects of the matter and then delegate the
remaining things to the States.

Other cases involving similar conflict
5.11 A question whether, the giving of more weiwtage
marks for extra--curricular activities than for academic
performance for the purpose of admission to professional
colleges would not be bad as coming within the scope of entry 66
12

Ohitralekha
of'List I was considered
in v. State of Qleore.

K. Subba Rae J. delivering the judgent of the majority oi’ the
Bench held for the State rule on the ground that the impact of
the State rule would not wipe out the Central power. The
dissenting judwent of Mudholkar J. pointed out that the
12. A.I.R. 1954 3.6. 1323.
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critoria adopted by the State Government might result in the
admission of less qualified, than better qualified, students
which would adversely affect the standards and attract the
Union power under entry 66 of List

5.12 The prescription of an exclusive regioal medium
was held bad also in D.A.V. College Bhatinda v. State of
‘ggaglg, where Punjabi language in the gurumukhi script was
involved.

_"'_.l'ﬂT_ "I 'T _ if V

13. For e valid criticism that in Chitgalegha the Supreme
Court
has diluted
the ratio
of'€he du€a;gt»pniversit§_oase,
B86 11.1».
Jain, Indian
Gonetitutionaf
aw, ind izan. 1 70,
p.305.

14. A.I.R. 1971 S.C. 1731.

CHAPTER VI
TAKING POWERS

l '_ '17 4‘ Al II. 7",” 1 T177’ .f'4I __;

GENERAL CONSIDERATION

6.1 The taxing powers have been divided between the Union
and the States in accordance with entries in Lists I and II of
the Seventh Schedule. Thus entries B2 to 92A of the List I
mention the taxes that may be imposed by the Union, and entries
45 to 63 of List II specify the taxes that may be imposed by

the States. It is eigifioant that no taxing powers have been
mentioned in the Concurrent List. Hence theoretically, the
taxing power of the Union and of the States being in the
exclusive fields, there cannot be any conflict between them.
However, as noticed earlier, conflicts might occur because of
the overlapping of the fields or because the legislation in any
particular case might appear to relate to entries in the

different lists. In the first case the conflict may be resolved
by the proper definition of the fields end, in the second case,
by the application of the doctrine of characterisation or pith
and substance.

6.2 Certain broad features of the taxing powers may be
noticed before conflicts of the type mentioned above with
respect to the actual entries are examined. Taxation is defined
in article 366(28) to include the imposition of any tax or

impost whether general or local or special. It has already
1
been noticed that this broad definition is capable of including
1. Para 3. 51 ante.
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within its ambit any impost including a fee. However, the
power to impose fees with reference to entries in the lists has
been separately conferred in all the three Lists. Hence for
the purpose of the present discussion fees with respect to
matters in List § and fees with respect to matters in List Ii
might also be included. Bt the distinction between tax and

fee, and the possibility of levying a tax in the guise of a
fee have already been considered under the heading of colour

eble legislation.end, therefore, it is proposed to deal in
this chapter only with the conflicts of the taxing powers
proper.

6.3 As has already been stated, a specifically enumerated
power cannot be treated as incidental power and, since the
taxing powers have been specifically mentioned in the entries,

a general legislative entry will not be held to include the
power to impose a tax with respect to that entry. So the power
to legislate with respect to land under entry 18 of List II
does not include a power to levy tax on land because it is
separately provided for in entries 45 and 49 of List II. The
power to legislate on betting and gambling under entry 34 of

List II does not include, as seen earlieg, the power to levy
a tax on betging and gambling specifically mentioned in entry

62 of List II.

2, Entry 96 of List I
3. Entry 66 of List II,
4. See para 2.19 ante.
5. Ibid.
6e R.H.D.C. V. $123136 Qf QBOTO, AeIeRe sece
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6.4 As specifically stated in entry 97 of List I read with
article 248 of the Constitution, the residuary power covers
also residuary taxing powers. '}.‘he scope of the residuary
taxing powers for sustaining parliamentary legislation in
respect of taxes not specifically enumerated in the Lists and
sometimes for validating ultra vires taxes earlier imposed
by the State legislatures will be noticed while discussing
the scope of residuery powers.
SALES TAX AND OTHER TAXES

6.5 By entry 54 of the State List, the States have power
to impose taxes on the sale or purchase of goods other than
newspapers subject to the provisions oi’ entry 92-A of List I.
By entries 92 and 92A of the Union List, the Parliament has
power to impose taxes on the sale or purchase of newspapers
and on advertisements published therein, and on goods other
than newspapers where such sale or purchase takes place in
the course of inter-State trade and commerce, respectively.
This division of the power to levy sales tax has given rise
to some very nice problems in conflict. In addition, entry 84
of the Union List which authorises the imposition by the
Parliament of excise duties on goods has also been alleged to
conflict with the power of the State to levy sales tax. Before
dealing with these conflicts, a prcblencommon to both the
types may be referred to.

leaning of sale

6.6 The question of levying a sales tax would arise only
if there is a sale as understood by the law. Entry 48 in
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List II Schedule Sevan.of the Government of India Act 1935,
and entry 54 of List II, Schedule Seven of the Constitution

speak of "sale of goods". Under section 4 of the Sale of
Goods Act 1930 a contract of sale of goods isra contract
whereby the seller transfers or agrees to transfer the property
in goods to the buyer for a price. A contract of sale of
goods would therefore contain four essential elements, namely,

competent parties, mtual assent, transfer of property, and
price. If one or more of these elements are not present it
would be difficult to categorise the transaction as sale. It
would not be competent for a State legislature to treat what
in fact is not a sale of goods as a sale of goods and to tax
it on that basis. Hence, as we have already seal, in a
building contract, which was entire and indivisible, there was
no sale of goods, and the materials used for construction
could not be treated as having been sold to attract the Iadras
8

General Sales Tax Act, 1939.

6.7 Service of meals at a hotel to a visitor as part of
the amenities incidental to the contract of service is not
a sale. Even though the property in.such food-stuffs may be
said to pass from the hotlier to the consumer, there is no
70 Parﬂ 811.150.
8. State of Madras v. Gannon Dunkcr%1‘& Oo., A.I.R. 1958 S.C.

555 at 571. §ee also, overnmen o Ag%§§% Pradesh"v.
Guntur
Tobaccos Ltd., A.'. . . . , m_§ggie
ssioner
of
Tax,
vt .
ec r c 1§aIes
card,
JaHaggis
a par,Pradesh,
A.c. . ;§dcre
. . 735
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intention of sale and purchase. The transaction of service
is one and indivieible and is not capable of being split into
one for residence and one for mealg.

6.8, Since the sale is a contract, if the freedom of
contract is limited to a vanishing point, there is no sale.
Thus when a sugar factory in Bihar sent sugar to Madras in
obedience to statutory orders from the Controller of Sugar,
and there was no offer to purchase from Iadras, the freedom of
contract was not there and the transaction would not be
characterised as a sale? However, when the Iron and Steel

Controller directed the delivery of goods with reference to a
fixed base price and there was scope for contractual freedom
to operate though in a restricted may in areas like the date
of supply of the goods, and the manner of paying the price, it
could not be said that the transaction was not a sale? But if

the ingredients of a sale are present the fact that profit
notive is not present is irrelevant. Thus a co-operative
society supplying refreshments to its members fulfils the

definition of ale though profit-motive is absent?

“C ”'C”"

~.v_Ti’;.;V:h ' VJIVI I_elii'!'; '_.';‘7";-__-I’ Qf ii iii? _"_'.~’_'__'_ iii H. T‘ ' ,1 _"7‘

9. State of Himachal Pradesh v. A§B0§}ajb9d,pHotels of India,

10. New
A0 India
O OSugar
I OHills
C v. Qomissijgnsagfiales Tax, Bihar,
11. ;_n_dian Steel and Wire Prodgctpsplptd. v. Sjt1§_te_p_q_fp ladies,
AC ORG IQ CO Q N V W W ‘C W Y ‘V i H — NW
12. DeFt1
OCommercial
’ A0 O OTaxOOfficer,
O I Saidapet v. _§_n:l‘Iiel_dp1ndia
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6.9 A power to levy sales tax does not extend to the
levy as tax of amounts not leviable as such under the law.
Hence a provision in a State Sales Tax Act, according to which
amounts collected as tax on transactions not liable to tax
under. the Act, should be paid to the government, unless
13
refunded, was struck down as ultra vires entry 54 of List II.

6.10 An agreement of hire purchase with option to purchase
theigcods hired contains not only a contract of beilment, but
also an element of sale. This sale element is sufficient to
sustain a sales ta}?

6.11 If the transaction is a sale, and the power of the
State to levy a tax on sale is established, then the question
of such power conflicting with certain powers given to the
Union may arise for consideration.

Sales tax and excise duties

6.12 The power of the States to levy sales tax may seem
1

to conflict with the power of the Union to impose excise dutieg.
As we have seen while dealing with the question of reconcilia
16
tion of overlapping entries the oases decided under the
17

Government of India Act, 1935 by the Federal Court and the

13. Sales TaxBOfficer
Special
Gircleg
Ernakulam
v. The Tats
00
'
0’
Ae,e
e
e
e
.,Wh61‘0E
section 225] of the Kerala General Sales Tax Act 1963
(15 of 1963) was struck down.

14- lnstalment Supply Ltd. v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1962

s.c. T.

15. Entry
of List
List I,
I under
the Government
of India Act,1935
entry £5
4 of
Schedule
7 in the Constitution.
16. See paras 2.12 and 2.13 ante.
17. In Re c.1=. lot r s irit Act, 14.1.12. 1939 F.C-1; Prov!-nee of
Hadras v. __§o Hdu___§al¥dannag EgS9_ns, A.I.R. 1942 F.C. §§.
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Privy Council had, by applying the principle of harmonious
construction, restricted the power of the Federal Legislature
to Mmpose duties of excise at the stage of production or manu

facture, and of the Provincial Legislatures, to impose a sales
tax on the sales thereafter. These decisions have been
approved by the Supreme Court as correctly laying down the
1

characteristics of an excise duty?
Thus by e process of reconciliation of the entries
applying a welleknonn technique of interpretation, the apparent
conflict between the power to levy sales tax on the one hand,
and excise duties on the other, has been solved.

Intra-State sales tax and inter-State sales tax
6.13 It has been noticed that the power of levying e tax
on sale or purchase in the course of inter-State trade and
commerce belongs by entry 92A of the Union List to the Union

Parliament. Therefore the power to levy a sales tax on intra
State sales belongs to the States. This is however, subject
to certain limitations. A State cannot tax "an outside sale"
and a sale or purchase in the course of import or export. In
the case of goods declared by parliamentary law to be goods of
special importance in inter-State trade and comerce, State

taxation is further subject to the conditions prescribed by
Parliament.

18. Governog General in Council v. Progigce of Hadras, A.I.R.
19. The Amal.amated Goal Fields Ltd. vu Qgipn9f;1ndie

e Po T
tedn-m,_________
su5. o §.§. 3aII ¢:_iEy:;,j§;_Eo
vz Unio ofT'd1 A.f.R.
T
1952
S.C. 1231.
W
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6.14 Though the legislative power of a State is terri
torially limited to that State or part thereoipnhen it comes
to the question of taxing powers, a State gets competence on
the basis of the doctrine of territorial nexus to tax events
that have not taken.place fully within its territorial limits.
It is enough even if the territorial connection is partial if
it is real and not illusory and the taxing liability is relevant
21
to that connection.

6.15 It has already been stated that a sale of goods
consists of various ingredients like goods, agreement to sell,
payment of price and delivery of goods. On the basis of the
doctrine of territorial nexus, a State would be competent to
levy a sales tax based on one or more of the above elementg?
After sales tax was introduced in the Provinces under the
powers conferred by the Government of India Act 1935, it
became the fashion.for~many Provinces to levy on the basis of

the territorial nexus theory, tax on sale not wholly concluded
*'_}_' ,',_‘_'l;‘l,"_ '1, '7 'i‘

20. Section 99 of Government of India Act, 1935, article 245
of the Constitution of India, 1950.

21. Wallace Brothers & Co. Ltd. v. Commissioner of Income Tax,

EDIE
1301081‘ Q1 EH’
I Aeieﬁe Peas
legislature to impose tax on income arising abroad to a non~

resident foreign company); State of Ben. vz'United lctore
Limited, A.I.R. 1953 S.C. 252 (The power of tﬁe State to
Ievy sales tax even when all the ingredients of the sale are
not within the territor )' State of Bombs v. R.l.D.

C2%
arbau
195 .0. e power""'T'
o the State
5%ala,y A.I.R.
'7-5'-'55;-('1=5'1

o ax on e ting and gambling carried on from places outside
22. POQgstls1pSh§Q;V. State cf'Hadras, A.I.R. 1953 3.0. 274.

the State).
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within the territory of the Provinces. Thus in the case of a
sale where the goods are in one Province, the owner in another,
buyer in a third Province, the contract is concluded in a

fourth Province, the price is paid in the fifth Province and the
goods are delivered in a sixth Province all the Provinces could
levy a sales tax. When.the Constitution was enacted, to prevent
this evil of multiple taxation it was provided that only the
State in which the goods were delivered for consumption should

be allowed to levy a sales tax. This was achieved by article 23
286(1)(a) and the Explanation thereunder (as originally enactedL
!'_'I__If'___ 1 ii If L _’ I. T§i'_T_1__'_,‘

23. 286(1) No law of a State shall impose, or authorise the
imposition of a tax on the sale or prohase of goods where
such sale or purchase takes place

sag
the State;
b inoutside
the course
of theorimport of the goods into, or
export of the goods out of, the territory of India.
E 1anation:— For the purposes of sub-clause (a), a sale
or purchase shall be deemed to have taken place in the
State in which the goods have actually been delivered as
a direct result of such sale or purchase for the purpose of
consumption in that State, notwithstanding the fact that
under the general law relating to sale of goods the
property in the goods has by reason of such sale or purchase
passed in another State.
(2) Except in so far as Parliament may by law otherwise
provide, no law of a State shall impose, or authorise the
imposition of, a tax on the sale or purchase of any goods
where such sale or purchase takes place in the course of
inter-State trade or commerce.
Provided that the President may by order direct that any
tax on the sale or purchase of goods which was being law
fully levied by the Government of any State imediately
before the commencement of this Constitution shall notwith

standing that the imposition of such tax is contrary to the
provisions of this clause, continue to he levied until the
thirtyfirst day of March, 1951.
(3) No law made by the Legislature of a State imposing, or
authorising the ﬂmpcsition of, a tax on the sale or purchase
of any such goods as have been declared by Parliament by law
to be essential for the life of the commnity shall have
effect unless it has been reserved for the consideration of
the President and has received his assent".
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6.16 A State was prevented from levying a sales tax on
‘outside sales‘, and a sale where the goods were delivered for
consumption in a State was treated as an ‘inside sale‘ with
regard to that State and ‘outside sale‘ with regard to all

other States. In the interest of protecting the freedom of
inter-State trade and coerce from restraints on account of
the levy of unreasonable sales tax by the States it was
provided in article 286(2) that, without the permission of the
Parliament by law, no State should impose a sales tax on a
sale or purchase in the course of inter—State trade or
comerce. In State of Bombay vz‘§gi§edlotor§4the majoritgs
of the Bench of the Supreme Court held in connection with the
Bombay Sales Tax Act, 1952 that, whmn, by the Explanation

under article 286(1), an inter—State sale was deemed to be

an intra-State sale, a State legislature was competent to levy
a sales tax without lifting the ban hy Parliament as provided
for in clause (2) thereof. The minority judgegshowever held
that the restriction imposed by clause (2) was an additional
one, and it would not be permissible for a State to levy a
sales tax on inter-State transaction only on the basis of
the Explanation. In §_gggal;I_m?m3gtnijy_G9r_gp;ag[ v. State of

Biha;7the Supreme Court overruled the above view and held that
even when the fiction introduced by the Explanation converted
; LQLTTT AI; _'_'__f._' LT'i _ fn ; T4" If f__ §_“_I

24. A.I.R. 1953 S.C. 252.
25. Patanjali Sastri C.J., B;K. Mukherjea, Ghulam Hasan JJ.
26. Bose and Hhagawati JJ.
27. A.I.R. 1955 S.C. 661.
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an.inter-State sale into an intra-State sale, without the
sanction of the Parliament as contemplated Ln clause (2), a
State was incompetent to levy sales tax on sale or purchase

in the course of an inter-State transaction. Thereafter taking
also into account the views of the Taxation.Enquiry Comissioga
the Costitution was amended by the Sixth Amendment Act 1956

on 11-9-1956 substgguting the new article 28§9in place of the
old one. Section 4 of the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956
*7" j___*f]QfI1'I 'I,_"f-_l“_"If_i'_'

28. See, Taxation Enquiry Commission.Report, Vcl.III, p -54-55
extracted in.K. Chaturvedi, Central Sales Tax Act, (1975),
Calcutta, p.62.
29. Article 286(1) No law of a State shall impose or authorise
the ﬂmposition of, a tax on the sale or purchase of goods
where such sale or purchase takes place

Ea;
the State;
b inoutside
the course
of theorimport of the goods into, or
export of the goods out of, the territory of India.
(2) Parliament may by law formulate principles for deter
mining when a sale or purchase of oods takes place in any
of the ways mentioned in clause (1%.

(3) Any law of a State shall, in so far as it imposes, or
authorises the imposition of, a tax on the sale or purchase
of goods declared by Parliament by law to be of special
importance in inter-State trade or commerce, subject to
such restrictions and conditions in regard to the system of
levy, rates and other incidents of the tax as Parliament
may by law speciﬁy.
It also introduced the new entry 92A in List I "Taxes
on the sale or purchase of goods other than newspapers
where such sale or purchase takes place in the course of
inter—State trade or commerce". In entry 54 of List II the
State power was made subject to the provisions of 92A of
Dist I and clause (g) added in article 269(1) provided for
the assi@ment to the States of the sales taxes levied on
inter-State trade and comerce.
30. Section
when
is a sale
purchase
of goods
said to take
p ace ouézside
a State(1)or
Subject
to the
provisions
contained in section 3, when a sale or purchase of goods
is determined in accordance with sub-section (2) to take
place inside a State, such sale or purchase shall be deemed
to have taken place outside all other States.
(2) A sale or prohase of goods shall be deemed to
take place inside a State if the goods are within the State
(contd.....178).

<—178

(Act No.74 of 1956) in force from 21-12-1956, passed in
pursuance of the Constitutional amendment has provided as to
when a sale or purchase of goods should be held to have taken

place outside a State.
lP$°r?5t?*!3§l99eFE§

6.17 Since the power to levy a tax on inter-State sales
has been transferred to the Union by the Sixth Amendment, any

conflict between the power of a State to levy a tax on intra
State sale and the power of the Parliament to levy sales tax
on inter—State sale can be resolved only by a proper definition
of what an inter-State sale is. Article 269(3) of the
Constitution, as amended by the Sixth Amendment, has empowered

the Parliament to formulate the principles for determining
when a sale or purchase of goods takes place in the course of
inter-State trade or commerce. Article 286(2) of the Consti
tution empowers Parliament to formulate the principles for
determining when a sale or purchase takes place in the course
Z‘fii YT," T l_i1'_ LY T__:_,.i_é_1'_ T ;__I_T:f‘I;’L, ii, _, 'f1Q_7 ‘

(f.n~3O
Gontd.)
(
(a) in the case of specific or ascertained goods,

at the tune the contract of sale is made; and
(b) in the case of unascertained or future goods, at the
time of their appropriation to the contract of sale
by the seller or by the buyer, whether assent of the
other party is prior or subsequent to such
appropriation.

Ex lanetion: Where there is e single contract of sale or
purchise 0? goods situated at more places than one, the
provisions of this sub-section shall apply as if there were
separate
P
83330 contracts in respect of the goods at each of such
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of import of goods into, or export of goods out of, the
territory of India which are also immune from.State taxation.
31 32
Sections 3 and 5 of the Central Sales Tex Act, 1956 (74 of 1956)
3;; :,1|r;ii;'r i" :f a;.'_J'1__i;"*f’= ’_1v;f : pi 1; o;"— i*1@* 1

31. Section Q: when is a sale or purchase of goods said to take
p ace the course of inter-State trade or commerce- A sell
or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place in the
course of inter-State trade or commerce if the sale or
purchase
(e) occasions theimovement of goods from one State to

another; or
(b) is effected hy a transfer of documents of title
to the goods during their-movement from one State
to another.
E lanation 1: Where goods are delivered to a carrier or
ciger 5EIIee for transmission, the movement of the goods
shall, for the purposes of clause (b), be deemed to commence
at the time of such delivery and terminate at the time when
delivery is taken from such carrier or beilee.
E lanation 2: Where the movement of goods commences and
tegﬁinates In the same State it shall not be deemed to be
e movement of goods from one State to another by reason

merely of the fact that in the course of such movement the
goods pass through the territory of any other State.
32. Section §: when is a sale or purchase of goods said to

e p ace in the course of’ import or export
(1) A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed

to take place in the course of the export of the
goods out of the territory of India only if
the sale or prchase either occasions such
export or is effected by e transfer of docu
ments of title to the goods after the goods
have crossed the customs frontiers of India.

(2) A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed

to take place in the course of the import of
the goods into the territory of Indie only
if the sale or purchase either occasions such
import or is effected by a transfer of docu
ments of title to the goods before the goods
have crossed the customs frontiers of India.

.10
have formulated the principles for determining when a sale

takes place in the course of inter-State trade and in the course
of export or import respectively. Broadly stated e sale is in
the course of inter-State trade only if it occasions the inter
State movement of the goods, or if property in the goods passes
in the course of the inter-State movwent of the goods by the
delivery of title deeds.

6.18 Since the phrases "in the course of inter-State trade
and commerce" and "in the course of export or import" in
sections 3 and 5 of the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956 and in the

relevant sub-clauses of article 286 of the Constitution as
originally enacted are analogous, the cases on the latter are
considered to be helpful in understanding the meaning of the
former.

6.19 The meaning of the phrase "in the course of export"
in article 286(1)(b) (es originally enacted) had engaged the
attention of the Supreme Court in State of Trev§_n_oore-Cochin v.
Bombg Oonggg Limited? The sales involved were export sales

to £orei@ buyers on c.i.f. or f.o.b. terms. Holding the sales
to be in the course oi’ export, Petanjali Sastri 0.3? said:
“A sale by export time involves e series of
integrated activities commencing from the agreement

of sale with s foreign buyer and ending with the
* _;1;;;*_‘IIl;i__ “I1;

33¢ A.I.R- 1952 S.C. 356.
34. Others on the Bench were B.K. Mukherjea, S.R. Des, Bose
and Ghulem Hasen JJ .
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However, to avoid any possibility of conflict in this regard thl
Constitution itself has specified that professional tax levied
for the benefit of the State, or of a local self-government
unit, upto Re.25Q/- from a person should not be held to be
invalid as being a tax on incomz? A tax on pension is not a
tax on profession but on income and cannot be saved by the

special provisions of article 277 if levy of the tax before
73
the Costitution was illegal.
Tax on land and building and taxes on the capital value of
assets

6.35 ‘By entry 86 of the Union List the Parliament has e
power to levy tax on the capital value of assets exclusive of
agricultural land of individuals and companies. This tax
would seem to come into conflict with the State's power to

levy the tax on land and buildings. This conflict is resolved
by holding that a tax on.land and building is a direct tax on
the property as such, whereas a tax on the capital value of
assets is on the aggregate value of all assets, wherein lands
and buildings are only components. Therefore in a tax on the
capital value the unit of taxation is the aggregate valuzf
A view seems to have been held that in a tax on capital value
of assets the value of incumbrances should be excluded?

72. Article 276.
73. C. Rajagogalachari v. Corporation of Madras, A.I.R. 1964 5.0
74. Bansari Dass v. Wealth Tax 0ffioer,A.I.R.1955 S.C.1387;
ra Nawan v. Wealth Tax Officer Calcutta, A.I.R.
1§3§ §.5. 5§; and Assistant §oEiIssioner for Urbiﬁ Land Tex
Qdraﬂ Y. B110 Hm I aarna EIQ 60. ’AOrO!EO §.a.
75. gee the dissen%¥ng iudgment of 5e¥kar J. in Gordhan Das v.
K115101281 COmIl118Si0Ile1‘, Ahamﬂdabad, AeIoRe seas
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Hcwever as pointed out by the majority in §gipn_c§_lndia v.
6
H.S. Dhillol, discussed in the chapter on Residuary Powers, in

a tax on the capital value of assets though there should be
aggregation there need not be deduction of incumbrances.

Similarly it is not incumbent on State legislature to provide
for deduction of debits while levying e tax on land and building

under entry 49 of List II. It is only in a wealth tax a
provision is necessary for deducting the debits. Such a tax
is sustainable on the residuary power.

6. 36 Tax on land and building may be levied without
reference to the use to which the building is put. An agjament
that lands and buildings occupied by factories should not be
separately treated and taxed was rejected by the Supreme Court?
Tax on income and tux On agricultural income

6.37 Entry 46 of List II provides for the levy of taxes
on agricultural income. From the power to levy tax on income
conferred on the Union by entry 82 of List I, agricultural
income is specifically excluded. A tax on income is defined

as including e_ tax in the nature of execs profit tax, and
agricultural income, as defined for the purposes for the
enactments relating to Indian income tel? Income has been

treated as any profit or gain which is actually received and
therefore inclusive of a capital gall?

sece

A.I.l=i.
1972 s.c.
1061.v.See
pare '7-43 at Tools
seq infre
- Government
of A.P.
guﬂtangllachine
Ltd., A.I.R.
78. Articlee366(29) and 366(1) respectively of the Constitution.
79. Nevin Chandra mafatlal v. Commission_e_r_ pgfg§[]nc_cme_ lag,
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6.38 Agricultural income has been defined in ection 2(1)
of the Indian Income Tax Act, 1961. It has been given a wide
connotation, for example, including all income from forestry
operations? It has also been held that to determine the exact
scope of agricultural income, the rules framed under the
Income Tax Act should also be taken into account! In vies of

the importance of the definition of the agricultural income
from the State's point of view it has been specifically
provided in the Constitution that no bill that attempts any
change in the meaning of agricultural income as defined in
the Income Tax enactments shall be introduced or moved in
Parliment except on the recommendation of the Presidengg
OTHER HISCELLANECUS '1‘AXIES

Excise duty and taxes on luxury

6.39 The power to levy excise duties on alcoholic liquors
for human consumption, opium, hemp and other narcotic drugs

and narcotics but excluding medicinal and toilet preparations
containing these substances has been given to the States?
Excise duties in respect of other articles may be levied by
the Uniog? Thus an excise duty on tobacco is lcviable by

80. Income Tax Cogssioner v. Bone! in A. LR. 1957 5.0.

B1. arintharuvi Tea Estate ted ctta am v. State of

vi Stata Qt Ae e e u e e e

%er§Ia, A.I.§. W53 5.5. and_gzzivagcore
Ru5'5er and Tea
I
82. Article 274 of the Constitution.
33- Entry 51 of List II.
B4. Entry 84 of L191; I.
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the Union. According to entry 62 of the State List, the
States may levy a tax on luxuries. A question has been raised
whether e licence fee for bringing, stocking and selling of
tobacco would come under entry 84 of List I or entry 62 of
List II. The Supreme Court held that since there was no nexus
between production or manufacture and the tax, it will not
come under entry 84. Though tobacco was not specifically

stated as luxury in entry 62 of List II the term "luxury"
should not be understood as something exclusively used by
the rich. It denoted something which was superfluous and
not indispensable to human life and which people took with a
view to enj oy, amuse or entertain themselves. An expenditure
on something which was in excess oi’ what was required for
economic and personal well-being would be expenditure on
luxury although the expenditure might be incurred by e large
number of people including those not economically well of-f.
Judged on this basis tobacco was an article of luxury and the
85
levy on tobacco would come under entry 62 oi’ List II.

85. A.B. Abdul Kedir v. State of gerala, A.I.R. 1976 5.0. 182.

cmmsn VII
B§§.¥..1?!l§RYiVP",5§.

UHDER THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT 1935

An ideal arrangement

7.1 A logical scheme for the division of powers between
the federal centre and the units is to have a list of enumerated
powers given.either to the centre or to the units, with the
residue to the other. If a concurrent scheme of powers is
also envisaged, in addition to the list of enumerated powers,
a list of cocurrent powers may also be necessary. However,
such neat divisions are not obtained in practice. The prevail
ing political pulls and pressures, and the bargaining for
power preceding the division, would all be reflected in the
distribution of powers actually obtaining in the constitutions.

7.2 In the Government of India Act, as we have already
seen, there were two exclusive lists, namely, a list of
federal powers, a list of provincial powers, and a concurrent
list with regard to which both the Provinces and the Federation
.had competence. The residuary powers, however, were not

allocated either to the Federation or to the Provinces but
was under Section 104 of the Government of India Act, 1935,
reserved to be allocated by the Governor-General in his

discretion to the Federation or to the Provinces.
2

7.3 It may be recalled that in the Constituent Assembly,
the initial proposal was to have e federal centre of
ithogh
T____J_—'I__;,]§

10 SS3 PQTHB 1012' 1013’ 1017, and Hat‘.

2. See para 1.30 ante.
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ennmerated powers with residuary powers to the Provinces and

States, after the decision for partition of India, it was
decided to have a strong centre and as one of the steps for
that purpose to allocate residuary powers to the Centre. This
decision would have meant that there was no need to have the

Union subjects enumerated in detail in.List I. It would have
been sufficient if the exclusive state powers and the con
current powers were mentioned. The attempts to revise the
drafts on this basis seems to have been given up at the
insistence of Dr. Ambedker, who maintained that the States,
which were about to join the Federation, wanted to know more
about the Federal powers than a vague description that the
Federation would have a residuary power.

7.4 So we have in the Constitution a distribution of
powers similar to the one in the Government of India Act with

Centre. <7 is p
.,,.

\=;_» """"~--._..

the difference that the reeiduary powers are now given§te@ts.
;_', - ’ \.
'\

Y

.-_ |,g ~|‘j .n'\1'. tlﬂt
I

14 _,.--‘
' ~-.--...... _,_.,-@-""

3. See para 1.38 ante, and C.A.D. Vol.II, p.856. Ambedrsrunijoa
said: "Theoretically I quite accept the proposition thati
when anything which.is not included in List II or List III
is by a specific article of the Constitution handed over
to the Centre, it is unnecessary to enumerate these cate
gories which we have specified in List I. The reason why
this is done is this. Many States people, and particularly
the Indian States at the beginning of the labours of the
Constituent Assembly, were very particular to know what
are the legislative powers of the Centre. They wanted to
know categorically and particularly; they were not going to
be satisfied by saying that the Centre will have only

residuary powers. Just to allay the fears of the Provinces
and the fears of the Indian States, we had to particularise
what is included in the symbolic phrase "residuary powers".
That is the resson.why we had to undergo this labour .not
withstanding the fact that we had article 223“. (Article
223 in the draft corresponds to article 248 in the
Constitution).
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The fnnetion of the reeiduary power as disclosed in the oases

7.5 The function of the residuary power in the matter of
resolving conflicts between the Federal power and the State
power has ben different under the Government of India Act and
under the Constitution. Under the Government of India Act,
there was no complsion to find a particular power either with
the Federation or with the Provinces.
4

7.6 In.lg5ig§asundara Bhattar v. R.S. Ngggdu the appellant
was a devotee aggrieved by the entry of certain.hariJans in,a
temple, and the respondent, the executive officer and the
trustee of the temple, who did not object to the alleged defile
ment of the temple. Since the Madras Temple Entry Authorisation
and Indemnity Act, 1939. (22 of 1939). had indemnified the
offence committed, if any, in entering the temple, the appellant
was forced to challenge the validity the Act_itself. His
argument was developed on the following lines.

7.7 The entry that appeared to grant the power was entry
34 of List II. This was as follows:
"34- Charities and charitable institutions;
charitable and religios endowments".

The other entries that seemed relevant were:

"List II, entry 33- The incorporation, regulation,
and widening-up of corporations other than corporations

specified in List I; unincorporated trading, literary,
scientific, religious and other societies and associa
tions; co-operative societies.“
"List II, entry 9- Trusts and Trustees".

4. A.i.a.i34) 1941 r.c. 1.
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The temple in question was obviously a religious institution.
The only aspects of religion on which legislative power was
conferred were ‘religious endowment‘ in entry 34 and
‘religious associations‘ in entrf 33. Since some aspects of
religion had been specifically mentioned in these entries,
and religious institutions was not one of them, the Provincial
Legislature was not competent to pass a law with respect to

the religious institutions. In view of the specific grant
of power with regard to some aspects of religion, religion as
a whole would not also be within ‘charities' in entry 34 of

List II or ‘trusts‘ in entry 9 of List III.
7.8 Spence C.J. however, held that entry 34 was wide
enough to include such power. Ihe reference to charitable
institutions and charitable and religious endowments was only

illustrative and not restrictive. If entry 34 in List II
were limited to religious endowments, and entry 33 in List II

to religious associations, and entry 9 in List III were not
applicable to religious institutions, the power to legislate
in respect of religios institutions would not be there in
the Central and Provincial Legislatures, but in the residuery
power under section 104. The Chief Justice thought that,
when.the Government of India Act, 1935 had considered

legislation on several aspects of religious matters, it would
.net be correct to infer that the power to legislate on
religious institutions was withheld by omissiog. Pointing
L‘-ILL i'.i"f'. l§_

5. ﬂhe undesirability of keeping religious charities and insti
tutions outside social control, which the acceptance of the
appellant's argwments would have meant, seems to have been
in the mind of the judge, though not made explicit in the
judgment.
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out that the presence of section 104 in the Government of
India Act 1935, regarding omitted subjects of legislation,
would make it difficult for the principles governing the
construction of the British North American Act directly appli
cable to the Government of India Act, the learned judge
observes:

"In the Canadian Constitution Act, there is no
provision in respect of omitted subjects of legislation.
Every subject must be held to be either within the
legislative powers of the Dominion Parliament or of the
Provincial Legislatures. In the Constitution Act, S.104
has been inserted for the very purpose of enabling
legislation to be enacted in respect of subjects omitted
from the three Lists in Schedule VII. There is not
therefore the same necessity for courts in India to
find that a subject must be comprised within the entries
in the Lists. But when there is a choice between two
possible constructions of an entry or entries, one of
which will result in legislative power being conferred
by some entry or entries in the Lists and the other in
a finding of no existing power, but if legislation is
required that recourse met be had to section 104, the
first construction should on principles analogous to
those applied to the Canadian Constitution be preferred".

This shows that a resort to the residuary power
should be made only after the power could not be found in an
enumerated entry according to the normal principles of inter
pretation though there was not the same necessity as in Canada,
in view of section 104, of finding the power either in the
Federal or Provincial Lists.

60 PO60

._z03.

7.9 The same attitude was revealed in a dictum of the
. lnttuswaml
Federal Court. In Subrghggglan
v the Advocate

General of India who appeared for the appellant argued before
the Federal Court that the Madras Agriculturists Relief Act,
1938 (4 of 1938), which had scaled down debts of agriculturists

dealt with.matters outside all the Lists and could therefore
be sustained only on the residuary power. In fact on a proper
interpretation the Act in question would have fallen under
List II or List III. Turning down the argument of the Advocate
General, Suleiman J. observed:

"But resort to that residual power should be the

very last rouge. It is only when all the categories
in the three lists are absolutely exhausted that one
can think of falling back upon a npgdescript".8

7.10 In v.Baeudeva
Reg the failure of the U.P. Government
to obtain authorisation of the Governor General under section
104 of the Government of India Act 1935. Proved fatal to the
validity of the U.P. Prevention of Black Marketing (Temporary
Powers) Act, 1948. This Act had authorised preventive
detention to prevent blackmarketing. According to entry I of
List I the Dominion Legislaturgowas empowered to provide for
preventive detention for reasons of State connected with

7. A.I.R. 1941 F.C. 47. See para 2.27 ante for facts of the
case.

at
9. P0550
A.I.R. 1949 All. 513. _

1D. as the Federal Legislature under the Government of India
Act, 1935 modified and adapted by the Indian.Independence
Act, 1947 and the Indian Provisional Constitution Order,
1947 was called.

defence, external affairs or relations with acceding States.
‘Under entry I of the Provincial List, Provincial Legislature
might provide for preventive detention for reasons connected
with maintenance of public order. The challenge was that the
Act was beyond the competence of the Provincial Legislature.

An attempt to sustain the validity of the Act by reference to
the preamble which had recited that "It is expedient in the
interest of the maintenance of public order to make the pro
vision! was not accepted. It was insisted that to bring the
Act within the first entry of List II the operative provisions
of the Act should be in pith and substance within that entry.
Prima facie, there was no connection between public order and
black-marketing. That black-marketing might lead to food

riots did not in reality establish.any connection between
blaokqmarketing and maintenance of public order. The connect

ion met be direct and clear as between cause and effect, and
not remote and doubtful. Since the authorisation of the
Governor—General under section 104(1) of the Government of

India Act 1935 was not obtained, the U.P. Act was ultre—vires
and the order of preventive detention of Basudeva contrary to
section 491 of the Criminal Procedure Code warranted release
on the habeas corpus petition.

7.11 An appeal was taken by the State to the Federal
Court! Patanjali Sastri J. speaking for the court held that

Q ii, f§_

blackwmarketing was "so remote in the chain of relation to
11. Rex v. Basudeva, A.I.R. 1950 1=~.c. 67.
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public order". The connection must be real and proximate} not
tar fetched or problematical. ‘Prevetive detention to prevent
blacbqmarketing was therefcre.not within the scope of entry 1

of List II. The appeal therefore failed. Ehe learned judge
made no reference to the reeiduary power as, in the absence
of authorisation by the Governor—General under section 104 of
the Government of India Act, 1935. there was no attempt to

sustain the validity of the Act on the basis of the residuary
power. If there was such authorisation, the Act would have
been.held to come under the reeiduary power.

7.12 Ten Q3 v. Collector of Bcmbgizis another instance
where a State Government's action in requisitioning property
was held to be bad for want of authorisation under eectic 104.
The premises on which the business of a Chinese restaurant was
carried on was requisitioned by the Collector under Section
2{2)(xxiv) of the Defence of India Act, 1939 and rule 75(8) Of
the Defence of India Rules. Bhagawati J. held that requisition
was neither specifically mentioned in, nor incidental to, any

of the entries in the Lists? The Central Legislature had no
power to legislate with.respect to the same in the absence of
a suitable authorisation by the Governor-General in Council
even though there was a proclamation of emergency by the
Governor-General under section 102(1) of the Government of
Illa’-B Aﬁte

12. A.I.R. 1946 Bombay 216.

13. See para 2.20 ante.
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e review of the provisions of the Act, Des J. held for e
unanimous oourtsthat the Act did not provide for the granting
of licence or maintenance of works for generating or tranmit
tin energy or for supply of electrical energy as one would
expect to find in a law dealing with electricity. The Act did
not also make any provision for the incorporation, regulation,
or winding up of a trading corporation. On the contrary, it
was abundantly clear from the long title, the preamble and
the sections, that it was in pith and substance nothing but
an Act proving for the acquisition of an electrical undertaking.
His Lordship observed:

". . .although Parliament expressly entrusted the
Provincial Legislature with power to make a law with
respect to compulsory acquisition of land it did not
straightaway grant any power, either to the Federal
Legislature or the Provincial Legislature, to make e
law with respect to compulsory acquisition of a
commercial or industrial undertaking but left it to
the discretion of the Governor-General to empower either

of the Legislatures to enact mch a law. There is no
suggestion that the Governor-General had, in exercise
of his discretionary powers under Section 104, authorised
the Madras Legislature to enact the impugned Act end,
therefore, the Act was, ' prime £aeie' , beyond the
legislative competency oi’ the ladres Legislature".16

7.15 Ehe case is important for this chapter because a
serious attempt to read the power oi’ compulsory acquisition

of any property, land or comercial or industrial undertaking,
15. llahejan
Hukherjea,
and Ghnlam Hasen JJ. were
the otherG,J.,
members
of theBose
Bench.

160 at pe253e
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as an ancillary or incidental power available under every entry
of legislative power was made here. The Supreme Court did
not uphold this argument on the ground that the power of
compulsory acquisition of land given by entry 9 of the
Provincial Legislative List would in that case be superfluous.
Since the power of acquisition could not be read as incidental
to an entry of legislation and since no power of acquisition
had been conferred on the Federal Legislature by a specific
entry, and since the only specific power of acquisition
conferred on Provincial Legislature was in respect of the
compulsory acquisition of land, there was no power either in
the Federal or Provincial Legislature for the compulsory
acquisition of industrial or commercial undertaking. As there
was no authorisation under section 104, the Provincial Act
was ultra vires, and hence the decision of the Iadras High
17

Court was reversed.

The result of the scrutiny of the cases
7.16 From the above cases under the Government of Indie
Act the following propositions may be held to have emerged.

Firstly, the presence of section 104 reserving
residuary powers at the comand of the Governor-General would
';_'fI§ _1"_:‘f '_I;T_f ff, If_:f_j _Q‘_ 1_j_'I. 1' if '_j_ ' A‘ 'f’ I _? _Q.'If._,,fI ‘emf’ l_l_L_,; lj

17. The Madras Electricit Supply Undertakings (Acquisition)
Act, 1954 (29 of 1954{ retrospectively validated the Act of
1949 and the proceedings taken thereunder thus rendering
the decision
the Supreme
Court Cg.
ineffective.
In %[%.
West
RaggedofElectric
Distribtion
Ltd. v. The
S a e of

8 I83, A0 0 e S. 0 , Q SLIPPQIIIO

tie validity of the 1954 Act.
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make it unnecessary for the courts to strain to locate ~‘
legislative power either in the Federation or in the Provinces.
Secondly, the usual rules regarding the interpretation of
entries, namely, of allowing the plenary power and incidental
and ancillary powers, would be valid even though there is this
residuary power. Thirdly, if two interpetations are possible,
one of which will sustain the validity of an Act without
reference to the residuary powers that should be preferred.
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION 1950

7.17 As noted earlier, the Constitution of India has
specifically vested the residuary power as an exclusive head
of power in the Union by entry 97 of List I of the Seventh
Schedule and article 248 of the Constitution. The ad hoe
allocation of residuary power by the Governor-General as in
the case of the Governmnt of India Act, 1935 has therefore
been discarded. Though in view of the exhaustive enumeration

of subjects in the Lists it was thoughtathat the role of the
residuary power was an extremely limited one, events have

proved that this has not been so. the residuary power.has
been increasingly pressed into service in connection with the

§_'_lK?' Li" 1'
18. For example, T.T.‘Krishnmnacheri said in the Constituent
Assembly: "Now if you as me why we have really kept the
residuary power with the Centre and whether it means any
thing at all, I will say that it is because we have gone
to such absolute length to enumerate the powers of the

Centre and of the States and also the powers that are to
be exercised by both of them in the concurrent field.... I
think the vesting of the residuary power is only a matter
of academic significance today". C.A.D. Vol.XI, p.953.
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resolution of conflicts of power between the Union and the

States. The chiei’ ues of the residuary power as evidenced by
the case-law are dealt with below.
As an alternate ground to sustain Union power

7.18 It is well-known that the grant of legislative power
carries with it all necessary ancillary powers. In certain
cases when the power of the Union was challenged and it could
have been sustained on the doctrine of ancillary powers, the

availability of the residuary power has lent an additional
argument to support the Union power.
1

7.19 In gbraham v. Assistant Sales Tax Officergthe
question was whether animals and birds in captivity (monkeys;

mines and parrots in the instant case) could be treated as
movable property and as 'gocds' within the meaning of section
20

2(d) of the Central Sales ‘Bax Act, 1956. iP.T. Raman Nair J.

held that the animals and birds in captivity were 'goods'
within the section 2(d) of the Central Sales Tax Act 1956.
Even if it were assumed that animate things did not come within
1
the definition of article 366(12§ of the Constitution, and the
22
sale in question would not fall within entry 54 of List II or
it? _i"_iiti :"*:; t * _ _:" it ;1 xi i’

19. A.I.R. 1960 Ker. 360.

20. 2(d)- "goods" includes all materials, articles, commodities
and all other kinds of movable property, but does not
include newspapers, actionable claims, stocks, shares and
certificates.
21. Article 366(12): "goods" includes all materials, commcdi
ties, and articles.
22. 54- ‘Taxes on the sale or purchase of goods other than
newspapers, subject to the provisions of entry 92A of

List I.
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23

entry 92A oi’ List I, it would come within entry 97 of List I,
namely the 'residuary' entry. To levy a tax on such sale would
be within the competence of Parliament. One would suggest

that the ratio decidendi of the decision is to be based on
the eecond holding.

7.20 In ye. Rgga _1é_!g$eerQg 8: Ogtruction Co. Ltd. v.
2

Lgcome Tax Ofi’icer4it was argued that Parliament had no power
to enact the Income Tax Amendment Act, 1954 (33 of 1954)
which introduced sub-sections 1--A to 1--D in Section 34 of

the Income Tax Act making escaped income in respect of periods

prior to Indian Independence liable to assessment. Bachgiat J.
held that the tax in question would still be a tax on income
within the meaning of entry B2 of List I. Even if it were
assumed that it was not a law with respect to income tax,
since the Act in question was not a law. with respect to any
matter enumerated in the Concurrent List or the State List,
the Parliament had the legislative competence to pass the Act
under residuary powers.

7.21 2Similarly, in Q_ v. Additional goons Tax

Officer? the validity of sections 2(6A)(a) and 12(1B) of the
Income Tax Act, 1922 (as amended by the Finance Act, 1955)
ii“[_11.i _Tf_ ‘iii. I

23. 92A- Taxes on the sale or purchase of goods other than
newspapers, where such sale or purchase takes place in the
course of inter-State trade or connnerce.
24w AeIeRe Cale
25. A.I.R. 1961 Mad. 146.
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entry 97 of List I and went on further to state that there was
no objection for the Parliament incorporating the provisions
under the Income Tax Act which called for the exercise of power

under two or more entries in List I. This it is respectfully
submitted is bad advice, for, it encourages clumsy legislation.
Of course nothing prevents Parliament from clubbing together

provisions regarding preventive detention under entry 9, List I,
and preventive innoculation for inter-State quarantine under
entry 81, List I, in one law on the ground that it has
competence under the Constitution; but none should encourage
the practice. These thoughts must have prompted Hidayatullah J.

for, in his concurrent judgment he held that the annuity
deposit scheme was in pith and substance referrable to entry 82
relating to taxes on income and incidental matters, and there
was no need to resort to residuery powers and thereafter he
made the following observations regarding the use of residuary
powers:

"The very frequent reliance on entry No.97 makes
me say these few words. That entry, no doubt, confers

residuary powers of legislation or taxation but it is
not an entry to avoid e discussion as to the nature of
a law or of a tax with e view to determining the precise
entry under which it can come. Before recourse can be

shed to entry'Ro.97 it met be found as a fact that there
is no entry in any of the three Lists under which the
impugned legislation can come. For if the impugned

legislation is found to come under any entry in List II,
the residuary entry will not apply. Similarly, if the
immugned legislation falls within any entry in one of
the other two Lists recourse to the residuary entry

—2i4—

will hardly be necessary. The entry is not a first
step in the discussion of such problems but the last
resort. One cannot avoid the issue by taking its aid
unless such a course is open. It is always necessary
to examine the pith and substance of any law impugned
on the ground of want of legislative competence with

a view to ascertaining the precise entry in which it
can come. The entries in the three Lists were intended
to be eﬂhaustive and it would be a very remote chance
that some entry would not suit the legislation which
is impgned".27

7.23 A challenge to the validity of the Payment of Bonus
Act, 1965 was repelled by the Supreme Court. It was held that
the power of the Parliament to fix minimum bonus flowed from

its jurisdiction over industrial and labour disputes, welfare
of labour including conditions of work and wages. The court
did not holdithat the fixation of minimm.bonus was legal under
any of the above powers. But then it added that if the above
powers were held to be inefficient, the residuary powers of
28
the Parliament must lend validity to the Act. Qne wonders

whether this is going to be a refrain in this class of cases.
7.24 The competence of the Parliament to introduce
section 2-A in the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 by the Amend
ment Act of 1955 (35 of 1955) according to which the dismissal

27. Ibid, at p.624. That the learned judge is not averse to

make legitimate use of the residuary power is clear from
Second Gift Tax Officer M alore v. D.B._§azg;g§h, A.I.R.
1975 5.0. §§§. §ee para 7.5% Infra. 1”? “H
28. Jalan Trading Co. v. Mill Iazdoor Sabha, A.I.R. 1967 S.C.
691.
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etc. of an individual workman could be deemed to be mu
industrial dispute, was upheld by the Iedraggand Delhiéﬁigh

Courts. It was held that the Act was sustainable under entry
22 of List III and that even if entry 22 of List III was held
not wide enough to treat an individual dispute an industrial
dispute, the Parliament could enact the amendment in question
in exercise of its residuary powers.

7.25 The challenge to the validity of the Beedi and Cigar
Workers (Conditions of Employment) Act, 1966 (No.32 of 1966)
31

in mls. 0.P. Patel v. State of'Ieharashtra was repelled by
Deshmukh J. en the ground that the impugned Act fell princi
32

pally under entry 24 of List III, and partly under entries
7, 22 and 23 or the same list. Hence it was unnecessary to
resort to the residuary entry. However, if it were necessary
to resort to residuary entry it would undoubtedly cover the
legislation in.question.

7.26 Oriticieing the Supreme Court's opinion in the
Berubari opigicggthat the territory of India could be
transferred to a foreign power only by a constitutional
h:.‘i_ aﬂftfjf -'II __,;_. 1’; Q Qil if

290 T.‘/.5.
a e 0 Regal‘ & S0118 V. Qt lﬂdraﬂ, AeIeRe

A0 0 ee 0ee e 0
310

30. Fedders Lloyd Coreoration Priyate_§Qmitgg v. Union of India

A I R 1971 Ben. 244 at Nagpur I

32. Welfare of labour including conditions of work, provident

funds, employers‘ liability, workmen's compensation
invalidity and old age pensions and maternity benefits.
33. Refergnoe
8.0. 45. by President under article 143(1), A.I.H. 1960
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to agrarian reforms. In 1956 Himachal Pradesh was merged in
Punjab and article 240 of the Constitution was amended. The
Parliament passed the validating Act in question with a view

to save the agrarian reforms enacted by the irregularly consti
tuted Assembly of'Himachal Pradesh. The Supreme Court upheld

the validity of the Act on the ground that legislation seeking
to remove the disability of members of a Legislative Assembly

of a Part 0 State arising because of the failure to issue a
notification under the Representation of People Act was not
covered by any item in the Goncurront List or in the State
List and hence it was covered by the residuary power of the
‘Union Parliament under entry 97 of List I.

e UnionvOf
7.28 In _1?:i_oL1?terna,n_des
sthe validity of
the Goa, Daman and Diu (Opinion Poll) Act, 1966 was challenged.

Jetley J.0. held that the decision of the Supreme Court in
37 \
Mithan Lal v State of Delhi that in the case of Part O State
Parliament had under article 246(4) of the Constitution

° p- .11. .~_......l I

power to make laws on any matter notwithstanding that such

matter was included in State List, applied to the case on
hand. Therefore, though there was no specific entry in the
Lists regarding opinion poll, Parliament had the power to
enact the Act in question under the residuary power and under
article 246(4).

' _ I'_'__Yi_"‘."I"'_' Q l
36. A.I.R. 1967 Goa 79.
37. A.I.R. 1958 S.C. 682.
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Power of constitutional amendment as residuary power
7.29 In _p_._C.rG:ola_l_gnaAt_h v. State of Punjagathe Supreme

Court had held that the power of the Parliament to amend the
Constitution was derived from article 248 read with.entry 97

of List I and that article 368 dealt uly with the procedure
for amendment. However, in view of the 24th Amendment of the
Constitution and the Supreme Court's pronouncement in Kesavan

Bharathiv StateI_o§___Kera_]_._'_z3
. _pW_ -__
article 368 should be held to
include both the power and procedure for amendment and there

is no case for invoking a residuary power for constitutional
amendment. It is also doubtful whether the residuary power
can be relied upon by Parliament to call a ndw Constituent
Assembly for the purpose of constitutional revision.
A State Act challenged as violating the residuary power

7.30 the foundation of the Calcutta City Civil Courts
was questioned in this case by attacking the vires of the
Calcutta City Civil Court Act, 1953 (No.xxi of 1953) and of
the amendment of 1969 conferring additional jurisdiction?
It was contended that under article 247 of the Constitution
only Parliament had the power to set up additional courts, or
that such a power belonged to Parliament under the residuary
powers. Sabyasachi lukherjee J. for the Division Bench,
confirming P.K. Banerji J., held that the Act in question was
'1 "';Tl'_h_ __' _l'_‘A§j1l_i;'Qi____'_' '_ _' _* 1;] T I‘_'_7 —llLi, g _”* 7l'l7‘;7 74W '__'_'l‘ : efi 1:_ W _ :”l%__ __ TTTH ll

38. A.I.R. 1957 3.0. 1543
39. A.I.R. 1973 S.O. 1461.
40. éndu Bhusan De v. State of West Bengal, A.I.R. 1972

a..
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covered by eipressions ‘administration of justice" and
"constitution and organisation of courts" in entry 3 of the

State List. It was also pointed out that resort to residnary
power should be made only as a last refuge and that where two
constructions were possible one of which would avoid resort to
residuary power, and the other would not, the former should
be preferred.
RESIDUARY TAKING POWERS

7.31 The maximm use of the residuary powers has been
made in the field of taxing powers. Shnce taxing powers have
been specifically mentioned in the Lists such e power cannot

be inferred as ancillary or incidental to any other entry
relating to legislation. Again, taxing powers have been
given only in the exclusive fields and there is no taxing power
in the concurrent field. These factors seem to have made the
resort to the residuary power for sustaining the validity of
taxing measures. The chief uses of residuary powers in these
fields are discussed below.

Gift tax
7.32 rho competence of the Parliament to enact the Gift
max Act, 1958 (18 of 1958) for levying a tax on gifts of
agricultural land was sustained by thelKerel:1and ladragz
High Courts, on the basis of the residuary powers. Both these
_.:f_ g _'__'.i.4 ff j1~

ind. §i§. L ’

410 MR1‘. JOBQEII V. Tgx Officer, A0 IoRo K01‘. 970

‘20 Danda an’. V. Tall Off106!‘ A0 In Re
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High Courts.held that the power to impose a tax on gift of
agricultural land could not be hold to be incidental to the
power to legislate with respect to land under entry 18 of
List II. Nor could that power be comprehended within entry 47

of List II relating to duties in respect of succession‘§o
agricultural land. In.S§1am Sunder v. Gift Tax Officer on a
similar reasoning, the Allahabad High Court held that a tax
on land and buildings was distinctly different from a tax on

gift of land, and that legislation in respect of a tax on
gift of land and buildings would not fall under entry 49 of
List II, namely, tax on land and buildings. The Gift Tax.Act
was validly passed by Parliament under article 248 read with
entry 97 of List I.
44

7.33 However, in D»H. Nazareth v. Gift Tax Officer, the
Mysore High Court held that the power to levy a gift tax on

lends and buildings, particularly on agricultural land (gift
of coffee plantation in the instant case) was reserved to the
State Legislature under entries 18 and 49 of List II, and
that Parliament had no power to do so under entry 97 of
List I. On appeal by the Government, the Supreme Court rovers
the decision of the Mysore High Court? HidayatullahnC.J. held

that the entries in the Lists did not follow a logical classi
fication or dychotomy, and met be regarded as enumeratio
simplex of broad categories bound to overlap occasionally.

43. A.I.R. 1967 All. 19.
45. Second Gift Tax Officer, lgngalore v. D.H. Nazareth,

440 AeIoRe ly8Or6
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It was usual to examine the pith and substance of the legisla
tion in solving questions about legislative competence. If

6.

the legislation was not covered by any entry when examined in
that fashion, it would belong to the residuary power.

7.34 In Sudhir Chandra gown v. Wealth-Tax Officer,
Calcutta‘ it was held that entry 49 of List II referred to a

tax on the ownership of lands and buildings and not to a tax,
like wealth tax, where lends and buildings were taken only ll
e measure. This decision met be held to have impliedly
overruled the judaent of the lyeore High Court under appeal.
Sustaining the validity of the Gift Tax Act, 1958 under the
residuary power the learned chief Justice observed:
"The pith and substance of Gift Tax Act is to
place the tax on the gift of property which may include

lend and buildings. It is not a tax imposed directly
upon lands and buildings but is a tax upon the value of
the total gifts made in an year which is above the exempted

limit. There is no tax upon lands or buildings as
units of taxation. Indeed the lands and buildings are
valued to find out the total amount of the gift and

shat is taxed is gift. A gift tax is thus not a tax on
lands and buildings as such which is a tax resting upon
general ownership of lands and buildings but is a levy

upon a particular use, which is trenmission of title
by gift. The two are not the same thing and the
incidence of tax is not the same. Since Entry 49 of
State List contemplates a tax directly levied by reason
of the general ownership of land and buildings, it
cannot include the aft tax as levied by Parliament.
' '_ [;f‘a_i“f'_"', f__ ; _%_'_1% I' n _, T_"1‘.*T__ai_]‘__,_ "'I; i _I"_:‘f. _ 7”“

460 A0108-e 3.3. 590
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There being no other entry which covers, the residuary
powers of Parliament could be exercised to enact e
\

l&W".47

Excise duty on the use of rubber
7.35 In Ms. Jullundur Rubber Goods Manufacturers‘
8.
Union
of
India
_issMc_c_i_aLt_iog v. 4 the validity of the Rubber Amend
ment Act, 1960 (xxi of 1960) by which the excise duty payable
under the Rubber Act, 1947 could be collected by the Rubber
Board either from the owners of estates or from the manufact

urers by whom the rubber was used, was challenged. It was
contended that the levy of an excise duty from the manufacturers

or users of rubber was outide the ambit of entry 84 of List I
under which excise duty could be levied on goods manufactured

or produced in India. The appellants were an association of
chappal manufacturers who used rubber for the manufacture of
chappals. The Supreme Court speaking through Grover J. held

that excise duty was primarily e duty on the production or
manufacture of goods within the country with its ultimate
incidence on the consumer, and could be levied at any convenient
stage. What was called excise duty on the use of rubber "will
be a kind of non-descript tax which has been given the nomen
4
clature of the duty of excisea, which the Parliament could
validly impose under the residuary powers.

470 at Po
49. at Po

48. A. I.R. 1970 3.3. 1589.
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Irregular sugarcane cess levied by State
7.36 The residuary powers have been pressed into service
even for sustaining, though indirectly, the irregular exercise
of taxing power by the States. In Diem d Su ar Hills Limited

50 55

State of U.P

v. . , it my be recalled, the Supreme court held
that the premises of a factory was not a "local area" within
the meaning of entry 5220! List II. The Uttar Pradesh Sugar
cane Cass Act, 1956 which had levied cess on the entry of cane
into the premises of a tactory for use, consumption or sale
therein on the basis that the premises of a factory was a
‘local area‘ was therefore struck down. On the basis of this
decision, the ll.P. High Court struck down the LP. Sugarcane
Regulation of Supply and Purchase Act, 1958 (No.1 of 1959)

which had levied a similar cess. The Central Act, the Sugar
cane Oess (Validation Act) 1961 (No.38 of 1961) was passed
which by section 3 validated levy of a cess on sugarcane

under 10 Acts in 7 States including the one under the l.P.Act.
53

7.37 In jaora Sugar Lille v. State of M.P. the validity of
the central legislation was questioned. G-ajendragadker 0.J.
delivering the judgment of the Supreme Court held that section
3 of the Central Act did not merely validate the invalid State
Acts, because it would not have been competent for Parliament
50. A.I.R. 1961 S.O. 652.
51. See para 2.10 ante.
52. "Taxes on the entry of goods into a local area for
consumption, use or sale therein".

530 AOIORQ 5.5.
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to confer Jurisdiction on State Legislatures in that way, but
had included all the States and Notifications in the Central
Act at all material times by virtue of section 3. Parliament
had the power to levy the oess as had been levied in the
invalid State Acts, under article 248 read with entry 97 of

the List II.
This case shows that the Union can always, if it is
so disposed, go to the rescue of the State to sustain invalid
State legislation hi invoking the residuary powers. this
really adds a new dimension to co-operative federalism.
Sales tax on works contract

7.38 In State of Iadra v. Gannon Dunkerlel I Cg? the
Supreme Court had upheld as we have already seegg the judgment

of the Iadras High Court that under entry 48 of List II of the
Government of India Act, 1935 (entry 54 of List II of the
Constitution) a Province could not levy a sales tax on the
materials used in bilding contract as there was no sale as
defined in the Sale of Goods Act. But this decision given on
a statute passed by the Provincial Legislature under the
Government of India Act, 1935 had no application to a Part C
State even when the Provincial law extended to a Part C State.
‘Under section 2 of the Part C States (Lane) Act 1950, Bengal
Finance (Sales Tax) Act,1941 was extended to Delhi, the effect

of which was to levy a sales tax on building contract. This
54. A.I.R. 1958 3.C. 550.

550 S63 para 2011 antao

extension was challenged on the basis of the ’Q_a_g_Lnon_D_unk__e_Irl_q[

decision. fl‘.L. Venketarama Iyer J. held that in the case of
Part C States there was no need to invoke the residuary taxing
power referred to in article 248(2) which had application only
as between.the'Union.and the States mentioned, in Parts A and
B, and that in the case of Part O State, Parliament had
competence to enact under article 246(4) a law levying a
sales tax on works contract and it was imaterial if the result
was achieved by an.enactment of the Parliament or by extending

a Part A State Act under the Provisions of the Part C States
(Laws) Act, 1958?

7.39 Similarly resort to the residuary power is unv
necessary in the case of some pre-constitution laws on
taxation. The validity of the Travancore-Cochin General Sales
Tax Act (published in the Gazette on 17-1-1950 and cane into
force on 30-5-1950) was called in question. It had defined

sale for the purpose of sales tax to include "a transfer of
property in goods involved in the execution of a works
contractd. The Act was challenged as ultra-vires based on
the Gannon Qgggegley decision. Ansari C.J. held that the
‘Union Parliament was competent to levy sales tax in question
under the reeiduary powers under entry 97 of List I. The
T.O. Act though calm into operation after the Constitution
came into force was passed before the Constitution and was
saved by article 372. Hence under article 277 a State could

$6.'Iithan L81 V. State of Delhi, A.I.R. 1953 S.C. 532.
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continue to levy the sales tax until a contrary provision was
made by Parliamenz?

Expenditure tax

7.40 The Andhra Pradesh.High Court upheld the validity
of Expenditure Tax Act, 1957 as expenditure tax which was not

specifically provided for in any of the entries in List II ogb
List III, was within.the ambit or scope of entry 97 of List I.
So long es it was a tax on expenditure, the mere fact that in
furtherance of the legislative intent and object, the expendi
ture on which the tax was sought to be levied was not
‘necessarily confined to the expenditure actually incurred hy

the assesses himself (in this case it had included the
expenditure of his wife) did not render it other than an
expenditure tax. On appeal, the Supreme Court upheld the
validity of the Expenditure Tax Act, 1957 on the ground that

it did not fall within entry Gggof List II, but under the
60

residuary powers.
Wealth tax

7.41 There was a conflict of decisions in varios High
Courts regarding the validity of the Wealth Tax Act, 1957.
_ *7’ ,"”i_ Ti '_'_ W __iT'iI‘___*_'TI,__Q_'_'i‘:__e ' ti l__'_
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57. South Indie Corporation v. Secretagg, gcerd 91 Revenue,
58. Azam.Jah v. E; enditure Tax Officer, A.I.R. 1970 A.P. 86.
59. §axes on luxuries,inc1ud1ng'te§§son entertainments,
amsements, betting and gambling.
60. §zam.Jah v. Expenditure Tax Officer, A.I.R. 1972 S.C. 2319.
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In ggq£§ v. Vieggjg ‘fax Q £f19_e6_g3 81390181 01:-ole 1t nee

held by the Allahabad High Court that section 3 of the wealth
‘lea Act, 1957 which imposed a wealth tea on lﬂnda undivided

fully was tntra-vine the Perltment under article 248 read
with entry 97 of the Mat I. Jagdiah Shah J. held that e
Hindu undivided {@113 was Included in the tern '1nd11r1dne1'

in entry 86 of I-let I and, if not, the tax on Hindu undivided
family wee sustainable under article 248 reed with entry 97 of
Met I. Gurtu J. held that entry 86 did not include Htnk
undivided familqr and hence the Act had to be euetateed on the
reetduery power. Upedhye J. however, held that the nerd
"individual" 1n entry 86 did not include e Hindu undivided

family. what had been left out of entry 86 oeuld net be
included in the reaiduery power. the Wealth tax Act ehould
therefore be deelered altre-wires the powers of the Parliament.

‘L42 Anergxmmtthatthelevyofweelthtaxeaﬂtndn
undivided family vneuld not be eevered E1 entry 86 of List I
6
use repelled by the Bumbag? Andhra Pradeeh? Kerelgand lien!-es,

56 67

62- '- 

High Courts. Before the Kerala 81$: Oeurt en arament that

entry 46 of List II or entry 49 at Liat II was attracted by the
61. n.I.I-1. 1961 A11. 487 (r.n.).

$30
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I ‘Fa -_VV. Q, A-I-It $951
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1 1. V %_ ;_ -A _., 1_, v. 1 was 1! thee , A LR 1961 A

64. v. We 1 .~._,, Offce , A.I.R. 1962 Ker.1'l0.\
65- aLeb S _9___9_ V. ‘+358 A ff ce , 52 1.52.3.
66. '"1‘;:es on agrtoultural. income".
67. "Taxes on lands and lllildingeﬁ
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Wealth Tax Act was rejected. There was no tax on agricultural
income as such but only on the net wealth. A tax on land and
building referred to in entry 49 oi‘ List II, based on the
annual or capital value was only e measure adopted to ensure

the justness or reasonableness of the levy. In the case of e
tax on the capital value under entry 86 of List I such value
itself was the base or object of the levy. In all these cases
the courts thought that it was not necessary to uphold the
validity of the Wealth Tax Act on the alternative ground urged
by the Government, viz., that the Act could be sustained under
residuary powers. In Banerasi Dass v. Wealth Tax Officegathe

Supreme Court held that capital value of assets of individuals
in entry 86 of List I included Hindu undivided family. It
was held in subsequent cases that a tax on the capital value
under entry 86 of List I would not cone under entry 49 of
Lit II. The former one was not directly on lands and
buildings, but only on the capital value of assets, which
might include lands and buildings, whereas the latter one was
a direct tax on lands and buildings even ii’ the capital value
was adopted as a measure oi’ tax. Hence the two fields of
legislation referred to by the two entries did not everleg?
‘_ ”_"_i_ ' ’I’” "Q .jL’l“"llTl'A'

68. A.I.R. 1965 S.0. 1387.
69. See para 6.35 ante and the decisions of the Supreme Court
in Assistant Oomissioner
Urban°1.11%;
Tax v.in
Back¥3Q
Oarna
c o. t., ofA...
v .--‘ an
u r am

= - ra !aw§ v. Wealth Tax Officer, Calcutta, A. I.§. 1969
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7.43 In %on of India v. I-LS. m111<>Z° the competence of

Parliament to include the capital value of agricultural lend
£or'the purpose of computing net wealth for the imposition of
the wealth tax was in question. The pronouncement of the
Supreme Court in this important case by a bench of seven
judges of the Suprae Court has given apnea approach in the

interpretation of the Legislative Lists.
7.44 The Finance Act, 1969 amended the Wealth Tax Act,
1957 and included the capital value of agricultural land for
the purpose of computing net wealth. the Punjab and Haryana
Iﬂigh Court held that the amendment was beyond the legislative
competence of Parliament in view of the specific exclusion of

agricultural lend in entry 86 of List I. The majority of the
Supreme Court noted that thcgh agricultural land was speci

fically excluded in entry 86 of List I it did not fall within
any entry in the State List. It was noticed that all the
matters and taxes which had been excluded tram List I, except

tax an the capital value of agricultural land under entry 86
of List I, fell specifically within one or other of the
entries in List II. Thus while taxes of agricultural inccme
was excluded tram entry 82 of List I they were included in
entry 46 of List II, duties of excise excluded in entry B4
of List I were included in entry 51 of List II, agricultural
70. A.I.R. 1972 S.C. 1051.

71. Sikri C.J., S.C. Roy and D.G. Palekar JJ. (majority),
G.K. litter, J. (concurring) and J.l, Shelat, A.N. Ray
and I.D. Dua JJ. (dissentings.
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land exempted £n.antry 81 of List I was included in entry 48
of List II and agricultural land exempted from the incidence
of duties in respect of succession to properties was included

in entry 47 of List II. It was really not the exclusion of an
item from enumerated entries in.List I that denied the
competence to the Union to legislate nith.respect to that

matter but its inclusion in the State List.

7.45 In support of this position, a reference was made
to the Constituent Assembly Debates and in particular to the
speech of Shri T.T. Krishnamacharzzto the effect that after
the exhaustive enumeration or the fields of legislation in
the Lists there seemed to be only one power left out, which
could be exercised under residuary power in future, namely,
the capital levy on agricultural land.

7.46 The conclusion was also supported on the analogy of
the Canadian Constitution which with regard to the division
of powers was similar to the one adopted in the Constitution.
In.the case of a doubt whether a particular power was available

to the Parliament of Canada the question to be asked was 
whether it belonged to the Province. If the power did.not
belong to the Province it would belong to the Dominion. So
was the case in India too. If a particular power did not
belong to the State it should.neoessarily be eith.the Union.
The fact that a particular item was excluded fie! the
enumeration of powers in the‘Union List would not alter this

720 COAODO XI’
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position as there could not be a category of powers which did
not belong either to the State or to the Union. No subject was
kept outside the full legislative sovereigzty shared between
the Union and the States. Once it was decided that a ta: on
the capital value of agricultural land could not come within
entry 49 of List II, such tax should belong to the Union.

'1. 47 The majority also distinguished between a tax on
the capital value of assets which would come within entry 86

of List I and a tax on wealth. In the case of the former tax
though there should be aggregation it was not necessary to
provide for the deduction of debits in ascertaining the capital

value of assets whereas in the case of a wealth tax (is, a tax
on the net wealth of a person) there should be provision for
the deduction of the general liabilities of the person and the

liabilities in respect of particular assets.

7.48 G.K. Hitter J. in his concurring judgent held that
the expression "capital value of assets" could only mean the
market value of assets less any encumbrances charged thereon.
The expression did not take in either the general liabilities
of the individual owning them or in particular the debts owned
in respect of them. The subject-matter of legislation by
Wealth Tax Act was therefore not covered by entry 86 but by
entry 97 of List I. Article 248(1) also made it clear beyond
doubt that "any other matter" in entry 97 were those not

covered by entries in List II or III.

7.49 Ll. Shelat, A.N. Rey and I.D. Dua JJ. delivering
a dissenting judment held that the amending Act fell under

.-.332...

entry 86 of List I and not under the residuary power under

article 248 read with entry 97 of List I. The basis of the
wealth tax was the capital value of the assets held by an
assesses on the relevant valuation date. The tact that a
particular tax included one or more of the assets euch as
agricultural land or allowed from its incidence certain
deductions such as, debts and liabilities, pertained to the
field of computation and the true basis of the tax was the
capital value of the assets. A valid tax including agricultural
land could not be imposed under entry 86 which was the only

entry authorising such a tax in view of the specific exclusion
of agricultural land. They also doubted the support derived
from the analog to the Canadian Constitution and the
reference to the Constituent Assembly Debates.

7.50 It may be seen that the minority judpent has not
answered the question whether a wealth tax on agricultural
land would come within the State's sphere. Exclusion from e
particular entry in the Union List would not by itself take
it outside the Union's purview unless the power would come

within the State‘ sphere. Therefore, the minority judpent,
it is submitted, has not answered e basic question connected
with the distribution of powers as there cannot be a power
which does not belong to the Union and to the States. The
position now reached by judicial interpretation is the same
as the one envisaged by Alladi Krishnaswaw Ayyar when he

suggested a redrafting of the provisions of the draft Consti
tution governing the distribution of powers, after it become
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known that the residuary powers would be vested in the Centre,
and which was given up on the assurance oi‘ Dr. Ambedker that
an elaborated enumeration of the central power was necessary

for the information of the States intending to accede to the
federatiol? Hereafter any question regarding the competence
of the Union phwer should be answered by asking whether the

power in question really belongs to the State. If it does not,
then it belongs to the Union. Entries 1 to 96 in the Union List
are only illustrative of the residuary powers vested in the
Union.Parliament and may be of see assistance in defining the
enumerated powers in the State List or Concurrent List.

7.51 It is interesting to compare this landmark decision
with the decision of the High Court oi‘ Australia in the famous
Engineer's Casz‘where it was held that "the specific grant of
power must be defined before the residue can be definedra. Now
any question about the Union power, which in fact is e residuery
power, would raise the question: "residue of whatj“, and would
invite the answer: "the residue of what has been given to the
States". Hence the logical step in determining a question
about the Union power would be to enquire whether the power

in question belongs to the State. Specific emmeration in the
Union List in entries 1 to 96 may be helpful in determining the
extent of the specific grant of power to the State and hence
73. See pare 7.3 ante.
74. (1920) 28 C.L.R. 129.
75. See Sir Rcber Menzies, Central Power in Australian
Commonwealth (1967), pp. 26-48.
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cf the residuary powers of the Union. The stand that resort
to the residuary power may be had only when all the category
of enumerated powers in the three Lists have been exhausted

is no longer valid.
RESIDUARY POWER AND COLOURABLE LEGISLATIGN

7.52 The presence of residuery power has sometimes refuted
arguments based on colourable legislation. Thus it was held
that Parliament had under the residuary powers the power to
legislate in respect of compulsory depositgf to order opinien

poll in Gog? levy a sugarcane cess and thereby to validate the
irregular levy by the State? An argument that Parliament tried
to do indirectly what it could not do directly was not accepted
as the competence of the Parliament was sustainable under the
residuary power.
THE RESIDUARY POWER AND THE DOCTRINE OF OCCUPIED FIELD

7.53 Since the residuary power is an exclusive power
there is no scope for applying the doctrine unvoccupied field.
In other words, even if the Parliament has not occupied the

residuary field by its legislation there is no question of the
States occupying the field. Such a step on the part of a
State would be u1tra~vires its legislative competence. In
fact no such case seen to have ever come up in nhich.the
16. A.I.R. 1966 S.C. 619.
77. A.I.R. 1957_G0a, 79.

780 AeIeRe S.C.
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States sought to justiiy their exercise of legislative powers
on the basis of the doctrine of unoccupied field in residuary
powers.
CONCLUSION

7.54 The residuary powers which were supposed to have
very limited scope in view of the elaborate enumeration of
the topics of legislation in the three Legislative Lists tn
the Constitution have turned out to be not so limited. Parti

cularly, in the field of taxation, the resort to residuary
powers to justify wealth, gift, expenditure etc. taxes shone
that it has added a new dimension to the Union power. Since
the important decision of the Supreme Court in.Union of India
H.S.aDhillen
v. 7?
new approach in the constitutional inter

pretation of the legislative entries has been opened.
Hereafter there is no need to justity the exercise of Union
power on the basis of one qr more entries in the Union List,
all that is enough is to show that the power in question does
not belong to the State. This logical way of approach to the
entries has really rendered superfluous the detailed enumera
tion of powers in List I though it may still serve some
purpose in showing the scope of Union's residuary powers and
for determination of the scope of the specifically enumerated

powers in the state and concurrent fields.

7.55 It is welleknoen that in interpreting the provisions
of sections 91 and 92 of the Canadian Constitution iaontaining
79. A.I.R- 1972 S.C. 1051.
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the distribution of powers the Privy Council gave primacy only
in respect of the specifically enumerated powers referred to
in section 91. Though the general residuary power oi: the
Dominion was also entitled by the constitution to the same
status as its enumerated exclusive powers, in the case oi‘ e
conflict between the enumerated Provincial power in section 92
and the general rosiduary power of the Dominion in section 91,
the Privy Council gave primacy to the former. Added to this
the extended interpretation of "Property and Civil Rights"
in section 92 has transferred in effect the residuary power
from section 91 to section 92. In India, the residuary power
has received its due constitutional treatment, as an exclusive
Union power which has primacy over the State and Concurrent

powers. It is unlikely that a position similar to that of
Canada will develop in India with regard to the reeiduery
powers. The residuary power in India has sharpened further

the dominant position of the Centre. It is hoped that it will
not encourage careless drafting of Union legislation.

CHAPTER VIII

2!Wll?!_9Fr §$@
SCOPE OF THE DOCTRINE

8.1 In a federal system of government where the
federation and the units are given independent and limited
legislative powers it is necessary that each refrain from

interfering with the activities of the other, or from destroy
ing the other's existence by the exercises of its taxing
powers. This principle oi’ nutual tolerance and non-interferenc
is called the doctrine of immunity of ihstrumentalitieg. This
is also sometimes described as the doctrine of implied
prohibitions as the powers of each should be construed as
subject to such an implied limitation.
—;_ T‘ fillll T I TI I I‘f_ fl‘ T‘ I _ *1 T” 1_Q_' __; _l_.7I‘__ I; if I111; T '_._ ‘.1 é . 1 _ Q T ';___—_i, T“ T '7 l 17%“

1. This was first enunciated by Marshall, C.J. in McCulloch
v. Ia land, (1819) 4 Wheat. 316 where it was h
the Siate of Maryland could not tax a federally chartered
bank. This doctrine which received extended application

has, of late, been very much restricted, practically to
strictly governmental functions. For example, see §_e_v_v_

York v. U.S., (1946) 326 U.S. 572 where a federal tax on
Btate saI'e"'of mineral waters was upheld.

Australia the doctrine was initially applied
in D‘ en In
v Pedder
. , (1904) 1 O.L.R. 91 but given up in
Ame ama:edp_So_cIe_t of eers Limited v. Adelaide
cams I 301.] I-Td. rs Easef, (W20) '2'3_§Tf:§. 129
Ed §out§ Australia v. The Oonmonwealg (First Uniform
Tax Ease}, H§Z§§ 55 C. . . , revived to some
extent in lelbc e Gor oration v. The Commonwealth

(State Banii gees}, 1%?" TI 0.1-.§. 31 and Victoria

v. Commonwealth (Second Uniform Tax Case), (19571 §§
0.L'-T-_5'T5T'_"'

In Canada the doctrine was rejected in Bank of
Toronto v. Lambs, (1887) 12 A.0. 575.
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HMUHITY IN THE FIELD OF TAXATION

8.2 In Indie the question of such.imunity has as .n
with reference to the taxing power. However, in the case of
clear Constitutional provisions the scope for applying the
immunities from general principles has been very much reduced.

The property of the Union, subject to Parliamentary permission,
is exempt from tax imposed by a Statg. The property and income
of a State are exempt from Union taxation; ut property and
income used for trading activities (other than those declared
by Parliament to be incidental to governmental functions) are
not exempt. The States are prohibited from levying, unless
otherwise provided by Parliament, a tax on electricity consumed
by the Government of India or the Railways. States are also
prohibited from taxing without the President's sanction water
5

or electricity from an inter-State river or river-valley.

8.3 The scope of the exemption of State property and
income from'Union taxation was considered by the Supreme Courts
in its advisory opinion in In re SeaCgg§oms_Act §1§18[ S.2O§2}

8~4 A Bill was proposed according to which the existing
immunity from Union import and excise duties enjoyed by the

States in respect of goods not used for purposes of trade or
business was to be withdrawn by suitable amendments in the Sea
Customs Act, 1878 and the Central Excise and Salt Act, 1944.
t"_ _~"1;tn ‘ ; _ r1“":.e " _ *_; '2' its 1:11 r _o 1"? :_;n-If ‘ W ii Z "11; ;*"I1i! L

2. Article 285 of the Constitution.
3. Article 289.cf the Constitution.
4. Article 287 of the Constitution.
5. Article 288 of the Constitution.
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Since the States protested that this would be contrary to the
immunity conferred by article 289 of the Constitution, the
President sought the advisory opinion of the Supreme Court.

8.5 In.e closely divided opinion, the Supreme Court
upheld the proposed amendment. The majority opinion.delivered
by Sinha 6.}. held that the words ‘property and income‘ exempt

from Union taxation in clause (1) of article 289 referred only
to direct taxes on property and on income, and not to indirect
taxes such as import duty or excise duty. Though the immunity
conferred on the Union from State taxation in article 285 and
the immunity of the States from Union taxation as per article
289 were cplementary in character, and construed in the
light of the broad definition of taxation in article 366(28)8
might refer to all kinds of taxes, the amplitude of the
definition.had to be out down, if the context so required.
The power to levy import duties and excise duties were very
often used for the purposes of regulating foreign comerce and
inter-State trade and commerce. If these powers were denied
on the ground of State imunity it might sericsly interfere
with the regulatory power of the Union government. The import
and excise duties collected by the Union government were
shared with the States.
('1', 7 _‘:;:"‘,,, ,1 ;-l;T' ,4 ,_‘1Jl‘f1*

7. On behalf of‘hinsel£ and Gajendragadker, Wanohoo and Shah JJ
Rajagopala Iyenger J. joined the majority in a separate
concurring opinion.

B. Taxation includes the imposition of any tax or impost,
whether general or local or special, and tax shall be
construed accordingly.
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8.6 S.K. Des J. in his dissenting opiniog referred to
the comprehensive nature of the term property, the compre
hensive meaning of the term taxation and the various taxes that
may be imposed in relation to property in entries 82 to 92A

of the Union List for taxing property as such, the tax on
property referred to in clause (1) of article 289 could only
mean a tax in relation to property, and not a tax on property
directly imposed as held in the majority opinion. The majority
opinion had held that even though the Union List did not
provide for a direct tax on property the question of the Union
levying such a tax would arise under article 246(4) in respect
of the Union Territories. Touching this, the minority opinion
said "it would be a case of much ado about nothing if the
Constitution solemly provided for an exemption against

‘property tax‘ on State property osly for such rare cases as
are contemplated in article 246(4)". The supposed distinction
between ‘tax on property‘ and ‘tax in relation to property‘
made out in the majority judgment was not aterial for the
purpose of determining the extent of immunity conferred on
the States.

8.7 Hidayatullah J. in his separate dissenting opinion
held that the goods imported and goods produced were both

property; the broad definition of taxation in article 366
should he applied to article 289 also and that there was
fl L I T": L’ Z" f 'I,jfj' ,7 ,_‘Z f" "'1 ' "' j T"“-.1If_QTl;l_"_' ;_

9. Joined by Sarkar and Das Gupta JJ. Hidayatullah J.
delivered a separate dissenting opinion.

19. at Po
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evgdmce in Section 20 of the Customs Act, that customs duty
was a tax on property. Therefore, the States were immune from
Union import and excise duties.

8.8 Rajagopala Ayyangar J. held that the distinction
between _'a tax on property‘ and 'a tax on the production or
movement of property’ was material for the purpose oi‘ deter
mining the scope of immunity conferred by article 289. He
also thought that the history oi’ article 289(2) showed that
it could be of no assistance in interpreting the meaning of

clause (1) of that article.

8.9 The majority opinion some to be preferrable, though
it has not fully spelt out the reasons for limiting the
immunity of the States to direct taxes on property and income.

It referred to the adverse effect on the regulation of trade
and commerce which the broader meaning of the immunity

canvassed on behalf of the State would imply. To a suggestion
that the narrow construction might seriously affect the

activities of the States, the majority opinion replied: ‘This
argument does not take into account the more serious conse

quences that would follow if . the wider interpretation
suggested on behalf of the States were to be adopted". It
went on to hold that the broader construction might nullify
the exclusive power of Parliament to regulate foreign and
inter-State trade and commerce. It seems that though this

110 at Pe1777e
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lley not be literally true there would be practical difficulty
for evenly regulating trade and commerce if the broader
immunity pleaded for the States was conferred. Thus, for
eqcample, in the interest of regulating consumption, and the
conservation or foreign exchange resources, substantial import
and excise duties have been imposed on petrol. If the petrol
imported on State account were to be differently treated, it

would give rise to practical difficulties. First of all, it
has to be decided which are the govermnental activities that
would qualify for the use of the "immunity petrol". Then,
there is the question that State and private activity have to
compete on unequal terms. In such matters, it some prefer
rable, that the State and the private omeumers are on the
same level.

8.19 Io substantial reason apart from the broad inter
pretation of the Constitutional phraseology has been adduced
in support of the immunity claimed for the State with regard
to the taxes in question. The old argument of soverei.p
immunity is untenable. Immunity in respect oi’ property and
income can be justified as necessary for the purpose of the
basic governmental functions. On a balance oi‘ considerations,
the extension of this immunity to other indirect taxes does

not seas to be called tor.
8.11 Some writers have expressed the fear that the inter
pretation given by the majority might in turn adversely affect
the powers of the Union, because on a parity of reasoning, the
ecope of the imnnity in article 285 available to the Union
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from State taxation would also be limited to a tax on property
and that the States might impose other taxes on the activities
and functions of the'Union? This fear is baseless for article

285 clearly says that the property of the Union shall be
exempted from "all taxes" imposed by a State or by any authority
within a State. The use of the word "ell" before taxes can be
construed to refer, not merely to direct taxes on property,

but to all taxes in relation to property. Further, there is
no need that the extent of the immunity for the Union and the
States be the same. The Union has under its care the more
vital functions of all Indie importance, like defence, and
enjoys a special position which is unlike that of any one of

the States. There is therefore no difficulty in conceding
from e functional point, subject to Parliamentary legislation,
complete immunity from State taxation to the property held by
the Union for all its governmental functions.

8.12 The scope of the exemption in favour of the property
and income of a State conferred by article 289(1) of the
Constitution was further considered by the Supreme Court in
.A£Q££2.P?2Q95h5*§P° R =5 Trﬂﬂﬂ °** 9° °?°*1 V-§&P9P2_?%¥

Qfficeré Immunity from Union inoem tax was claimed tor the
income received by the Road Transport Corporation. this
corporation which had e separate personality had its stock
oontribted substantially by the State Government and to e
12. G.C. Venketa Subba Rao, Indian Constitutional Lew, Vol.1
D-150
13!(1970):
AIIORO
5.C.
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small extent by the Central Government with provision for
participation by private citizens. The income received by such
a corporation cannot be treated as the income of thﬂ State.
The trading activity carried on by the corporation was not

trading activity carried on by the State departmentally, nor
was it a trading activity carried on by the State through its
agents appointed in that behalf. By the provisions of clauses
(2) and (3) of article 289, the income received from trading
activity was also not exempt from Union taxation. Therefore,
there was no scope for conferring on the Road Transport
Corporation the immnity claimed for the income of the State.
POWER OF THE UNION T0 ACQUIRE LAND VESTED IN A STATE

8.13 A very important question connected with the problem
of immunity of instrumentalities came up for the decision of
the Supreme Court in State of west Bengal v.'CniogEo§[Indiaf
The Coal Bearing Areas (Acquisition and Development) Act, 1957

(xx of 1957) Provided, inter G118, for the acquisition by the
Union Government of coal bearing lands vested in the State of
West Bengal. The competence of the Union to so acquire the
lands belonging to a State was challenged before the Supreme
Court in a suit under article 131 of the Constitution.

8.14 The State of West Bengal claimed that it was a
sovereign authority, and hence the Union had no authority to

acquire its lands. Alternatively, it was contended that on
a true construction of the Act in question, it should not be

140 AOIORO S000
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held as applicable to a State on the principle that a State
was not bound by a statute unless specifically mentioned. The
Union of India denied that the Stats of West Bengal was a
sovereign authority. The Parliament had declared that the
regulation of coal mines and mineral development under the
control of the Union were expedient in public interest. In

the interest of rapid industrialisation, it was necessary to
increase the production of coal. For this purpose it was
necessary for the Union to acquire the coal bearing areas in
question.

The majority judment

8.15 Sinha 0.J. in his majority judgnentsheld for the
Union. From a scrutiny of the provisions of the Act it was
seen that there was no restriction, express or necessarily
implied, as contended by the State of West Bengal, that it
did not apply to the lands of the State Government. The claim
that the State of West Bengal was a sovereign authority was
rejected on a scrutiny of the federal structure oi’ the
Constitution and the position of a state vis-a--vis the Union.
The restrictions on the legislative, executive and taxing
powers of the State, the fact that the separate existence of
a State was subject to the power of Parliament under article 3,
the absence of dual citizenship, and the absence of separate
Constitution for the State, all combined to negative the claim
for State sovereimty put forth by the State of West Bengal.
15. Others joining him were SJ. Ilm, J.C. Shah, H. Rajagopala
Ayyangar and J.R. Mudholkar JJ.
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'1'he State Government's claim for immunity savoured of the
exploded doctrine of immunity oi‘ instrunentalitiee.

8.16 The claim that the State of West Bengal use not bound
by the Act in question in view of the principle that a State
was not bound by an enactment unless specifically mentioned

therein also was not sustainable. A State would also be
bound by necessary implication. Since the Parliament was
given the exclusive power under entry 54 to regulate development

of coal mines, it should also be given the necessary ancillary
powers for that purpose including the acquisition of the coal
mines if considered expedient. Entry 42 ct the Concurrent
List which conferred on the Union the power of acquiring
property contained no prohibition that the power should not

be extended to State property. To read an implied limitation
on the Union power excluding State property from its scope
would be to deny the Union the means to realise its consti

tutionally entrusted powers. A reference to the ease law in
the United States of America, Australia and Canada also did

not support the claim for State iity put forth by the
State of West Bengal.

The minority judgxent-a oriticim
8.17 K. Subba Hao J. delivered a dissenting judgnent
upholding the claim of the State of west Bengal. From a review
of the provisions of the Constitution, he came to the conclueioz
that within their respective fields the Union and the States
were supreme. The relations between the Union and the States
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could.not be found in the fields of legislation demarcated by
the Lists, but could only be discovered in specific oonsti—
tutional provisions forging links between them. The special
powers given to the'Union to act in State fields in special
circumstances, like emergency, did not affect the scope of the
States‘ powers in normal times.

8.18 He then proceeded to state that the power of
acquisition by e State of private property for public purposes
did not apply to the property of a sovereign. This stand is
clearly based on assumption that in a State there is only one
sovereign. In a unitary state, there may be no occasion for
the sovereign to acquire its own property. Justice Subba Rae's
statements that the power of eminent domain cannot apply to

sovereign's property may thus be true of a unitary state. When
the sovereignty is divided as in a federal state the statement
would need qualification. If the property of s State which
does not enjoyful sovereignty is required for the purpose of
the'Union, an argument that the principle of eminent domain
cannot apply to sovereign can be of e little help. Of course,
Justice Subba Rao's answer is that in such a situation the
property of the State may be taken over by the Union only
by agreement.

8.19 Regarding the position under the Government of India
Act he said that it the federation or e province wanted the
property owned by the othertit could secure it only under an
agreement and not otheris;§ This conclusion is not correct.
16. Ibid at p.1273.
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According to section 127 of the Government of India Act, 1935,

if the federation wanted the lands belonging to a province it
could require the province to transfer it to the federation on
such terms as might be agreed upon, or, in default of agreement,
as might be determined by an arbitrator appointed by the Chief

Justice of India. It is clear from this provision that the
federation could require the transfer of land belonging to the
province-and what was subject to arbitration was only the terms
of the transfer when no agreement could be reached. From this
it is difficult to conclude that the federation could, under
the Government of India Act, 1935 acquire provincial lend
only on the basis of an agreement.

8.20 He rightly rejected the reliance placed by the Union
on the residaary power to sustain the acquisition in question.
when there is a specific entry regarding acquisition it is not
necessary to resort to the residuary power. But if the
specific power is held not to comprehend the acquisition in
question, then the case for resorting to residuary power would
seem to be much stronger than what Justice Subba Rao made of

it. '.-the correct way would have been to hold that the specifi
cally enumerated power included the power of acquisition in
question.

8.21 Justice Subba Rao feared that there would be some
anomalies in the working of the Constitution if the power of
acquisition was conceded to the Union. One such anomaly was
that the power of acquisition being in the Concurrent List
the State could also acquire the property of the Union. He
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thcught the provisions of article 31(3) which made the

President's assent necessary for the validity oi’ a State
acquisition law insufficient to resolve any conflict between
the Union and the State in this regard. Be simply held that
since the article 31(2) did not apply, article 31(3) also did
not apply to the case oi’ acquisition by the State of Union
property. Further, nothing prevented the President from
giving assent to such a State law, though that might not
happen normally. Similarly he thought that the paramountcy
given to the Union law with regard to the legislation in the
concurrent field under article 254(1) of the Constitution was

also not sufficient to resolve possible conflict as under
article 254(2) a State law could override a Union law with the
President's consent. Though normally the President might not
give such a consent, the President could legally give it?

B. 22 Another fear was that the Union might acquire the
entire property of the State, including its offices and
buildings, and prevent the State indirectly from functioning.
He conceded that normally the Parliament might not be expected

to do such a thing but "nothing will prevent it from doing egg.
_ _,,,_ ___§T_'IhL§ I_'_7'Tll'L', Q'L__1f‘

17. I-lore Justice Subba Rao was reflecting a view that the
President has independent powers which he might exercise
disregarding the advice of the Council of linisters. This
should be held to be settled by the Supreme Oourt pronounce
ment
in where
SamshereS%h
v. Stateour
of Punish,
A.I.R.
1974 S.O.
2192,
upreme
e at the
President
and the Governors act on the advice of the Council of
linisters. The concurring judgnent of V.R.Krishna Iyer J.

is particularly illuminating.
18. Ibid at p.1274. 2
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In.fact an answer to this is contained in the majority judgment
wherein Chief Justice Sinha repelled a similar argument by the
Counsel for the State of West Bengal. Sinha C.J. observed:

"It nae'urged that to held that property vested
in the State could be acquired byfUnion, wold mean,
as was picturesquely expressed by the learned Advocate
General of Bengal, that the Union could acquire and

take possession of writer's bildings where the
Secretariat of the State Government is functioning and
thus stop all State Governmental activity. there could
be no doubt that if the Union did so, it w0uld.not be
using but abusing its power of acquisition, but the
fact that a power is capable of being abused has never
been.in law a reason for denying its existence for its
existence has to be determined on very different
considerations".‘9

8.23 Apart from the rmpossibility of preventing any abuse
of power by Judicial construction Justice Subba Rao's stand
would seem to imply that the Indian Federation would be working
only on the extremely narrow legalistic level. The entire
political process which makes the federal government a living
reality has been completely ignored in thinking that the
Union would completely acquire State property and paralyse it.

It is also clear that, in the last analysis, in relation!
between the State and the Union, norms which are not backed

up by political processes cannot stand in the long run, and
it is the political sovereignty that creates legal sovereignty.
19. Ibid at p.1256.
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that the majority judment is not based on any assumption of
federal supremacy. It has merely negatived the claim to state
sovereignty advanced by the State of West Bengal which can

truly be described as based on an a priori assumption. Further
Beau forgets that the provisions oi‘ articles 246(1) and 254(1)
are clearly analogous to the supremacy clause oi’ Article VI
of the U.S. Constitution. Thus while federal supremacy is
clearly explicit in the Indian Constitution the claim, for
state immunity is based on implications from a doubtful
doctrine of state sovereigity.

8.29 The sale author has criticised the stand of the
majority that ii’ the power of acquisition is denied to the
Union, the Union would lack the poser to carry out the
national purposes as incorrect? ‘rho suggestion is that failing
agreement between the Union and the State, the Union could
coerce the State under article 257(1) read with .a1-tiecle

365 or the Constitution! Then why not the coercion of entry

42 of List III itself?
An untenable view of federalism

8.30 The stand of Justice Subba Rao and those who have
criticised the majority judment is really based on a theory
of tederalim according -to which the States enjoy co-ordinate
and equal status with the Union. It is true that Professor
wheare has defined federal principle as "the method of
dividing powers, so that the general and regional governments

24. Ibid at p-394» note 7.
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are each, within a sphere, co-ordinate and independentm This

definition which is substantially the sag: as the one given
by Dicey in his "Law and the Constitution*' is really based on
the 19th century ideas of federalism. In the beginning, the
American federalism was described as a 'dual' federalism
where the Federation and the States were competing for
competence. The definition of Professor Wheare, which seems
to have been the basis of Justice Subba Rae's judgment, and
cf the writers who support him, really described this phase

of 'dual' fedsralim. But this phase has given place to
what has been described as the co-operative federalism where,
instead of competing for power, the federation and the units
would be co-operating to achieve the broad governmental
purposes for the people.

8.31 The Royal Colmission on the Constitution in the
U.K., in its report to Parliament presented in October 1973,
has pointed out how the increasing dmnds on the states to
ensure a large measure equality in public services and general
standards of living, and the pressure of the ideas of about
social justice have made the old federal theory, unworkable
in modern times. Pointing out the difficulty in maintaining
the federal idea of divided sovereimty in these days, the
Comiesion has observed:

25. LC. wheare, Federal Government, 4th Edn. (Paper back)
Oxford University Press, p.10.
26. See A.V. Dicey, Law of the Constitution, 10th Edn. (1964),
Chapter III- Parliamentary Sovereignty and Federalim,
pp. 138-130.
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"Provincial governments can no longer keep

do facto control over all the matters which are

constitutionally their sole responsibility. their
sovereignty is being eroded because their electorates
are demanding more than can be provided without federal

help. In most federations, therefore, power is fast
gravitating to the centre. The entrenchnent of
provincial sovereigity in federal constitutions has
not prevented this. It has been overcome either by
the transfer of provincial powers to the federal govern
ment throtlés changes in the constitution or, more
usually, by elaborate measures of cc-operation between
the provincial and federal governments which in
theory leave the provinces‘ powers intact but which
in practice put the federal government in a largely

controlling position. In short, to make federalism
work in modern conditions federal countries have
been compelled to take steps which tend to undermine
the principle of provincial sovereigity on which the

system itself is based. what is actually in operation
is not true federalism. Professor Vile in his paper
suggests that in the United States the concentration
of power at the centre has become so great that the
countrymay be moving out oi‘ a system or federalism
into one of decentralised unitary govez-nment".27

These important changes in the federal concept and its working
have been ignored by those who insist on the concept of divided
sovereignty and of cc-ordinate and equal status.

8.32 As one writer has pointed out about American

. ;.-; _ i 1;: ; '5: F:
2'7. Report of the Royal Commission on the Constitution, Vol.1,
¥0mnd.5460), Her llajesty's Stationery Office, London

P*155~
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Federaticgf the old concept. of federalism is dead. justice
for all is to be achieved it will not be by leaving its
definition to the dominant factions of mall areas but by
action at the national level. This would mean that except
for the independent existence of the States, which means the
autonomy of the personnel both elective and appointive, all

the constitutional formalities of tederali are so much
rhetoric today. What is practised in America today has been
described as "permissive federalism" which has been defined
as: "there is a sharing of power and authority between the
national and state governments, but... the state's share
rests upon the pemission and permissiveness of the national
29
government". Further elaborating the concept of permissive
federalism the author says:

"Permissive federalism is, in fact, the
effective key to administrative decentralisation,
because such decentralisation makes sense and is
safe from the view-point of accountability only
when it is within the boundaries and constraints

set by firmly developed policy at the top. Dual
federalism was wrong because it encouraged a false
competition between state and national governments
and left too many problms in a no-men's-land in
betwem. Cooperative federalism was an improvement,
because it presumed that there would always be
room for some government to act, and it encouraged

the levels to act jointly on occasion. But it was
inadequate conceptually because it tended to assume
28. Michael D. Reagan, The New Federalism, Oxford University
Press, New York (1972).
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that the rooponaibilitioa of otato and national govern
ments are ooordinato, uhoroao the raality in that tho
national govornnoni noodn to ho lnp0rior".3°
CONCLUSION

8.33 In the light of those developments in tedoralin
notod above, it in lubuittod that there in no need to introdnoi
iliﬂ tho Iniian Oonﬂiitution concepts of fodoralim oi‘ the
past. ‘rho oloor word: or the Constitution ao not give
oountonanoo to any anon ow’:-xiao. who majority opinion in

oloarly in accord with tho latter of the Constitution, tho
prevailing practice in todoralim and hi particular noon
of the 00118197: 8111-I18 Iutfioimt power to tho Union to

iiloharp its roaponnihilitioa to the puoplo of India. It
is ihorotoro, roapootfully mhmittod that tho majority opinion
in protorrohlu to the minority opinion of Justice Subba Rno.

no It Po 167:

canteen Ix
9.QE.1.'_1-lQ?..5slll BREE
T FIELD
CREATION OF THE CONCURRENT FIELD

9.1 The Constitution provides for the creation of the
concurrent field in three ways. Article 246(2) creates a
concurrent jurisdiction in respect of'matters enumerated in
List III, the Concurrent List, in the Seventh Schedule. This
concurrent field in which both the Union Parliament and the

State legislatures are competent to enact laws is hierarchically
subordinate to the Union field but above the State field.
This is achieved by making the Concurrent field subject to
the Union field and by the use of a fnon-obstante clause‘
capable of overriding the State field.

9.2 If the Council of States (Rajya Sabha) has declared
by a resolution supported by not less than two-third of its
members that in the national interest Parliament should make

laws with.respe0t to matters in the State List specified in
the resolution, Parliament gets competence to make laws for
such subjects. Such resolutions would remain in force for
one year, but could be extended by further resolutions
similarly passed by the Council of States. The lens made
by Parliament under the above provision would remain in force

for a period of six months after the expiry of the supporting
resolution except as respects things done or omitted to be
done. But the effect of the resolution passed by the Council

1. Article 249 of the Constittion.
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of States, and of the laws made by Parliament on that basis,

is not to restrict the power of the Legislature of a Statg.
Therefore the effect of the resolution is to temporarily
transfer the subject covered by it to the concurrent field.
9.3 When a Proclamation of Emergency is in operation
Parliament is competent to pass lane with respect to matters
in the State List. Such laws would remain in force for a
period of six months after the Proclamation of Emergency has
ceased to operate except as respects things done or omitted
to be dong. The competence conferred on Union Parliament by
the Proclamation of Emergency does not detract from the
competence of the State legislatures to pass laws on the
subjects concerned. In other words, a temporary concurrent

Jurisdiction is created in this case also.
RESOLUTION OF CQNFLICTS IN THE CONCURRENT FIELD ,

9.4 If two valid enactments stand side by side regulating
the same matter differently it will lead to confusion and it
would be impossible to enforce the legislation. Such conflict
is avoided by-the principle of repugnancy which makes the
'Union legislation paramount whether passed before or after

the State legislation. In respect of the temporary concurrent
sphere created by the Council of State resolution or by the
Proclamation of Emergency, this is specifically provided for
in article 251. In respect of the concurrent field created
Q : i' Q_ I'_“_h;_‘ T '_f' VQQT, ? Q 'lI_“I Q’ §' 1 T Ti '1 _’f ;_;' 1—‘IiT' 111*

2. Article 251 of the Constitution.
3. Article 250 of the Constitution.
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by article 246(2) read with List III in the Seventh Schedule,
article 254 provides for the resolution of conflicts. Here
also the usual principle is to make the Union law prevail,
except in cases where a State law is reserved for, and has
obtained, the concurrence of the Union President. It may be
noted here that while conflicts in exclusive fields raise a
question of power, these conflicts in the concurrent field
raise a question of inconsistency or repugnancy, both legi
slatures being competent. However, the provisions of article
254(1) have been invoked indiscriminately for resolution of
both the above types of conflicts. It is therefore proposed
to deal with question of proper interpretation of article
254(1) before the question of repugnancy is taken up for
consideration.
INTERPRETATION or ARTICLE 254(1)

9.5 Article 254(1) of the Constitution and the corres
ponding section of the Government of India Act, 1935, section
107(1), are extracted below:

"Article 2§§(1). If any provision of a law
‘I866 by the Legislature of a State is repgnant to
any provision of a law made by Parliament which

Parliament is competent to enact, or to any provision
of any existing law with respect to one of thermatters
enumerated in the Concurrent List, then, subject to
the provisions of clause (2), the lea made by'Parliament,
whether passed before or after the law made by the
legislature of such State, or, as the case may be,
the existing law, shall prevail and the law made by

the Legislature of the State shall, to the extent of
the repugnanoy, be void".
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Section 107(1) of the Government of India Act 1935:

“If any provision of a Provincial law is repugnant
to any provision of a Federal law which the Federal
Legislature is copetent to enact or to any provision
of any existing Indian law with respect to one of the
matters enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative List,

then, subject to the provisions of this section, the
Federal law, whether passed before or after the
Provincial law, or, as the case may be, the existing
Indian law, shall prevail, and the Provincial law shall,
to the extent of the repugnancy, be void".

9.6 The question is whether the words "Federal law
which the Federal Legislature is competent to enact" refer
only to laws of the Federal Parliament with respect to the
Concurrent List or whether they refer to legislation of the
Federal Parliament with respect to the exclusive Federal List
and the Concurrent List.

9.7 Various reasons have been suggested for holding
that section 107(1) of the Government of India Act, 193$

(similar to section 254(1) of the Constitution) refers to
both the Federal and Concurrent Lists.

Literal reading
4
9.8 In Sadananda Jha v. Amen Khan, Dhavale J. did not
accept the suggestion to read words "with respect to one of the
matters enumerated in the Concurrent List" along with the
expressions "any provision of a Provincial law" and "any pro
vision of Federal law" occurring earlier in the sub-section

40 AeIeRe Pei.
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and thus to limit the scope of sub-section (1) to conflict
in the concurrent field. He held that such a construction
was opposed the plain grammar of that eub-section and there
was nothing in the scheme of the legislation laid down in the

Act to indicate that Parliament intended it. If the Parliament
had intended that section 107(1) to be restricted to conflicts
in the concurrent field it could have adopted phraseology
similar to the one in.sub-section (2) thereof. He thought
that the true scope of section 107(1) was to be supplementary
to section 100 and deal with the effect of repugnanoies
between provincial and federal legislation (whenever passed)
without any reference to the fields to which the conflicting
enactments relateg.

9.9 However, this way of literal reading is not free
from difficulty. It would seem that a literal reading would
equally provide other ways of reading the sub-section. Thus,
Pal -T - in .BL!=rsea.K1§.22z‘.s v- l‘a.f=;e_LH°BBe1.g °b=°1‘"<‘l as

follows:
"Reading section 107(1) Government of India

Act, 1935 by itself there is sme difficulty in
seeing the exact bearing of the words ‘with respect
to one of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent

Legislative List‘. As the section stands, these
words may be taken with (1) ‘an existing law‘ or
(2) any provision of an existing Indian law or

(3) ‘repugnant’. In sub-section (2) of the section,
Y ___I.' "_'_ 1";-_'1'T_ 1' 7' i lI_;,__7' _"""ii_"lj ‘I if _ _ _"l"‘j:_Tf_“,'l'_ A“ ‘ * _ *— a _7_ "'#'f"'*‘

50
at P-65¢
60 AOIORO Cale 5870
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however, these words are taken with ‘a Provincial law
and ‘an existing Indian lewﬁr 7

He also gave an analysis of the conflicts that might possibly
8
be covered by section 107(1). Meredith J. thought that the
correct way of reading section 107(1) would be to read the
a_,_;_i.;ii1*if if ;T_'j;T_T_ f" 11' l‘.“I_T ~'_ iii';"_j _i '_ _?' **_; ‘ J1 T?1:,::::'.__-"I :' _‘T;,;, 5' : i" 5 , ' 1, ii; If‘ "iii 1

pi
5900
"1.(a) The Provincial law mst be with respect to one of

the matters enumerated in the Concurrent List; (b) the
existing Indian law must also be with respect to the same
matter; (c) a provision in (a) must be repugnant to a
provision in (b), (i) these provisions themselves are not
required to be with respect to any particular matter; or
(ii) these provisions met also be with respect to one of
the matters enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative List;
2.(a) The Provincial law need not be with respect to one
of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent List; (b) the
existing Indian law must be with respect to one of the
matters
enumerated
in the to
Concurrent
List;in(cg
provision
in (a) must
be reugnant
a provision
b ;a(i)
these
provisions themselves are not required to be with respect
to any particular matter; or (ii) these provisions must be
with respect to one of the matters enumerated in the Cone
current Legislative List or (iii) the provision in the
existing Indian law must be with respect to one of the
matters enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative List,
the provision in the Provinltal law is not required to
be with respect to any such matter;

3.(a) The Provincial law is not required to be with
respect to any of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent
Legislative List; (b) the existing Indian law also is
.not required to be with respect to any of the matters
enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative List; (c)
a provision in (a) must be repugnant to a provision
in (b), the repugnancy being with respect to one of
the matters enumerated in the Concurrent List. This
can happen only when the provisions are with respect
to the same matter and that matter is one of those
onumergted
in the Concurrent Legislative List". ibid,
at p.5(1.
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words "with respect to one of the matters enumerated in the
Concurrent List" as qualifying not only "any provision of an
existing Indian law" but also the words "provision of a
Federal law which the Federal Legislature is competent to enact"

occurring earlieg. Therefore it is sumitted that a gramatical
reading of the sub-clause is not conclusive either way.
Incidental encroachment and the doctrine of occupied field

9.10 It has sometimes been suggested that unless the
sub-section is read to cover also the laws passed by the Union
and the State Legislatures in the exclusive fields, there will
be no means of solving conflicts due to incidental encroachment
of laws in the exclusive Union and the exclusive State fields.
Thus Ivor Jennings, wanted the sub-section to be revised
omitting all references to the Concurrent List, so that it
could apply to all conflicts between Union and State laws?
Suleiman J. also thought that along with the doctrine of
incidental encroachment, which permitted the provinces to
encroach on the exclusive field of the federation, the doctrine
of unoccupied field in favour of the federation, which would
not allow such incidental encroachment when the field was
already occupied by the Central or Federal legislation, should
also be imported from Canada! It seems that Jennings and
ll; iii; ;'i‘.i§|Ii:_i‘.ii""'11:_‘_Iif':,j, f ll,f _’t_,’Q‘;ﬂT:, '_ fﬂ j_ _' l; :** l ,5, ;'_Ti _;’, _, ;' ii; 5w7—w';;L 1 ; :1’ TTT, i

9. %_e_§_°_1§_.q£q_q_1_ v. gem Prasad, A.I.R. 1944 Pat. 303 (F.B.) at

10. Ivor Jennings, Some Characteristics of the Indian Consti
tution, Oxford University Press, Madras (1953) at pp.61-62.

11.p.
Seg3
. v. Qttuswg, A.I.R. 1941 LC. 47 at
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Sulaiman J. were influenced by the Canadian experience to

suggest the application of the principle of occupied field for
the resolution of conflicts arising out of an incidental
encroachment in the case of legislation in the exclusive fields.
It is true that the doctrine of occupied field is not limited
to the concurrent field in.Canada? United State;3and possibly
in Australia? But in none of these federations the 1uris
dictions have been arranged hierarchically with non—obstante
and subjection clauses, as in section 100 of the Government

of India Act, 1935 and article 246 of the Constitution. The
provisions of these sections are quite sufficient for resolving
' Q .111’ 1' _ f' I f T ’l1'je g ‘if. _Y “ Twill" 5 T__' , Q __: _ l
12. "Paramountcy (or the occupied field doctrine or the over
lapping doctrine, call it what one will) has a two-fold
operation in Canada. It applies by express stipulation
to the exercise of concurrent powers under section 95
of the British North America Act, and it applies by
implicit recognition to the exercise of the mutually
exclusive powers of Parliament and Provincial legislature
under sections 91 and 92". Bore Laskin, "Occupying the
Field : Paramountcy in Penal Legislation", (1963) 41
Can. B. Rev. 234 at p.237.
13. Henry L. Bowden. Jr., A Conceptual Refinement of the
Doctrine of Federal Pre-emption, (1973) 22 J.Puh. L.
pp.391-405, where a comment has been made about the

indiscriminate use by the Judiciary of the doctrines
of supremacy and pre-emption for settling federal-state
conflicts.
14. The 939 v. Phili s (1970) 44 A.L.J.R. 497 (section 109

is i%%ppropriate wﬁen the exclusive power of the Commonv
wealth is concerned) However, see W. Anstey Wynes,
Legislative, Executive and Judicial Powers in Australia,
Law Book Co. Ltd., Sydney, (4th Ed.) (1970) p.101, where
it is said that section 109 applies equally where
commonwealth Act is passed under the exclusive or cone
current power.
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any conflict between incidentally encroaching provisions of

laws in the mtually exclusive fields. In India, therefore,
the doctrine of occupied field may properly be confined to

the resolution of conflicts in the concurrent field. This is
considered later in the chapter on.Repugnancy.

Transfer of exclusive field and the doctrine of repugnancy

9.11 It has sometimes been thought that, when a part of
the exclusive State field is transferred to the exclusive'Union
field, any conflict between the law that may be passed by the
Union in the field so transferred and any State law existing
in.that field could be solved only by applying the principle
of repugnancy and that for this purpose the scope of article
254(1) has to be construed as necessarily applying to the

concurrent field as well as to the exclusive fields. Four
types of such instances have been noticed:
(1) Transfer
of the
fioldeewhenla
Constitution B introduced
i_.iI__T ____L_v,_
f__ ,'_T,
._'l J‘l*__Ii— ,_ _,,_new
_“_Ci‘,___,“‘C_____.lf‘_Zi"

9.12 When a legislative field is transferred and brought
under the power of a legislature for the first time as a result
of constitutional changes it seems that all the existing laws
would automatically become invalid. To avoid such a result
when a new Constitution is brought into effect and legislative
powers are conferred on the new legislatures, provision is
made for continuance of the existing laws in spite of the
repeal of the previous Constitution enactment. Such provisions
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have been made in articles in the Government of India Act,

191%? in the Government of India Act, 193;? in the Indian
Independence Act, 19477and in the Constitution of India, 1950?

The.new legislature will be compgtent to repeal any old law

which is continued in that field. Withct appreciating the
fact that the continuance of the old laws in a field which is
transferred to another legislature is fully subject to the
power of the new legislature, it has sometimes been suggested
that to resolve a conflict between the Provincial law and an
existing law with respect to the exclusive Federal List,
it is necessary to invoke article 107(1) of the Government of
India Act 193%? However, after.noting that the Government of
India Act, 1935, section 107, seemed to have left a gap in

that it did not provide for the resolution of conflicts
between.Prcvincial law wnd existing laws with respect to
matters in the exclusive Federal List, Suleiman J. correctly
observed as follows:

"Apparently, it was thought that as the Provinces
had been given any authority to legislate with respect

to matters falling in List I, all cases where there is
an encroachment would be met by section 100 itself".21
I If I’ f' __ _;_ 1 I f___ ___J;_4"" IQ _’_ ' _§

150 S6Oti0Il

16. Section 292.
17. Section 18(3).
18. Section 372.

19. In _A_.B.AbdulKadir v. sjcapte Of..K,erala, A.I.R.1962 s.c.922

it waswhcldthatron eiteﬁsionoftH§'Central Excise and Salt
Act 1944 to the Travancore Cochin area with effect fro
1.4.1950, the Cochin Tobacco Act, 1084 and the Travancore
Tobacco Act 1087 which previously applied in those areas

were repealed.
Dhavale
55 at p. g.
5.in Sadananda Jha v. Amen Khan,A.I.R. 1939 Pat.
21. In Subramgglan v. lutjuswami, A.I.R.1941 F.C.47 at p.62.

20.
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9.13 It is submitted that this view is correct and there
is no need to invoke section 107(1) for settling a conflict
between Provincial law and existing laws referrable to matters
in the Federal List.
<11) Qraeefeas f..1’;ia1e PL P.er1;e!aea1asdeeleaafeea

9.14 Another instance involving the transfer of legisla
tive field which might suggest the application of the principle
of repugnancy is that of the transfer of the State fields
under mines and mineral development, industries, education

etc., by virtue of Parliamentary enactments. In these cases
there is no scope for applying the principle of repugnancv.
The effect of Parliamentary enactment on the existing State
law has been stated by N. Rajagopala Iyyangar in the following
terms: "The Parliamentary enactment supersedes the State law

and thus it virtually effects a repealg. The invalidity of
the State law in such case would arise Knot because of any
repugnanoe between two statutes but because...the State
23
Legislature has no jurisdiction to pass the law".

HE Po

22. State of Orissa v. M.A. Tulloch.& 00., A.I.R. 1964 8.0.
23.

Per
Gajendragadker
J. in Héggir-Rang?
v. State of
Orisse,
A.I.R. 1961
S.C. a pp.Coal
- . Co.
is true
'tE§t5Ee speaks of the Federal law covering the same field
occupied by the State law, and the judgment in State of
Orissa v. m_..<;. re11.og;1_g=.g_q., 11.1.12. 1964 s.c. 'T2'BT'E'E§
also usedsimilar language vide para 15 of the judgment,
which would have been apt for describing conflicts in the
concurrent field. However, the judgments have made beyond
doubt that the invalidity of the State law arises not from
repugnanoy bt from lack of power.
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In these cases also therefore the principles applicable
to the resolution of conflicts in the exclusive fields are
sufficient for resolving the conflict.
(111) (T1‘§9§!¢_1‘a9f..££¢l-§.eJPl,i1°1_2E2*.i.°!1 bi 5.??? 92322.1.-2_L1.=3.§

under article 2§2
24

9.15 We have seen that the Union Parliament gets competence
to pass laws on subjects mentioned in the State List when
authorised by resolutions passed by the.hcuse or hoses of
State Legislatures under article 252 of the Constitution. The
field so transferred is an exclusive one in favour of the
Union. There is possibility of e conflict between the laws
passed by Parliament under article 252 and the laws passed
by the States before the transfer of legislative competence
to the Union. It has been suggested that such conflicts
cannot be solved unless article 254(1) is interpreted es
applicable not merely to the concurrent field but also to the
exclusive fieldg? But since the State Legislature loses
its competence on the transfer of the field to the Union,
State laws in the transferred field should be considered
to have been impliedly repealed. Then there would be no
scope for invoking article 254(1).

(iv) TransferM9f_§i9}d on enact le elation be Parliament
to implement treaties under article 2§}
9.16 As has already been see§§Parliament has exclusive
24. para 2.2 ante.
25. Shukla, Constitution of India, 6th.Edn., by D.K. Singh,
(1975): D-433
26. para 2.2 ante.
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power to implement under article 253. any treaty, agreement or

convention made in the course of international relations. It
has been argued that a conflict between e law passed by the
Parliament to effectuate a treaty and an existing State law on
that subject can be resolved only by giving a meaning to
article 254(1) which would make it applicable also to the
exclusive fieldg? However it seems that a conflict of this
type also is resolvable without invoking article 254(1). The
rule of implied repeal of existing State law in the transferred
field would apply here also.

9.17 In all cases where a part of exclusive State field
is transferred to the exclusive Union field, any existing
State law in that field would "wither away" leaving no possi
bility of a conflict with the law that the Union may pass
thereafter. If, however, the Union.Parliament continues any
existing State law in the transferred field, such law is as
good as a law made in exercise of ths'Union legislative
competence and would be subject to repeal,amendment etc. by

the Union Parliament. This would not of course create any
problem of legislative conflict. Any conflict between
incidental encroachment of the laws referrable to the exclusive
jurisdiction could be solved under article 246 itself.

The view that the sub-section refers only to the Concurrent
List
9.18 The view advanced that section 107(1) of the Govern
ment of India Act and article 254(1) of the Constitution refer
27. Jain, Indian Constitutional Law, 2nd Edn.(1970), p.311.
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only to conflicts in the concurrent field has been supported
by various reasons. The presence of sub-section (2) in section
107 of the Government of India Act 1935» according to which a

State law repugnant to a Federal law or an existing Indian law
with respect to one of the matters in the Concurrent List
could have precedence if the assent of the Governor-General was
obtained, has been taken as indicative of the correct scope
of sub-section (1). Thus Pal J. in Bikrem.Kishore
Lj_l:_e _, it v Tafazzal
O

28

Hossain, observed:

"In my opinion, therefore, only that kind of
provincial law is contemplated by sub-section (1) as
is covered by sub-section (2). Sub-section (2)
clearly contemplates only a provincial law with
respect to one of the matters enumerated in the
Concurrent Legislative List".29

9.19 Similar vies have been expressed by others too
with reference to article 254 of the Constitution? Dhavale J.
has held that such a construction would be opposed to the
plain grammar of the sub-section and that there was nothing in
the scheme of legislation laid down in the Act to indicate
1

that the Parliament intended 1%.

9.20 In fairness it may be conceded that, since what is
referred to in sub-clause (2) is only an exception, there will
_ _ _h_.______.__ i__I__,_

23. A.I.R. 1942 Cal.587.

29. Ibid, at p.591.
30. "The words ‘subject to the provisions of clause (2)' which
occur in clause (1) support this construction. This would
have no meaning if clause (2) is dealing with something
completely different from clause (1)". V.N. Shukla, The
Constitution of India, 5th Edn. (1969), at p.447.
' Sedananda Jha v. Amsn.Khan, A.I.R.1939 Pet.55, at p.55.
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be no difficulty even if it referred only to a part of what is
mentioned in sub-section (1). So while sub-section (1) referre
to Federal law referrable to the exclusive Federal List and
the Concurrent List the exception of Provincial law prevailing
over the Federal law with the Governor—General's assent could

refer only to that part of the Federal law referrable to the
Concurrent List. So this argument is not decisive of the
question.

Supporting judicial dicta

9.21 Judicial dicta are available to support the view
that the scope of the sub-section is confined to the Concurrent
List. Thus, Lord Wright observed that section 107(1) of the
Government of India Act 1935 had no application in a case
where the Province could show that it was acting wholly within
its power under the Provincial List and was not lying on any
power conferred on it by the Concurrent List?

9.22 In Subramaglan v. !gttuswami3Sulaiman J. noticed
that section 107(1) of the Government of India Act, 1935 did
‘not provide for the resolution of a conflict between a
Provincial law and an existing Indian law with reference to
matters in the Federal List. He thought that this gap could be
filled if the words "with respect to one of the matters
enumerated in the Concurrent List" were held to-qualify only
"existing Indian law" and not "the Federal law" mentioned
If ,,’, ;_.lI‘,‘ i 57' 'Q ,1 1 , ' j_ 1, :Q:;’ l,l:' Q, i';";,;-:;’1 Q ]:_I, ‘,7 ’*‘,‘f,T,Q, fI‘:%_'; 1 QLT, ‘T 1," * if *7’ '_',’,‘,’ ii"

32. Hugh Raj v. gllshﬁahggg, A.I.R. 1947 P.C. 72 at p.74.
33- A-I-R- 1941 F-C- 47~ Sec also para 9.12 ante.
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earlier. However, according to him the normal way of reading
that sub-section would be to read the words "with respect to
one of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent List" as
qualifying not only "existing Indian law" but also the Federal
law occurring earlier?
35

9.23 In Ber Council oi’ Uttar§_§_adesh_v. §E_hepS7tVaj:e of U.P.
A.N. Grover J. observed: "The question of repugnenoy can only

arise in matters where both Parliament and the State Legisla
tures have legislative competence to pass laws. In other

words when the legislative power is located in the
Concurrent List the question of repugnancy arises?" There

are also dicta of the High Courts of lyscrgr end
34. Ibid. at p.62. The opposite view attributed to Suleiman J.
in Satishc dra v. Sudhir Krishna, A.I.R. 1942 Cal. 429,

at . , s ea mee.

A.I.R. 1973 3.0. 231.
36. Ibid. at p.238. Similar observations in Prom Nath Kaul v.

35

State Qf Jam@1 & Kaﬂhmi-I‘, AeIeRe S.C. at pe

have Eon referred to E this judgment. But the judgnent

clarifies that the decision in State pfidjamgxlu 8:_Kashmir v.
fashmivrmlaw governing the disciplinary action was held
repugnant to the Union law is not applicable as a general
precedent as there was no Concurrent List for Jammu 8:
I.gS._gFaro_oﬁq_i_, A.I.R. 1972 S.C. 1'53, where a Tammu I

Kashmir as the Constitution applied to that State at that
time. In view of this it is not clear whether, the dictum
in the earlier decision Prem Nath Keul is fully reliable.
See also, the dictum of Alagiriswemi IT. in K.S.E. Board v.

l\1ggiEiun;
C_g_.,
A.I.R. 1976can
S.C.arise
1031,
at p.1U§§,
e question
of repugnancy
only
with
reference to a legislation falling under the Concurrent List
is now
settled".
the law;
were
helwall
to belong
to But
the exclue
veinvilved
1’ elds. in this case
37. In
gleore
v. Mohamed
A.I.R. 1958
Mys.143
atState
p. . eofas
vayya
. o servelsmail,
as follows:
"Under
article 254, any question of repugxancy can arise only as
between a law made by the Legislature of a State in regard
to a matter in the Concurrent List and a law made by the
Parliament in regard to the same subject in the Concurrent

List..."

38
—27¢
Andhra Pradesh to the effect that article 254(1) applies only
to questions of the Concurrent List.
Suggested interpretation

9.24 It is submitted that the interpretation that article
254(1) and section 107(1) of the Government of India Act, 1935

apply only to conflicts in the Concurrent List is the correct
one. Such a result would also be reached on a true literal
interpretation of the section. This section was designed to
solve conflicts between (1) Provincial law in the concurrent
field and Federal law in the same field, and (2) Provincial law
in the concurrent field and existing Indian law with respect
to a matter in the concurrent field. Stated fully, these
could be put in the following two clauses:
(1) if any provision of a Provincial law with respect
to one of the matters enwmerated in the Concurrent Legislative
List is repugnant to any provision of a Federal law which the
Federal Legislature is to competent to enact with respect to
one of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative
List, and,

(2) if any provision of a Provincial law with respect
to one of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative
List is repugnant to any provision of an existing Indian law
ll I__'__ _'“f ‘_T,I_I‘ I __

380Chﬁidra
In Sashﬂratnam
V. $81 AoIoRe ‘ope
Feddy C.Jf“35serv3HE "£5; question of occupied
field is absolutely irrelevant in the context of the

present enquiry since we are conoerned.here with Lists I
and II and not with the Concurrent List". at p.119.
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with respect to one of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent

Legislative List. Avoiding repetition and using the words
"with respect to one of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent
Legislative List" only once in each of the two clauses, the
clauses may be wrswritten as follons:—

(1) If any provision of Provincial law is repugnant
to any provision of a Federal law which the Federal Legislature
is competent to enact with respect to one of the matters
enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative List, and

(2) If any provision of e Provincial law is repugnant
to any provision of an existing Indian law with respect to one
of the matters enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative List.

9.25 What section 107(1) attempted, was to oobine the
above two clauses. This combination was achieved by using
"if any provision of a provincial law is repugnant" and "with
respect to one of the matters enumrated in the Concurrent
Legislative List" each only once and by synthesising the two
by using the disjunctive "or" without any comma. It seems

therefore that the words "with respect to one of the matters
enumerated in the Concurrent List" should qualify not merely
"existing Indian" law but also the "Federal law which the
Federal Legislature is competent to enact" and "Provincial
law" occurring earlier in the sub-section. Read in this way
section 107(1) would clearly indicate that the conflicts
envisaged therein are between Provincial law and existing
law or Federal laws within the Concurrent List.
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9,26 The insertion of the comma after the phrase which
Parliament is competent to enact before the disjunctive "or"
in article 254(1) of the Constitution.may make it literally
more difficult to read the provisions in the way suggested
above. But it is significant that in section 107(1) Government
of India Act, 1935 there was no comma to separate the clauses
after the words "which the federal legislature is competent
to enact" and bfore the words "or to any provisions of an

existing Indian law eith respect to one of the matters
enumerated in the Concurrent List", as we find in article
254(1) of the Constitution. It is also wellqknonn that
punctuations have no place in legislative enactments and
should not stand in the way of a proper reading of the
legislation to give effect to the intention of the legislatiog?

9.27 It is submitted that the true scope of article 254(1)
is confined to the resolution of conflicts in the concurrent
39.-"On the parliament roll there is no punctuation, and we
are not bound by that in the printed copies". per Cockburno
C.J.
Steghenson
T lor, (1861)
B & Sif101
p.106;
121inE.R.
a p.654;v."%He
truth is1 that,
theatarticle
is read without commas inserted in the print, as a Court
of law is bound to do, the meaning is reasonably clear".
per
Lord
Warrington
in Lewis
v.‘§shuthosh San,
A.I.R.
1929
P.C.
69 at p.71;
~ c a§%éh
on io*af¥or‘éIIo
minor

element in the construction of a statute.;..and cannot
be allowed to control the plain meaning of a text", per
B.K.Mukherjea J. at p.383, and "...the coma, if it may
at all be looked at, mst be disregarded as being contrary
to this plain meaning of the statute", per S.R.Das J. at
p.389 in AswinigKumar v. Ar§binda_Bpse, A.I.R. 1952 S.C.
369; moxw3Iion £Eo Interpretation of'Statutes, 12th Edn.
(1969) by P.St.J. Langan, pp.13-14.
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field. The clear provisions of article 246 are sufficient to
solve all conflicts relating to the exclusive fields including
conflicts between State law and the Union law when a part of

the exclusive State field is transferred to the Uniogpor for
settling conflicts on account of the Mncidental encroachment
of Union and State law in their respective exclusive"tieldg3

40. Such as the instances of industry, mining, article 252,
253 etc.
41. According to this view, the passage in H.M. Seervai,
Constitutional Law of India, (1967) at p.36: "The prev
valence of the Federal or State law in respect of mutually
exclusive powers of legislation is secured by the non
ohstante clause of article 246(1) and hy article 254(1)"
would be correct if, instead of the words "article 254(1)",
the words "subjection of the State field to the Union field
provided for in article 246(3)" are substituted.

CHAPTER X
REPUGNANCY

HEARING OF REPUGNANCY

10.1 Article 254 of the Constitution, and its predecessor,
section 107 of the Government of India Act, 1935, use the term
repugnancy to describe the incompatibility between the Union
and State laws in the concurrent field. Repugnancy seems to
have been used to mean inconsistency as the marginal notes to
these sections refer to inconsistency between lens. The
meaning of both the terms seems to be the samg. The terms
‘inconsistency’ and ‘invalid’ are used in section 109 of the
Australian Constitution instead of the words 'repugnant' and

'void' used in the Indian Constitution. The use of the tens
'void' to describe the status of repugnant State law which is
capable of becoming valid again if the Union law is repealed
is not very apt. Therefore the phraseology adopted in the
Australian Constitution in this regard seems to be preferrable.

10.2 Before the tests for determining repugnancy are
considered, it is_necessary to dispose of certain instances
which seemingly involve repugnancy, but which on closer

scrutiny are not instances which attract article 254(1) of the
Constitution.

7' ‘ii’ f'l’_ Q ‘fl "' _ '_,’1 7*
1. Repugnancy from latin re are. ‘£3 (against), pgggare
éto
fightg;,inconsistency
latin consistere.
con that
together
sisters (to set,gram
to standfiand
therefore
which cannot stand together.
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IHSTANCES WHICH DO NOT INVOLVE REPUGNANCY

Laws based on exclusive powers

10.3 As we have already seeg, if the conflict is between
two laws or their incidentally encroaching provisions and one

or, both of the laws, belongs to the exclusive field, whet is
involved is a question of power and not a question of
3

repugnancy.

Laws applying at different periods of time

10.4 If the laws relating to the same matter are not
applicable at the sam time there will be no question of
repugnancy. Thus, when it was argued that the scheme for
nationalisation of road transport services made under the
U.P. Transport Services (Development) Act, 1955 (9 of 1955)
was invalid as that Act was repugnant to the Motor Vehicles
(Amendment) Act, 1956 (100 of 1956) which introduced the
iii- ‘ i‘iT 1 1; "tint v *‘ ,1: f* 1' ;, v *;_;"".-t:,:' l W _. _ .: iii Y” i"iiJ;

2. Para 9.27 ante, see also the decisions in the following
cases: Me Ra v. Allah Rakhia A.I.R.1947 P.C.72' Lakhi
Nar an ﬁes v. ProvIHEE'3T'FIEEr, A.I.R. 1950 F.C.'59;
A.§. 155538 v. _§t alts ofﬂadras, A.I.R. 1957 S.C. 297;

0OOOO

§It _aBa%§lEarm_imI.
_$:§ate
*9 rgL_ ted v. St tefog
m_”, A.I.R.1974
r A.I.R.1974S.C.1373;
S.C.1533,
r§E§anesK'"§"M eedi wurise v" @1053: India, A I R 1974
1'*s’£
ems
“Edi
1 1
§.C.13§§;
Tera
a at"EI"‘£
eff ec r 1c itoar
v. an
A um

nium Co., A.I.§. 1975 §.§. 1531. gee also M.U. Setalvad,
Union and State Relations under the Indian Constitution
(Tagore Law Lectures), Calcutta, 1974, p.60.

3. As far as Australia is concerned, this position is well
exgressed
in the
that a uestion
of inconsistency
un
er section
109statement
of the Constitution
of Australia
is a
questionSee
not 0'Sullivan
between powers
but between
power.
v. Noarl
a Meat laws
Ltd.,made
1957under
A.C.1
wherein Pr1"""'C"""lIvy ounc af e AusTraI1an High Court
decision in (1955) 92 C.L.R. 565 held that what was
involved in that case was not an inter se question under
section 74 turning on the extent of power, but a question
of inconsistency under section 109.
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Ghapter IV#A in the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, K. Subbe Rao J.
4

,U ttar Pradesh
observed as follows in Deep Chand v._§ta§gCo;?

"The identity of the field may relate to the
pith and substance of the subject matter and also to the
period of its operation. When both coincide, the repug
nancy is ccmplete and the whole of the State Act becomes
void. The operation of the Union law may be entirely

prospective leaving the State law to be effective in
regard to thing already done. Section 680, 68D and
68E inserted by the Amending Act, clearly show that
these sections are concerned only with a scheme initiated
after the Amending Act came into force".

Since the scheme framed under the State Act and those that

might be framed under the Central Act in the future, operated

at different times, there was no question of repugnanpy.
10.5 Similarly, when the Essential Commodities Act, 1955
which came into force from 1-4-1955, did not include mica as
essential commodity and the earlier Central enactment, the
Essential Supplies (Temporary Power) Act, 1946, which had
included also mica within its scope, expired on 26-1-1955,
there was no Central enactment to ccmpete with the Bihar Mica
(Amendment) Act, 1949 to raise a question of repugnancg.

One of the laws provides for the application of other laws

10.6 If the dominant law expressly or impliedly provides
for the application of other laws there is no repugnancy. In

"0 AeIeRe 3.0. at p.657.
5: Srikant L81 V. State Of Bihar, A»I»R¢ 1958 Pat. 496
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s

94- ﬁrmer; v- .B;1<>i~9§2§KiBhl°prre R01; 9a§11¢!1nrz- we 01’ the

arguments was that section 10-C of the Assam Court of Wards
(Amendment) Act, 1937 which stayed for a certain period the
execution of decrees against property of ward administered by
the Court of Wards was repugnant to section 51 and 0.21, R.24

of the Civil Procedure Code. Nurasimha Rae J. held thaty as
section 4 of the Civil Procedure Code clearly envisaged that
the provisions of any special law which was applicable should
7
have effect, there was no repugnancy. An argument that section
21 of the Bihsr Maintenance of Public Order Ordinance, 1949
(4 of 1949) which authorised arrest without warrant was
repugnant to section 54 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1898
was repelled by the Federal Court as the Criminal Procedure
Code expressly laid down in section 1(2) that its provisions
would not affect any special form of procedure prescribed by
any law for the time being in forcg.

10.7 Conversely, if the State law has specifically left
out matters provided for in the Central law, there is no case
for repugnancy. Thus, in.Tika Benji v._§§ateo£;U.g. it was
argued that the U.P. Sugar Cane (Regulation of Supply and
Purchase) Act, 1953 (24 of 1953) and the U.P. Sugar Cane
(Regulation of Supply and Purchase) Order, 1954 issued there
under were repugnant to the Industries (Development and
7 Y ;__“'-‘Tl ]'_ f __

6. A.I.R. 1939 Cal. 628.
7. See also Mukunda Murari Chakravarti v. gabitrampyghcgh,

A.I.R. 19I5'FTUT'1T'"'“"“""‘“"' P “ " "
AGNara§an
I O I Dassx.
I
3.U
Lakhi
Province of Bihar, A.I.R. 1950 F.C.59.
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Regulation) Act, 1951 and the Essential Commodities Act, 1955
(10 of 1955) and the Sugar Control Order, 1955 issued under
the last mentioned Act. Bhagawati J. on a comparison of the
provisions involved found that matters provided for by the

Centre had been left out of the State law and, therefore,
there was no repugnancy.

Central law provides only for an additional benefit

10.8 There will also be no question of repugnancy if a
provisio in the Central law makes e provision for an additional
beefit. A question was raised whether, on closure of an
industrial establishment, a workman was entitled to claim the
benefits of section 25 FFF(1) of the Industrial Disputes Act,
1947 (in the case of a closure, compensation under section 25?
should be paid es if it were a retrenchment subject to certain
restrictions) when the relevant State Act provided only for
the payment of compensation for retrenchment. It was held that
since the State law did not make any provision for compensation
in the case of closure, and the Central law supplied the
lacuna, there was no repugnancy between the State law and the
Central law, and the workman could avail himself of the
10

beneficial provisions of the Central law.
TESTS FOR DETERMINING REPUGHANCY

10.9 From the days of the Government of India Act, 1935
references have been frequently made to Audtralien decisions
10. wcrxmgnppppr _tn9_§t1iaw Board Idanufa_c;2_t;air;L;1_gé(3c__.M1I¢'td_..1 v. gill s.

§T?aw'§carHdﬁanuTacturiQg Co. §td.,'A.I.R; 1§7T'S.C.
817 pe A e
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11

for determining the tests of repugnancy. In the Australian
12
Constitution, there is a provision similar to the one in
section 107(1) of the Government of India Act, 1935 and article
254(1) of the Constitution of India. Naturally the principles
evolved in Australiaahave been borrowed by analogy for appli
cation in India. Following Australian precedents Subba Rao J.
said that repugnancy between two statutes may be ascertained

on the basis of the following three principles:
(1) whether there is direct conflict between
the two provisions;
(2) whether parliament intended to lay down an

exhaustive code in respect of the subject
matter replacing the Act of the State
Legislature, and
(3) whether the law made by the Parliament and
the law made by the State Legislature
occupy the same field.14

of _’_ i if if “ _—_ igiii Tifﬂ

11. G.P.Stewart v. Brojendra Kishore Chnudhu , A.I.R. 1939
aPiara
- rikan
a v.§tat'e'
r, A.I.R.1958
shah v. Crown
A.I.§.1§§1
FEE]. 409' DeepPat.496;
Chand v.
§'t'T“"'fC ego .pP., ATT. . /1959 s.c. 648. '
12. §anHnn 1'69. "When a law of a State is inconsistent with a

law of the Commonwealth the latter shall prevail and
former shall, to the extent of the inconsistency be invalidﬁ.
There is no parallel provision in the Constitution of
Canada or in the Constitution of the U.S.A. In the former
judicially-evolved doctrines are available for settling
conflicts
while in the latter, the supremacy provision in
article VI of the Constitution has been invoked for the
purpose.

13. Inconsistency
the section
109
mays arise
because
it is
impossible to within
obey both
laws, or
there
a direct
collision
between the laws or because the Commonwealth perits what
the State prohibits, or because the Commonwealth covers a
field on to which the state trespasses. P.H. Lane, The
Australian Federal System, The Law Book Co. Ltd., Sydney,
(1972): P'693~

1‘e D392 V. State Of Uope, AOIORI S.C. at pe665¢

Direct conflict

10.10 If the provisions of the two laws are such that both
cannot be given effect to at the same time, there is direct
conflict between the provisions. ,There is a clear instance of
such a repugnancy when one law prohibits what the other requires

to be done with respect to the same conduct. Such a situation
1

Shah . Kanta Sarkarsbefore a
was involvedMati
in vIllChandra
Special Benchsof the Calcutta High Court according to the
characterisation ct the concerned laws by that Bench. The
conflict was between sections 20 and 34 of the Bengal Agri
cultural Debtors Act, 1936 as amended by Act 8 of 1940 on the
one hand and section 31 of the Presidency Small Cause Courts
Act, 1882, an existing Indian law, on the other. The former

provided for the staying, on the service of a notice, of the
execution of certain decrees against agricultural debtors,
while the latter provided for the execution, through other
courts if necessary, of decrees passed by the Small Cause Court.
Speaking for the Bench, Chekraverti J. held that all the
provisions of the Bengal Act were not in pith and substance
relatable to subjects7in the Provincial List. Some were
18

relatable to the entries in the Concurrent List. He observed:
"i:;*_‘l‘T'; 1'_T '__';7.IIT.l ;i'f T J f- I I__._:_’__ l_l 'Iff"iT If ___f‘fI _v

150 AeIeRe Cale 1 (SeBe)e

16. Chakravarti, Biswas and Blank JJ.

17. 20 Agricu1ture.... 21 .... agricultural loans....27 ....
money lending.... 32 Relief of the poor....
18. 4 Civil Procedure.... 5 ... recognition of ... judicial
proceedings. 10. Contracts.... 15. Jurisdiction and
powers of all courts....
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"...while s.31 of the Indian Act directed that
the decree should be executed by the Civil Court, s.34
directed that it must not be executed for the time
being, and, in certain events, might no longer be
executed at all....The position, therefore, is that
while s.31, Presidency Small Cause Court Act, enables
and even requires the transferee Court to execute the

decree, s.34 of the Bengal Act, read with s.20, disables
it altogether from doing so, as soon as it is served
with a notice..."‘9
The provisions of the Bengal Act was therefore held be void
20

for repugnancy.

10.11 How a direct conflict proved fatal to the rent
control measure of a State is illustrated by Mggggglal v.
Redha Shlagf The Bihar Buildings (Lease, Rent and Eviction)
Control Act, 1947 (3 of 1947). which was to be in force till
14-3-1952 with the assent of the Governor—General under

s.107(2) of the Government of India Act, 1935, was extended
4

till 14-3-1954 by an Act of the same title in 1951 but without
the President's assent under article 254(2) of the Constituv
22
tion. A Full Bench of the Patna High Court held that the Act
v 7‘ Y~ is __iTiTTéTl,-17:’, 7Lh__f 1’/_ T I _ _'C_';_Il’_’7I"i_'_C 'T“T, ’T _~’“,""’_‘i,:T1_ T Tl 1’ I ‘*1 -_ ,;_,1iWl_ _ .1

19. Ibid. at p.9.

20. This piecesmeal treatment of the provisions of the Bengal
Act for characterisation, it is submitted, is wrong. There
seems to have been no difficulty in saying that the pith
and substance of the Act was in the Provincial List.and
only the incidentally encroaching provision affected the
Concurrent List”, and therefore the provisions were valid.
On the basis at the court's approach the provisions afford
an example of repugnancy on account of direct conflict.
21. A.I.R. 1953 Pat. 14 (F.B.).
22. Des, Ramaswami and Narayan JJ.
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wes referrable to entry "8. Transfer of property...." of the h
Concurrent List. While the provisions of the Transfer of
Property Act, 1882, an existing Indian law with respect to the
above entry, gave to the lessor the rights to terminate e
lease on notice to quit and to be put in possession of the
property on the determination of the lease, the Bihar Act
not only curtailed these rights, but also prevented a landlord
from evicting even e trespasser. Section 11 of the Bihar Act
was therefore held void.

. Vishmanath
Harihar
Gir that
.
10
12 In, ' v it .was
alleged
23

section 16 read with section 17 of the Bihar Money Lenders
Act, 1938 (Act 3 of 1938) was repugnant to 0.21, R.66 of
the Civil Procedure Code. According to the Bihar Provisions,
when a property was brought to sale, the Court should fix

the price of the property and should not allow it to be sold
at a lower price. According to the Civil Procedure Code, the
Court should only mention the price stated by the decree holder
and the judgment debtor, ht need not vouch for the correctness
of either. Mohammad Noor J. said:

"For the purpose of this case I will construe
it (repugnanoy) very strictly and hold that in order
that two provisions of law may be called repugnant
to one another, they should be so contradictory that

it will be impossible to carry out both of them; in 24_
other words if one says "do" and the other says "don't".

815

ii‘: 7 "'__ 1 __' MLIA7 ‘ [__,,“;.h_"I Tfil ;'i_',TT *'I__fl; ‘__4"I'i"TI"' * L

Pat. 90¢
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to the actual conflicting provisions. On any other test of
repugnancy, like covering the whole field, or giving an
exhaustive code, perhaps, the whole provision of the State Act
would have been held as repugnant.

10.14 In providing for revision only in the case of none
appealable order the Central law seems to have aimed at
statutory superintendence by designated authorities over quasi
Judicial orders and thus hoped to exclude the general control
by "executive" government in "judicial" decisions. The Bihar

State wanted to circumvent it. Thus in substance, it is
submitted, there was repugnancy. The judicial eagerness to
limit the area of repugnancy, however desirable it may be,
when coupled with a rather mechanical reconciliation of the
provisions, without considering the values involved, may not
always prove beneficial to the community.

10.15 There have been interesting instances of repugnancy
on account of the direct collision of the provisions involved
8
under the Australian Constitutioﬁ.
Exhaustive code

10.16 The direct conflict test may at times prove to be
too narrow for the fuller realisation of the policy of the

L'I" ' ’ I

28. See for example, R v. Brisbane L cens Court ex arte

Daniell, (1920) 2'8 c.L'.'§. A s ate sta e""""provl'&"3"e that
a state
liguor
should
be taken
on Senate
the some
day
as vote
that on
fixed
or alicensing
poll at an
election
for the
of the Commonwealth. A Commonwealth statute provided that
no vote of electors of a State should be taken under the
law of a State on any day appointed for election of the
Senate. There was direct conflict between the two statutes
and the State law was therefore inoperative.
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dominant legislature. Another principle was therefore evolved
which stated that, if the Union legislaticn showed an intention
to lay down en.exhaustive code for regulating the subjectematter
on hand, it would be inconsistent for the.Stete Legislature
to legislate for the same matter. This test provides ample
scope for the Judiciary to uphold the values envisaged in the
paramount legislation and to defeat narrow arguments whiih

could be raised on the basis of the direct collision test.

10.17 the subject of industrial disputes comes under
entry 2390f the Concurrent List. At the time when the
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 of the Centre was extended to
Part B States in 1950, there was in existence in the Part B
State of Travancore—Cochin an Industrial Disputes Act with

provisions similar to those of the Central Act. In the State
Act also there was a provision, as in the ease of section 10
of the Central Act, for referring an industrial dispute for
adjudication. When an industrial dispute was referred to a
tribunal under section 10 of the Central Act, it was argued
that the reference was inccmpetent as the State Act which was
not repugnant to the Central Act in the matter of reference
.held the field and the reference should.have been made under
30
the State Act. Butiﬁoshy J. held that the Central law was
';'____i Ii.‘ h 7 l
29. 22- Trade Unions; industrial and labour disputes.
30. gagalinga§a§arSons
v. AmbalaA.T.§.
uzha Taluk.Head
LoadSee also
cnye"ance Workersrqﬂnion
1§5T T.5. 553.
'1§lasiamTNaQarrv.F2fe:se“pH: A.I.R. 1952 1r.c. 311.
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intended to be an exhaustive code o the subject. The State
law in its entirety was for that reason repugnant to the
Central law and the reference to the tribunal was therefore
valid.
31

1°~ 18 In stars; 91-5992 v- Earizaaayaia the Seem» cwt
had an occasion to deal with the exhaustive code test. In
the matter of appointlent of a Presiding Officer of an
Industrial Tribunal the provision.in the State Act was to the
effect that the person should have worked for three years as a
District Judge or was qualified for appointment as a Judge of e
\

High Court provided that appointment would be made only on

consultation with the High Court. when the appointment of a
person as the Presiding Officer not in consultation with the
High Court was challenged, the Supreme Court held that the
Central Act was intended to be an exhwustive code on the
subject-matter, i.e., the appointment of District Judges as
Presiding Officer and the appointment was valid. However, if
a person qualified to be appointed as a Judge of the High
Court were to be appointed as the Presiding Officer, the
provisions in the State law for consultation with the High
Court was still valid. This shows on whst.narrow field the
Union Government was held to have laid down an exhaustive code.

10.19 While the direct collision test insists on a more
rigorous test for repgnancy, the exhaustive code test is more
31. A.I.R. 1967 s.c. 442.
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liberal towards the Union law. when the court comes to a
conclusion that the policy expressed in the State law is
incompatible with that of the Union law, the exhaustive code
test is quite handy to uphold the Union law. This test was
developed in Australigzfollowing the inadequacy of the direct

collision test.

32-Dixon
In Qgpgga
(1930)
43 O.L.R.
472,"When
at p.483
. ape cu
this test
as follows:
the

Parliament of the Commonwealth and the Parliament of a

State each legislate upon the samm subject and prescribe
what the rule of conduct shall be, they make laws which
are inconsistent, notwithstanding that the rule of conduct
is identical which each prescribes and s.109 applies.
That this is so is settled, ebdleast when the sanctions
the impose are diverse (Hume v;‘§§lmer (1926) 38 C.L.R.
441;. But the reason is ¥EE¥, by prescribing the rule
to be observed, the Federal statute shows an intention
to cover the subject matter and provide what the law
upon it shall be. If it appeared that the Federal law
was intended to be supplementary to or cumulative upon
State law, than no inconsistency would be exhibited in
imposing the sam duties or in inflicting different
penalties. The inconsistency does not lie in the mere
oo~existence of two lass which are susceptible of simul
taneous obedience. It depends upon the intention of the
paramount Legislature to express by its enactment,
completely, exhaustively, or exclusively, what shell be
the law governing the particular conduct or matter to

which its attention is directed. When a Federal statute
discloses such an intention it is inconsistent with it
for the law of a State to govern the same conduct or
matter". Applying this test, the provision of section
52A of the Metropolitan.and Export Abattoir Act 1936 to
1952 of the State of South Australia was held inconsistent
with the Commonwealth Commerce (Meat Export) Regulation

issued under the Customs Act 1901 to 1953. See 0'§ulliyan
n 1O8!‘
m t no8(1955)
92
<~
L0
R 565
conﬁrmed
Vs
Q8
0|
we
0
by the Frgvy Council on appeal in (1957) A.C. 1.
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Occupying the field or covering the field

10.20 Closey allied to the principle of laying an
exhaustive code is the principle of covering the field? If
the Union legislature by its law has shown an intention to
cover the whole field, it would be inconsistent for the State
to legislate in the same field.
34

10.21 In ZeverbhBi_§gaid§§ v. State of Bombay, a person
convicted of an offence under e law relating to essential
supplies pleaded that he was convicted by e court which had
no jurisdiction. The provision in the State law prescribed
7 years imprisonment for the offence committed by him, namely,

transporting foodgrains without perit. The provision in a
subsequent Central law prescribed only 3 years for that offence
with a provision that there would be enhancement of the
punishment upto 7 years for certain.offences like possessing
more than double the allowed quantities of foodgrains. The
person argued that he should be governed by the provision in
the Bombay lawaﬁhr I years punishment rather than by the
Olntral law which provided only for 3 years. If this were
accepted, the Magistrate who punished him would have no
jurisdiction as that was confined to cases involving maximum
7‘ :‘.l'_ __§'”, ;;_, Qf

33. This is also related in a sense with the doctrine of occu
pied field developed in the Canadian Constitutional law for
the purpose of solving conflict of incidental encroaching
powers. This has been considered along with the inter
pretation of article 254(1) of the Constitution. See,
para 9.10 ante.
34. A.I.R. 1954 3.0. 752.
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punishment of 3 years imprisonment. But to sustain the State
law it had to be accepted that the State law and the Central
law were not on the same subject matter. At least one of
the judgeggin the High Court had thought that the subject
matter of the Central law was punishment for the offence, and
that of the State law was enhanced punishment for the offence
and, hence, the subject matter of the two laws were different.
In the Supreme Court, Venkitaram Ayyar J. rejected this plea
and held that both constituted e single subject matter and
could not be split up in the manner suggested. Since the two
lass covered the same field the State law was repugnant, and
hence the punishment under the Central law was proper.
36

10.22 This test was also developed in.Australie.

Difficulty of formulating tests
10.23 The cases considered above reveal the difficulty of
formulating the tests for finding out when the Union law may
be said to show an intention to lay down an exhaustive code or

to cover the whole field. The cases also do not sggest any
helpful test for this purpose. The judiciary has got a wide
“TZTTB "; ;_, 'f' iii" '_;*'*;e;;;';_' '1_'%_. ___t‘ ;t___—_i' :fi f" ' 117* 1" _ _ 1"," __p-¢::'_:1J:'; *_

35. Bavdekar J.
36. See
Clyde
Co. Wages
Ltd. v. Cowburn,
E1926)
37
C.L.
. . gggineerigg
e es ou ales
Act the
44 hours
week) Act 1925 provided for maximm working upto 44 hours
in a week. The award of the Commonwealth Court of
Conciliation and Arbitration pursuant to the Commonwealth
Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904 to 1921 prescribed

upto 48 hours in a seek; held there was inconsistency.
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legislation on that matter subject to the condition that the
previous sanction of the Governor-General in his discretion
was necessary for introducing the amendment in question. The
Constitution of India also has made provision for the pre
valence of the State law with the assent of the President.
Specific provision has also been made enabling Parliament to
enact a law amending or varying or repealing the State law
which had gained predominance because of President's assent?
In the Government of India Act there was no provision enabling
the Federal Legislature to repeal a Provincial law in the
Occurrent field. The Federal Legislature could supersede
the Provincial law only by enacting subsequent and inconsistent

legislation.

. t te of U.P.

The State law that may be repealed by Parliament
39

10 25 In.TikanRem]i v. S a it was held that the
law that could be repealed by the Parliament under article
254(2) was a law made by the State Legislature with the
President's assent with reference to a matter in the Concurrent
List containing provisions repugnant to an.earlier law made by

Parliament or an existing law. If the State law did not relate
to any matter which was the subject of an earlier legislation
by Parliament, than there was no scope for Parliament to repeal
that State law. So, if the State law made fresh provisions
touching any matters and did not contain.anything inconsistent

__.fi':'TIj_ TTII _,,' fl Ti l_'__;I__
38. Article 254(2).

390 AeIeRe 5.9.
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with any law enacted earlier by Parliament, such law could not
be repealed by Parliament. On this view the provision of
certain Central laws which repealed State laws were held to
be void?

10.26 Bhagasati J. also held that the power to repeal the
State law had to be exercised by the Parlialent and not
delegated to any executive authority.

10.27 Though an Act passed by a State Legislature is
reserved for the President's assent and thereby gains preced
ence over any Union law, there is no need for any'ammndment

made by the State to such a law also to be reserved for the
President's assent unless the amendment also relates to e
matter in the Concurrent List!

10.28 In order that the State law may prevail over the
Union law with the President's assent, there should have been
an operative inconsistency between the two laws. "Thus
forward contracts in groundnnts were illegal under the Central
lens? Then the Bombay Forward Contracts Control Act, 1947
~1'_L__l“'I- :.e Z*I_" ‘I1’

40. Section 16(1)(b) of the Essential Commodities Act, 1955
and clause 7 of the Sugar Control Order 1955 issued
thereunder, in so tar as they sought to re eal the U.P.
Sugar Cane Regulation (Supply and Purchase? Act 1953.

‘1e $80 HoD_0_;&_ V. State Qf Hagﬂanal AeIoRo

‘Z.The
0 0 of0whichSupplies
resultEssential
the Oil (Temporary
Seeds (Forward
Powers)
Contracts
Act, 1?46 (as a

Prohibition Order, 1943, was continued in force) deriving
its force from the India (Central Government and
Legislature) Act, 1946 was in operation.
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aae passed which received the assent of the Governor-General.

According to this Act all forward contracts were to be made
subject to certain conditions. Otherwise, such contracts were

to be illegal. It was argued that a forward contract in
groundnut made according to the stipulation of the Bobay Act
would be valid as the provision of the Bombay Act had prevailed
over the Central laws under section 107(2) of the Government of
India Act, 1935. This argwment could not prevail as the
operation of the Central and State lane was different and
therefore could not lead to any repugnanoy and hence there was
no scope for the application of section 107(2). The State Act

made certain valid contracts illegal if certain stipulations
were not complied with whereas the Central law had declared

certain.forward contracts to be illegay. The provisions of the
two Acts applied to different fields and there was no
repugnancy between them. Therefore there was no question of

an illegal forwarg contract in groundnuts being rendered valid
by the Bombay Act.

EFFECTS OF REPGNANCY

10.29 A State law repugnant to Union or existing law would
be void. Here void means only inoperative. So long as the
Union law remains in the field the State law is eclipsed.
Once the Union law is repealed the State law will revivge

43. s. Basant La v. Bansi Lel, A.I.H.1961 S.C. 823.
%¥%ﬂf““““§“I'*'l
“'“]f]g]f‘
44. I‘
811$ H V0 S¥talt_(_§_J9A
81‘, AeIeRe Pate F0!‘
the general doctrinewofkeclipse see_§Qégaji_ﬂg;aig v.

State Of Hope’ AOIORO S000
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1O.3O Further, the State law in the concurrent field is
void only to the extent of the repugnancy and not in its crthaw.
So there is scope for applying the principle of severability,
_ '_' i , T"T' Q _ Ll IT?’ TI _‘_' 7' _;I_‘ i 7 1 Tl‘_I7',%T1"_';_ 1" '_%‘lI'Ii_.'f_e Q I_T_I.'__'.T, ' Ty

45. For the tests for determining whether a provision is
severable or not, see R.l.D.C. vu Union of India, A.I.R.

1957 S.C. 628. SummarT§I§§_the tests VeEEatarmma Ayyar J.

said as follows, at pp.636—37:

1. In determining whether the valid parts of a statute
are separable from the invalid parts thereof, it is the
intention of the legislature that is the determining
factor. The test to be applied is whether the legislature
would have enacted the valid part if it had known that the
rest of the statute was invalid. Vide Corpus Juris
Secundum, Vol.82, p.156; Sutherland on Statutory Constru
ction, Vol.2, pp.176-177.
2. If the valid and invalid provisions are so inextricably
mixed up that they cannot be separated from one another,
then the invalidity of a portion must result in the
invalidity of the Act in its entirety. On the other hand,
if they are so distinct and separate that after striking
out what is invalid, what remains is in itself a complete
code independent of the rest, then it will be upheld
notwithstanding that the rest has become unenforceable.
Vide Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, Vol.1 at pp.
360-361; Crawford on Statutory Construction, pp.217—218.

3. Even when the provisions which are valid are distinct
and separate from.those which are invalid, if they all
form part of a single scheme which is intended to be
Operative as a whole, then also the invalidity of a part
will result in the failure of the whole, Vide Crawford on
Statutory Construction, pp.218-219.
4. Likewise, when the valid and invalid parts of a statute
are independent and do not form part of a scheme but what
is left after omitting the invalid portion is so thin and
truncated as to be in substance different from what it
was when it emerged out of the legislature, then also it

will be rejected in its entirety.

5. The separability of the valid and invalid provisions
of a statute does not depend on whether the law is enacted
in the same section or different section; (Vida Cooley's
Constitutional Limitations, Vol.1, pp.361-362); it is not
the
for, but the substance of the matter that is material,
and that has to be ascertained on an examination of the
Act as a whole and of the setting of the relevant provision
therein.
(GOING. 0 0 0 0
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in the case of State law that has become void on account of
rapugnanoy.

7T' “L-' :T_]lI_“'.; ff: T '
(fin.45 contd.)
6. If after the invalid portion is expunged from the statute
what remains cannot be enforced without making alterations
and modifications therein, than the whole of it must be
struck down as void, as otherwise it will amount to judicial
legislation, Vida Sutherland on Statutory Construction,

V01. 2. P0

7.
intent
theinto
question
of Invaetsrmining
separability, it the
willlegislative
be legitimate
to on
take
account
the history of the legislation, its object, the title and
the preamble to it. Vida Sutherland on Statutory Construct-.
ion, Vol.2, pp.177—178.

CHAPTER XI
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11.1 Conflicts between the exclusive fields and the
concurrent field raise a question of power and not one of
repugnancy. Between an exclusive field and the concurrent
field it is a relation of hierarchy, subordination and power

in contrast to the relations within the same field, viz.,
concurrent field, where it is relation of co-existence,
co-operation and tolerance. Hence the techniques available
for the resolution of conflicts between exclusive State and
Union fields are applicable here also. Thus, the principle
of harmonics construction, the principle of pith and
substance, the doctrine of incidental encroachment and that
of hierarchical arrangement of the Union, Concurrent and
State jurisdictions with provision for subjection of each
to the immediately higher one, can all tie pressed into
service for the resolution of such conflicts.
11- 2 In §.§sie;s_°Lfss§9_mPs1 v- lsreﬁiessss the validity <>1’

the Bombay City and Civil Court Act, 1948 (40 of 1948) which

created an additional civil court for Greater Bombay with

jurisdiction to try all civil suits upto a certain value was
in issue. It was contended that the Bombay Legislature could
confer such powers only in respect of matters in the Provincial

List. It was held that entry 1 of List II in the Government
1. A.I.R. 1951 3.0. 69.
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of India Act, 1935 (administration of justice, constitution
and organisation of all courts except the Federal Court) could
be harmonised with entries 53 in List I, 2 of List II and 15
of List III dealing with jurisdiction and powers of all courts
(except the Federal Court) with respect to the matters in the
respective Lists, by reading the general power of entry 1 of
List II as not including the special power mentioned in the

three entries of the three Lists. It was held that the
legislation in question was referrable in pith and substance
to entry 1 of List II and was valid.

11.3 A conflict between entry 4 (civil procedure including
the law of... and all matters included in the Civil Procedure
Code at the date of passing of this Act) of the Concurrent
List, and entry 2 (jurisdiction and powers of all courts
except the Federal Court with respect to any of the matters
in this list) of the Provincial List has been solved by
reading Civil Procedure in the Concurrent List as exclusive
of jurisdgction and powers of courts specifically provided for

in List II.

11.4 A provision in a State Sales Tax law, which provided
for finality of the assessment to the exclusion of appeal or
revision otherwise than as provided in that Act, and for
punishment of offences against the Act, was challenged as void
being repugnant to the Criminal Procedure Code and the Indian

Evidence Act, both in the concurrent field. It was held that
2. Stewart v. Brojendra Kishore, A.I.R. 1939 Cal.628.
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a State legislature legislating on sales tax under entry 54
of List II was also competent to legislate with regard to
offences against that law as per entry 64 of List II, and to
regulate and control the jurisdiction and powers of courts
(except the Supreme Court) in regard to that law as per entry
65 of List II. Entry 1 of the Concurrent List (criminal law
etc.) specifically excluded from its purview offences against
laws with respect to matters in List II. Therefore the
provision in question was referreble to the entry in State
List itself and any encroachment to the concurrent field was
3
only incidental.

11.5 the power over trade and commerce provides wn
interesting possibility of conflicts between exclusive and
concurrent fields. This power is distributed among the three
Lists. Conflicts between these entries may be solved by
5

applying the principles of reconciliation of the entries, of
pith and substance, of incidental encroachment and of the
6
hierarchical arrangement of the Jurisdictions.
3. State of I sore vz Mohamed Ismail, A.I.R. 1958 Mys.143.

4. Entries I1 and 42 of fist T, entry 26 of List II and
entry 33 of List II.
5. See para 2.14 ante for the decision in Tika Ramji v. State
of U.P., A.I.R. 1956 S.C. 676.
6. lEftE5'United States of America the power of Congress over
inter-State commerce is "exclusive" as to those phases of

it which require uniform.regulation. Outside this field,
as plotted by the court, the States enjoy a "concurrent"
power of regulation, subject to the "overriding power" of
the Congress. See, Constitution of the U.S.A. Analysis and

p.20 . ,

Integpretation, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1964,
Regarding the power of the Congress to regulate inter
State carriers See, §custon.& Texas Railway v.‘UnitedSta§gg

(contd....303).
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based on entries 63 of List II and 44 of List III. Therefore
the U.P. Amendment Act was valid.

11.8 The question of the powers regarding ancient monu
ments and archaeological sites was involved in Joee9h.Pothen v.
11
State of Kerala. The argument was that the Central Act,
Ancient Monument Preservation Act, 1904 had displaced the
Travancore Ancient monument Preservation Regulation I of 1122

M.E. on the extension of the former to the State. The power
over ancient monuments etc. have been distributed as follows
in the Constitution:
\

Entry 67 of List 1- Ancient and historical
monuments and records, and archaeological sites and
remains, declared by or under law made by Parliament
to be of national importance.
Entry 12 of List II- Libraries, museums and

other similar institutions controlled or financed

by the State; ancient and historical monuments and
records other than those declared by or under law
made by Parliament to be of national importance.
Entry 40 of List III- Archaeological sites and
remains other than those declared by or under law
made by Parliament to be of national importance.

The court found that though the Central Act and the
Travancore Act practically covered the same field there was no
declaration of national importance in the Central Act and
hence the State regulation was not impliedly repealed. It
11. A.I.R. 1965 3.6. 1514.
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was further argued that the subject-matter of the dispute
(the wall around the Sri Padmanabha Temple declared in the
State Regulation as a protected monument) was an archaeological

site and being in the Concurrent List (entry 40) the Central
Act occupied the whole field and displaced the State Regulation.
But the court held that it was only an ancient monument and
not an archaeological site. This meant that the competence
of the State Regulation was not ousted.

11.9 Thus the principles and techniques adopted in
resolving conflicts between the Concurrent and exclusive

fields are really the ones adopted in solving the conflicts
between the exclusive fields.

cmersn n1
e°Q..!.<lI-9§'>l9!'

12.1 This study was aimed at an examination of the
principles used by the judiciary in India for the resolution
of conflicts in the legislative sphere arising out of the
division by the Constitution of the total legislative fields
into an exclusive Union field, an exclusive State field and
a concurrent field. The cconclnslons and suggestions are given
at the respective places where each problem is discussed.
Still a brief survey of the more important points may be,
attempted here.

12.2 For the resolution of inter-jurisdictional conflicts,
the doctrines of pith and substance, and of incidental enr
croachmsnt are pressed into service. The doctrine of pith
and substance or of characterisation of legislation is of
somewhat uncertain content though eminently suited to preserve

State powers which on a literal reading of the Constitutional
provisions would otherwise have been substantially whittled
down. It is said that in order to determine the pith and
substance of legislation "one must have regard to the enact
ment as a whole, to its objects and to the scope and effect

of its provisions". But in practice it has been seen that
the basis of characterising the legislation to find out its
1. Per Venkatarama Ayyar, J. in.A.S. Krishna v. Stats of
Madras, A.I.R. 1957 S.C. 297 at p.§5§.
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pith and substance is often inarticulate. It has been
submitted that the judges should canvass more openly the policy
considerations involved.

12.3 The problem of incidental encroachment between the
exclusive fields can be solved by the supremacy of the Union
over both the concurrent and State fields and of the concurrent
over the State field provided for in article 246 of the
Constitution by the hierarchical arrangement of the juris
dictions and by the use of the ‘non obstante' and ‘subjection’
clauses. However, the judiciary has not been consistent in

their devotion to this principle. Particularly, in cases
where a part of the exclusive State field is transferred to the
exclusive Union field, as in the case of industry, mining and
education, the decisions reveal the confusion between the
principles that are to be applied in the resolution of
conflicts between exclusive fields and the resolution of
conflicts in the concurrent field. It has been pointed out
that there is no scope in such cases for bringing the conflicts
under the principle of repugnancy or of the doctrine of
occupied field.

12.4 In the area of colourable legislation the attempt
to levy taxes under the guise of fees has revealed the weakness

of the judicial process in this area. It has been suggested
that having regard to fundamental principles and the interest
of certainty of law, the judiciary should adopt a criterion
according to which, wherever the element of force is present
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it should be treated as tax and not as a fee. This might
perhaps mean that the fees that are being at present levied
by the State under the doubtful doctrines evolved by the
judiciary may have to be discontinued which might effect State
finances. The answer to this is that the Union should, where
considered necessary, exact the levies as taxes, and distri
bute the shares to the States, and not continue the present
practice of going to the rescue of the States by retrospective

legislation to validate in effect the levy of illegal taxes
by the States in the guise of fees.

12.5 In the field of industry and mining, where there is
provision for transfer of part of a field from the State to
the Union on parliamentary declaration, the effects of such
a declaration have not been properly understood. The view
that on such a declaration the State's power to acquire or
requisition the property of the undertaking in question ceases
to be effective has been shown to be untenable. It has been
submitted that in the absence of repugnant'Union legislation,
the States would be tree to exercise their powers of acquisi
tion and requisition. A mere prohibition as in section 20 of
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1951 which says that the State
shall not exercise the power of takin over of the management
of an industrial undertaking of a controlled industry has
been shown to be unconstitutional. The Union Parliament cannot

merely prohibit the States from legislating in the concurrent
field, but if necessary should override State legislation by
its power of paramount legislation. In interpreting the
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neaning of ‘industry’ the need for a broader perspective has
been suggested. The interpretation restricting the meaning of
the term industry to the process of production or manufacture
and excluding ran materials and the products of manufacture
might create difficulties for the smooth realisation of the
Union policy. Therefore, it has been pointed out that an
interpretation which would concede e broader scope for the
Union power under the doctrine of ancillary powers could b
adopted.

12.6 Though the approach of the courts to the relation
between the co-ordination and determination of standards in
institutions of higher education in entry 66 of Union List

and of education in entry 11 of the State List has been satie
factory, the difficulty of an unregulated area being there in
view of the inherent difficulties of abstractly determining
in advance the contents of oo—crdination and determination of

standards has been pointed out. To avoid this, it has been
submitted that the Union instrumentelities should actively
cover the area to the extent uniformity of policy is desired
and delegate to the States power to regulate the remaining
matters.

12.7 Since there are no taxing pcwemin the Concurrent
List, the problem of conflict in this area has been confined
to the exclusive fields. The solutions of the court have
been satisfactory. However, it has been submitted that, in
the interest of fostering of export trade, not merely the
last sale which in a highly technical sense occasions export,
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other, has been considered in the light of the doctrine of
immunities of instrumentalities, the provisions of the
Constitution and the judicial decisions. It has been submit
ted that the majority decisions in the cases of State of

_yy
Qenggl
r4 _1p__p_
v. Union of India
ppustcms
end In re_Sgg
Act
C,

_§gctipn_gQ§2[ are correct. The minority judgments and the

criticis of certain writers have been shown to be untenable
and as based on a view of competitive federalism which is
out of tune with the modern world and of the Indian context.

12.10 Regarding conflicts in the concurrent field, it
has been shown that on a true interpretation of article
254(1) it applies only to the concurrent field and not to
the exclusive fields. It has also been shown that the
doctrine of occupied field is properly applicable only to
the concurrent field, though that has sometimes been improperly

invoked in the case of conflicts in the exclusive field.
The uncertainties involved in the application of the tests
of repugnancy, namely, exhaustive code test, and covering’

the field test, have been brought out. It has been submitted
that the judiciary should discuss more openly the policy
perspectives in coming to the conclusion that the Union
Legislation has laid down an exhaustive code or that it has
evinced an intention to cover the whole field.

3. A.I.R. 1963 s.0. 1241.
4. A.I.R. 1963 8.0. 1760.
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12.11 As regards questions of conflicts between exclusive
and concurrent fields it has been pointed out that they could
be solved by applying the principles of pith and substance and
the euprency of the fields resulting from hierarchical
arrangements.

12.12 A word may be said about the need for constitutional
amendment. In so far as such a step may be ventured from the

conclusions of this study, this writer is of the opinion that
the provisions regarding the distribution of powers and for
the resolution of conflicts are well drawn. Though there may
be scope for refinement in the application of certain principle
there seems to be no need for any radical change. In the
difficult question whether the powers of the Union ought to be
curtailed in favour of the States it may be submitted that the
limited support available from this study does not disclose
any such need. The decision of the'Union Government endorsing
the view of the Administrative Reforms Oomission (A.R.C.) that
no changes in the Constitution are called for to ensure proper
and harmonious Centre-State relation; is therefore welcomed as

for as the problem of legislative conflicts is concerned.

5. See, "The Hindu” dated March 15, 1975.

ANNEXURE A

(See footnote 15 under para 1.7 at page 8)
was navomzou auras (Under the co: Act, 1915)
(Rules under section 45A of the Government of India Act)
Ho.308-5., dated the 16th December, 1920.
SOHEDULE I

(SEE RULE 3)

Part I - Central Subjects.
1.(a) Defence of India, and all matters connected with
His Iajesty's Naval, Military, and Air Forces in India, or
with.His Majesty's Indian.Harine Service or with any other
force raised in India, other than military and armed police
wholly maintained by local Governments.
(b) Naval and military works and cantonments.

2. External relations, including naturalisation and
aliens, and pilgrimages beyemd India.

3. Relations with States in India.
4. Political charges.
5. Communications to the extent described under the
following heads, namely:
(a) railways and eitra-municipal tramways, in so far as

they are not classified as provincial subjects
under entry 6(d) of Part II of this Schedule;
(b) aircraft and all matters connected therewith; and
(c) inland waterways, to an extent to be declared by
rule made by the Governor General in Council or

by or under legislation by the Indian legislature.
6. Shipping and navigation, including shipping and
navigation or inland waterways in so far as declared to be 1
central subject in accordance with entry 5(0).
7. Light-houses (including their approaches), beacons
lightships, and buoys.
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8. Port quarantine and marine hospitals.
9. Ports declared to be major ports by rule made by the
Governor General in Council or by or under legislation by the
Indian legislature.
10. Dosts, tclegraphs and telephones, including wireless

installations.

11. Customs, cotton excise duties, income-tax, salt, and
other sources of all-India revenues.
12. Currency and coinage.

13. Public debt of India.
14. Savings Banks.
15. The Indian Audit Deparment and excluded Audit

Departments, as defined in rules framed under section 96-D

(1) of the Act.
16. Civil law, including laws regarding status, property,
civil rights and liabilities, and civil procedure.
17. Comerce, including banking and insurance.
18. Trading companies and other associations.

19. Control of production, supply, and distribution of
any articles in respect of which control by a central authority
is declared by rule made by the Governor General in Council
or by or under legislation by the Indian legislature to be

essential in the public interest.
20. Development of industries, in cases where such
development by central authority is declared by order of the
Governor General in Council, made after consultation with
the local Government or local Governments concerned, expedient

in the public interest.
21. Control of cultivation and manufacture of opium, and
sale of opium for export.
22. Stores and stationery, both imported and indigenous,
required for Imperial Departments.
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23. Control of petroleum and explosives.
24. Geological survey.
25. Control of mineral development, in so far as such
control is reserved to the Governor General in Council under
rules made or sanctioned by the Secretary of State, and
regulation of mines.
26. Botanical survey.
27. Inventions and designs.
28. Copyright.

29. Emigration from, and imigration into, British
Indie, and inter-provincial migration.
30. Criminal law, including criminal procedure.
31. Central police organization.
32. Control of arms and amnnition.
33. Central agencies and institutions for research
(including observatories), and for professional or technical
training or promotion of special studies.
34. Ecclesiastical administration, including European
cemeteries.

35. Survey of India.
36. Archaeology.
37. Zoological Survey.
38. Meteorology.

39. Census and statistics.
40. All—India services.

41. Legislation in regard to any provincial subject, in
so far as such subject is in Part II of this Schedule stated
to be subject to legislation by the Indian legislature, and
any powers relating to such subject reserved by legislation
to the Governor General in Council.
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42. Territorial changes, other than intra-provincial,
and declaration of laws in connection therewith.
43. Regulation of ceremonial, titles, orders, precedence,

and civil unifor.

44. Imoveable property acquired by, and maintained at
the cost of, the Governor General in Council.
45. The Public Service Comission.
46. All matters expressly excepted by the provisions of
Part II of this Schedule, from.inclusion among provincial
subjects.
47. All other matters not included among provincial
subjects under Part II of this Schedule.

Part II — Provincial Subjects.
1. Local self-government, that is to say, matters
relating to the constitution and powers of municipal corpora
tions, improvement trusts, district boards, mining boards

of health, and other local authorities established in a

province for the purpose of local self-government, exclusive
of matters arising under the Cantonments Act, 1910; subject

to legislation by the Indian.legislature as regards
(a) the powers of such authorities to borrow otherwise
than from a provincial government, and
(b) the levying by such authorities of taxation not
included in Schedule II to the Scheduled Taxes
Rules.

2. Medical administration, including hospitals,
dispensaries, and asylums, and provision for medical education.

3. Public health and sanitation and vital statistics;
subject to legislation by the Indian legislature in respect
to infectious and contagious diseases to such extent as may
be declared by any Act of the Indian legislature.
4. Pilgrimages within British India.
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5. Education: provided that
(a) the following subjects shall be excluded, namely:—
(i) the Beneres Hindu'University and such other
'Universities constituted after the comencement
of these rules as may be declared by the Governor

General in Council to be central subjects, and
(ii) Chief's Colleges and any ﬂnstitutio.msintained
by the Governor General in Council for the
benefit of members of'His Majesty's Forces or
of other public servants or of the children of
such.members or servants; and

(b) the following subjects shall be subject to legislation
by the Indian legislature, namely:
(1) the control of the establishment and the
regulation of the constitutions and functions
of Universities constituted after the commence
ment of these rules, and

(ii) the definition of the jurisdiction of any
University outside the province in which it is
situated, and
(iii) for a period of five years from the date of the
comencement of these rules, the Calcutta
University, and the control and organization of
secondary education in the Presidency of Bengal.

6. Public works, other than those falling under entry
14 of this Part and included under the following heads,
namely:

(a) construction and maintenance of provincial buildings
used or intended for any purpose in connection with
the administration of the province; and care of '
historical monuments, with the exception of ancient
monuments as defined in section 2(1) of the Ancient
Ionuments Preservation Act, 194, which are for the
time being declared to be protected monuments under
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section 3(1) of that Act; provided that the Governor
General in Council may, by notification in the
Gazette of India, remove any such.monument from the

operation of this exception;
(b) roads, bridges, ferries, tunnels, ropeways, and
causeways, and other means of communication, subject.

to such conditions as regards control over construct
ion and maintenance of means of commnication
declared by the Governor General in Council to be of

military importance, and as regards, incidence of
special expenditure connected therewith, as the
Governor General in Council may prescribe;
(c) trammays within.municipal areas; and

(d) light and feeder railways and extra-municipal tram
ways, in so far as provision for their construction
and management is made by provincial legislation;

subject to legislation by the Indian legislature
in the case of any such railway or tramway which is
in physical connection with a main line or is built
on the same gauge as an adjacent main line.
7. Water—supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and
embankments, water storage and water power; subject to
legislation by the Indian Legislature with regard to matters

of inter-provincial concern or affecting the relations of a
province with any other territory.
8. Land revenue administration as described under the
following heads, namely,
(a) assessment and collection of land revenue;
(b) maintenance of land records, survey for revenue
purposes, records—of-rights;

(c) laws regarding land tenures, relations of landlords
and tenants, collection of rents;
(d) Courts of Wards, incumbered and attached estates;
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(e) land improvement and agricultural loans;
(f) colonisation and disposal of Crown lands and

alienation of land revenue; and
(g) management of Government estates.

9. Famine relief.
10. Agriculture, including research institutes, experi
mental and demonstration farms, introduction of improved

methods, provision for agricultural education, protection
against destructive insects and pests, and prevention of
plant diseases; subject to legislation by the Indian Legisla
ture in respect to destructive insects and pests and plant
diseases to such extent as may be declared by any Act of the
Indian Legislature.
11. Civil Veterinary Department, including provision for
veterinary training, improvement of stock, and prevention of
animal diseases; subject to Legislation by the Indian Legisla
ture in respect to animal diseases to such extent as may be
declared by any Act of the Indian Legislature.
12. Fisheries.
13. O0-operative Societies.
14. Forests, including preservation of game therein and
buildings and works executed by the Forest Department; subject
to legislation by the Indian Legislature as regards dis
forestation of reserved forests.
15. Land acquisition; subject to legislation by the Indian
Legislature.
16. Excise, that is to say, the control of production,
manufacture, possession, transport, purchase, and sale of
alcoholic liquor and intoxicating drugs, and the levying of
excise duties and licence fees on or in relation to such
articles, but excluding, in the case of opium, control of
cultivation, manufacture and sale for export.
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17. Administration of justice, including constitution,
powers, maintenance and organisation of courts of civil and
criminal jurisdiction within the province; subject to legisla
tion by the Indian Legislature as regards High Courts, Chief
Courts, and Courts of Judicial Commissioners, and any courts
of criminal jurisdiction.
18. Provincial law reports.
19. Administrators General and Official Trustees; subject
to legislation by the Indian Legislature.
20. Nonwjudicial stamps, subject to legislation by the
Indian Legislature, and judicial stamps, subject to legislation
by the Indian Legislature as regards amount of court-tees
levied in relation to suits and proceedings in the High Courts
under their original jurisdiction.
21. Registration of deeds and documents; subject to
legislation by the Indian Legislature.
22. Registration of births, deaths, and marriages;
subject to legislation by the Indian Legislature for such
classes as the Indian Legislature may determine.
23. Religious and charitable endowments.
24. Development of mineral resources which are Government

property, subject to rules made or sanctioned by the Secretary
of State, but not including the regulation of mines.
25. Development of industries, including industrial
research and technical education.
26. Industrial matters included under the following heads,
namely,

(a) factories;
(b) settlement of labour disputes;

(c) electricity;
(d) boilers;
(B) see:
(f) smoke nuisances; and
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(g) welfare of labour, including provident funds,
industrial insurance (general, health and accident),
and housing;

subject as to heads (a), (b), (c), (d), and (g) to legislation
by the Indian Legislature.
27. Stores and stationery, subject, in the case of
imported stores and stationery, to such rules as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of State in Council.
28. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other articles; subject
to legislation by the Indian Legislature as regards import
and export trade.
29. weights and measures; subject to legislation by the
Indian Legislature as regards standards.
30. Ports, except such ports as may be declared by rules
made by the Governor General in Council or by or under Indian
legislation to be major ports.
31. Inland water-ways, including shipping and navigation
thereon so far as not declared by the Governor General in
Council to be central subjects, but subject as regards inland
steam-vessels to legislation by the Indian Legislature.
32. Police, including railway police; subject, in the
case of railway police, to such ccnditions as regards limits
of jurisdiction and railway contribtions to cost of main»
tenance as the Governor General in Council may determine.
33. The following miscellaneous matters, namely,- .

(a) regulation of betting and gambling;
(b) prevention of cruelty to animals;
(c) protection of wild birds and animals;

(d) control of poisons, subject to legislation by the
IndiannLegislature;

(0) control of vehicles, subject, in the case of motor
vehicles, to legislation by the Indian Legislature
as regards licences valid throughout British India;
and
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(f) control of dramatic performances and cinematographs,

subject to legislation by the Indian Legislature in
regard to sanction of films for exhibition.
34. Control of newspapers, books and printing presses;

subject to legislation by the Indian Legislature.
35. Coroners.
36. Excluded areas.

37. Criminal tribes; subject to legislation by the Indian
LQg1BlBtu.rQo

38. European vagrancy; subject to legislation by the
Indian.Legislature.
39. Prisons, prisoners (except State prisoners), and

reforatories; subject to legislation by the Indian,Legislature
40. Pounds and prevention of cattle trespass.
41. Treasure trove.
42. Libraries (except the Imperial Library) and museums
(except the Indian.luseum, the Imperial War Museum, and the
Victoria Memorial, Calcutta) and Zoological Gardens.
43. Provincial Government Presses.

44. Elections for Indian and provincial Legislatures;
subject to rules framed under sections 64(1) and 72A(4) of
the Act.
45. Regulation of medical and other professional quali

fications and standards; subject to legislation by the Indian
Legislature.
46. Local Fund Audit, that is to say, the audit by
Government agency of income and expenditure controlled by

local bodies.
47. Control, as defined by rule 10, of members of all
India and provincial services serving within the province; and

control, subject to legislation by the Indian Legislature, of
public services within the province other than all-India
services.
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48. Sources of provincial revenue, not included under
previous heads, whether:
(a) taxes included in.the Schedules to the Scheduled
Taxes Rules; or
(b) taxes not included in those Schedules, which are
imposed by or under provincial legislation which
has received the previous sanction of the Governor
General.

49. Borrowing of money on the sole credit of the province;
subject to the provisions of the Local Government (Borrowing)

Rules.

50. Imposition by legislation of punishments by fine,
penalty, or ﬂmprieonment for enforcing any law of the province

relating to any provincial subject; subject to legislation by
the Indian Legislature in the case of any subject in respect
of which such a limitation is imposed under these rules.
51. Any matter which, though falling within a central
subject, is declared by the Governor General in Council to be
of a merely local or private nature within the province.

52. x 1 x x x x

ANHEXURE B

(See footnote 27 under para 1.12 at page 11)
APPENDIX VI

LIST I (Exclusively Federal)
1. The common defence of India in time of an emergency
declared by the Governor General.

2. The raising, maintaining, disciplining and regulating
of His lajesty's naval, military and air forces in India and
any other armed force raised in India, other than military and
armed police maintained by local governments, and armed forces
maintained by the Rulers of Indian States.

3. Naval, Iilitary and Air Works.
4. The administration of cantonment areas by organs of
local self-government, and the regulation therein of residenti
accommodation.

5. The employment of the armed forces of His Majesty

for the defence of the Provinces against internal disturbance
and for the execution and maintenance of the laws of the
Federation and the Provinces.
6. (a) Chiefs‘ Colleges and Educational Institutions for
the benefit of past and present members of His Majesty's
Forces or of the children of such members.
(b) The Benares Hindu University and the Aligarh
Muslim University.

7. Ecclesiastical affairs including European cemeteries.
8. External Affairs, including International Obligations,
subject to previous concurrence of the Units as regards non
federal subjects.
9. Emigration from end immigration into India and inter
provincial migration, including regulation of foreigners in
India.
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10. Pilgrimages beyond India.
11. Extraditien and Fugitive Offenders.

12. (a) Construction of Railways in British.India and
with the consent of the State, in a State, but excluding light
and feeder railways and extra-municipal trammays being wholly

within a Province, but not being in physical connection with
federal railways.
(b) Regulation of railways in British India and
Federal railways in States.

(c) Regulation of other railways in respect of
(i) Fares.
(ii) Rates.
(iii) Terminals.
(iv) Interchangeability of traffic.
(V) Safety.
13. Air Navigation and Aircraft including the regulation
of Aerodromes.

14. Inland Waterways, passing through two or more Units.
15. laritime Shipping and Navigation including carriage
of goods by sea.
16. Regulation of fisheries in Indian waters beyond

territorial waters.

17. Shipping and Navigation on Inland Waterways as
regards mechanically propelled vessels.

18. Lighthouses (including their approaches), beacons,
lightships and buoys.
190 P0117 Q11Bran1i1nB.

20. Ports declared to be Iajor Ports by or under Federal
legislation.
21. Establishment and maintenance of postal, telegraphic,
telephone, wireless and other like services, and control of
wireless apparatus.
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22. Currency, Coinage and Legal Tender.

23. Public Debt of the Federation.
24. Poet Office Savings Bank.
25. The incorporation and regulation of Banking, Insurance
Trading, Financial and other Companies and Corporations.
26. Development of Industries in cases where such
development is declared by or under a federal law to be
expedient in the public interest.
27. Control of oultivation.and manufacture of opium and
sale of opium for export.
28. Control of petroleum and explosives.
29. Traffic in anms and ammnition and, in British
India, control of arms and ammunition.
30. Copyright, Inventions, Designs , Trademarks and
Merchandise lurks.
31. Bankruptcy and Insolvency.
32. Negotiable instruments.

33. Control of motor vehicles as regards licences valid
throughout the Federation.
34. The regulation of the import and export of commodities
across the custos frontiers of the Federation, including the
imposition and administration of duties thereon.
350 Salt.
36. The imposition and regulation of duties of excise
but not including duties of excise on alcoholic liquors,
drugs or narcotics (other than tobacco).
37. Imposition and administration of taxes on the income
or capital of corporations.
38. Geological Survey of India.
39. Botanical Survey of India.
40. Meteorology.
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41. Census; Statistics for the purposes of the Federation.
42. Central Agencies and Institutes for research.
43. The Imperial Library, Indian.Huseum, Imperial War
Museum, Victoria Memorial, and any other similar Institution
controlled and financed by the Federal Government.
44. Pensions payable out of Federal revenues.
45. Federal Services and Federal Public Service Commission

46. Imovable property in possession of the Federal
Government.

47. The imposition by legislation of punishment by fine,
penalty or imprisonment for enforcing any law made by the
Federal Legislature.
48. Matters in respect of which the Act makes provision
until the Federal Legislature otherwise provides.
49. Imposition and administration of taxes on income
other than agricultural income or the income of corporations,
but subject to the power of the Provinces to impose surcharges.
50. The imposition and administration of duties on
property passing on death other than land.
51. The imposition and administration of taxes on mineral
rights and on personal capital other than land.
52. The imposition and administration of terminal taxes
on railway, water or air-borne goods and passengers, and taxes
on railway tickets and goods freights.
53. Stamp duties which are the subject of legislation by
the Indian Legislature at the date of Federation.
54. The imposition and administration of taxes not

otherwise specified in this List or List II, subject to the
consent of the Governor-General ivan in his discretion after
consulting Federal and Provincial H1nisters or their repre
sentatives.
55. Naturalisation and status of aliens.
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56. Conduct of elections to the Federal Legislature,
including election offences and disputed elections.
570 Standardﬂ Of Wﬂight.

58. All matters arising in Chief Commissioners‘ Provinces

(other than British Baluchistan) not.having a legislature.
59. Survey of India.
60. Archaeology.
61. Zoological Survey.

62. The recognition throughout British India of the lass,
the public Acts and records and judicial proceedings of the
Provinces.

63. Jurisdiction, powers, and authority of all courts in
British India, except the Federal Court and the Supreme Court
I

with respect to the subjects in this list.
64. letters ancillary and incidental to the subjects
specified above.

LIST II (Exclusively Provincial)

1. Local sel£~government, including matters relating to
the constitution and powers of municipal corporations,
improvement trusts, district boards, mining settlements and

other local authorities in the Province established for the

purpose of local self-government and village administration,
but not including matters covered by item No.4 in List I.
2. Establishment, maintenance and management of hospitals,
asylums, charities and eleemosynary institutions in and for
the Province (other than marine hospitals).
3. Public health and sanitation.
4. Pilgrimages other than pilgrimeges-beyond India.
5. Education other than the'Universities and institutions
covered by item No.6 in List I.
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6. Public Works and buildings in connection with the

administration of the Province.
7. Compulsory acquisition of land.
8. Roads, bridges, ferries, tunnels, ropewaye, causeway:
and other means of communication.

9. Construction (query-regulation) and maintenance of
light and feeder railways and extra-mnicipal tramnays.not
being in physical connection with federal railways.
10. Trammays within municipal areas.

11. Water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and
embankments, water storage and water power.
12. Land Revenue, including~

(a) assessment and collection of revenue,
(b) maintenance of land records, survey for revenue
purposes and records of rights.
13. Land tenures, title to land and easements.
14. Relations of landlords and tenants and collection

of rents.
15. Courts of Wars and encumbered and attached estates.
16. Land improvement and agricultural loans.
17. Colonisation, management and disposal of lends and
buildings vested in the Crown for the purposes of the Province.
18. Alienation of land revenue and pensions payable out
of Provincial revenues (query-frontier remissions).
19. Pro-emption.

20. Agriculture, including research institutes, experi
mental and demonstration farms, introduction of improved

methods, agricultural education, protection against destructive
pests and prevention of plant diseases.
21. Civil veterinary department, veterinary training,
improvement of stock and prevention of animal diseases.
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22. Fisheries.

23. Co-operative Societies. '
24. Trading, literary, scientific, religious and other
Societies and Associations not being incorporated Companies.
25. Forests.
26. Control of production, manufacture, possession,

transport, purchase and sale of alcoholic liquors, drugs and
narcotics.
27. Imposition and regulation of duties of excise on
alcoholic liquors, drugs and narcotics other than tobacco.
28. Administration of justice, including the constitution
and organisation of all Courts within the Province, except
the Federal Court, the Supreme Court and a High Court, and the
maintenance of all Courts within the Province, except the
Federal Court and the Supreme Court.
29. Jurisdiction of and procedure in Rent and Revenue
Courts.

30. Jurisdiction, powers and authority of all Courts
within the Province, except the Federal Court and the Supreme

Court, with respect to subjects in this list.
31. Administrators-General and Official Trustees.

32. Stamp duties not covered by its No.53 in.List I.
33. Registration of deeds and documents other than the
compulsory registration of documents affecting immovable
property.

34. Registration of births and deaths.
35. Religious and charitable endowments.
36. Mines and the development o£'mineral resources in the

Province, but not including the regulation of the working of
mi-n3Be

37. Control of the production, supply and distribution of
commodities.
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38. Development of industries, except in so tar as they
are covered by Item.No.26 in List I.
39. Factories, except the regulation of the working of
factories.
40. Electricity.
41. Boilers.
42. Gas
43. Smoke nuisances.

44. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other articles.
45. Weigts and measures, except standards of weight.
46. Trade and Commerce within the Province, except in

so far as it is covered by any other subject in these lists.
47. Actionable wrongs arising in the Province.

48. Ports other than Ports declared to be lajor Ports
by or under a federal law.
49. Inland waterways being wholly within a Province,
including shipping and navigation thereon, except as regards
mechanically-propelled vessels.

50. Police (including railway and village police), except
as regards matters covered by the Code of Criminal Procedure.
51. Betting and gambling.

52. Prevention of cruelty to animals.
53. Protection of wild birds and wild animals.
54. Regulation of motor vehicles, except as regards
licences valid throughout the Federation.
55. Regulation of dramatic performances and cinemas.
56. Coroners.

51. Criminal tribes.
58. European vagrancy.

59. Prisons, Reformatories, Borstal Institutions, and

other institutions of a like nature.
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60. Prisoners.
61. Pounds and the prevention of cattle trespass.
62. Treasure trove.
63. Libraries (except the Imperial L1brary), Museums
(except the Indian Museum, the Imperial War Museum and the

Victoria Memorial) and other similar institutions controlled
and financed by the Provincial Government.

64. Conduct of elections to the Provincial Legislature,
including election offences and disputed elections.
65. Public Services in a Province and Provincial Public
Service Comiesion.

66. The authorisation of surcharges, within such limits
as may be prescribed by Order in Council, upon income-tax
assessed by the Federal Government upon the income of

persons resident in the Province.
67. The raising of provincial revenue
(i) from sources and by forms of taxation specified in
the Annexure appended to this list and not otherwise
provided for by these lists; and
(ii) by any otherwise unspecified forms of taxation,
subject to the consent of the Governor-General given
in his discretion after consulting the Federal
Iinistry and Provincial Ministries or their
representatives.
68. Relief of the poor.
69. Health insurance and invalid and old-age pensions.
70. Money-lenders and money-lending.

71. Brials and burial grounds other than.European
Cemeteries.

72. Imposition by legislation of punishment by fine,
penalty or imprisonment for enforcing any law made by the
Provincial Legislature.
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73. Hatters with respect to which the Act makes provision

until the Provincial Legislature otherwise provides.
74. The administration and execution of federal laws on
the subjects specified in List III, except No.22.
75. Statistics for provincial purposes.
76. Generally, any matter of a merely local or private
nature in the Province not specifically included in this

List and not felling within List I or List III, subject to
the right of the Governer~General in his discretion to sanctio
general legislation on that subject.
77. Hatters ancillary and incidental to the subjects

specified in this list.
ANNEXURE (see item 67)

(Compare Appendix IV of Report of Federal Finance 0cmmittee——
cud. 4069)

1. Revenue from the public domain, including lands,

buildings mines, forests, fisheries, and any other real
property belonging to the Province.
2. Revenue from public enterprises such as irrigation,
electric power and water supply, markets, slaughter houses,

drainage, tolls and ferries, and other undertakings of the
Province.

3. Profits from banking and investments, loans and
advances and State lotteries.

4. Fines and penalties arising in respect of subjects
administered by the Government of the Province.

5. Fees levied in the corse of discharging the
functions exercised by the Government of the Province and

local authorities, such as court fees, including all fees
for judicial or quasi-judicial processes, local rates and
dues, fees for the registration of vehicles licences to
possess fire~arm and to drive automobiles, licensing of
common carriers, fees for the registration of births, deaths

and marriages, and of documents.
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6. Capitation taxes other than taxes on immigrants.
7. Taxes on land, including death or succession duties
in respect of succession to land.
8. Taxes on personal property and circumstance, such as
taxes on hoses, animals, hoarths, windows, vehicles;
chaukidari taxes; sumptuary taxes; and taxes on trades,
professions and callings.
9. Taxes on.employment, such as taxes on.menials and
domestic servants.
10. Excises on alcoholic liquors, narcotics (other than
tobacco) and drugs and taxes on consumption not otherwise
provided for, such as ceases on the entry of goods, into a
local area, taxes on the sale of ccmodities and on turnover,
and taxes on advertisements.
11. Taxes on agricultural incomes.
12. Stamp duties other than those provided for in List I.
13. Taxes on entertainments and amusements, betting,
gambling and private lotteries.
14. Any other receipts accruing in respect of subjects
administered by the Province.
LIST III (Concurrent)

1. Jurisdiction, powers and authority of all Courts
(except the Federal Court, the Supreme Court and Bent and

Revenue Courts) with respect to the subjects in this List.
2. Civil Procedure, including the Law of Limitation and
all matters now covered by the Indian Code of Civil Procedure.
3. Evidence and Oaths.
4. Marriage and Divorce.
5. Age of majority and custody and guardianship of infant
6. Adoption.
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7. Compulsory registration of documents affecting
immovable property.

8. The law relating to
(a) Wills, intestacy and succession, including all
matters now covered by the Indian Succession Act.

(b) Transfer of property, trusts and trustees,
contracts, including partnership, and all matters
non covered by the Indian Specific Relief Act.

' (c) Powers of attorney.

(d) Relations between husbaﬂd and wife.

(e) Carriers.
(f) Innkeepers.
(g) Arbitration.

M)hmmmm
9. Criminal Lew including all matters now covered by the
Indian Penal Code, bt excluding the imposition of punishment
by fine, penalty or imprisonment for enforcing a law on a
subject which is within the exclusive competence of the

Federal legislature or a Provincial legislature.
10. Criminal Procedure including all matters new covered
by the Indian Code of Criminal Procedure.
11. Control of newspapers, books and printing presses.
12. Lunacy, but not including Lunatic Asylums.
13. Regulation of the working of‘Hines but not including
mineral developent.
14. Regulation of the working of factories.
15. Employer's liability and workmen's compensation.
160 Tradg Un10n8.

17. Welfare of labour including provident funds and
industrial insurance.
18. Labour disputes.
19. Poisons and dangerous drugs.
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20. lhe recovery in a Province of public demands
(including arrears of land revenue and sums recoverable as
such) arising in another Province.
21. Regulation of medical and other professional

qualifications.
22. Ancient and historical monmnents including‘

administration thereof.
23. Matters ancillary and incidental to the subjects

specified in this list.

NOEE: The word ‘now? in.Hos.2, 8, 9 and 10 is intended to

refer to the date on which the list takes effect.

ARHEXURB C

(See footnote 41 under para 1.20 at page 17)
PART V
LEGISLATIVE POWERS

CHAPTER I
DISTRIBUTIQN OF POWERS

Extent of Federal and Provincial laws
99.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the
Federal Legislature may make laws for the whole or any part
of British India or for any Federated State, and a Provincial
Legislature may make laws for the Province or for any part

thereof. ‘

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the powers
conferred by the preceding subsection, no Federal law shall,
on the ground that it would have extra territorial operation,

be deemed to be invalid in so far as it applies
(a) to British sbjects and servants of the Cronn.in
any part of India; or
(b) to British subjects who are domiciled in any part
of India wherever they may be; or

(o) to, or to persons on, ships or aircraft registered
in British India or any Federated State wherever they
may be; or
(d) in the ease of a law with respect to a matter
accepted in the Instrument of Accession of a
Federated State as a matter with respect to which
the Federal Legislature may make laws for that State,
to subjects of that State wherever they may be; or

(e) in the case of a law for the regulation or discipline
of any naval, military, or air force raised in
British India, to mebers of, and persons attached
to, employed with or following, that force,
wherever they may be.
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Subject matter of Federal and Provincial laws
100.-(1) Notwithstanding anything in the two next
succeeding subsections, the Federal Legislature has, and a
Provincial Legislature has not, power to make laws with respect
to any of the matters enumerated in.List I in the Seventh
Schedule to this Act (hereinafter called the "Federal

Legislative List").
(2) Notwithstanding anything in the next succeeding

subsection, the Federal Legislature, and, subject to the
preceding subsection, a Provincial Legislature also, have
power to make laws with respect to any of the matters
enumerated in List III in the said Schedule (hereinafter
called the "Concurrent Legislative List").
(3) Subject to the two preceding subsections, the
Provincial Legislature has, and the Federal Legislature has
not, power to make laws for a Province or any part thereof
with respect to any of the matters enumerated in List II in
the said Schedule (hereinafter called the "Provincial
Legislative List“).
(4) The Federal Legislature has power to make laws with
respect to matters enumerated in the Provincial Legislative

List except for a Province or any part thereof.

Extent of power to legislate for States
101. Nothing in this Act shall be construed as empowering
the Federal Legislature to make laws for a Federated State
otherwise than.in.acccrdance with the Instrument of Accession

of that State and any limitations contained therein.

Power of Federal Legislature to legislate if an emrgency is
proclaimed

102.-(1) Notwithstanding anything in the preceding

sections of this chapter, the Federal Legislature shall, if
the Governor-General has in his discretion declared my
Proclamation (in this Act referred to as a "Proclamation of
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Indian.law, the Naval Discipline Act as so lpplied shall
have effect as if references therein to His Majesty's navy
and His Majesty's ships included references to His Iajesty's
Indian navy and the ships thereof, subject however
(a) in the application of the said Act to the forces
and ships of the Indian navy and to the trial by
court martial of officers and men belonging thereto,
to such modifications and adaptations, if any,
as may be, or may have been, made by the Act of

the Federal or Indian Legislature to adapt the
said Act to the circumstances of India, including
such adaptations as may be, or may have been, so
made for the purpose of authorising or requiring
anything which under the said Act is to be done by

or to the Admiralty, or the Secretary of the
Admiralty, to be done by or to the Governor—General,

or some person authorised to act on his behalf; and

(b) in the application of the said Act to the forces
and ships of His lajesty's navy other than those
of the Indian navy, to such modifications and
adaptations as may be made, or may have been made

under section sixty-six of the Government of India
Act, by His Majesty in Council for the prpose of
regulating the relations of those forces and ships
to the forces and the ships of the Indian navy.
(2) Notwithstanding anything in this Act or in any Act
of any Legislature in India, where any forces and ships of
the Indian navy have been placed at the disposal of the
Admiralty, the Naval Discipline Act shall have effect as if
references therein to His Majesty's navy and His Majesty's
ships included references to His Majesty's Indian navy and
the ships thereof, without any such.modifications or
adaptations as aforesaid.
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Provisions as to legislation for giving effect to internationa
agreements

106.-(1) The Federal Legislature shall not by reason

only of the entry in the Federal Legislative List relating
to the implementing of treaties and agreements with other
countries have power to make any law for any Province except
with the previous consent of the Governor, or for a Federated
State except with the previous consent of the Ruler thereof.
(2) So much of any law as is valid only by virtue of
any such entry as aforesaid may be repealed by the Federal
Legislature and may, on the treaty or agreement in question
ceasing to have effect, be repealed as respects any Province
or State by a law of that Province or State.

(3) Nothing in this section applies in relation to any
law which the Federal Legislature has power to make for
a Province or, as the case may be, a Federated State, by

virtue of any other entry in the Federal or the Concurrent
Legislative List as well as by virtue of the said entry.
Inconsistency between Federal laws and Provincial, or State,
laws

107.-(1) If any provision of a Provincial law is
repugnant to any provision of a Federal law which the
Federal Legislature is competent to enact or to any provision
of an existing Indian law with respect to one of the matters
enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative List, then, subject
to the provisions of this section, the Federal law, whether
passed before or after the Provincial law, or, as the case
‘may be, the existing Indian law, shall prevail and the
Provincial law shall, to the extent of the repgnancy, be
void.

(2) Where a Provincial law with respect to one of the
matters enumerated in the Concurrent Legislative List contains
any provision repugnant to the provisions of an earlier
Federal law or an existing Indian.law with respect to that
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matter, then, if the Provincial law, having been reserved
for the consideration of the Governor—General or for the
signification of Hie Majesty's pleasure, has received the
assent of the Governor-General or of His Majesty, the
Provincial law shall in that Province prevail, but.neverthe
lees the Federal Legislature may at any time enact further
legislation with respect to the same matter:
Provided that no Bill or amendment for making any
provision repugnant to any Provincial law, which, having

been so reserved, has received the assent of the Governor
General or of His Iajesty, shall be introduced or moved
in either Chamber of the Federal Legislature without the
previous sanction of the Governor-General in his discretion.
(3) If any provision of a law of a Federated State is
repugnant to a Federal law which extends to that State, the
Federal law, whether passed before or after the law of the

State, shall prevail and the law of the State shall, to the
extent of the repugnensy, be void.
SEVENTH SCHEDUBE

DEGISLATIVE LISTS

LIST I
FEDERAL DEGISLATIVE LIST

1. His Majesty's naval, military and air forces borne
an the Indian establishment and any other armed force raised
in Indie by the Grown, not being forces raised for employment
in Indian States or military or armed police maintained by
iProvincial Governments; any armed forces which are not forces

of'His Majesty, but are attached to or operating with.any
of His Majesty's naval, military or air forces borne on the
Indian establishment; central intelligence bureau; preventive
detention in British India for reasons of State connected
with defence, external affairs, or the discharge of the
functions of the Crown in its relations with Indian States.
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2. ﬂaval, military and air force works; local self
government in cantonment areas (not being cantonment areas

of Indian.State troops), the regulation of house accomodatien
in such areas, and, within British India, the delimitation
of such areas.
3. External affairs; the implementing of treaties and
agreements with other countries; extradition, including the
surrender of criminals and accused persons to parts of His
la1esty's dominions outside India.
4. Ecclesiastical affairs, including European.eemeteriee.
5. Currency, coinage and legal tender.
6. Public debt of the Federation.
7. Posts and telegraphs, including telephones, wireless,
broadcasting, and other like forms of comunication; Poet
Office Savings Bank.

8. Federal Public Services and Federal Public Service
C'Omm1BBi08.

9. Federal pensions, that is to say, pensions payable
by the Federation.or out of Federal revenues.
10. Works, lands and buildings vested in, or in the
possession of, His Majesty for the purposes of the Federatimn
(not being naval, military or air force works), but, as
regards property situate in a Province, subject always to
Provincial legislation, save in.so far as Federal law other
wise provides, and, as regards property in a Federated State
held by virtue of any lease or agreement with that State,
subject to the terms of that lease or agreement.
11. The Imperial Library, the Indian Museum, the Imperial
war Museum, the Victoria Memorial, and any similar institution
controlled or financed by the Federation.

12. Federal agencies and institutes for the following
purposes, that is to say, for research, for professional or
technical training, or for the promotion of special studies.
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13. The Benaree Hindu University and the Aligarh.Muslim
University.
14. The Survey of India, the Geological, Botanical and
Zoological Surveys of India; Federal meteorological organisa

tions.
15. Ancient and historical monuments; archaeological
sites and remains.
16. Census.

17. Admission into, and emigration and expulsion frm,

India, including in relation thereto the regulation of the
movements in India of persons who are not British.subjects
domiciled in India, subjects of any Federated State, or
British subjects domiciled in the United Kingdom; pilgrimages
to places beyond Indie.
18. Port quarantine; seamenls and marine hospitals, and
hospitals connected with port quarantine.
19. Import and export across customs frontiers as
defined by the Federal Government.

20. Federal railways; the regulation of all railways
other than minor railways in respect of safety, maximum and
minimum rates and fares, station and service terminal

charges, interchange of traffic and the responsibility of
railway administrations as carriers of goods and passengers;
the regulation of minor railways in respect of safety and
the responsibility of the administrations of such railways
as carriers of goods and passengers.
21. laritime shipping and navigation, including shipping
and navigation on tidal waters; Admiralty jurisdiction.
22. Iajor ports, that is to say, the declaration and
delimitation of such ports, and the constitution and powers
of Port Authorities therein.
23. Fishing and fisheries beyond territorial waters.
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24. Aircraft and air navigation; the provision of
aerodromes; regulation and organisation of air traffic and
of aerodromes.

25. Lighthouses, including lightships, beacons and
other provision for the safety of shipping and aircraft.
26. Carriage of passengers and goods by sea or by air.
27. Copyright, inventions, designs, trademarks and
merchandiseimarks.

28. Cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes and
other like instruments.
29. Arms; firearms; ammunition.
30. Explosives.
31. Opium, so far as regards cultivation and manufacture,

or sale for export.
32. Petroleum and other liquids and substances declared
by Federal law to be dangerously inflammable, so far as
regards possession, storage and transport.

33. Corporations, that is to say, the incorporation,
regulation and winding-up of trading corporations, including
banking, insurance and financial corporations, but.not
including corporations owned or controlled by a Federated

State and carrying on bsiness only within that State or
co-operative societies, and of corporations, whether trading
or not, with objects not confined to one unit.
34. Development of industries, where development under

Federal control is declared by Federal law to be expedient

in the public interest.
35. Regulation of labour and safety in mines and oilfields
36. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral
development to the extent to which such regulation and
development under Federal control is declared by Federal law
to be expedient in the public interest.
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37. The law of insurance, except as respects insurance
undertaken by a Federated State, and the regulation of the
conduct of insurance business, except as respects business
undertaken by a Federated State; Government insurance, except
to far as undertaken by a Federated State, or, by virtue
of any entry in the Provincial Legislative List or the
Concurrent Legislative List, by e Province.
38. Banking, that is to say, the conduct of banking
business by corporations other than corporations owned or
controlled by a Federated State and carrying on business only

within that State.

39. Extension of the powers and jurisdiction of members

of a police force belonging to any part of British India to
any area in another Governor's Province or Chief Commissioner

Province, but not so as to enable the police of one part to
exercise powers and jurisdiction elsewhere without the
consent of the Government of the Province or the Chief
Commissioner, as the case any be; extension of the powers
and jurisdiction of members of a police force belonging to

any unit to railway areas outside that unit.
40. Elections to the Federal Legislature, subject to the
provisions of this Act and of any Order in Council made
thereunder.

41. The salaries of the Federal Ministers, of the
President and Vice~President of the Council of State and of
the Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the Federal Assembly; the

salaries, allowances and privileges of the members of the
Federal Legislature; and, to such extent es is expressly
authorised by Part II or this Act, the punishment of persons
who refuse to give evidence or produce documents before
Committees of the Legislature.
42. Offences against laws with respect to any of the

matters in this list.
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43. Inquiries and statistics for the purposes of any

of the matters in this list.

44. Duties of customs, including export duties.
45. Duties of excise on tobacco and other goods manu
factured or produced in India except
(a) alcoholic liquors for human consumption;
(b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and
narcotics; nonenarcotic drugs;
(c) medicinal and toilet preparations containing
alcohol, or any substance included in sub
paragraph (b) of this entry.
46. Corporation tax.
47. Salt.

48. State lotteries.
49. Naturalisatian.
S0. Migration within India from or into a Governor's
Province or a Chief Commissioner's Province.

51. Establishment of standards of weight.
52. Ranchi European.Nental Hospital.
53. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the

Federal Court, with respect to any of the matters in this
list and, to such extent as is expressly authorised by
Part IX of this Act, the enlargement of the appellate juris
diction of the Federal Court, and the conferring thereon of
supplemental powers.

54. Taxes on income other than agricultural income.

55. Taxes on the capital value of the assets, exclusive
of agricultural land, of individuals and companies; taxes
on the capital of companies.
56. Duties in respect of succession to property other
than agricultural land.
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57. The rates of stamp duty in respect of bills of
exchange, cheques, promissory notes, bills of lading, letters
of credit, policies of insurance, proxies and receipts.
58. Terminal taxes on goods or passengers carried by

railway or air; taxes on railway fares and freights.
59. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this list,
bt not including fees taken in any Court.
LIST II
PROVINCIAL LEGISLATIVE LIST

1. Public order (but not including the use of‘Hie

Iajesty°s naval, military or air forces in aid of the civil
power); the administration of justice; constitution and
organisation of all courts, except the Federal Court, and
fees taken therein; preventive detention for reasons connected
with the maintenance of public order; persons subjected to
such detention.

2. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts except the
Federal Court, with respect to any of the matters in this list;
procedure in Rent and Revenue Courts.

3. Police, including railway and village police.
4. Prisons, reformatories, Borstal institutions and
other institutions of a like nature, and persons detained
therein; arrangements with other units for the use of prisons
end other institutions.
5. Public debt of the Province.
6. Provincial Public Services and Provincial Public
Service Comissions.

7. Provincial pensions, that is to say, pensions payable
by the Province or out of Provincial revenues.
8. Works, lands and buildings vested in or in the
possession of His Iajesty for the purposes of the Province.
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9. Compulsory acquisition of land.
10. Libraries, museums and other similar institutions
controlled or financed by the Province.

11. Elections to the Provincial Legislature, subject to
the provisions of this Act and of any Order in Council made
fhemﬂnder.

12. The salaries of the Provincial Ministers, of the
Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, and,

if there is a Legislative Council, of the President and
Deputy President thereof; the salaries, allowances and
privileges of the mebers of the Provincial Legislature; and,
to such extent as is expressly authorised by Part III of
this Act, the punishment of persons who refuse to give
evidence or produce documents before Committees of the

Provincial Legislature.
13. Local government, that is to say, the constitution
and powers of municipal corporations, improvement trusts,
district boards, mining settlement authorities and other
local authorities for the purpose of local self-government
or village administration.
14. Public health and sanitation; hospitals and
dispenseries; registration of births and deaths.
15. Pilgrimages, other than pilgrmmages to places beyond
India.
16. Burials and burial grounds.
17. Education.

18. Oomunicaticns, that is to say, roads, bridges,
ferries, and other means of communication not specified in

List I; minor railways subject to the provisions of List I
with respect to such railways; mnioipal tramways; ropeways;
inland waterways and traffic thereon subject to the provisions

of List III with regard to such waterways; ports, subject to
the provisions in List I with regard to major ports; vehicles
other than mechanically propelled vehicles.
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19. Water, that is to say, water supplies, irrigation
and canals, drainage and embankments, water storage and water
POIIQI‘.

20. Agriculture, including agricultural education and
research, protection against pests and prevention of plant
diseases; improvement of stock and prevention of animal
diseases; veterinary training and practice; pounds and the
prevention of cattle trespass.

21. Land, that is to say, rights in or over land, land
tenures, including the relation of landlord and tenant, and
the collection of rents; transfer, alienation and devolution
of agricultural land; land improvement and agricultural loans;
ooloimation; Courts of Wards; encumbered and attached estates;
treasure trove.
22. Forests.
23. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral develop
ment subject to the provisions of List I with respect to
regulation and development under Federal control.
24. Fisheries.
25. Protection of wild birds and wild animals.
26. Gas and gasworks.
27. Trade and commerce within the Province; markets and
fairs; money lending and money lenders.

28. Inns and innkeepers.
29. Production, supply and distribtion of goods;

development of industries, subject to the provisions in List I
with respect to the developent of certain industries under
Federal control.
30. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other goods; weights
andsmeasures.

31. Intoxicating liquors and narcotic drugs, that is to
say, the production, manufacture, possession, transport,
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purchase and sale of intoxicating liquors, opium and other
narcotic drugs, but subject, as respects opium, to the
provisions of List I and, as respects poisons and dangercs

drugs, to the provisions of List III.
32. Relief of the poor; unemployment.
33. The incorporation, regulation, and windingwup of

corporations other than corporations specified in List I;
unincorporated trading, literary, scientific, religious and
other societies and associations; co-operative societies.
34. Charities and charitable institutions; charitable
and religious endowments.

35. Theatres, dramltic performances and cinemas, but
not including the sanction of cincmatograph films for
exhibition.
36. Betting and gambling.
37. Offences against laws with respect of any of the

matters in this list.

38. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of

the matters in this list.

39. Land revenue, including the assessment and collsctic
of revenue, the maintenance of land records, survey for
revenue purposes and records of rights, and alienation of
revenue.

40. Duties of excise on the following goods manufactured
or produced in the Province and countervailing duties at
the same or lower rates on similar goods manufactured or
produced elsewhere in Indis
(a) alcoholic liquors for human.consumption;
(b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and
.narcotics; nonenarcotic drugs;
(c) medicinal and toilet preparations containing
alcohol or any substance included in sub-paragraph

(b) of this entry.
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41. Taxes on agricultural income.
42. Taxes on lands and buildings, hearths and windows.

43. Duties in respect of succession to agricultural land.
44. Taxes cn.m1neral rights, subject to any limitations
imposed by any Act of the Federal Legislature relating to
mineral development.

45. Cepitation taxes.
46. Taxes on professions, trades, callings and
employments.

47. Taxes on animals and boats.
48. Taxes on the sale of goods and on advertisements.

49. Cesses on the entry of goods into a local area
for consumption, use or sale therein.
50. Taxes on luxuries, including taxes on entertainments,
amsements, betting and gambling.
51. The rates of stamp duty in respect of documents

other than those specified in.the provisions of List I with
regard to rates of stamp duty.
52. Dues on passengers and goods carried on inland
waterways.

53. Tolls.

54. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this list,
but not including fees taken in any Court.
LIST III
CGNCURRENT LEGISLATIVE LIST

PART I

1. Criminal law, including all matters included in
the Indian Penal Code at the date of the passing of this Act,
but excluding offences against laws with respect to any of
the matters specified in List I or List II and excluding the
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use of'His lajesty's naval, military and air forces in aid
of the civil power.
2. Criminal Procedure, including all matters included
in the Code of Criminal Procedure at the date of the passing
Of this AQt0

3. Removal of prisoners and accused persons from one

unit to another unit.
4. Civil Procedure, including the law of Limitation
and all matters included in the Code of Civil Procedure at
the date of the passing of this Act; the recovery in a
Governor's Province or a Chief Commissioner's Province of
claims in respect of taxes and other public demands,
including arrears of land revenue and sums recoverable as

such, arising otside that Province.
5. Evidence and oaths; recognition of laws, public
acts and records and judicial proceedings.
6. Marriage and divorce; infants and minors; adoption.
7. Wills, intestacy, and succession, save as regards
agricultural land.
B. Transfer of property other than agricultural land;
registration of deeds and documents.
9. Trusts and Trustees.
10. Contracts, including partnership, agency, contracts
of carriage, and other special forms of contract, but not
including contracts relating to agricultural land.
11 0 A1‘b1‘BI‘a'B1On.

12. Bankruptcy and insolvency; administrators-general

and official trustees.
13. Stamp duties other than duties or fees collected by
means of judicial stamps, but not including rates of stamp
duty.
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14. Actionable wrongs, save in so far as included in
laws with respect to any of the matters specified in List I

0!‘ I

15. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the
Federal Court, with respect to any of the matters tn this

list.

16. Legal, mdical and other professions.
17. Newspapers, books and printing presses.
18. Lunacy and mental deficiency, including places for

the reception or treatment of lunatics and mental deficients.
19. Poisons and dangerous drugs.
20. Mechanically propelled vehicles.

21. Boilers.
22. Prevention of cruelty to animals.
23. European vagrancy; criminal tribes.
24. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any

of the matters in this Part of this List.
25. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this Part
of this List, but not including fees taken in any Court.
PART II

26. Factories.
27. Welfare of labour; conditions of labor; provident
funds; employers‘ liability and workmen's compensation;

.health insurance, including invalidity pensions; old age
pensions.
28. Unemployment insurance.

29. Trade unions; industrial and labour disputes.
30. The prevention of the extension from one unit to
another of infectious or contagious diseases or pests
affecting men, animals or plants.
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31. Electricity.
32. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways as

regards mechanically propelled vessels, and the rule of the
road on such waterways; carriage of passengers and goods on
inland waterways.

33. The sanctioning of cincmetogreph films for exhibiti
34. Persons subjected to preventive detention under
Federal authority.

35. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of
the matters in this Part of this List.
36. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this Part
of this List, but not including fees taken in any Court.
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1.29 _ The Constituent Assembly appointed e number of
committees. They were the Union Powers Committee, the Union

Constitutional Comittee, the Provincial Constitution Committee,
the Advisory Committee on Minorities and Fundamental Rights,
the Committee on Chief Commissioners Provinces, the Committee
on Financial Relations Between Union and States, and the

Advisory Committee on Tribal Areas. Based on the reports of
these Committees the scheme for the drafting of the new
Constitution was accepted. The Drafting Committee was appointed
on August 29, 1947. The draft prepared by the Drafting
Committee was discussed in the Constituent Assembly and finally
passed on 24th.November 1949. It is proposed to note soc
developents regarding the drafting and acceptance of the
provisions governing the distribution of powers.
PROVISIONS GOVERNING THE DISTRIBUTION OF POWERS

1.30 Since the Cabinet Iission proposals which formed the
basis for the working of the Constituent Assembly envisaged
a federal set up with defence, comunication and foreign ’

affairs allocated to the federation, initial attempts were to
spell out the full implications of these powers. The Objectives
Resolution spoke of the inherent, implied, and resulting powers
of the Union which betrayed the anxiety to make the Union as
powerful as possible within the frame-work of the Cabinet
Mission Plan. Thus the Union.Powers Committee set up on
January 25, 1947, received a number of‘memoranda from its
members like K.l. Hunshi and Alladi Krishnaswamy Ayyar regarding

the scope of the Union powers. In its report to the Assembly
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ccnnot be allowed as an incidental. power or another lcgiclativc
power thcu@ in the cbccncc cf n specific cmuncraticn, it cccld
have been cc ccnccdcﬁ when the State Legislatures llnrrcndcrcd
to the Union Parlalacnt under article 252 of the Constitution,
4
the pour ct lcgiclnttcg with respect to batting md gambling?
the pcwcr to tax cn butting and gambling given to the Staten
under entry 62 cf List II did not pass to the Union, thccgh in
thc abcancc ct e cpccific entry it wculd hcvc bun held to have
44
passed ac ancillary pcwcr.

2.20 If a matter cannot be fairly and rcaacnablq bc acid
to be ccnprchcndcd in the gym topic ct lcgialaticn it will
not be allcwod cc an incidental. can. Bhaywati J. held that
the rcquiaitica of imcvablc prcpcrty could act be allcwcd ac
an incidental pcwcr tc ccmpulacrily acquire land (in entry 9
ct mat II) cor to rig-be in cr cvcr land included in entry 21

cf List II ncr to transfer of property xgthin entry 8 ct List
III in the Government of India Act, 1935.

46

2.21 In Stgtc cf QM 5 v. :;__::_'>_g@ the Attorney
Geno:-c'1 had railscd a ccntenttlcn that the Bihar Land Rctcmc

Act, 1950 was a legislation with rccpcct to land under cntry 18
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of the State List, and a legislation under that entry should
include all ancillary matters including acquisition of land.
This contention was repelled by the court. Des J. observed:
Q

"There is no doubt that 'land' in Entry 18 in
List II, has been construed in a very wide way but if
'land' or land tenure‘ in that entry is held to cover
acquisition of land also, then Entry 36 of List II
will have to be held as wholly redundant, so far as
acquisition of land is concerned...to give a meaning
and content to each of the two legislative heads under
Entry 18 and Entry 36 in List II, the former should be
read as a legislative category or head comprising land
and land tenure and all matters connected therewith
other than.acquisition of land which should be read as
covered by Entry 36 in List II".47
Limits of incidental power

2.22 The rule that an entry conferring legislative power
should be interpreted broadly to include all ancillary and
incidental matters cannot be stretched to any extent. In
R.O. Oooger v. Union of §gdi:6(The Bankzﬂationalisation Case)

it was argued that the Banking Companies (Acquisition and

transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1969 affected also the non
banking business (miscellaneous services, strictly not within
banking, ht customarily performed by banks to attract
business) of the acquired banks. Qhe non-banking business
' T; ifif _1__'___hIT_'_:I_: ILL] _; I7 I LTTIQ _ Q, ‘

47. Ibid, at p.283. See also observations to the same effect
by Venkatarama Ayyar J in Amar S i v. State of
Rsjasthan, A.I.R. 1955's.c. p. , aB'<'1"W‘§Ean .1.
. . ooger v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1970 S.C. 564
at pa 10
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ﬂhe Orissa Estate Abolition Act, 1952 compensation for estates

taken over had to be calculated on the basis of net incoe and
in computing the net income the agricultural income tax had to
be deducted. The impugned Act had greatly increased the rates
of agricultural income tag? It was challenged that this was a
device to reduce the net income and, therefore, the compenv
sation payable. The Act had therefore to be struck down on the

State of Bihar .

analogy of the decision in v. Kameswer Sgh 63
B.K. Iukherjea gf speaking for the Supreme Court examined the

scope of colourable legislation in the light of the principles
laid down in Canadiag? and Australiag6Conetitutionel law cases,

62. For the actual increase see n. 69 infra.
63. A.I.R. 1952 S.C. 252.
64. Others on the Bench were Patanjali Sastri, C.J. S.R. Des,

Uni C lli C . i B
Ghulamﬁﬂassan and Bhagawati, JJ.

65. on o or o poi Br cae
tish Columbia
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A.C. 535. in £Hle*“eaet1"Ze
C I ‘bi

Coal Hines Regulation Act 1890 prohibited the employment of
Chinese man in underground coal mines. It was held that
the Act was not really aimed at the regulation of coal mine
but was in truth a device to deprive the Chinese naturalise
or not (naturalisation of aliens being within the exclusive
authority of the Dominion Parliament) of ordinary rights of
inhabitants of the British Columbia and in effect to pro
hibit their continued residence in that Province.
(2) Re Insurance Act of Canada, 1932 A.C. 41, the
Privy Co tBa’t"e"eeti‘ona ‘H and 12 of the Canadian
Insurance Act which required foreign insurers to be license
invalid since under the guise of legislation as to aliens
and imigration (both within the exclusive dominion
authority) the Dominion Legislatur was seeking to inter
meddle with the conduct of insurance business which was a
subject exclusively within the provincial authority.
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Commonwealth Financial Assistance Scheme contemplated in

the Commonwealth legislation was a colourable device to
overcome the prohibition against discriminatory taxation.
Though this was not accepted by the Privy Council it was
conceded that such instances might arise.
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for the rendering of any service, the levy cannot be regarded
as a fee. 1n.0orporation of Calcutta v. Liberty Oinemaoathe
validity of the Calcutta Corporation increasing the licence fee
for a cinema house, which was Rs.40Q/- in 1948, to Rs.6,000/Q
in 1958, under section 443 read with sections 548(2) of the
Calcutta Municipal Act, 1951 (XXIII of 1951), was in issue.
Holding the licence tee to be a tax, A.K. Sarkar }?9observed

that as the Act did not provide for any service of special
type being rendered resulting in benefits, there was no
question of correlating the amount of the levy to the cost of
any services. The levy was a tax and was valid as such. It
was immaterial how it was called.
110

3.63 In Madurai Municipality v. §_._]§_arpy_ana_n_ the attempt

of the ladurei Iunicipality to justify the increased licence
fee payable by hoteliers as a tax as the quid pro quo test
could not be satisfied was not accepted by the Supreme Court
on the principle of the_§ibprtypQipegg_decision. V.R. Krishna
Iyer }31observed that the stand of the Municipality if conceded
would detract from the procedural safeguards of previous
invitation and consideration of objections envisaged in the

Act for the enhancement of a tax. Also, as the levy in
question was on the licence for business, it was too tenuously
connected to land—use to be sustained as a tax on land under
—'__'___lITT,1‘lh

108. A.I.R. 1965 8.0. 1107.
109. Others on the Bench were Rahubar Dayal, N.Rajagcpala
Ayyangar and JQRQ Mtldh01k&I‘ JJQ
110. A.I.R. 1975 S.C. 2193..
111. Others on the Bench were A.N. Ray C.J., KQK. Mathew,

S. lurtza Fazl Ali JJ.
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entry 49 of List II. He concluded: "the case falls between

two stools. It is not a fee exvconcessis, it is not a tax
.._...12?.
3.64 The two decisions considered above appear to be

conflicting at first eight. But there is no conflict in.fact.
In the'Qiberty;Qigeme Case it was held that the increased

licence fee, which could not be justified as a fee, was a tax.
There was no difficulty in sustaining the levy as a valid
tax under entry 6g‘%f List II. There was also no excessive
delegation of taxing power to the Calcutta Municipal Corporation

to affect the validity of the levy. In the ladurai Ihnicigality
Case also the levy could not be justified as a fee. But it
cold.not be properly characterised as a tax coming within any

of the taxing entries in List II. To pass it as a tax would
have also meant disregard of the procedural provisions of the
Municipal Act for the exercise of taxing power. Hence the
levy could not change its improper fee-label to a valid tax
label and had to be invalidated on that account.
leereetiee neerxisee

3.65 In Corporation of Calcutta v. Egbert! Cinema,‘
tor the majority A.K. Sarkar J. held that the work of
inspection done by the Corporation to see that the tenms of
the licence were obeyed by the licensee, was not a service to

m __' lA__'_i'T'Iﬁ__"'1:_';'_ijiT‘__ T; ll ii I I
112. Ibid at p.2198.
113. 62- Taxes on licences, including taxes on entertainments,
amusements, betting and gambling.
114. A.I.R. 1965 S.C. 1107.
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him.to constitute a quid pro quo. For the dissenting judges 5
it was observed:

"Ihe placing of an activity, industrial or commercial,
under regulation and control is no doubt done in furtherance
of public interest but so are most of the activities
of public bodies. Nevertheless the supervision,
inspection and regulation is in the interest of the

industry or activity itself. To say that to enable a
tee strictly so called to be levied an immediate
advantage measurable in terms of money shold b
conferred on the payer is to take too narrow a view
of the concept of a fee....the Orisse Endowment Act and
the Bombay Public Trust Act cases, as also the Orissa
Mining Area Development Fund case support a broader

view of what constitutes service to the fee-payer....
It therefore appears to us that the word quid pro quo
should be read not in the narrow and restricted sense
...but in a somewhat wider sense as including cases
where the function of the licence is to impose control
upon an activity (and) the cost incurred for effect
uating that control, and this on the basis that the
industry or activity is placed under regulation and
control not merely in public interest but in the
interest and for the benefit of the licensees as a whole
as we11~.1‘5

3.66 In Delhi Cloth and General Mills v. The Chief
1
Commissioner of Delhi
I validity of the levy under the Delhi
1 d he
Factory Rules issued under section 142 of the Factories Act,
1948 where the annual licence fee calculated according to the
115. R. Rajagopala Ayyangar J. and Subba Rae J.
116. Ibid at p.1128.
117. A.I.R. 1971 3.0. 344.
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horse power and the maximum workers employed on any day during

the year subject to a maxim: of Rs.2,000/- for a factory was
in question. The Delhi Cloth and General Mills contended
that by the Factory Inspectors performing their function it
could not be said that any service had been rendered to the
factory owners. Grover H801‘ the Supreme Court did not accept

this contention. He held that from the inspections the
factory owners received substantial service in the form of
advice and guidance involving technical knowledge, timely

pointing out of defect in machinery etc. to the safety
department. The inspections would help the factory owners

to run factories according to rules and to escape liability
which they would have otherwise incurred.

3.67 However, in India lice and Q canite Industries Ltd. v
1

ey_of_Bihai",9K.S. Hegde J. observed for a unanimous Benchzo

of the Supreme Court that the grant of licence for regulating

a profession or trade did not confer the privilege or benefit
to constitute an element in the quid pro quo. Only if the
use of the State property was envisaged the licence could
confer a benefit and a consideration could be collected
therefor. The supervision required for preventing the conver
llwllrli’ deenetured spirit to potable alcohol was therefore no
service to the consumer, but the State was merely protecting
its own right.
118. Others on the Bench were J.C.Shah and V. Ramaswami JJ.

119. A.I.R. 1971 8.0. 1182.
120. Others on the Bench were S.M. Sikri C.J., G.K. Hitter,
A.N. Grover and P. J aganmohan Roddy JJ.
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3.68 The State has to regulate many activities in pblio
interest. Licensing and inspection are but means of regulatien.
Though it may be said that a licensee receives a benefit in
the form of a privilege from the State for which a payment
may be stipulated and levied as fee, there are licence tees,
like liquor licence fees, which are more in the nature of a
eels pricg?1 The cost of the inspections performed to ensure
that the tense of the licence have been complied with may also
be taken as part of the cost of securing the privilege. But
there are inspections the main purpose of which is to see that
safety, health and such other standards socially necessary
are maintained. Thus both in the ease o£'Railways and Civil
Aviation there are separate governmental inepectoretee for
this purpose. The benefits received from inspections of this
sort are quite general as in the case of the benefits received
by the general public from the performance by the government

of its manifold functions. The inspections of this type are
part of the normal governmental functions, the cost of which
should be met from State funds collected by way of taxation.
Hence regarding inspecticn services the view taken by the
majority decision in the Liberty Cinema and by'Hegde J. for
the unanimous Bench in the gndia lice and Qigggiﬁt Industries

is preferreble.
General service to be excluded

122

3.69 In.§§ggir-Ramp; Coal Co. Ltd. v. State of Orissa

it was contended that the service rendered at the expense of
121. On this see para 3.80-82 infra.
122. A.I.R. 1961 3.0. 459.
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the mining fund was general to the notified mining area for

the develoment of that area and hence could not be taken as
service to the mine owners in question. The majority speaking
through Gejendragadker }?3held that, when the services
perfonmed ct of the fees to a clues or area also formed
service to the public in general, the primary object of the

levy should be looked into. It the services to the general
public was indirect and incidental, as in that case, it was
still a fee. wanchoo J. in his dissenting judgment said the
levy in question was an excise duty imposed for the purpose
of providing comunications, water supply and electricity
services in the area and for implementing social security and
welfare schemes in the case of labourers. "Ehere can be no

doubt in the circumstances that the levy of a cess as a fee
in this case is a colcurable piece of legislation?’
3.70 However, in.§ggar-Iahagalika, Varanasi v. Durga Des
Hhattuchagya?5Ramaswamy J. of the Supreme Court held that the

Varanasi Municipality could not take into account the cost of

ordinary mnicipsl services, like lighting of streets and
paving of bylanes, which it was the statutory duty of the
municipality to provide, in determining whether the annual
licence fee at Rs.3Q/Q on each.Riksha owner and at Rs.i/— on
each riksha driver imposed by the mnicipality was a fee or
123. Others on the Bench were A.K. Sarkar, K. Subba Rao,
KQR. wenohoo and J.R. ludholkar JJ.

124. Ibid at p.479.
125. A.I.R. 1968 8.0. 1119.
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a tax. It was held that the levy was a tax. That a public
body should meet its general obligatory services from taxation
and not by levy of tee was made clear in the Government of A.P.
126
v. Hindustan.Iacgi9p Tools Limited. Holding the levy ct
permission fee at half percent of the capital value on factory
buildings, and at one percent on other buildings, imposed on
the Hindustan.Hachine Tools by a certain Panchayat in Andhra
Pradesh to be a tax, the Supreme Court observed:

"One cannot take into account the sum total of the
activities of a public body like a Gram Panchayat to

seek justification for the fees imposed by it. The
expenses incurred by a Gram Panchayat or e.luncipality

in discharging its obligatory functions are usually
met by the imposition of e variety of taxes. For
justifying the imposition of fees the public authority
has to show what services are rendered or intended to
be rendered individually to the particular person on
whom the tee is imposed. The Gram Penchayet here has
not even prepared an estimate of whet the intended

services would cost it".‘37

the laying of roads and drainage, or the supply of
street light was a statutory function of public authority, and
it was difficult to hold that these services had been rendered
to the respondent. The levy of fees at a percentage of capital
cost showed that the panchayat never thought of correlating it
to the expenses. The argument that "permission fee" was a tax
I_ Q_ _ TFT‘ *f:_ ;' Ff ffl:I_'i‘ I ' _I“fLT___jl_I I __

126. A.I.R. 1975 S.C. 2037.
127. Ibid at p.2044 per Chandrechud J.; the other Judges on
the Bench were H.R. Khanna and M.H. Beg.
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on buildings was also not acceptable. The fee was payable
when permission to construct was applied for. It had to be
paid whether building was in fact constructed or not. It was
therefore in the nature of e tax on proposed activity and not
a tax en building.

3.71 In the light of these decisions it is now doubtful
whether the decision in.Higgi;:Rwmggr Coal Co. Ceslzgeld

be upheld es correct. The general services there rendered
from the separate fund ocetituted were clearly referrable
to the statutory functions of the authority in question and
the decision of Sarker J. in the dissenting judgment seems

to be correct. i

Extent of correlation
3.72 How much of the money collected by way of fees should
be expended in providing the special services for which it
is levied? In Indie Mice and Iicenite lgdustries Ltd. v. State
12
of Biher,9touohing the correlationship between the services
rendered and the fee levied therefor, K.S. Hegde J. observed:

"In these matters it is impossible to have an
exact correleticnship. The correlstionship expected
is one of a general character and not as of arithmetical
exactitude'.13°

3.73 However, from the decisions of the courts it seems
that if the expenditure for providing services is less than

1280 AIIORO Soco
1290
AOIIRI 3.3.
130. Ibid at p.1186.
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5O% of the fees collected, it would be held that there is no
substantial correlation between levy and the services. Thus
where only 44$ of the tees collected were spent on the services,
it was held that there was no sufficient quid pro qua?‘ Where
60$ or the licence fees realised were actually spent for the
services rendered to the factory clners, it was observed:
"it can.there£ore, hardly be contended that the levy of licence
tee was wholly unrelated to the expenditure incurred out of the
total realisation}?
133

3.74 In State o£‘Rajasthgg v. Sajjgglal Panjawat the
expenditure o£'Rs.2,76,715/— incurred hy the Devastan Depart
msnt, which supervised the Rajasthan Public Trusts, against a

collection of Rs.3,00Q/- was.held to repel any argument of
want of quid pro quo.

3.75 How a variation in the expenditure incurred mght
change what was originally a fee later on into a tax is interest
ingly illustrated by the Supreme Court decision in State of
Iaharashtra v. The Salvation Agg&§"Under section 48 of the
Public Trusts Act, 1958 (as amended in 1962) and Rule 32 of
the Bombay Public Trust Rules, 1951 every public trust was

required to pay a contribution at the rate of 2 percent .
to the public trusts administration fund. The Salvation Army,
'_*"1__ T1 : ,'ILl_“'l'_ _ 1 I ' T Ii LI _', : '1'IT.' h, Ill __ Q, _ J“

131. Na ar-Haha alike Varanasi v._Qg;g§_Qgs_§hattaegggyg,

A0 .0 O I O O O

132. Per Grover J. in Delhi Cloth & General Mills v. Chief
DeIEIé
133 Commissioner
e A.I.ﬁ. $060
0 A.I.§. 1§71 5.5. 311 at 349.
134. A.I.R. 1975 5.0. 346.
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to provide for "a rational distribution of the sugarcane to
factories, for its development on organised scientific lines,
to protect the industry of the cane growers and of the
industry". The ground of challenge was that sugarcane was
ancillary to sugar industry and sugar industry being in the
Union field the U.P. Act and the rules were ultra vires the

U.P. Legislature. The Supreme Court rejected the challenge.
Speaking for the Supreme Court, Bhagawati confined the
meaning oi’ the term ‘industry’ , as discussed earlier? to the
process of production or manufacture. Hence what passed from
the State to the Union was only the control over the process
oi‘ production or manufacture with regard to the industry in
question.
A process.o£ systematic production--Gold ornaments

4.20 The Supreme Court was called upon to examine the
scope of the term 'industry'3én connection with the validity
of the Gold Control Act, 1968 (45 oi’ 1968). It was argued that
goldsmith's work was a handicraft requiring application of
skill and the art of making gold ornaments was not an industry
within the meaning of that term in entry 52 oi’ List II or

entry 33 of List III. But Rsmaswuy speaking for the
Supreme Court, held that the mere use of skill or art was not

'1 '7 ji; 'i~l_ ' I T7 ifii

34. Others on the Bench were S.R. Das C.J., Venkatarama Iyer,
Sinha and Imam JJ.
35. See para 2.14 ante.
36. See I-Iarakchand v. Union of India, A.I.R. 1970 S.C. 1453.
37. Others on tEe BencE were H. Hidayatullah C.J., J.C. Shah,
G.K. Hitter and A.N. Grover JJ.
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a decisive factor. After referring to the definition of
industry in Shorter Oxford English Dictionargaand Webster's
Third New International Dictionary 196%9it was pointed out

that acceptance of a very wide meaning of the term.industries
would practically absorb the power given by entry 27 of List II.
Such an approach was contrary to sound principles of consti
tutional interpretation which should take care that the general
power was not nullified by e particular power conferred by the
same instrument. It was not necessary for the purpose of
deciding upon the validity of the Act in question to define

the expression industry precisely or exhaustively in all its
aspects. "We are satisfied in the present case that the manu
facture of gold ornaments by goldsmiths in India is a'prccess
°f l¥=*ﬂH8*1¢ Production‘ for trade or manufacture and so

falls within the connotations of the term 'industry' in the
appropriate legislative entriege. Parliament was therefore,
validly exercising its legislative power in respect of matters
covered by entry 52 of List I and entry 33 of List III.
_:l ' TI I7 I71 T 7

38. A particular branch of production, labour, trade or
manufacture.
39. Industry means (a) systematic labour especially for the
creation of value, (b) a department or branch of a craft,
art, business or manufacture; a division of productive and
profit-making labour especially one that employs large
spersonnel and capital especially in manufacture; (c) a
group of productive or profit-making enterprises. or organi
sations that have a similar technological structure of
production and that produce or supply technically substi
tutable goods, services or sources of income.
40. Ibid at p.1460.
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4. 21 It was then argued that even if the making oi‘ gold
ornaments was an industry its control by the Parliament had
not been declared expedient in public interest under the
Industries (Development and Regulation) Act 1951. The First
Schedule to that Act in item 1. Metallurgical Industries- B. (2)
referred to “semi-manufactures and manufactures". The
question was whether manufacture of gold ornaments would come

within the above entry. It was argued that read in the light
of the heading "Metallurgical Industries" the item "semi
manufactures or manufactures" could not take in the making of
gold ornaments. The court however, observed that the list of

items in the First Schedule did.not follow any logical pattern.
The term.'manufactures and semi-manufactures‘ had to be

constred in the light of the Brussel's Tari£f’Nomenelature,
and so construed, the manufacture of gold ornaments would fall
within the expression semiqmanufactures and manufactures in
item 1.B)(2). Therefore the Union Parliament was competent

to pass the Gold Control Act. As a result of the above case
a process of systematic production for trade or-manufacture
has been held to be included in the term ‘industry’.
Gas industry not transferred to the Union
4.22 The meaning of the term industry came up for consider—
ation before the Supreme Court in Calcutta Ggs Company
.(?P°PI1_°J3§E‘l), I=1=<1- '- §.E~'=L’°3£11!l°2’°, Passe;-I BY the °1‘i ﬁlial

Gas Company Act 1960 (West Bengal Act 15 of 1960), the State

41. A.I.R. 1962 s.c. 1044.
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of West Bengal took over for a period of 5 years the mneme;
and control of the Oriental Gas Company. The Calcutta Gas
Company which had the management of the Oriental Gas Company

challenged the validity oi’ the Act. It was argued that since
gas industry was covered by the item 2.(3), "Fuel Gases
(coal gas, natural gas and the like)", of the First Schedule
to the Industrial (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951, the
west Bengal Act was ultra vires the State legislature. Speaking
for the Supreme Court, Subba Rae 0.3? noticed that the State

Act occupied a part of the field already covered by the Central
Act. At the same time, gas industry seemed clearly to come
under entry 25 (gas and gas works) of the State List. If the
term ‘industries’ in entry 24 of List II was interpreted in
its widest amplitude to take all industries including gas
and gas work, entry 25 would become redundant. "...every
attempt should be made to harmonise the apparently conflicting

entries not only of different lists but also oi’ the same list
and to reject that construction which will rob one of the
4
entries oi’ its entire content and make it nugatorya. Therefore
entry 24 should be held to cover all industries in the State
except gas industry which would come under entry 25 of List II.
In this way meaning can be gven to both entries and a
reconciliation effected. Since industry had the same meaning

in entries 24 of List II and 52 of List I, the declaration in
m ' Ti“ Q if _‘_, _T 1' '* '__'T' Ian?‘ I

42. Others on the Bench were B.P. Sinha C.J., H.RaJagopala

Ayyangar, '1‘.R. Mudholkar and 'J3.L. Vsnkatarama Ayyar JJ.

43. Ibid at p.1o5o.
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the Central Act will not affect a transfer of gas industry
from the State field to the Union field. Hence the West Bengal
Act was valid.

4.23 On this approach, the Court also struck down
section 2 of the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act,
1951, the Union legislation governing industrial development,

in so tar as it purported to deal with gas industry. It will
be recalled that this sectio:‘prohibits the State or local
authority from taking over the management or control of any

industrial undertaking in respect of a controlled industry.
It has already been submitted that the entire section 20 of
the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951 is
unconstitutional. The'Union Parliament cannot simply prohibit
the State legislatures from exercising their powers under

entry 42 of List III by a mere declaration. Only by enacting
legislation, against which the State laws would be held
repugnant, the Union Parliament can prevent the State legi
slation. However, as a practical matter, the Union may have
upper hand in such.matters. Under article 31(3) of the
Constitution it is necessary for State acquisition laws to
be valid to obtain the assent of the President. The Union
could refuse the assent to the State laws requisitioning

property in respect of a controlled industry. But it is felt
that this possibility will not cure the invalidity of section
20 of the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act.
m 7 '1 fr i Ilf" I“ff"l U ,Ifff

44. See note 7 under para 4.6 ante.
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Heed for a broader view oi‘ industry

4.24 The confining of ' industry‘ to the process of
production or manufacture excluding completely the raw materia
and the finished products may not always produce salutory

results. Sometimes the raw materials for the process of manu
facture may have to be included as ancillary to the process of
industry and brought under Union control. This would not be
possible if the narrow interpretation of the term industry is
1

always adhered to. In !_al_an1__g_§r_a3_l_=£ubber. and Produce Compgg

Limited v. State of Keralgsthe validity of the withdrawal of
exemption from ceiling limit in the case oi’ lands contiguous
to rubber plantations by section 81 of the Kerala Land Reforms
Amendment Act of 1969 was in question. It was argued that
lands set apart for the future expansion of rubber plantations
should not be acquired or diverted to other purposes, as the
Rubber Act, 1947 had deolaretlsthe rubber industry to be a
controlled industry. The primary purpose of the Rubber Act
was to secure raw materials for the industry. Raw material
was integrally connected with the end product, and if the
latter was the subject-matter of legislation by the Union,
any legislation by the State which might adversely affect the
production of the raw materials would be an encroachment upon
the Union sphere. The Supreme Court, however, seemed to rely
47
on the decision in Tika Benji and to favour the narrow view
“Q _ I, '_1'1T _'_' T"_I____'_"__ ‘ TL 7' 171'? I_, 7 1"?‘ Q ‘i __’§__.|Q '__ f ';

45. A.I.R. 1972 S.C. 2027.
46. Section 2 of the Rubber Act, 1947.

470 .AeIeRe S.C.
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of the 'industry° put forth by the Advocate-General of‘Kerala
that what the Union Legislature sought to achieve by the
Rubber Act was to control the industry, i.e., the manufacture
of rubber and not the control of production of raw materials
(latex etc.) from which rubber was produced? In his judgment
Hitter 3? observed that the Rubber Act could not be said to
I

have empowered the Union Legislature to direct rubber manu

facturer to increase his production by bringing additional
land under rubber plants. Further, although it was the
function of the Rubber Board under section 8 to take measures
for the development of the rubber industry it did not appear
that the expansion of rubber plantation or guidance in that
direction by the Board was contemplated under that section.

4.25 The stand of the Supreme Court that land needed for
planting with rubber plants could be treated as incidental
to rubber industry only if there was a duty on the part of
a rubber planter to increase the area under rubber plantation
creates some difficulties. A rubber plantation attracts the
provisions of the Rubber Act, 1947 passed by the Union Legi
slature even though the owner of the plantation was under.no

duty to embark upon his venture. If the question of duty is
‘net relevant in fixing the scope of the legislative field
initially, it is not clear how it becomes an important
consideration when the scope of ancillary powers are

considered. To say that only if there is a duty to increase

48. at

49. Others on the Bench were S.l. Sikri C.J., J.M. Shelet,
I.D. Due and H.R. Khenna JJ.
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the rubber plantation would the land needed for it come under
the Union power of legislation is to deny a reasonable meaning
to the incidental power which should have been conceded to a

legislature charged with the promotion oi‘ any legislative
project. Incidental power which is generally taken as the
power necessary for realising the main power has been taken
from the area of power to the realm of duty.

4.26 It would be interesting to refer here to the famous
test of incidental or ancillary powers laid down by Chief
50

IcCulloch
Justice larshall in
v. State oi’ Iaryland. Rejecting
1

the narrow construction of ancillary p0WQI‘g that a power cannot

be conceded as necessary to another power unless there was
absolute physical necessity that one could not exist without

the other canvassed before him, Iarshall C.J. held that it ‘
meant no more than what was convenient or useful or essential

to the other. After pointing out the disastrous effect of the
narrow construction he went on to say:-

"But we think the sound construction of the
constitution must allow to the national legislature
that discretion, with respect to the means by which
the powers it confers are to be carried into execution,
which will enable that body to perform the high duties

aesiged to it, in the manner most beneficial to the
50. (1819) 4 Wheaten 316; 4 Lawyer's Edn. p.579.
make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for
carrying into execution the foregoing powers vested by

51. Article I, section B of the Constitution of U.S. "...To
this Constitution in the Government of the United States,
or in any department or officer thereof".
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people. Let the end be legitimate, let it be within
the scope of the constitution, and all means which
are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that
end, which are.not prohibited but consist with the

letter and spirit of the constitution, are
constituti onal" . 52

4.27 In striking contrast to the above approach to
incidental powers, our Supreme Court.has taken a stand that

a means can be termed incidental not even if it is indis
pensable to the realisation of the power but only if there is
e duty to realise the objectives envisaged by the grant of
power. Though the attention of the Supreme Court was drawn

to the criterion envisaged in the second Five Year Plan for
the grant of exemption from land ceiling namely, "integrated
nature of operations especially where industrial and agri
5
cultural work are undertaken as a composite enterprise},
Whiﬂhﬂlﬁﬂld have eminently been applicable in.the case of

rubber industry, it failed to evoke any favourable response
from the Supreme Court. A narrow interpretation of the term
industry, and a narrower-interpretation of the ancillary
powers, could frustrate the broad purpose of development and
control under the Union auspices of the industry in question.
It is soewhet unfortunate, as it appears from the report,
I Ii _:_ 'l'_._i' 411';

52. (1819) 4 Wheaten 316 at 421; 4 Lawyer's Edn. 579 at 605.
53. Second Five'Year Plan, p.196 quoted at page 2031 of the

report,
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that neither the Union government nor the Rubber Board inter

vened in the matter and pressed for a broader interpretation ct
the Union powers regarding the development and control of
rubber industry.
CONCLUSION

4.28 Criticisms are heard sometimes against the undue
weightage in favour of the Union in sharing powers over
industrial regulation. Thus the Rajamannar Committee Report
pleaded that entry '7 in the Union List should be replaced by
a more precise entry confining it to armament industries

proper and entry 52 should be restricted to industries of
national importance or all India character or of industries
of the capital oi’ more than 100 orores of rupees. It also
recommended that the entire power or regulation of minor
minerals development should be given to the State?’

4.29 It has also been commented that the Centre has gained
control of over 93$ of the industries in terms of the value of
their output without any constitutional amendment and that

this type of extension of the Union control is a fraud on the
Constitutioa?

4.30 The need for uniform policy in industrial development
under Union direction and control cannot be over--emphasized.

54. Report of the Central-State Relations Inquiry Committee
(1971): P-215

55. T.S. Rajagopala Iyengar, Centre-State Relations in India,
Parasranga, Hysore University (1974), PP.15-16.
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However, the interpretation placed by the courts which.allows
the Union declaration to absorb the independent State powers
given by the legislative entries and which sometimes.holds,

in.an unduly technical fashion, that all aspects of the State
power have been transferred to the Union in the face of clear
evidence to the contrary has little to commend in it. At the
'same time, the courts have also failed to develop a meaning
of industry which would allow adequate scope for the
incidental powers. It seems that an interpretation which
would give recognition also to the purposes of the Constitution
and the lane should be developed in this area.

CHAPTER V
EDUCATIUN

C 'fQT__ if _;__ ll I ,_

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER

5.1 The power to legislate with respect to education
has been given to the States as per entry 11 of the State
List which reads as follows:
"Education including universities, subject to
the provisions of entries 63, 64, 65 and 66 of

List I and entry 25 of the List III".
By entry 25 of List III vocational and technical training of
labour has been given to the concurrent field. Entries 63
to 66 of List I have given to the exclusive Union field
certain institutions and aspects of education. These are:
"63. The institutions known at the commencement

of this Constitution as the Benares Hindu'University,
the Aligerh.Inslim University and the Delhi University,
and any other institution declared by Parliament by
law to be an institution of national importance.

64. Institutions for scientific or technical
education financed by the Government of India wholly

or in part and declared by Parliament by law to be
institutions of national importance.
65. Union agencies and institutions fcr
(a) professional, vocational or technical training,

including the training of police officers; or
(b) the promotion of special studies or research; or
(c) scientific or technical assistance in the
investigation or detection of crime.
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66. Co-ordination and determination of standards in

institutions fcr higher education or research and
scientific and technical institutions".

Thus the subject of education is really spread over all the
three Lists.
CQNFLICT REGARDING THE POWER T0 PRESCRIBE IEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION

5.2 Some interesting questions of conflict between the
power of the State and the Union have come up. In Gujarat
‘University v._§hriK;i§hné, a question as to how to reconcile

entry 11 of List II with entry 66 of List I so far as the
medium of instruction was concerned was raised. In pursuance
of Gujarat University Act, 1949 as amended by Gujarat Act 4 of
1961 and the statutes issued thereunder, the'University
restricted admission to English medium courses in the colleges
to those who had had their high school course in the English
medium. The purpose of this restriction was to promote the
development and study of Gujarati and Hindi and their use as

a media of instruction and for examinatioﬁ; ut the effect of
this restriction was that Gujarati and Hindi came to be
prescribed as the exclusive media of instruction in the colleges
(cf course with the limited exception noted above). The
question was whether the Gujarat University was statutorily
right in so prescribing the medium of instruction, and whether

:1: ';'T :'*__;_; ' ' * * '_ ; '*?iI;"_; J. i 'T";_,:__; :;;I_;* i_i1n
1. A.I.R. 1963 5.0. 703.
2. Section 4(27) of the Gu1arat'University Act, 1949.
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deliveny of the goods to a common carrier for transport

ct of the country by land or sea. Such a sale cannot
be dissociated from the export without which it cannot
be effectuated, and the sale and resultant export form

parts of a single transaction. Of these two integrated
activities, which together constitute an export sale,
whichever first occurs can well be regarded as taking
place in the course of the other. Assuming without
deciding that the property in the goods in the present
cases passed to the foreign buyers and the sales were
thus completed within the State before the goods commenced

their journey as found by the Sales Tax Authorities,
the sales must, nevertheless, be regarded as having
taken place in the course of the export and are, there
fore, exempt under Article 286(1)(b). That clause,
indeed, assumes that the sale has taken place within

the limits of the State and exempts it if it takes 35

place in the course of the export of the goods concerned".

6.20 In the next case before the Supreme Court, vis.,
itateeaefp havens are-<=°<=h1n v- §.1.1%ee;'L1-es- <>eB!1e.*i_ILE.12_122z1.
6

Qgilog, two types of import sales were involved. In the first,
certain parties at Bombay acted only as agents of the importers

1n.Travenc0re—C0chin State, and in the second, the parties at
Bombay imported the goods on their own behalf, and made

separate sale of the goods to the parties in Travancore-Cochin
State. The Supreme Court held that there was privity of
contract between the Travencore-Oochin group and the foreign

sellers and thus the former were importers in the first case
and the travel of the goods upto Travancore-Cochin is to be
35¢ A.I¢Ra 1953 3.3. 333.
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treated as in the course of import of goods into India. Since
there was no such privity of contract between the foreign
seller and the Travanoore-Cochin group in the second case,
the sales by the Bombay party to the Travancore-Cochin group
involved therein were not exempt from sales tax and the real
importer was the Bombay party. Patanjali Sastri C.J. explained
the meaning of the phrase "integrated activities" he had used
in.the Bombay Company case already cited, in the following
words:

"ihe phrase ‘integrated activities‘ was used in
the previous decision to denote that ‘such a sale‘
(i.e. a sale which occasions the export) "cannot" be
dissociated from the export without which it cannot be
effectuated, and the sale and the resultant export form

parts of a single transaction". It is in that sense
that the two activities-the sale and the export-were
said to be integrated. A purchase for the purpose of
export like production or manufacture for export, is
only an act preparatory to export and cannot, in our
opinion, be regarded as an act done "in the course of
the export of the goods out of the territory of India",
any more than the other two activities can be so
regarded",37

It is significant that Des J. in his dissent held
that a sale or purchase in the course of import or export
should also include the last prchnee by the exporter with a
view to export, and the first sale by the importer to a
dealer after the arrival of the imported goodg§

37. Ihid at p.336.
38. Ibid at p.352.
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6.21 The crux of the matter, therefore, is that only a
sale which occasions the movement of the goods as a result of
a covenant or incident of the contract of sale would qualify

for the imunity. Hence purchase of goods for export after
securing order from foreign purchasers? sale of goods to
licensed exporter who in turn sold to foreign purchaser? local
purchase of tobacco which preceded export sale: sale of tea
by auction (along with export quota) to agents of foreign
buyers? sale of coffee by the Coffee Board to registered
exporters who in turn sold to foreign byergaand sale to State
Trading Corporation, though on f.o.b. terms, where the State
Trading Corporation entered into separate but identical contract
of sales with the foreign purchasers’ were all held not to
qualify as the sale that occasioned export. They were all only
sales for export but not export sales. Similarly, import of
non—ferrous items for supply to the Directorate General of
Supplies and Disposals on the basis of import licences, even
when import licences were secured on the recommendation of
7 _ _f;; If Q l 11"’ ' ' ' * " A‘ ‘Q “f '-i.T_'i___L _"'_‘ ff I ,§ ‘;T

39. State of'Madras v. Guruviah.Naidu & Co. Ltd., A.I.R. 1956

""“""'°“"""d”' ""”"'dc """

.
A.
.
.
5
S.
.
.
it
S
1*’
1
41. East’ ndia'IgpacgoCo;_LtQ. v. State of A.P., A.I.R. 1962

40. State of !%sore g.'!%sore Shippigg and_§§nu§g¢turin£;Qg.

42. Ban Germ Nil iri Plantatimn Co. Coonoor v. Sales Tax
Ufficer 5 ecIaI Circle E §EEIam, A.I.R.1954 5.5. T752.
43. Uofieegﬁoard Ha aIore v. §oIHtUpmmgrqialTax Officer
44. Hod: §era uddin v. State of Orissa A.I.R. 1975 S.C. 1564;
a eSO
o 1I aUv.
Lewi Faiastﬁ eraIl__§1ndica_te, A.I.R.
7 4 ‘N __T *7 W W4 7 7 if i W‘ ‘—_ 7‘

Faeroe; A. . 8707' do S W

O
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D.G.S.8: 1)., did not qualify as a sale in the course of import.
The movement of the goods in the course of import was not
occasioned by the contract of sale with the D.G.S.& D. but by

the purchase from the foreigi sellers. There was no privity
of contract between the foreign seller and the D.G.S.d:

6.22 Though the general trend of the decisions is that
only one sale can occaion export or import, sometimes
transactions involving two sales have been held to qualify for
¢=¢1=Pt1<>n- Thee in .LBl;K'~ 2*ed¢¥§r.a§.a1.e.B Tax 9f_1i199?.._ Fourth

Division Licence Circle v. ye. Daulatram Rameswarlal? where
the assesses sold the goods to an Indian purchaser who had

agreed to sell to foreign buyers, there were two sales resulting

in the export. But the first sale being on f. o.b. basis, the
property in the goods remained with the assesses and passed to
the foreign buyer only after the goods had reached the export

stream. This was sufficient to qualify even the first sale
as being in the course of export.
6.23 In K.G. Khosla 8: Co. v. Depgtz Commissioner of
Commercial Taxes, ldadragthere was a contract with the D. G.S.d:D.

for the supply of axle bodies which were to be inspected in
Belgium as well as, after arrival, in India. Though it was
argued that the movement of the goods was occasioned by the

purchase from the foreign seller, and not by the sale to the
—__T7ili :2 _ 7;"

45. Binani BIOS. V. Union Of I 618, A.I.R. 1974 5.0. 1510.
46. A.T.§. 1§51 3.6 . 311.
47. A.I.I-I. 1965 5.0. 1215.
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D.G.S.& D. which was a separate one after the import was
completed, the Supreme Court held that the import sale was not

completed in Belgium. The terms in the contract according to
which.no diversion of the goods was possible as well as the
term.for inspection and rejection in India indicated that the
movement of the goods was occasioned by the sale completed in
India after inspection. Therefore the sale to the D.G.S.& D.
qualified as in the course of import.
\

6.24 Export and import implies the existence of two
termini between which the goods are eipected to move. If the
goods move only from one and do not cross the other, the sale
cannot qualify as being in the course of import or export. In
other words, there cannot be an export which does not end up
in an import in a foreign country, and there cannot be an
import into India which is not commenced with an export from

a foreign country. Hence sale of aviation petrol to an aircraft
for consumption on a foreign flightaand sale of coal to ships
for consumption in the course of its foreign voyagggdo not

qualify as in the course of export.

6.25 As regards sale in the course of inter-State trade,
a purchase within the State for sale outside the State does not
qualify for the exemption, as the inter-State movement of the
goods are not occasioned by the purchase within the Statg?
48. §urmah;§hell
Oil Storgge
and Distributing
Co. of
India Ltd.
v.
Commerc
a
x
oer,
A.
.
.
S.C.
.
49. State of ﬁeraIa v. 509$ Qopal. C,o_...Ltd., A.I.R. 1961 S.C.

'IUBT"""""" d‘ """“ ""“”d:“"

50- %.I1{=rs.81mha98=1 5911 v- §1=e1=2 of 01.4822. A-I-It 1961 S-0
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6.26 But where the goods were transported outside the
State as required by the contract of sale, it was held that
the sale transaction involved the movement of the goods and
such sales were exempzg Where, according to the sales, goods
were moved from Bihar to Bengal, and the documents of title
were transferred in Bengal, such sales could come under inter
State sale under section (3)(b) of the Central Sales Tax Act,
1956 only if the goods were actually in movement when the
52
title deeds were transferred. Where vehicles were moved from

the factory where they were made to store-rooms in different
States, and where appropriation of goods in pursuance of the
sale was made only at the regional store-rooms, the movement
of the goods from the factory to the store-rooms could not be
said to be occasioned by any covenant or incident in the

contract of sale to attract liability for tax on inter-State

53

sale under section (3)(a) of the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956.
In itwalst 9£seB1-has: v- __.__1':=&__.T-W1 ins arias as Laapmsiivaﬂo,-._ Li?

the question was whether trucks etc. delivered in Bihar as
per orders issued from the Bombay office but moved to different
parts of India, would qualify for exemption. is
the purchasers
B
were required by the toms of the contract to remove the goods
from Bihar to other States it was held that the sale was an

inter-State sale.
* 7 L ___ll__I*,T,____; H '1 T. i,_'.-_~- el*l ,_' I__ ' A_ e‘7LY_T"JT"QTfi_’*—f*i I if '1; ; __, Q 1""_i Q IT T41 _, _ _ it '7" _7_.'. _ 'I'__ ._

51. Cement Marketing Co._;oj1;_1ndia v. State cfL]l,ysTorjg_, A.I.R.
52. TatagI§;gn;id:-Sgt,eelA AQc%.gLt_d_. v. S.R.Sarkar, A.I.R.1961 S.C.65.
53. Tate
§9_g_i._¢;eer1.§g'
' E Locomotiveg Co.1970
Ltd. v.
Assistant
ss oner
o Commerc1*a1"Fgxes,‘1\.T.§.
8.5.
T551. Commi

540 Acne e e e e

-.1 37..

.e..:-mitiseleep 911ﬁ!19, glee

6.27 The Supree Court has proceeded on the basis that
the meaning of the phrase "in the course of" in "in the course
of inter-State sale" and "in the course of export or import"
is the sang? The purpose of the restriction on State's power
to levy a sales tax on inter-State sales would seam to be to
promote the unhampered flow of trade and commerce throughout

the territory of India and thus to make the economic unity of
the nation. It is not necessary to emphasise the importance
of the achievement of a oomcn market for the whole of India.
The purpose of the restriction on the State‘: power to levy

a tax on.a sale in the course of export is to foster foreign
trade. The fostering of foreign trade is necessary to create
a favourable balance of trade, foreign exchange etc. which
are essential for the economic existence of the nation. The
purposes of the restrictions being different, though related
in some measure, it is not clear why different meanings may
not be given to the same phrase "in the course of" in the
inter-State and export contexts.

6.28 In instances where the purchase imediately preceding
the export and the export sale are inseparably connected, the
attempt to separate them would seem to be an unduly technical
exercise, particularly, where the State Trading Corporation or
l

' ‘_'_§ ____." .f

55- @G,,g
Eadras ,

;aeova

Co. v. . Commissioner of Commercial Taxes,
“T966 S.%. 1515 5? T T Fiﬁar . T ta
6
6
I‘
EEEQQ igg Locomotive Co. LtE., A.I.§. 1§71 8.5. Z77.
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Hinerals and Metals Trading Corporation comes in to channellise

export and import trade. The interplltion of the S.T.C. or
I.I.T.C. between the exporter and the foreign byer has
resulted in the position that only the eele by the S.T.C. is
treated as export sal2§ This development is not conducive

to the prcotion of foreign trade. It is worthvmentioning
Second Travancore Cochin Case .
dissenting judgment included the last urchase preceding the
export also in the phrase "in the course of export". In

that, in the 5? Des J in his

Ben Germ Hi ri Plantation Go. Ooonoor v. gjalesgfax _Qffi_g£,
58
Special Circle, Ernakulmm, the dissenting judgment of Wanchoo
and Ayyangar JJ. was based on a more liberal view of the
phrase "in the course of export". While the majoritggheld

that "there was between the sale and the export no such bond

as would justify the inference that the sale and the export
formed parts of a eingleegransaction or that sale and export
were integrally connected", the minority judges were prepared
to hold that when in pursuance of e contract, or understanding,

between the buyer and the seller, the latter was to export the
goods bought, and the goods were he fact exported, the pre
ceding sale should also qualify for exemption as being in the
course of export.
56. Mohammad Sera uddin v. State of Orissa, A.I.R. 1975 8.0.
1551; §¥a;e oi Eﬁééab vt ﬂew §a]ae§§§n Mineral Sgndicate,

A.I.R. . . .

570 .AeIeRe
AeIeRe Sec.
580
S.C.

653. °Gajendragadker
61; pe C.J., J.C. Shah and S.M. Sikri JJ.
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Hadras . .

6.29 61 In Coffee Board v. Joint Commercial Tax Officer,

Sikri C J in his dissenting judgent went to the heart

of the matter. The learned Judge pointed out that keeping in
view the mnportence of export trade to the country's economy,
there was a need to adopt a broader view of whet "occasions"
export. Referring to the meaning of the word "occasions" in
Shorter Oxford Dictionary he said it also meant "to bring about,
especially, in an incidental or subsidiary manner" in addition

to, "induce: to be the cause of". In the context of the
promotion of foreign trade the wider meaning of the word
‘occasion’ would be more appropriate. In Mohammad Serajggdg
v. State of Orissgz I-LR. Khanna J . in his dissenting judgment
held that, on general principles, the singular may on occasions
include the plural, and there was nothing wrong to read the

word "sale" in "sale in the course of export" as including its
plural. Therefore, if more than one sale was integrally
connected with the export within the spirit of the holding in
the first Trevanccrc-0,c,c}1_i_n§_asg_, there was nothing wrong, as

in.the instant case, in allowing the exemption to two sales
holding that the two sales together had occasioned the export.

6.30 The Law Ocmmission.in its second report considered
the suggestion of the linistry of Commerce and Industry to
include the last purchase preceding the export also for
exemption, but did not accept it on the supposed illogicality
_' W" Q _l__§A i’

61. A.I.R. 1971 3.0. 870.

620 AeIeRe 1975 3.C. 15640
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it might result in when an exemption could be claimed on that
63

basis for the first sale after import. Could the life of e
sales tax law be more logical than the needs of revenue or
the regulation of trade and commerce? However, Dr;N.C. Sen

Gupta in his dissenting note had pleaded for a more liberal
interpretation of the phrase "in the course of export or
imports. He adopted as correct the Attorney General'e argument
cw. 0
summarised by the Chief Justice in the first T;avggoore:§_chin
ﬂaae in the following terms:

"In addition to the sales and purchases of the
kind described above, the exemption covers the last
purchase by the exporter and the first sale by the
importer, if any, so directly and proximately connected
with the export sale or import purchase as to form
part of the same transaction. This view was sposored
by the Attorney General".55

It is respectfully submitted that the rigid inter
pretation ought to be revised for promoting foreign trade
in the economic interests of the country.
['__'§f'§I_“I'T’i"_'I Qf Z T 7__ ;___‘ T ‘I7 I___'].T__._i‘___ _— _' '_,7 1 ,i §,"~__T‘ Q,

63. Law Commission of India, Second Report (1956), para 9:
"The Ministry of Comerce and Industry has mentioned the

desirability of including the last purchase preceding the
export as a transaction in the course of export on the
ground that the exemption of such transactions from tax
will stimulate exports. It was not, however, suggested
tat a similar exemptio should be granted to the first
sale following the import. It appears to us to be somewhat
illogical
the whereas
last purchase
preceding
the export
sho d be that
exempt
the firs
sale following
the
import
should
not be exempted.
we are,and
therefore,
unable
to accept
this suggestion
. Dictionary
lo io cannot
dictate conclusions for economic problems invo intense

.3 its
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6‘e at P0100
65. Ibid.
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Sales tax and duties of customs including export duties

6.31 It has been.noticed that a tax on sale or prchase
in the course of export or import cannot be levied by the
Union Parliament or by a State. As interpreted by the Supreme
Cour§c? a sale in the course of export is one that occasions
the export. So interpreted there will be nothing to distinguish
between a tax on the sale which occasions the export and en
export duty. An argument that the specific prohibition in
clause (1)(b) of article 286 was redundant in view of the fact
that the power to levy the export duties have been given to
the Union Parliament by entry 83 of List I, Schedule 7 was
rejected by Patanjali Sastri C.J. in the Travancore-Cochin Case @
Province
referred to above.
In ofv.Madras
Nils. Boddu
Paidanna d: Sons67Gwyer O.J. noted that the power of the Federal

Legislature to levy an excise duty in respect of an article
produced in a province and the power of the province to levy

a tax on the first sale thereof were distinct in law though
from the point of view of the manufacturer, who would be
called upon to pay both, it would appear to be the same or

overlapping. Patanjali Sastri C.J. referred to this conflict
and held that on a similar argument, in the absence of the
specific prohibition in article 286(1)(b) the States could
also claim to impose a sales tax on export sales. But the
prohibition imposed on the States against the levy of sales
66. State of Travancore-Cochg v. Bombay Co. Ltd., A.I.R. 1952
5050 3 O

670 A¢I¢R. F.C. 330
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tax on export sales has avoided any possible conflict between
States power to levy sales tax and the Union's power to levy
export duties.
INCOME TAX AND OTHER TAXES

Tax on income and tax on land and building

6.32 By entry 82 of the Union List taxes on income other
than agricultural income belong to the Union. According to
entry 49 of the State List taxes on lands and buildings are
leviable by the States. Apparent conflicts have occurred
between these two powers and between their predecessor entriega
in the Government of India Act 1935. when the annual value of

land and building is selected as the basis for the State tax
and it is also used as the basis for measuring income for
purposes of income tax an apparent conflict arises. this
apparent conflict has been resolved by treating the annual
value differently in the two taxeg?

6.33 In a tax on land and buildings, annual value is
used as a basis for assessment of the tax irrespective of the
actual income derived from the property. Ho attempt is made to
get at the actual income from the property. Annual value is
used for determining the importance or value of the property
if __ _ Til __ I“T§_ l_ f___'_i'_ ii, Y’

68. 54- Taxes on income other than agricultural income in the
Federal List and 42- taxes on lands and uildings in the
Provincial List.
69. Sir B am ee v. Province of Bomb , A.I.R. 1940 Bom.65
(F.§.¥ ang F lla Fam.v. Province of East Punjab A.I.R.

1949 F.C. '
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to be taxed. But in a tax on income, annual value is used as
a standard to get at the actual income even though this might
be’involve some arbitrariness. The difference between the two
uses of annual value may be seen in Bella Ram v. Province of
East Punjab? The estimated annual value which was the basis
of the tax on land and buildings under the Puniab Urban
Immovable Property Tax Act, 1940 provided for only two deduct
ions, 10$ of the cost of repairs and maintenance, and the

actual land revenue paid on the bilding. At the same time
the Income Tax Act which also adopted the annual value of
property for ascertaining the income provided for deductions

in respect of cost or repairs, insurance premia, interest on
mortgages and charges, land revenue, collection charges and
vacancies. The attempt to get the actual income as accurately
as possible is obvious.
Income tax and professional tax

6.34 By entry 60 of the State List, the States may levy
a tax on professions, trades, callings and employments. The
‘income’ adopted as measure for levying the professional tax
would appear to be in conflict with income tax which is also
based on income. But the two taxes are distinct in as much as
a tax on income can be imposed only if there is income, whereas
a tax on profession can be imposed if a person carries on a
profession irrespective of the income derived therefro!
ﬁ§';'f;"__" 4' T4f|"_."Ti.%_—.";.T_1__'_l,~_‘ Q ill If _ ilff l';_ _7L'.L. is _

TO. A.I.R. 1949 F.C. 81.

71. Seervai, Constitutional Law of India (1968), p.927.
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7.13 Similar to the above decision has been the decision
of the Supreme Court in.Ra1ahmundr[ Electric Supply Corporation
14

v. §tatg_oi_§ndh;a. Here the case had all the ingredients of
a drama. the validity of the Madras Electricity Supply Under
takings (Acquisition) Act, 1949, (43 of 1949), which received
the assent of the Governor-General on 18-1-1950 and the
certification by the President under article 31(6) of the
Constitution on 12-4-1950 was in question. The petitioner
said in the ladras High Court that the concerned legislation
was bad because it was on corporations while the State said
it was on electricity. The Madras High Court had held that
the Act was in pith and substance a law with respect to
electricity (entry 31 of the Concurrent List), and not a
legislation with respect to corporations under entry 33 of
List I. Under the power to legislate with respect to corpora~
tion the Federal Legislature had power to create, protect and
destroy an artificial person, but the power did not extend to

its function and activities. In the present case the Act did
not affect the corporate status of any electricity undertaking,
ht only its business concerning electricity. Hence the Act
was nithin.the competence of the Iadras Legislature.

7.14 Qn appeal to the Supreme Court the petitioner said
the law was neither on corporation nor on electricity but on
acquisition, a contention accepted by the Supreme Court. After
14. A.I.R. 1954 S.C. 251; 1954 S.C.J. 310 o appeal from
(1951) 2 H.L.J. 277. A.I.R. 1951 lad. 979.
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ehich had made provision for taxing loans received by a member
of a controlled company as dividend to prevent evasion of tax
was challenged on the ground that the Act was outside the scope

of entry 82 of List I and hence beyond the legislative
competence of Parliament. Ramaohandra Iyer J. held that
competence to legislate regarding income tax included a power

to legislate in order to check the evasion. Even if it were
held that the Act in question imposed e tax not on income but
on a loan and was thus outside the ambit of entry 82 oi’ List I,
the Act could be sustained under the residuary powers under

entry 97 of List I read with article 248.

7.22 The validity of annuity deposit for income tax
assessees introduced by the Finance Act, 1964 (5 of 1964) as
chapter XIIIA of theelnoome Tax Act, 19.61 was challenged in

Bari Krishnav.1Union of Qgigf 3 The assesses argued that
since the law wa passed as part of the Income Tax Act) entry 82

of the’List I must justify the legislation. This line of
argument is clearly welcome to a student of legislative
conflicts because it compels Parliament to preciseness and a
firm decision at the beginning to see that the law did come
under a definite entry and discourages sloppy legislation on
the shelter of the residuary item of the Union List. Shah J.
held for the majority that the power to legislate for the
annuity deposit must be within the competence of Parliament
primarily under List I, entry 82, but if not, certainly under

260 A0101?-0 3.3.
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enondnent, one writer has potntee out that acquisition or
oeeeion following war and declaration of peace would be oovereﬂ

by the power to declare war mi lake pence elm; with the
treaty-making power, and that the pone!‘ to acquire or cede
territory in tines of peace would be oovered. by the power to
deal. with foreign ettetre and to make treaties. Even it the
power oould not be held no taoidentel to the above powers,
the power to eoqun-e and oede territory would be lnolnﬁee in

article 248 one entry 97 of mm:

As me sole to euetatn Union legislation 3’
7.27 In g_;g_§_g__§g@ v. ;e.v_.;;.,,~._:.-- ggaaeg A1551 az1-sting

the validity oi’ the Hinaohal Praaeah Legieletive Aeeeabh
(constitution and Prooeedinge) Validation Act, 1958 (56 of
1958) nee oalled in question. The Aeaembly of Kimono).
Pradeeh originally constituted under the Part O Staten Act,

1951 could not mite]; ﬂmoﬂoo utter the tormtion or the on
State under the Btnaohol Pmdeoh and Btlaopur (New Sta-to Act),
1954. Though the embers were deeneo oonttmze to represent
‘their ooaetitueaoiee, o notiﬁcation under oeotion 76 om’ the

Representation of People Act, 1951 nae not lemee. Still the
Aeeembly wee eumaoaed anion peeled certain eneotmente relating

34- RJ. Seorvai, Constitutional Lew of India, Bombay (1968),
pp.110-111 and 121. ‘there to elao e view that tn the

, the
Oourtmtgave
powSupreme
once substance.
etaoetorn
it is more
not relevant
to the topic under dieoueaion further elaboration is

avoided.

Jae A.-1.1% 3.0. 1008
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8.24 Justice Sabba Rae also explained away in an.nn~
satisfactory way,it is submitted, the American, Australian and
Canadian cases cited before him in support of the stand of the
Un10n Cf India.

8.25 Thus, it is subitted that the reasons of Justice
Subba Rao to deny the power in question to the Union are all
of doubtful validity.

Criticism of the mjority Jndglent

8.26 Some writers have also criticised the decision of
the majority. One writer has saigpthat the majority judgment
did not fully appreciate the scope of the doctrine of imunity

of instrumentalities in U.S.A. The core of the doctrine still
applies to protect state activities of strictly governmental
character from federal taxation. There is greater need,
according to this opinion, for protection of the States in
India from the power ct eminent domain of the Union and the
majority judgment has not adequately met the possibility of
mutual acquisition of the same property between.Union and the

State going on infinitely. It is therefore, suggested that
the minority view of Subba Rec J. seems to be preterrable.

8.27 The core of the doctrine which this writer says is
applicable in U.S.A. with regard to the state immunity from
‘Union taxation has been recognised in article 289 of the
LI'Q‘_"il7 '_.1fi.'.l Ii ‘T '_l:' :_i[a_':

20. G.C. Venkate Subba Rao, Indian Constitutional Law, Vol.1,
Iadras Law Journal Office, Iadras (1970), pp.148-149.
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Constitution. The need for an immunity from eminent domain is

not strong as in the case of taxation, unless one is to concede
the reductio ad absurdem argument (the argument that the Union
and the State could go on acquiring the same property in
succession ad infinitum). Why the requirement oi’ Presidential

assent envisaged in article 31(3) cannot break the chain is
not made clear.

8.28 Another writer has concluded that the majority
judgnent ‘is a glaring example in this country of a judgent
guided by an a priori assumption, namely, that, in case of a
ccnfligt between national and State power, the former must
prevail". He observes that any pragatic assumption of the
need for the national strength vis-e--vis the States ought not
to erode into the legal interpretation oi’ the provisions of
the Constitution which will reduce the States into a position
of existence by the sufferance of the Unioﬁ? He also thinks
that the supremacy of the federal power in the U.S.A. has been
possible as there is only an enumeration of the federal power
with no competing enumeration for the states‘ side and there is
the supremacy clause oi’ article VI in favour of the federation.
In Indie with treble emeration and no supremacy clause as
in the U.S.A. it would be illegitimate to make any a priori
assumption of the federal supremac? It may be pointed out
* ii‘___" ft L- 1, ; t‘*Ifi _i ;;'_1 , '_Qf :@f*1"':_"i ;_ ': j 5 1 *"1: 1 ‘ _ ii 1 L1 ; Ti

21. Durgadas Basu, Commentary on the Constitution of India

ctn sen. Vol.5, s.c. Sarkar e Sons, Calcutta (1973),p.§89.

22» Ibid, at p¢3Q4.

230 at 1303900
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He held that there was such a direct conflict between the
provisions so as to make it impossible to give effect to both.
25
The provincial law void to that extent.

10.13 The judiciary will try to limit the scope of the

26 "W'ii U

conflicting provisions to the barest minimum. In‘2gQ§QKhlRg1
Jain vu §ilra§an%§rgsad Shag, a conflict was alleged between

certain sections of hotor Vehicles Act, 1939 and the Bihar
Amendment made thereto. According to the Union law appeals '
could be preferred against certain orders issued in connection
with the stage carriage permits. In the case of non-appealable
orders revision could be preferred to the State Transport
Authority. But according to the provisions of the Bihar
(Amendment) Act, the State Government could revise any order

of any authority on petition made to it. Raghubar Dayal $1
held that literally read the Bihar provision covered all
appealable and revisionable cases under the Central provision.
To that extent there was direct conflict and the State section
was void. But that would not prevent the State Government
from exercising its powers of revision after the process of
appeal or revision under the Central Act was over. In the
case on hand the State Government revised the Appellate
Authority's order and the action of the State Government was
held valid. Thus, the Court restricted the scope of repugnancy
'a';a1L;Ial‘_"__I '1—_' _" __TI'__" I11‘ _f _'_'f_’ _'___; :T‘T_'f',7_ZE_T '7 :_ T Q-Ll *l‘*_’_

25. This result is correct only if the characterisation of the
laws is correct. It seems that the Provincial Act should

have been held to be in pith and substance within the Pro
vincial List and there was only incidental encroachment on
the concurrent field.

260 AQIIRO 3.9.

270 Gajﬁndragﬂdllﬁl‘ C.J.,K.N.\'v'anOhO0, H.H1day8'|7!.ll1ah, JORO

Mudholkar JJ. were the other judges on the Bench.
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latitude in upholding or striking down lens on the ground of
repugnancy. Only rarely is there any discussion of the policies
involved in the enactments before a conclusion about repugnancy
is reached. In\Qggp,Chnnd v. Stateof'U%gz, in coming to the
conclusion that the State law and the Union law occupied the
same field (though the effect of this finding was nullified
by confining the State and Central law to different period of
time), K. Subba Rao J. observed that if the State laws were
allowed to co-exist with the Union law the uniformity secured
by the latter in matters of road transport nationalisation
would be frustrated. Bt such instances where policy consider

ations are referred to are rare. It is subitted that in
questions of repugnaney, particularly those decided under the

exhaustive code and covering the field tests, it is desirable
that the judges refer to the policy perspective involved
rather than merely giving a conclusion one way or other.
PREVALENCE AND REPEAL OF STATE LAW

State law that prevails over the Union law
10.24 Section 107(2) of the Government of India Act, 1935
provided that a Provincial law with respect to one of the
matters in the Concurrent List, which had obtained the assent
of the Governor-General, would prevail in that Province over
a Federal law or existing law with respect to that matter.
The Federal Legislature had power to pass subsequent
‘iii fiiiiti?‘-iI__;iJi;:. ;.;|;. * T Z_i or

37. A.I.R. 1959 3.9. 543
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11.6 when there is an incidental encroachment into the
concurrent field of a law in pith and substance in the exclusive
field, such an encroaching provision will be read an exception
to the provisions of the law in the concurrent field. But it
the incidentally encroaching provisions are characterised as
belonging to the concurrent field, a case for dealing with
such provisions on the basis of repugnancy might arise. This
may be seen from the cases relting to Madras and Bombay

Prohibition Acts. In the case of the Madras Prohibition Act,
1937 certain provisions regarding special presumptions at the
trial of prohibition offences, and of search, seizure and
arrest were alleged to be repugnant to the Indian Evidence Act,
1872 and to the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 respectively.
These provisions which had no general application outside the
Act were held purely ancillary to the exercise of power under

entry 31 of the Provincial List and hence not to involve a

;;I Ill _ Il'_..CThIT..T.T';' TI if“ It :
(£.n.6 contd.)
(Shreveport Case), 234 U.S.342. "Wherever the inter-state
and intra-state transactions of carriers are so related that
the government of the one involves the control of the other,
it is Congress, and not the state, that is entitled to
prescribe the final and dominant rule, for otherwise
Congress would be denied the exercise of its constitutional
authority and the state, and not the Nation, would be supremd
in the national field", at p.351—352. "This is not to say
that Congress possesses the authority to regulate the
internal commerce of a state as such, but that it does
possess the power to foster and protect inter—state commerce
and to take all measures necessary or appropriate to that
end, althoughuintra-state transactions of inter—state
carriers may thereby be controlled". (p.353).
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Ukma Kolhe
question of repugnancy. However,
in v. The State

of Maharashtra 7
8

I the Supreme Court characterised similar
provisions in the Bombay Prohibition Act, 1949 as referrable
to the concurrent powers under entries 2 and 12 of the
Concurrent List and dealt with them applying the principle of
repugnaney. The different, but doubtful characterisation in
this case was prhaps prompted by the fact the Bombay Act had
received the President's assent under article 254 of the
Constitution.

11.7 The exclusive power to legislate in respect of
persons entitled to practice before the Supreme Court (entry 77
of List I) and High Court (entry 78 of List I) may be reconciled
with entry 26 (legal, medical and other professions) of List
III by excluding the former two from the latteg. Inaggr
. State 01’vU.P
Council of Q__._1_>_.
1?, the validity of the Indian
Stamp (U.P.) Amendment Act, 1970, whereby a stamp duty of

Rs.25O/F was payable on the certificate of enrolement issued
by the State Bar Council was challenged. This stamp duty was
in addition to the fee of Rs.25Q/— payable under the Advocates

Act to the Bar Council. It was held that the fee payable to
the Bar Council was a fee based on entries 77, 78 and 96 of
List I, whereas the stamp duty payable to the State was a tax
7 _i '7 1,1 Tf7T.'7_ '_a_I_ "L 1 _ﬂf';If_TfT_

3.OA.S.
S¥ateOo£'Madras, A.I.R.1957 S.C. 297.
A0 Erishna
O Q 1 'v.SO00
9. 0.¥.
Mohindroo
100
AG
IR‘ Oclv. Bar
IO Council of Delhi, A.I.R.1968 S.C.88B.
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but also the one imediately preceding that should be exempted
from State sales taxes, particularly in view of the export
trading being channelised through State agencies like State
Trading Corporation and the Metal and Mineral Trading
Corporation etc.

12.8 In the case of residuary powers it is seen that
those powers have added a new dimension to the Union power

particularly to the taxing power. The decision of the Supreme

o India
. Dhillon
CourtUnion
in I v.
S 2H.has
opened a new era
in the interpretation of the entries in the three Lists in
the Seventh Schedule. Contrary to the old notion that the
residuary power is the last resort, the procedure to be
followed hereafter, when such questions are raised, will be
to find out whether, the particular power coes within the
State List. If not, it belongs to the Union. The enumeration
in entries 1 to 96 of the Union List is only illustrative
of the residuary power of the Union and may be of some use

in determining the scope of the State List entries. By this
epochpmaking decision, the Supreme Court has really brought
in a logical approach to the problem of Union~State powers

which was in fact suggested at the time of the Constitution
making but was not adopted. The residuary powers are bound
to play an increasing role in the years to come.

12.9 The question of the extent to which Union and State
should be immune from the legislative jurisdiction of the
2. A.I.R. 1972 3.0. 1051.
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Emargency") that e grave eanergency exists whereby the

security of India is threatened, whether by war or internal
disturbance, have power to make laws for a Province or any
Part thereof with respect to any of the matters enumerated in

the Provincial Legislative List:
Provided that no Bill or amendment for the prpcses
aforesaid shall be introduced or moved without the previous
sanction of the Governor-General in his discretion, and the
Governor-General shall not give his sanction unless it appears
to him that the provision proposed to be made is a proper
provision in view of the nature of the emergency.
(2) Nothing in this section shall restrict the power of
a Provincial Legislature to make any law which under this Act
it has power to make, but if any provision of a Provincial
law is repugnant to any provision of a Federal law which the
Federal Legislature has under this section power to make, the
Federal law, whether passed before or after the Provincial
law, shall prevail, and the Provincial law shall to the extent
of the repugnancy, but so long only as the Federal law
continues to have effect, be void.
(3) A Proclamation of‘Emergency
(a) may be revoked by a subsequent Proclamation;

(b) shall be ccmunicated forthwith to the Secretary
of State and shall be laid by him.before each
House of Parliament; and

(c) shall cease to operate at the expiration of six
months, unless before the expiration of that
period it has been approved by Resolutions of
both Houses of Parliament.
(4) A law made by the Federal Legislature which.thst
Legislature would not but for the issue of a Proclamation of
Emergency have been competent to make shall cease to have

effect on the expiration of a period of six months after the
Proclamation has ceased to operate, except as respects things

.341
done or omitted to be done before the expiration of the
said period.

Power of Federal Legislature to legislate for two or more
Provinces by consent

\

103. It it appears to the Legislatures of two or*nore
Provinces to be desirable that any of the matters enumerated
in the Provincial Legislative List should be regulated in
those Provinces by Act of the Federal Legislature, and if
resolutions to that effect are passed by all the Chambers of
those Provincial Legislatures, it shall be lawful for the
Federal Legislature to pass an Act for regulating that nutter
accordingly, but any Act so passed may, as respects any
Province to which it applies, be amended or repealed by an
Act of the Legislature of that Province.
Residual powers of legislation
104.-(1) The Governcr—General.may by public notification

empower either the Federal Legislature or a Provincial
Legislature to enact e law with respect to any matter not
enumerated in any of the Lists in the Seventh Schedule to
this Act, including a law imposing a tax.not mentioned in
any such list, and the executive authority of the Federation
or of the Provnnce, as the case may be, shall extend to the
adninietration.of any law so made, unless the Governor-General
otherwise directs.
(2) In the discharge of his functions under this section
the Governor-General shall act in his discretion.
Application o£'Naval Discipline Act to Indian naval forces
105.-(1) Without prejudice to the provisions of this
Act with respect to the legislative powers of the Federal
Legislature, provision may be made by Act of that Legislature
for applying the Naval Discipline Act to the Indian naval
forces and, so long as provision for that purpose is made
either by an Act of the Federal Legislature or by an existing
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57. The rates of stamp duty in respect of bills of
exchange, cheques, promissory notes, bills of lading, letters
of credit, policies of insurance, proxies and receipts.
58. Terminal taxes on goods or passengers carried by

railway or air; taxes on railway fares and freights.
59. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this list,
but not including fees taken in any Court.
LIST II
PROVINCIAL DEGISLATIVE LIST

1. Public order (but not including the use of‘His

Iajesty's naval, military or air forces in aid of the civil
power); the administration of justice; constitution and
organisation of all courts, except the Federal Court, and
fees taken therein; preventive detention for reasons connected
with the maintenance of pblic order; persons subjected to
such detention.

2. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts except the
Federal Court, with respect to any of the matters in this list;
procedure in Rent and Revenue Courts.

3. Police, including railway and village police.
4. Prisons, reformetories, Borstal institutions and
other institutions of a like nature, and persons detained
therein; arrangements with other units for the use of prisons
and other institutions.
5. Public debt of the Province.
6. Provincial Public Services and Provincial Public
Service Commissions.

7. Provincial pensions, that is to say, pensions payable
by the Province or out of Provincial revenues.
B. Works, lands and bildings vested in or in the
possession of His Majesty for the purposes of the Province.
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9. Compulsory acquisition of land.
10. Libraries, museums and other similar institutions
controlled or financed by the Province.

11. Elections to the Provincial Legislature, subject to
the provisions of this Act and of any Order in Council made
thereunder.

12. The salaries of the Provincial Ministers, of the
Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, and,

if there is a Legislative Council, of the President and
Deputy President thereof; the salaries, allowances and
privileges of the mebers of the Provincial Legislature; and,
to such extant as is expressly authorised by Part III of
this set, the punishment of persons who refuse to give
evidence or produce documents before Committees of the

Provincial Legislature.
13. Local government, that is to say, the constitution
and powers of municipal corporations, improvement trusts,
district boards, mining settlement authorities and other
local authorities for the purpose of local self-government
or village administration.
14. Public health and sanitation; hospitals and
dispensaries; registration of births and deaths.
15. Pilgrimages, other than pilgrimages to places beyond
India 0

16. Burials and burial grounds.
17. Education.

18. Communications, that is to say, roads, bridges,
ferries, and other means of communication not specified in
List I; minor railways subject to the provisions of List I
with respect to such railways; municipal tramways; ropenaye;
inland waterways and traffic thereon subject to the provisions
of List III with regard to such waterways; ports, subject to
the provisions in List I with regard to major ports; vehicles
other than mechanically propelled vehicles.
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19. water, that is to say, water supplies, irrigation
and canals, drainage and embankmcnts, water storage and water
pOW6I‘.

20. Agriculture, including agricultural education and
research, protection against pests and prevention of plant
diseases; improvement of stock and prevention of animal
diseases; veterinary training and practice; pounds and the
prevention of cattle trespass.

21. Land, that is to say, rights in or over land, land
tenures, including the relation of landlord and tenant, and
the collection of rents; transfer, alienation and devolution
of agricultural land; land improvement and agricultural loans;
colonisation; Courts of wards; encumbered and attached estates;
treasure trove.
22. Forests.
23. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral develop
ment subject to the provisions of List I with respect to
regulation and development under Federal control.
24. Fisheries.
25. Protection of wild birds and wild animals.
26. Gas and gaswotks.
27. Trade and commerce within the Province; markets and
Zaire; money lending and money lenders.

28. Inns and innkeepers.
29. Production, supply and distribution of goods;

development of industries, subject to the provisions in List I
with respect to the developent of certain industries under
Federal control.
30. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other goods; weights
and measures.

31. Intoxicating liquors and narcotic drugs, that is to
say, the production, manufacture, possession, transport,
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purchase and sale of intoxicating liquors, opium and other
narcotic drugs, but subject, as respects opium, to the
provisions of List I and, as respects poisons and dangeros

drugs, to the provisions of List III.
32. Relief of the poor; unemployment.
33. The incorporation, regulation, and windingwup of

corporations other than corporations specified in List I;
unincorporated trading, literary, scientific, religious and
other societies and associations; co-operative societies.
34. Charities and charitable institutions; charitable
and religious endowments.

35. Theatres, dramttic performances and cinemas, but
not including the sanction of cinematograph films for
exhibition.
36. Betting and gambling.
37. Offences against laws with respect of any of the

matters in this list.

38. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of

the matters in this list.

39. Lend revenue, including the assessment and collcctio
of revenue, the maintenance of land records, survey for
revenue purposes and records of rights, and alienation of
revenue.

40. Duties of excise on the following goods manufactured
or produced in the Province and countervailing duties at
the sam or lower rates on similar goods manufactured or
produced elsewhere in India
(a) alcoholic liquors for human consumption;
(b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and
‘narcotics; nonenarcotic drugs;
(c) medicinal and toilet preparations containing
alcohol or any substance included in sub-paragraph

(b) of this entry.
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41. Taxes on agricultural incoe.
42. Taxes on lands and buildings, hearths and windows.

43. Duties in respect of succession to agricultural land.
44. Taxes on.mineral rights, subject to any limitations
imposed by any Act of the Federal Legislature relating to
mineral development.

45. Oapitation taxes.
46. Taxes on professions, trades, callings and
employments.

47. Taxes on animals and boats.
48. Taxes on the sale of goods and on advertisements.

49. Oesses on the entry of goods into a local area
for consumption, use or sale therein.
50. Taxes on luxuries, including taxes on entertainments,
amsements, betting and gambling.
51. The rates of stamp duty in respect of documents

other than those specified in the provisions of List I with
regard to rates of stamp duty.
52. Dues on passengers and goods carried on inland
waterways.

53. Tolls.

54. Fees in respect of any of the matters in.this list,
but not including fees taken in any Court.
LIST III
CONCURRENT LEGISLATIVE I113‘!

PART I

1. Criminal law, including all matters included in
the Indian Penal Code at the date of the passing of this Act,
but excluding offences against laws with respect to any of
the matters specified in List I or List II and excluding the
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use of'His Iajesty's naval, military and air forces in aid
of the civil power.
2. Criminal Procedure, including all matters included
in the Code of Criminal Procedure at the date of the passing
01' thie AQt0

3. Removal of prisoners and accused persons from one

unit to another unit.
4. Civil Procedure, including the law of Limitation
and all matters included in the Code of Civil Procedure at
the date of the passing of this Act; the recovery in a
Governor's Province or a Chief Commissioner's Province of
claims in respect of taxes and other public demands,
including arrears of land revenue and sums recoverable as

such, arising utside that Province.
5. Evidence and oaths; recognition of laws, public
acts and_records and judicial proceedings.
6. Marriage and divorce; infants and minors; adoption.
7. Wills, intestacy, and succession, save as regards
agricultural land.
B. Transfer of property other than agricultural land;
registration of deeds and documents.
9. Trusts and Trustees.
10. Contracts, including partnership, agency, contracts
of carriage, and other special forms of contract, but not
including contracts relating to agricultural land.
110 AI‘b1‘BI'at10n.

12. Bankruptcy and insolvency; administrators-general

and official trustees.
13. Stamp duties other than duties or fees collected by
means of judicial stamps, but not including rates of stamp
duty.
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14. Actionable wrongs, save in so far as included in
laws with respect to any of the matters specified in List I

or List II.

15. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except_the
Federal Court, with respect to any of the matters in this

list.

16. Legal, medical and other professions.
17. Newspapers, books and printing presses.
18. Lunacy and mental deficiency, including places for
the reception or treatment of lunatics and mental deficients.
19. Poisons and dangeros drugs.
20. Mechanically propelled vehicles.
21. Boilers.
22. Prevention of cruelty to animals.
23. European vagrancy; criminal tribes.

24. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any
of the matters in this Part of this List.
25. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this Part
of this List, but not including fees taken in any Court.
PART II

26. Factories.
27. Welfare of labour; conditions of labour; provident
funds; employers‘ liability and wcrkmen's compensation;
health insurance, including invalidity pensions; old age
pensions.
28. Unemployment insurance.

29. Trade unions; industrial and labour disputes.
30. The prevention of the extension fro one unit to
another of infectious or contagious diseases or pests
affecting men, animals or plants.
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31. Electricity.
32. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways as

regards mechanically propelled vessels, and the rule of the
road on each waterways; carriage of passengers and goods on
inland waterways.

33. The sanctioning of cinemetogreph films for exhibition
34. Persons subjected to preventive detention under
Federal authority.

35. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of
the matters in this Part of this List.
36. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this Part
of this List, but not including fees taken in any Oourt.
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